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CHAPTER I 

Introduction 

The econoiaic ioportance of the cutting process may be appreciatea by the 

single observation that nearly every device in use in our complex society has 

one or more machined surfaces or holes. There are several reasons for 

developing a rational approach to the cutting problem: 

1. To improve cutting techniques - even minor improvements are of major 

importance in high volume production. 

2. To produce products of greater precision and of greater useful life. 

3. To increase the rate of production and produce a greatei- number and 

variety of products with the tools available. 

All basic fields of industrial endeavor have taken similar paths in the 

course of their development. The earliest work has generally been carried 

out on a purely empirical basis, and in many instances such activities have 

been highly developed by following the case method. While this method presents 

a clear picture of each specific job, a great many cases must be considered 

before sufficient examples have been presented to enable all common situations 

to be covered. This approach has been extensively used in metal cutting as 

well as in other fields, such as machine design, hydraulics, metallurgy, and 

even such nonengineering activities as law emd medicine. The weakness of the 

method lies in its failure to provide a direct means for solving problems which 

lie beyond the range of current experience. Each new case that is established 

must be arrived at by a costly procedure of trial and error. 

Not too many years ago, steam turbines and power machinery were designed 

largely in accordance with the judgment of the designer, rather than by follow¬ 

ing the more rational approach, involving stress analysis, that is in wide use 

today. Similarly, the design of hydraulic conduits and machinery that once was 
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dona by r\ile-of-thumb procedures is now being aoeomplished largely with the aid 

of the principles of fluid mechanics. In the field of metallurgy» steel¬ 

making is being carried out by considering it a special problem in physical 

chemistry, instead of employing the ago-old recipe technique. Uetal-cutlng 

tools and procedures are still largely established by the old case method. This 

activity has resisted the Impact of modern technology and the scientific method, 

mainly due to the complexity of the operations, but also partly due to the 

attitude held toward metal cutting in our engineering schools. 

Traditionally, metal cutting has been part of the training of mechanical 

engineers in this country. However, in the past, a trade-school approach has 

generally been adopted, the emphasis being placed entirely upon nomenclature, the 

mastery of machine manipulation, and the learning of a large number of dis¬ 

connected empirical rules. In some instances the major objective has actually 

been the production of trinkets, thus appealing to the hoboy instincts of the 

student rather than offering him a means of exercising his facility to apply 

fundamental concepts and developing his analytical ability. 

In the past, metal cutting has been an almost exclusively undergraduate 

activity. The extensive graduate research progreun that is so necessary in 

supplying the spark needed for effective graduate teaching has been largely 

missing. There are relatively few people with fundamental learnings who have 

found their way into production activities due to the fact that students, who 

are analytically Inclined and take naturally to the rational approach to problems, 

have not been attracted to study metal cutting operations. This also explains 

why the production industries, in the main, have not Instituted a great amount of 

fundamental research in the past. 

There are several reasons for putting an activity such as metal cutting 

on a rational basis 
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1. To cat«logae the large volume of empirical information that is available. 

2. To be able to predict what will happen under an as yet untested set 

of circumstances. 

3. To produce new techniques and devices that would not ordinarily be 

inspired by a purely empirical approach. 

In this treatment of the subject we will consider the cutting process in 

fundamental terms. The objective is to explain a number of commonly observed 

results rather than to present a large mass of empirical constants and a 

large number of empirical relationships of limited applicability. In this 

first chapter we will briefly consider the subject from a qualitative point of 

view. Basic definitions and concepts will be given and discussed. The wide 

scope of metal cutting will be presented and its relation to other fields of 

science and engineering indicated. 

litatlve Discussion of the Cutting Process 

The chisel (Fig. 1) was probably one of the first cutting tools used by 

man. The earliest stone implements were undoubtedly blunt as shown in Fig. la 

but as experience was gained the importance of three baeic angles became 

apparent - the Le o/ , the clearance angle 0 and the 

'9 
a) Blunt implement b) Implement of Improved design 

requiring less effort. 

Fig. 1 Probable forms of early cutting lm{>l«iant8 



Modern tools bare a wide variety of forms, and their geometry and kinematics 

differ considerably from those of the chisel. However, all of otir modem tools 

have effective rake, clearance and setting angles. 

The principle types of machine tools on which cutting tools are used in 

the modem workshop might be classified as follows: 

1. Planer, shaper 

2. Broach, saw 

3. Lathe 

4. Milling machine 

w 

5. Drilling, tapping and reaming machines 

6. Grinders and polishers 

Major consideration will be given to cutting tools, little being said 

concerning machine tools and their characteristics. 

Certain superficial observations may be made by merely obseirving a metal 

cutting tool in operation. These include: 

1. The basic difference between the cutting of wood and of metal. Up to 

a short time ago it was believed that when metal was cut, the material merely 

split off in front of the tool as the tool advanced - like the chip formed when 

an axe splits a log. When thicKness of a metal chip is measured and compared 

with the depth of cut, it is found that the chip is thicker than the actual depth 

of cut, and the chip correspondingly shortened. 

2. There is essentially no flow of metal at right angles to the direction 

of chip flow. For the purpose of simplifying the geometry involved in cutting, 

it is advantageous to start with a two dimensional process. He then need 

consider what happens in but one representative plane. Although most cutting 

operations Involve tools and processes which are not strictly two dimensional, 

many processes such as plarJLng and sawing and certain turning operations are 
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essentlally two dimensional. Later we will briefly dlscuse the complications 

Introduced by three dimensional aspects of cutting tools. 

3. Flow lines are evident on the side and back of a chip. These lines 

suggest that cutting Involves a shearing mechanism. 

4. Some chips are In the form of a continuous ribbon while others are 

discontinuous, being composed of Individual segments. 

5. The chip, tool and workpiece are hot to the touch. Considerable thermal 

energy Is associated with the cutting process. 

The significance of these observations will be discussed in subsequent 

chapters. 

A photomicrograph of a partially formed chip reveals much concerning tne 

cutting process (Fig. 2). Such photomicrographs are obtained in the following 

manner. During the course of a cutting operation, the tool Is brought to a 

sudden stop. Then the tool is carefully removed, leaving a partially formed 

chip attached to the workpiece. The section of the metal in the vicinity of 

the partially formed chip which Is to become the specimen Is cut from the work- 

piece and mounted In plastic for convenience In handling. The mounted specimen 

Is ground and polished to produce a very smooth flat finish. Next, the polished 

surface is etched with a fluid such as a one percent mixture of nitric acid 

Fig. 2 Photomicrograph of a partially 
formed chip. SAE 1015 steel cut at 
24 sfpm using water containing 0.1% 
sodium nitrite as cutting fluidj lOOX 
nital etch. * 
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In alcohol which reacts at different rates with the different components of 

the metal. The etched surface of the specimen is photographed through a micro¬ 

scope. Examination of a photomicrograph of a partially formed chip such as 

that of Fig. (2) reveals; 

1. There is generally no crack extending in front of the tool point. 

2. A sharp line separates the deformed and undeformed metal. Line AB 

in Fig. 2 is the dividing line between the work and the chip. The material 

below this line is undeformed. The chip or material above the line has been 

deformed by an internal shearing process. When the line AB is projected 

perpendicular to the paper and parallel to Itself, it describes what is known 

as the shear plane. (Fig. 3) 

3. The rate at which metal is deformed is high as a consequence of the 

thinness of the region in which shear occurs. 

4. A built-up edge such as that shown in Fig. 4 sometimes forms at the 

tip of a tool and significantly alters tiie cutting process. The built-up edge 

is one of the major sources of surface roughness, and also plays an important 

role in tool wear. Its cause and significance will be treated in detail in a 

later chapter. 
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Fig. 4 Photoraicrograph shot/ing 
large built-up edge und portions 
of built-up edge along finished 
surface and along face of chip. 
SAE 1020 steel cut at 90 sfpra; 
40X, nitai etch. 

What happens when natal Is cut is clearly shown by the idealized model 

devised by the Finnish engineer, Viano Piispanen in 193V (Fig. 5J. The portions 

of the chip numbered from 1 to 6 in Fig. S originally occupied the similarly 

numbered positions on the workpiece. As the tool advances, segments 7, 8, 

9, etc., which are now part of the workpiece, will become part of the chip. 

The card idea is a little oversimplified, but does illustrate some of the major 

considerations in the cutting process. The picture shows that the card closest 

to the tool point slips a finite distance relative to the uncut metal, as the 

tool advances. When the tool point reaches the next card, the previously 

slipped card moves up along the tool face as a part of the chip. Evidence of 

the existence of such blockwise slip is apparent in the flow lines on the 

surface of a chip, but the front surface is usually smooth due to a burnishing 

action. When paraffin wax is cut, blockwise slip is clearly evident. 
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Fig. 5 Piispanen^ idealized model of the cutting proeesa 

The hardness of the metal in the chip^ the built-up edge and near the 

finished surface is usually greater than that for the metal in bulk due to 

strain hardening. 

Friction between the chip ana tool plays a significant role in the cutting 

process. This friction may be reduced by: 

1. Improved tool finish and sharpness of the cutting edge. 

2. Use of low friction work or tool materials. 

3. Increased sliding speed. 

4. Improved tool geometry 

5. Use of a cutting fluid 

When tool friction is decreased there is a corresponding increase in shear 

angle and an accompanying decrease in the thickness of the chip. It can be 

readily seen in Fig. (6) tiiat the amount of plastic deformation to which the 

chip is subjected decreases as the shear angle increases. Also, the length of 

the shear plane is seen to be significantly decreased as the shear angle 

increases. The force along the shear plane will vary as the area of the shear 

plane, assuming the shear stress on the shear plane to remain constant. 
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Fig. 6 Diagram showing the effect of large and small shear angle ( ^ j on the 
chip thickness (t ) and length of the shear plane for a given tool and depth of 
cut. ^ 

The temperature of a cutting tool may reach a high value particularly when 

a heavy cut is taken at high speed. This is, evident when the work or tool is 

touched, by the presence of temper colors on the chip, work or tool, or may 

even be evident due to the loss of hardness of the tool point with an attendant 

loss of tool geometry and failure by ei^cessive flow. 

The operational characteristics of a cutting tool are generally described 

by a single word - machlnability. There are three main aspects of machinabilitys 

1. Tool life 

2. Surface finish 

3. Power required to cut 

These important items will be considered in detail later. 

There are three regions of interest in the cutting process. The first 

area shown in Fig. 7 extends along the shear plane and is the boundary between 

the deformed and undeformed material or the chip and the work. The second area 
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includee the Interface between the chip and the tool face, while the third area 

Includes the finished or machined surface and the material adjacent to that 

surface. We are interested in the plastic deformation characteristic of the 

material cut in the first area, the friction and wear characteristics of the 

tool-work combination in the second area, and the surface roughness produced 

and toe residual stresses involved in the surface constituting the third area. 

Fig. 7 Areas of interest in Machining 

The understanding of what happens in each of the three major regions of 

the cutting process involves a knowledge of several fields of engineering and 

science including: 

1. Solid state physics 

2. Engineering mechanics 

3. Materials testing 

4. Eiigineering plasticity 

5. Fundamentals of lubrication, friction and wear 

6. Basic concepts of chemistry and physics 

7. Principles of metallurgy 

8. Thermodynamics and heat transfer 

In subsequent chapters some of the fundamental concepts of these many fields of 

endeavor will be discussed and applied to the cutting process. 



CHAPTER 2 

Structure of Metals 

In this chapter^ the basic composition of matter will be discussed 

with particular emphasis upon the behavior of metals. The subject will 

be treated from the point of view of solid state physics; starting with 

the atom and building up through the crystal, the polycxystalllne metal 

will finally be considered. With this background, the basic types of 

deformation will be defined and a theoretical analysis given for the 

strength of a material. The variation of the strength of a material with 

Inhomogeneities, temperature and strain rate will also be discussed. This 

point of view differs from that of the engineers in which the physical 

properties of a given specimen of metal are considered from a elcToscopic 

point of view. The engineering approach to metals will be discussed in 

chapter 3. 

Stress and Strain. One of the prime purposes of examining the structure 

of metals is to be able to predict how the metal will deform when subject 

to*'bxtemal load. The ability of a piece of metal to resist deformation 

is not in general a function of the total load applied, but rather of the 

load intensity per unit area (stress). Because the resultant force that 

is acting on a given area is usually inclined at some angle to the area, it 

is convenient to resolve the resultant into normal and tangential compon¬ 

ents. The normal component of force per unit area is called the normal 

stress ) (soawtimes also referred to as a tensile or compressive stress), 

and the tangential component of force per unit area referred to as the shear 

stress (T*). In fig. la, the homogeneous bar of cross sectional area A is 
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to tho ucLa la 

aubjaot to axial loada P| tho norxal atraaa oa a plana parpandloular 

and tha ahaar atraaa la aaro. In fig. lb» tha 

block of oroaa aaotlon A la aubjaet to tangantlal loada P} tha ahaar 

atraaa on aroa A la and tha noraal atraaa la aaro. It la appar- 

ant that any plana that la not parpandloular to the axle will ba subjaotad 

to both noxval and ahaar a’taraaaaa. 

Normal stress anfl strain 

Fig. 1 Stress and strain. 

b. Shear stress and strain 

In a similar manner it is conTonlent to consider deformation per 

unit length (strain) rather than total deformation. Strain Is also re¬ 

solved Into two components! normal strain ( ^ } for designating motion 

perpendicular to a given plane, and shear strain ( '^ } for designating 

p 
motion parallel to the plane. If in fig. la the normal stress ^ causes 

the bar of original length ^ to elongate an amount A , then the 

normal strain . Likewise in fig. lb. If the top surface of 

the block of height moves a distance Ml, the shear strain ^ ss 
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The ualtB of atross ar* pounds par square inch and the units of 

strain are in./in., and hence strain is a uondimensional quantity. A 

sore thorou^ treataent of stress and strain will be given in chapter 5 

Bie Bohr Atom. All natter is conposed of elementary particles called 

atoms- (from the Gh*eek atonos. meaning Indivisible). Because of the 

extremely small sise of atoms (the diameter of a siai>lo l^rogen atom 

is about O* 42 X /O ^ inches) it has been very difficult to obtain 

much information about 'Uiemy but through the years, various theories 

have been proposed to explain their composition. Notable among these 

theories is that due to the Danish physicist Niels Bohr (I913). As will 

be shown later, Bohr pictured the atom as a nucleus with electrons re¬ 

volving about it in well defined circular or elliptical orbits. More 

recent Quantum mechanical investigations have shown that a wave motion 

is also associated with the electron. This has led to a modification of 

the Bohr theory such that an electron is no longer required to occupy a 

particular position In a definite orbit, but is considered to possess a 

certain probability of occupying a particular position In space. For 

the purposes of this book, the Bohr theory is sufficient in every way. 

Therefore, although a more correct but far more complex theory is available, 

the Bohr theory will be used. This philosophy will be employed through¬ 

out this book. Inansuch as no theory is absolute it would seen that 

irtienever a simple theory suffices it should be used even though it msy be 

somewhat less general than more complex theories that happen to be available. 

As was previously mentioned, the Bohlr atom consists of a positively 

charged nucle\is siirrounded by negatively charged electrons. In the most 

frequently encountered energy state the eleotroas travel In circular orbits. 
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When Bore than one eleotrona have the saaie orbital diaaeterf they are 

said to be In the eaM ahoU. The phyaloal and obemieal propertloa of 

an atom are dependent upon the nnaber and dlatrlbutlon of Ita planetary 

eleotrona» partioularly thoae in the outeraoBt shell nhieh are eaUed 

valence eleotrona* Fig. 2 showa a aehenatlc view of an Iron atom ahlch 

haa 26 eleotrona in four ahells. When an aton has eight valence eleotrona* 

it la ehenloally and i^sioally stable. The inert gasea (necm* argon,etc.) 

have eight valanoe electrons. An atom vdth its valence electrons removed 

is called an Ion. 

Fig. 2 Schematic view of Iron 
atom which has 26 planetary- 
electrons* two of which are 
valence electrons. 

Atomic Bonding. All a-toms have a atrong tendency to convert the number 

of electrons in the outer shell to eight either by gaining or losing val¬ 

ence electrons. This may be done in -three general ways: 

1. 9y an actual exchange of valence electrons between two atoms. 

For example ordinary salt (Pig. 3} is a crystal composed of alternate 

atoms of SodiviB (1 valence electrons) and chlorine (7 valence electrons). 
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Due to the exchange of two electrons* each atom has a net electrostatic 

charge; ib is this charge which holds materials of this type together. 

Such crystals are termed ionic because they dissociate into ions upon 

going into solution. Ionic crystals are relatively weak materials having 

a low shear strength. 
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Fig. 3 Lattice Structure of Sodium Chloride 
O Sodium atom cite 
# Chloride atom cite. 

.2. By sharing valence electrons. In this ease* the valence electrons • 

can be considered to be in vibratory motion so that they are associated with 

any one atom for only a part of the time. The diamond is an example of 

this type of bonding. Fig. 4 shows the diamond space lattice i.e. the pos¬ 

itions of^the atom centers. Here* each carbon atom (4 valence electrons) 

is surrounded by 4 other carbon atoms. The valence electrons can be consid¬ 

ered to vibrate in such a manner that each atom has a part time share in 

its own four valence electrons* plus a part time share in one electron from 

each of the surrounding four atoms. This type of bonding is called eovalant 
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•ad Is ohsraetsrlssd by tbs bard, brlttls aatsrlals. 

> 4 OLamond space Lattice (Bragg) 

3, In the case of metals the number of ralence electrons is too 

small for the formation of the foregoing two types of bonds, and a third 

type known as the metallic bond is formed. In this case electropositive 

ions arrange themselves in a danse, symmetrical pattern with valence elec- 

trxMS distributed throughout the patterns as an electron cloud. The ions 

are olosely packed and are not easily moved relative to each other; they 

might well be considered as hard, round balls ranging in slse from 1/2 to 2 x 10 

inch. Because of this close packing, metals have high shear strength; good 

thermal and electrical conductivity obtain as a result of the electron cloud. 

Crystal Structure. Although the ions of a metal are in vibratory motion,^ 

the mean position of the ion centers nay be represented by a three dlaen- 

tional diagram called a space lattice. The smallest sub-pattern from which 
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a apaoa lattlea oaa be Bade la called a>unlt cell. Although there 

are nuaeroua poaalble lattice atruoturaSt It la indeed fortunate that 

Boat engineering aetala fall into three apace lattieea. The unit cella 

for theae throe Betallic lattieea ahom in fig. 5 aret 

a. Face centered 
cubic (FCC), for 
aluminum, a -- 
1.595 X 10"^ Inch, 
for Iron (1670 F 
to 2550 F), a = 
1.438 X 10-8 inch. 

b. Hexagonal close 
packed (HOP) , for 
magnesivm, a = 
1.262 X 10-8 inch, 
c = 2.015 X 10-8 inch. 

c. Body centered 
cubic (BCC), for iron 
(to 1670 F and 2550 F 
to melt), a = 
1.128 X 10-8 inch. 

Fig. 5 Unit cells for the three basic lattice arrangements of metals. 

1* Face Centered Cubic (FCC)t 

Fe (1670 F to 2550 F), Cu, Al, Mi, Ag, Pb 

2. Hexagonal Close Packed (HCP)t Zn, Mg, Cd, Be, Co, Ti 

3* Body Centered Cubic (BCC) Fe (to 1670 F, and 2550 F to Belting 

point), V, Mo, W, Cr 

Of theae, the first two, FCC and HCP are as closely pabked as possible, 

irtiile the BCC arrangOBMit has a aliilitly less daase packing. (Fig. 6). 
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O • 
So 
o • 

o • 
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a) Face Centered Cubic b) Hexagonal Close Packed c) Body Centered Cubic 

• 1st layer 
O 2nd layer 
X 3r‘i layer 
0 4th layer 

% let layer 
O 2nd layer 
• 3rd layer 

• let layer 
O 2nd layer 
• 3rd layer 

Fig. 4> Plan view showing ion center configurations for 
the three common types of metal space lattice. 

Although metal erystale may be constructed by condslning unit cells. 

It Is seldom that an actual crystal has the perfect structure which would 

result from the alignment of unit cells. Buerger has shown by X-Ray dlf- 

fractlw experiments that an avereige crystal has "faults" which have a mean 

spacing of 10~^ to 10~^ inch. Fig. 7 shows Buerger*s"llneage structure", 

in which a single crystal Is composed of many regions of perfect crystal 

structure that are slightly misaligned. 

When a piece of metal Is solidified from the melt, a process known as 

and growth takes place. As the melt cools, a temperature will 

be reached «Axsn the theriaal energy associated with the molten metal Just 

equals tbs sun of the thermal energy of the solid metal plus the surface 

energy associated with the boundary between a small solid crystal and the 

molten metal. When this temperature is reached and a number of atoms happen 

to be in the correct position to form a crystal, nueleatlon takes place and 
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a small ciystal is born. This process takes place at many points in 

the melt simultaneously. As heat continues to leave the system the 

nuclei grow, and a polycxystallIne material results. Because of the matter 

of chance associated with nucleation, adjacent crystals will have orient¬ 

ations which are much different than those associated with Buerger's 

lineage structure. The region separating the various crystals or grains 

is called the grain botmdary. The few atoms in the grain boundary belong 

to neither crystal and are quite disordered as shown in fig. 8a. ‘^hius, 

the grain boundary material has high elastic strain energy and is less 

stable than the parent crystal. The grains in most engineering metals 

—3 —2 
vary from 10 to 10 Inches in diameter and are usually of roughly 

uniform size. 

Fig. 7 Exaggerated representation of linage structure of single crystal in 
which individiial perfect crystalites are misaligned by about 0.1 degree (after 

Beurger). 
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Sir Lawrvnett Bragg has daviaed a two dinanalonal analogy to the 

atructure of motala in tdiloh aaall air bubblaa of unlfora siao, floating 

on a water aurfaoe, are likened to the Iona of a aetallio lattice. A por¬ 

tion of a raft of bubblea la ahown in Fig. 8b in which several grain bound- 

arlea are evident. Thia repreaentation of a a«talllo atructure haa proven 

useful In visualising other cbaracterlatica of aetala and will again be 

utilised later in thia chapter. 

Deformation of Single Cryatal. Although all engineering metals are poly- 

crystalline» it is advisable to consider first the defornation of single 

cxystala since this represents the simpler problem* and provides a val¬ 

uable insight into polycrystalline deformation. 

One of the major differences between single crystals and polycrys- 

talllne materials to be kept in mind is the fact that single crystals are 

highly anisotropic; that is* their properties are different in different 

dlrectlona (electrical resistance* magnetic susceptibility* heat conduc¬ 

tivity * coefficient of expansion* themeelectric e.m.f.* Young's modulus* 

and plastic properties). For example table 1 shows the range of physical 

values to be expected for different directions in a single iron crystal at 

room teaperature. 

TABLE 1 

ganae of Physical Properties for 

Differently Oriented Single Iron Crystals 

Quantity Ranpe of Valces 

Young's Modulus {£ ) 1,7 to 36.8 x 10^ psl 

Shear modulus (S ) 7,8 to 15 x 10^ pai 

Yield stress ^0*700 to 15*200 pai 

Ultimate stress (6»b) 20*400 to 29*200 psi 

Percent elcmgatlcn 20 to 40% 
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WhiXtt it appear that the lone are aerelgr puehed together or 

pulled farther apart, when a oryetal le deforawd, it le foiind by X-ray 

diffraction studies that the lattice spacing in a highly defoneed crystal 

differs by less than 1% from that of the undeformed crystals. Therefore, 

the large deformations to which crystals auiy be subjected cannot be due to 

a normal motion of its ions. There are, however, two mechanisms which 

allow relatively large deformations with no change in lattice spacing. 

1. In the process known as slip a gross movement of pert of the 

crystal occurs relative to the remaining part, such that the total displace¬ 

ment is an even number of atonic distances. In fig. 9 the upper part of the 

crystal (solid dots) is moved one atomic distance a to the right along the 

slip plane AB so that the atoms again line up to form a perfect array. This, 

is by far the most common type of deformation and is the process of import¬ 

ance in metal cutting. 

CRYSTAL 

• •^/DISORDERED 
• • %x'GRAIN BOUNDARY 

• •^ ^ MATERIAL 
_ ja/ •a • 

a. Diagraroatlc representation. b. Soap bubble analogy (after 
Bragg) . 

Fig. 8 Grain boundaries 
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A 

2* In the twlanlng prooess, rotation of part of a crystal occurs 

relatlTe to the other part in such a way that the deforaed portion be¬ 

comes a mirrorlaage of the undeformed portion as in fig. 10. The upper 

part has rotated through an angle OQ to the rights each row of atoms 

moving a different distance so that the plane of twinning becomes a plane 

Fig. 9 Deformation by slip. 

• ions before slip 
o ions after slip 

FIr. 10 Doforraation by twinning 

• ions before twinning 
o ions after twinning 

When eltiier single crystals or polycrystalline materials are de¬ 

formed below a critical temperature, (recrystalllzatlon temperature 

about 1200 F for iron) the stress necessary to produce deformation in¬ 

creases as deformation proceeds. This phenomenon is called strain hard¬ 

ening. Although the existence of strain hardening makes plasticity 

calculations quite complex, as we shall see later, it is one of nature's 

gifts without which materials engineering would be a more difficult task. 
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Due to the lattice structure of orystals^ slip occurs on well de¬ 

fined planes In well defined directions. Prevloualy> the atoms or ions 

in a metal have been considered as hard balls. If In a group of ballst 

certain layers are farther apart than others» It will be easier to cause 

slip between the more distant layers. So It Is In metals. The crystallographic 

planes that are farthest apart are also the ones of greatest atomic density^ 

l.e. they contain the greatest number of atoms per unit area. Slip tends 

to ooour on such planes Inasmuch as the resistance to slip Is then a min¬ 

imum. From a slmllcur line of reasoning, slip will ooour in the direction 

of maximum atomic density* l.e. in the direction of minimum atom spacing. 

The planes and directions of greatest atomic density (slip systems) are 

shown in fig. 5 for the three basic unit cells. For the FCC lattice* the 

directions AB* BC* and CA In plane ABC constitute the slip systems. In 

the HOP lattice* the directions AA'* BB'* and CC' in basal plane A B C A' 

B'C are the slip systems. Likewise* In the BCC lattice* the plane A B C D 

and the directions AC and BD in plane ABCD are the slip systems. 

Because of the limited number of slip systems in any single crystal* 

deformation will vary with orientation. If tensile tests are made on sev¬ 

eral randomly oriented crystals of the same material* a set of curves like 

those of fig. Ua will be obtained. If* however* the value of shear stress 

on the active shear plane (resolved shear stress ^ ) Is plotted against 

the shear strain on the aotlve shear plane (resolved shear strain - TT )> 

all of the data fall along a single curve as in fig. Ub. 

Theoretioal Strength of Single Crystals. As previously stated* most mech- 

anloal deformation takes place through the process of slip. Therefore* it 
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is of Intorost to oaloulato tte ttaeoretlool ohieor stress ( 

wblob slip should ooour. 

a. Tensile curves for 
randomly oriented single 
crystals. 

b. Single resolved shear 
stress-strain curve corres¬ 
ponding to the family of 
curves of (a). 

-^1 Stress—strain characteristics for a representative single crystal. 

In fig. 12, two rows of ions are shown with shear stress applied 

such that the upper row will glide to the right relative to the lower 

row. Consider the position of the black Ion as It moves from Its original 

position (1) to Its final position (5). It Is apparent from symmetry 

that the atom will be in equilibrium In posltlws 1, 3, or but will 

not be in equilibrium at any Intermediate position. As a first approx¬ 

imation let us assTime that the shear stress necessary to move an Ion from 

(1) to (5) varies in a saw tooth manner as shown In Fig. 12b. According 

to this picture the material will behave In an elastic manner until a 

deformation equivalent to position 2 Is reached, at which time the system 

will become unstable and go out of control. This corresponds to the con¬ 

dition of rupture. It Is of interest to cMiipute the maximum theoretical 
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•tr««a that th« aatarlal My b« aubjaetad to bafora Inatabillty aata 

in, and ruptura oecura. Tha atraaa raqulrad for novasant from (1) to (2) la 

(1) 

For aaall daformations, Hooke'a Law (chapt. 5) glTaat 

r= G y 
idiara G la tha ahaar modulua. 

Qy definition 
X 

(2) 

(3) 

and tharafora. 

or 

1-^ 
-w -4.x 

CL, 
(4) 

(5) 

If in tha preceding analyaia, a nomal atraaa ^ la applied, it baa two 

functions. First, it will change the distance a^ by an amount a2, which 

from Hooke's Law is 

where la Toimg'a modulus of elasticity. 

Hence, tha new value of a^ becomes a2 -t A a2 or 

(7) 

Seccmdly, due to the Poisson effect (chapter 5) the distance a^will be 

changed by a leaser amount than a2 and in the opposite direction 

40-^1 = Cl, (8) 
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a'= 

the theoretical shear atreea ^ then beoeMS 

t = + 37 ~ 4 <2^ (/ + 

(9) 

(10) 

In Host ■ateriala a^ and therefore, 

a. Adjacent rows of ions. b. Assumed variation of stress with displacement. 

Fig. 12 Variation of shear stress when one row of ions is moved relative to 
another in shear. 
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It should be noted that the foregoing analysis was based upon a 

two dinenslonal picture and an assumed saw tooth stress function. If 

the analysis Is repeated using a sinusoidal stress function, the theor¬ 

etical strength becomes 

•o - £Tr (13) 

Although neither of these values Is apt to be exact, the order of magni¬ 

tude should be correct, and the following conclusions can be drawni 

1. The theoretical shear strength of a material is of the order of 

aTT 
psl. 

2. The effect of normal stress on the shear plane is small if g?* 

is large. For example in a steel specimen where £ s 30 x 10^ pel. 

andy4( s 0.3» if a normal stress (^ ) of 100.000 is applied, the percent¬ 

age change of the yield stress is. from equation (11) 

The effect of normal stress on the shear plane as calculated here is 

valid only in the elastic range before yield actually occurs. The effect 

of normal stress in the plastic range will be discussed in chapter 3. Equa¬ 

tions (1) and (11) can be combined to give 

7-- 6 3* (U) 
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Pros this •quAtion it la that tha eonstaat of inroportlonalltj bo- 

taoan abear atraaa and strain is indspmdsnt of ooroal strsss on tbs 

shoar plans as long as is largo oo^parsd witli unity. It is thus 

evicUmt shy ths shoar oodulus has the sano raluo rogardloss of .the noraal 

stress that nay bo prosent on tho shear plane. 

Froo the foregoing discussion the theoretical yield stress tar an 

ironspeelaen is seen to be about //•X “ t»S ^ 10 Wl 

However^ an actual iron speelaen will yield at a shear stress of the order 

of .05 a 10^ psl» and a single crystal of iron will yield at an even lower 

ahear stress. Thus» the theoretical stress would appear to be too high 

by a factor of at least 35. 

DISLOCATION 
.CENTER 

cm m )-mc>m cm m 

7' SLIP PLANE 

(a) 

Fig. 13 Motion of a 
dislocation. 
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Dlalocafelon Thaory. In order to explain the above dlsorepanoy, pharalolsts 

have proposed the dislocation theory. The arrangeaent of Ion centers in 

what is teraed a dlslooafeion is as shoen in Fig. 13a* In such an arrange¬ 

aent there is syaaetry (and henoe equllibriua) about a line throu^ the dis¬ 

location center and perpendleular to the slip plane. Howaver« there is 

one "extra" atom in the bottom row (the center atom). As the shear stress 

is applied, the dislocation center will move; and Fig. 13b shova the center 

ene atom spacing to the left. During this aoveaent, for each ion to the 

left of the center that is put into coa^reasion, an ion to the right of the 

center coaea out of compression by the same amount, so that aero force is 

required to aove the dislocation center. Fig. 13o shows the aaae atoms after 

the dislocation center has aoved completely out of our field of view*, the 

ions are now in perfect allgnaent but in effect the upper row of ions has 

slipped one atoalc spacing relative to the lower row. 

a 

b 

c 

d 

e 

Fig. 14 Motion of an 
Inch worm (after Orowan). 
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Fig. 15 Edge type dislocation 

As Orowan has suggested the motion of a dislocation Is similar to that of an 

inch worn. Fig. 14 shows how such a worm humps its tail and carries the hump 

forward. While most of its bodj is in contact with the ground at all times, and 

no part of the body slips along the ground, still it mowes. The extra atom 

in a dislocation is analogous to the hump in the inch worm's body. 

The dislocation Just described is called an edge type dislocation and is 

shown in three-dimensions in Fig. 15a, while the soap bubble counterpart is 

shorn in Fig. 15b. The importcmt characteristic of an edge type dislocation 

is that the dislocation line moves in the direction of slip. In the screw 

type dislocation shown in Fig. 16, the dislocation line moves at right angles 

to the direction of slip. A general dislocation line separating the slipped 

metal from the unslipped metal will be a sig-sag line made of edge and screw 

type dislocations (Fig. 17), and must either form a closed loop or end at a 

free surface 
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Fig. 17 Plan view of combination 
Fig. 16 Screw type dislocation qj* edge and screw type disloca¬ 

tions 

When a dislocation travels across a crystal^ a gross slip of one 

atom spacing results. Through the use of the electron microscope, 

Heidenreich and Shockley have foiind that in a single ciystal of pure 

aluminum, slip occurred on planes about 0.8 x 10~^ inch apart with a 

gross slip of about 8 x 10”^ inch on each plane as shown in Fig. 18. 

—A 
Pure aluminum is FCC, with a lattice constant of 1.59 x 10 inch, its 

Ion spacing along the slip plane (a^) is about 1.2 x 10~ inch, and the 

spacing between planes (Sg) is about 0.97 x 10 inch. Therefore in the 

specimen of Heldmvreich and Shockley slip occurred only on planes that 

were about 100 ion spaces apart and the slip distance involved was about 

650 ion spaces. Thus, slip does not occ\ir on every atomic plane but only 

on a relatively few, and a great many dislocations must move across a 

crystal to account for the deformation that is observed. 
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Fig. 18 The spacing of adjacent slip planes — pure alumlnuBi 
single crysteU. (after Heidenrelch and Shockley) 

Dislocation Formatlcn It would appear that a virgin piece of metal would 

not contain sufficient dislocations in it to provide the deformations ob¬ 

served in plastic flow. Some method of generating dislocation must be found 

and for our purposes, it is convenient to think of inhomogeneltles that will 

give rise to a concentration of stress, (such as submicroscopic cracks, 

vacant lattice sites or impurities in the lattice) as being responsible for 

the production of dislocations. While present day experimental techniques 

preclude a direct determination of dislocation productions, it is possible 

to postulate a theory that is in good agreement with the known facts. 

If we assume that in a given crystal there are a number of randomly 

oriented ralcrocracks, there will be some that are oriented in the direction 

of majcloum normal stress. It will be shown in chapter 5 that there will be 
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oono«atratlon o£ stress at the tip of a crack and a steep stress gradient 

will extend from the crack tip as shown in Fig. 19. This will cause the 

ions near the crack tip to be extended from their equilibrium positions 

a greater amount than those ions that are more distant from the tip. In 

Fig. 19 the ions are represented in their equilibrium positions by solid 

dots but in their disturbed positions (exaggerated) h/ open circles. A 

configuration of ions that resembles a dislocation is evident in Fig. 19 

(compare with Fig. 13a) which results from the variable extension of ions 

with distance from the crack tip. It will be shown later in this chapter 

that if a stress concentration of about 20 exists» the thermal energy assoc¬ 

iated with the vibratory motion of the ions is sufficient to complete the 

formation of a dislocation. 

Fig. 19 Displacement of ions to 
form a dislocation at the tip of 
a microcrack in a specimen loaded 
in tension. 

• ion centers before applied 
stress 

o Ion centers after applied 
stress 
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It can be almilarly ahown that a dialooatloQ will result when a 

specimen is subjected to torsion or compression Instead of tension. In 

the case of tension (Fig. 19)dislocations will form at both ends of the 

crack simultaneously» and the crack will grow as dislocations are formed. 

In the ease of compression* on the other hand* the crack will gat smaller 

with the formation of dislocations. This explains why the rupture strength 

of a material is greater In compression than In tension. 

Taylor has explained strain hardening In terms of the back stress 

associated with dislocations that become stuck. He points out that there 

are certain boundaries across which dislocations cannot travel (grain boundaries* 

microcracks. Inclusions, the lineage structure, etc). As dislocations begin 

to pile up at these boundaries (not unlike automobiles at a stoplight) It Is 

suggested that the electrostatic field resulting will make It more difficult 

to form subsequent dislocations. Vihile this mechanism qualitatively accounts 

for strain hardening, It falls to explain the persistence of strain hardening 

when the load Is removed. Taylor's picture predicts that when the load Is 

reversed the stuck dislocations are freed and zero stress Is then required 

to produce strain. 

An alternative explanation for strain hardening that does not, Suffer from 

the foregoing difficulty when load is reversed can be given In terms of the 

crack picture. If a dislocation should run into another microcrack. It will 

be kept from continuing across the crystal, but will not retain its identity 

and merely remain at the surface of the crack, as In Taylor's plctvire. It 

will be destroyed as It is absorbed in the surface of the intervening crack. 

The fact that a dislocation Is stopped part way across a crystal means that 

part of the crystal will have moved relative to the remainder, and this will 
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set up a local elastic back stress that extends from the point where the 

dislocation Intersected the crack and lost Its Identltjp to the point where 

It originated. This elastic back stress will then neutralize an equivalent 

amount of stress at the tip arising from the external loads, and another 

dislocation cannot be formed until the external load has been increased an 

amount sufficient to neutralise the back stress. When load is removed the 

network of internal back stresses throughout the material will remain and 

hence the strain hardening effect will not disappear. The effect of strain 

hardening can be removed onlj heating the metal to a sufficiently high 

temperature, such that the amplitudes of the vibrating ions is great enough 

to allow the slight rearrangement in the ion centers necessary to remove 

the residiial stress field. 

Temperature and Strain Rate. In order to determine analytically the effect 

of temperature and strain rate upon the flow stress of a material, it is 

necessary to consider the energy associated with deformation. Becker has 

suggested that the thermal energy of a material is available to assist the 

applied stress ^ in providing the energy required to form a dislocation. 

Orowan has indicated that although the thermal energy is insufficient to 

close- the gap between observed values of and the theoretical strength ^ , 

if a stress concentration C exists (as there would be at the tip of a 

fflicrocrack) at points where dislocations are to be generated, then the thermal 

energy can bridge the gap between ^ and cr. 



Fig. 20 Stress strain curve 
for perfectly homogeneous 
material. 

In fig. 20 the first part of the aa«-tooth curve of Fig. 12 is reprod¬ 

uced. The total energy per unit volume required to raise a unit volume 
_ ( 

to the stress ^ is equal to the total shaded area. The portion of that 

energy provided byC T' is equal to the area below C t while the por¬ 

tion to be furnished by thermal energy per unit volume 

the area above cr. From Hooke's law: 

Zi y = 
A T 
G 

is equal to 

(15) 

and hence, 

(16) 
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Thus> a dislocation should be foraed vhenever the thermal energy 

per unit Tolxuse in the vicinity of a stress concentration has the value 

required by equation (16). Boltzmann has shown that the probability of 

finding a thermal energy VU^is 

pr e (17) 

where V is the volume, is the thermal energy per unit volume required, 

T is the absolute temperature, and K i Boltzmann's universal constant. 

Since a dislocation will travel across a crystal with a velocity 

approaching the speed of sound, the rate of strain ( ^) will be proportional to 

the rate of formation of dislocations, which in turn is proportional to the 

probability of having sufficient thermal energy to form dislocations. There¬ 

fore, 

AS 

vu» 
irf“ 

(18) 

where A is the proportionality constant. 

From equations (16) and (18) .£ 
v(T;-cr)_ 

y= Ae (19) 

When solved for 'y' this becomes _ ^ . v. 

I "" r' 

M 

(20) 

For a given material, Sj K, V and A are constants and hence 

equation (20) reduces to 

7'= C,- C, Yt(Cj-X t)' (21) 
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MaoGregor has obtainad data for oatarlals at various teaparaturea and 

strain rates. Table 2 gives data for the ultimate stress of SAE 1112 steel, 

steal. 

Table 2. Tensile Data for SAE 1112 Steel. Equivalent* 

T ®Fabs 
—I 

y.SEc 
Ultimate stress 

(S'. P5I 
shear stress 

T. PSI 

530 0.0009 77100 38550 

530 482 92800** 46400 

160 0.0009 119400 59700 

* Based on maxinuB shear theory (chapter ^}. 

** Value corrected for difference in hardness of high and low speed test specimens 

Substituting values from table 2 into equation 21 we obtain the follow¬ 

ing three equations in the unknowns and C^. 

Solving for C^, and C^: 

38550 = -23 + 7.01 

46400 = -23 - 6.18 

59700 - -12.65 + 7.01 

and hence 

'V = 85500 - 311 [t(36.2 Y )] ^ 

This equation is shown plotted in fig. 21. It is to be noted that the temp¬ 

erature effect is greatly reduced at higher strain rates. 



Fig. 21 Variation of ultimate shear stress with temperature 
and Rate of Strain* SAE 1112 Steel 
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The Tolume ? occupied hj a dislocation can be calculated as foUovs 

\rns 
c,= 

(23) 

For the foregoing example this gives 

W _ -i- = 3.4 7 X /o* W* 
(311 X ahs)^ 

The lattice constant of BCC iron is 1.128 x 10 inch and a \init cell eon- 

taina a total of 2 atoms. Therefore the volume per atom (v) is 

</, (2 8) y lo"** _.^-3-* tiy 
Tr = --i-—=O.7IS^I0 

and the number of atoms per dislocation ( /ri ) is therefore 

,-23 
3,47 X/O ^ 

= 0.7/5X 

It should be kept in mind that in the previous analyses many assump¬ 

tions and simplifications have been made. However, the results given by 

the analysis appear quite reasonable. k stress concentration of 20 at 

the tip of a microcrack and a*total of 50 atoms per dislocation both ap¬ 

pear to be within the range that might be expected. Therefore, although 

the picture of the slip mechanism that has been presented is only approx¬ 

imate in many respects it does app>ear to provide a useful working model 

that we will have occasion to apply in our subsequent discussions of the cut¬ 

ting process. 
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CHaPTER 3 

Mechanics of Cutting 

In this chapter the principles of Applied Mechanics will be used to 

develop force and velocity relationships associated with the general two- 

dimensional cutting operation discussed in chapter 1. We v/lll begin by listing 

a number of assumptions on which the analyses to follow are based. 

1. The tool is perfectly sharp and there is no contact along the clearance 

face. 

2. The shear surface is a plane extending upward from the cutting edge. 

3. The cutting edge is a straight line extending perpendicular to^he 

direction of motion and generates a plane surface as the vfork moves past it. 

4. The chip does not flow to either side. 

5. The depth of cut is constant. 

6. The width of the tool is greater than that of the workpiece. 

7. The work moves relative to the tool with uniform velocity. 

8. A continuous chip is produced with no built-up edge. 

Forces Relations 

When the chip is isolated as a free body (Fig. 1), we need consider only 

two forces - the force between the tool face and the chip (R) and the force 

between the workpiece and the chip along the shear plane (R'). For equilibrium 

these must be equal 

R = R' (i; 

The forces R and R' are conveniently resolved into three sets of components as 

indicated in Fig. 1. 

1. In the horizontal and vertical direction, Fj^ and F^ 

2. Along and perpendicular to the shear plane, Fg and Ng 

3* Along and perpendicular to the tool face F and h 

If the forces R and R' are plotted at the tool point instead of at their 

actual points of application along the shear plane and tool face, we obtain a 
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convenlent and conpact diagram (Fig 2). Kara R and R' (^diich ara equal and 

parallel) are coincident, and are made the diameter of the dotted reference 

circle shown. Then, by virtue of the geometrical fact that lines that terminate 

at the ends of diameter R and intersect at a point on the circle will intersect 

Fig. 2 Composite cutting force 
circle. 
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at right angles, we have a convenient means for graphically resolving R into 

orthogonal components in any direction. This type of plot was first suggested 

by Merchant (1942). 

Anadytical relationships may be obtained for the shear and friction 

components of force in terms of the hcrieontal and vertical components 

(Fj^ and F^) which are the components normally determined experimentally by 

means of a dynamometer (chapter 4). From Fig. 3a it is evident that 

hg = Fy cosf + Fjj sin = Fg tan (^+/-«^) (3) 

N 

a. Shear plane forces. b. Tool plane forces. 

Fig.3 Resolution of resultant cutting force. 

Similarly from Fig. 3b 

F = Fjj sino^ + Fy cosfl( 

N = Fi, cos 0^ - F,, sin 0( 
n V 

The tool face components are of importance since they enable the coefficient 

of friction for the tool face = tanjh) to be determinea 

^ _ F _ Fy sin •< + Fy cos ei _ F^ + Fjj tan o( 

cos e< - Fy sin o( Fj^ - Fy tan^ (6) 

The nomographs given in Pigs 4 and 5 are useful for computing the friction 

force and the coefficient of friction. 
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Flg. 4. Nomograph for Friction Force 

(After Merchant and Zlatin) 
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Fig. 5. Nomograph for Coefficient of Friction, (After Merchant and Zlatin) 
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Strasaes 

The shear plane components of force (eq. 2 and 3) are of Importance since 

they enable the mean shear and normal stresses on the shear plsne to be 

de termined. Thus, 

r = Is (7) 

where Ag is the area of the shear plane 

but, A„ = bt (8) 
sin ^ 

^eie b is the width of cut and t is the depth of cut. Trom equations (2), 

(3), (7), and (8) 

similarly. 

The Shear Angle 

bt 

_ Ng _ (F^ Bin + Fy cos ^ ) sin p 

(9) 

(10) 

In addition to F^. and F^, which are obtained by methods to be described in 

the next chapter, we must know the shear angle ( ^ ) before important equations 

(9) and (10) may be applied. The shear angle could be obtained by direct 

measurement of a photomicrograph, but this is not very convenient. Another 

method of obtaining the shear angle is by means of the chip thickness ratio (r) 

which is the ratio of the depth of cut (t) to the chip thickness t^,). This 

ratio may be determined by directly meisuring t and t„. 

When metal is cut it is experimentally found that there is no change in 

the density of the matal cut and hence, 

tbl = bp ip (11) 

where t, b, and 1 are the depth of cut, width of cut and length of cut, and 

the subscript C refers to the corresponding measurements on the chip. It is 

also found experimentally that the width of the chip is the same as that of the 

workpiece and hence, from equation (11) 
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The relationship between chip thickness ratio (r) and the shear angle ( ^ ) 

may be obtained with the aid of Fig. 6. Here it is evident that 

or solving for jS : 

. t _ AB sin ^_ 
^ “ t^ AB cos ( ^ -o< ) 

, / _ r cos 
tan 9 = ^-. . 

1-r sin «( 

This equation is most conveniently solved with the aid of the nomograph given 

in Fig. 7. 

While the chip thickness ratio can be obtained by measuring chip thickness 

(t ) arid depth of cut (t), this is not the most precise procedure. Due to the 

roughness on the back surface of a chip it is difficult to obtain a representa¬ 

tive chip thickness. A better procedure is to measure the chip length (1 } and 

corresponding work length (1). From equation (12) it can be seen that r is also 

equal to the chip length ratio (l^/l). The work length 1 is easily determined 

in the case of turning. A useful technique in this type of operation is to 

provide the workpiece with a slot which will cause a notch to be formed in the 

chip for each revolution. Then, the work length may be computed from the work 

diameter. 



Fig. 7, Nomograph for Shear 
Angles, 

(After Merchant and Zlatin) 
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2. The chip velocity (V^), lAlch Is the velocity of the chip relative 

to the tool and directed along the tool face. 

3. The shear velocity (Vg), which Is the velocity of the chip relative 

to the workpiece and directed along the shear plane. 

Pifi* 10 Cutting Velocities 

In accordance with the principles of kinematics, these three velocity 

vectors must form a closed velocity diagram as shown In Fig. 10. That is, the 

vector sum of the cutting velocity and the chip velocity is equal to the shear 

velocity vector. Analytically, we have 

V = t._ 
C cos ip - dL) 

y _ cos o< 

® cos ( ^ - e< ) 

V = iV (18) 

(19) 

It can be ireadlly shown that these equations may also be written 

Vc = rV 

Vg = jf' Bin ^ V 

Rate of Strmln 

The rate of strain In cutting is 
V 

^ eyat a y 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

where n t is the time elapsed for the metal to travel a distance a S along the 

shear plane, and ^y Is the spacing of successive shear planes. From 

eq\iatlons (17), (21), and (22) 

* - cos V 
# “ cos (- 0( ) ay (23) 
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As mentioned in chapter 2, all atomic planes are not active shear planes, 

but strain is confined to certain planes that have a minimum spacing of about 

10~^ inch. However, the maximum spacing Is many times this value, corresponding 

to the distance between the groups of shear planes (or shear zones) shown in 

Fig. of chapter 2. Since the shear "plane" is usually very thin as shown by 

photomicrographs such as those of chapter 1, it is to be expected that veiy 

few slip planes will be active at any one time. A reasonable mean value for 

the spacing of successive slip planes ( ^ y) would appear to be about 10~^ inch. 

This corresponds to the mean mosaic spacing for a single crystal as It well 

might, inasmuch as the junctions of the crystallites constitute inhomogeneities 

of the type required for the generation of dislocations. 

An idea of the rate of strain to be expected in cutting may be had by 

substituting representitlve values into equation 23: 

V = 100 sfpm. 

oC = QO 

i> - 20° 

-a/ = lO"*^ inch 

The mean rate of strain corresponding to these values is found to be 

0.21 X 10^ sec~^, but the maximum rate of strain might be many times this value. 

We may thus say that the rate of strain in cutting will be of the order of 

10^ sec”^. This is recognized as a very high value when it is realized that 

-3 -1 3 -1 
the rate of strain in an ordinary tensile test is but 10 sec and 10 sec 

in the most rapid impact test. 

The strain in cutting not only occurs at a high strain rate, but it also 

takes place at an elevated temperature. As will be shown in chapter IQL the 

mean temperature on the shear plane will be about 750 F. The significance of 

such high values of strain rate and temperature with regard to flow stres.*5 may 
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be obtained by reference to Fig.2I of chapter 2. Here line AB represents the 

shear stress for a tensile tensile test carried out under ordinary conditions 

* 3 1 
(/= 10“ see” and at room temperature). If this tensile test had been 

carried out at a temperature of 750 F the corresponding stress would be CD, 
* 

which is seen to be much less. If on the other hand the strain rate were 

Increased to 10^ sec”^ the shear stresses at room temperature and at 750 F' 

would correspond to GH and EF respectively. . While stress GH is greater than 

AB, that conresponding to EF is approximately equal to Ari. From the fore¬ 

going discussion it is evident that the high rates of strain and temperatures 

found in cutting produce opposing effects of the same order of magnitude. It 

is for this reason that we may ignore both the effect of strain rate and 

temperature, and directly apply ordinary tensile test data to the cutting 

process. 

Energy Considerations 

When metaJ. is cut In a two-dimensional cutting operation, the total energy 

cons\imed per unit time is 

V = Fjj V (24) 

The total energy per nnit volume of metal removed will therefore be 

u = ^ i (25) 
Dt 

where b and t are the width and depth of cut respectively. 

This total energy per unit volume will be consumed In several ways. 

1. As shear energy per unit volume ( Ug) on the shear plane. 

2. As friction energy par unit volume ( Up) on the tool face. 

3. As surface energy per uni t volume ( (^ue to the formation of 

new surface area in cutting. 

4. As momentum energy per unit vol\M>e ( U due to the mooentimi 

change associated with the metal as it crosses the shear plane. 
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(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

As we have seen in chapter 2f the Ions of a metal are held in place by 

mutual attractive and repulsive forces. When a new surface is generated in 

a solid substance, sufficient energy must be supplied to separate the ions 

at the interface against the forces acting between them. A certain energy is 

thus associated with the formation of new surface and this is usually referred 

to as the surface energy of a substance (T). The surface energy of a solid 

is analogous to the surface tension of a liquid. The units of surface energy 

are inch pounds per square inch. The surface energy per unit volume in cutting 

will be 

The quantity two in equation (30) comes from the fact that two surfaces are 

generated simultaneously \Aien a cut is made. The value of T for most metals 

is about 0.006 inch Ib/square inch. 

The resultant momentum force associated with the change in momentum of 

the metal as it crosses the shear plane will obviously be in the direction of 

slip or along the shear plane. This resultant momentum force (F^^) may, 

therefore, be obtained by applying the linear momenttim law of applied mechanics 

along the shear plane: 

= ^(Vbt) sin -oC ) + V cos^J (31) 
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wherey9 Is the mass density of the metal. By use of equations (16) and (IB) 

this m^ be written 

F^= b\jf sin^ (32) 

Hence, the momentum energy per unit Tolume will be 

L/m = = />V r sin^ V. (33) 
” Vbt ^ 

From equation (21) this becomes 

}f^ 

As will be shown in the next section, the surface energy per unit voliarae 

{ Lf ) and momentum energy per unit volume { U are negligible relative to 
A M 

the other two components and hence to a very good approximation we have 

U = U^ + (35) 

Practically all of the energy associated with a cutting operation is consumed 

in either plastic deformation or friction. 

Representative Data 

Two-dimensional cutting data are given in tables 1 and 2 to illustrate 

the nature of the results obtained when cutting dry. The values of strain ( ) 

are found to be much larger in cutting than corresponding values in ordinary 

materials tests. The reason for this lies in the fact that fracture is post¬ 

poned by the persence of a large normal stress on the shear plane. This and 

other materials aspects will be discussed in detail in chapter 5> 

The magnitudes of the several energy components discussed in the fore¬ 

going section may be compared by use of the data in the first line of table 1. 

From equations (25)» (27), (29)» (30), and (34) respectively, 

U = Ih = 400,000 psi 
bt 

U g = 292,000 psi 

Uf = bt 108,000 psi 

1/ A = 21 = gltQ06J = 3.2 psi 
* t 0.0037 
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W, (.in W)' 

* 1.1 psl 

It la evident from this example that C/j^ and Uj^ are negligible ccmpared 

with U, and that ttie sum of and Ug is therefore equal to the total 

energy per unit volume {t/ ). In the foregoing example shear energy la seen 

to account for 7331 of the energy, while 2'?S6 la due to friction. In general, 

the friction energy is found to be about 1/3 the shear energy in a turning 

operation. 
Table 1 - Representative Metal Cutting Data 

The following data were obtained by Merchant usln^ two dimensional tools. The 
work material was NE 9443 steel having a Brinell hardness of 187. The tool 
material was sintered carbide. The width of cut was 0.23*. All chips were of 
the Continuous type and no cutting fluids were used. 

depth cut 
t vel. 

in X ICr^ 
ft/min 

Rake 
Angle 

(deg) 

Chip 
Length 
Ratio 

r 

0 
deg 

y lb 
'v 
lb 

I 

P8i.3 
xlO ^ 

psi 
xlO* 

u 

.3 in.lb/in^ 
X 10-^ 

“a 
in.lb/in 
xl0"5 

3.' 70. 197 + 1 0 .29 17 3.4 370 273 1.05 85 115 400 292 

400 .33 19 3.1 360 283 1.11 88 137 390 266 

642 .37 21.5 2.7 329 217 .95 90 129 356 249 

U86 i .44 25 2.4 303 168 .81 93 130 328 225 

3.' 70 400 - 1 0 .32 16.5 3.9 416 385 .64 89 153 450 342 

637 .37 19 3.5 384 326 .58 90 152 as 312 

1160 .44 22 3.1 356 263 .51 94 154 385 289 

1.09 34 *2 ♦ li 0 .33 19 3.1 127 101 1.12 103 164 465 308 

2.34 .32 18.5 3.1 242 186 1.08 92.5 140 4U 287 

3.70 .37 21.5 2.7 336 226 .96 91 131 363 249 

7.88 i r .44 25 2.4 605 315 .76 89 U6 307 2U 

1.09 54 - 11 0 .23 12.5 5.0 181 198 .78 103 179 664 523 

2.34 .30 16 4.0 295 291 .70 96 172 '505 

to
 

3.70 .37 19 3.5 401 350 .60 94 164 434 306 

7.88 f .46 22.5 3.1 698 472 .46 90 138 354 270 
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Tabl« 2 - Represantatlve M>tal Cutting Data 

The following data were obtained by Lapsleyf Graeei and Thonseu ueing a two dimensional 
tool. The work material was pierced seamlese tubing (probably SAE 4130). The tool 
material was high speed'steel. The width of cut was 0.475 in.» and the cutting speed 
in all tests was 90 ft/min. All chips were continuous and no cutting fluids were 
used. 

depth Rake Chip 
t Angle Length 0 

^ in eCfdeg Ratio deg 
r 

2.5 25 .358 20.9 

3.5 .366 21.5 

5 .407 24.0 

6 .345 20.1 

8.5 f .383 22.4 

2.5 35 . 527 31.6 

3.5 .528 31.9 

5 .529 32.0 

6 .533 32.2 

8.5 , ^ .532 32.0 

2.5 40 .585 35.7 

3.5 .580 35.4 

5 .611 37.5 

6 .606 37.2 

8.5 1 .606 37.2 

2.5 45 .670 41.9 

3.5 .670 41.9 

5 .649 40.2 

6 .642 39.6 

8.5 ^ .646 39.9 

y lb. lb. A 
psi 
X 10' 

2.55 380 224 1.46 82.8 

2.48 475 281 1.46 74.6 

2.23 643 357 1.38 75.5 

2.65 728 398 1.36 65.8 

2.38 • 992 551 1.38 66.5 

1.56 254 102 1.53 71.4 

1.55 306 122 1.52 61.2 

1.55 433 166 1.48 62.4 

1.54 507 184 1.43 61.8 

1.55 675 234 1.38 58.5 

1.32 232 71 1.54 72.0 

1.33 296 87 1.50 66.5 

1.26 412 112 1.44 66.1 

1.27 475 127 1.42 63.5 

1.27 634 153 1.35 61.5 

1.06 232 68 1.83 71.1 

1.06 285 77 1.74 64.2 

1.10 386 94 1.64 63.8 

1.01 443 102 1.60 61.7 

l.U 581 U7 1.51 58.7 

psi , 
X 10 

u 

in.lb/in^ 
X 10-^ 

u 
s 

in.lb/ii 
X 10”^ 

104 

« 

320 209 

96 286 180 

100 270 169 

86.5 255 175 

83.6 246 159 

96 2U 112 

84 ■ 184 96.4 

82.9 182 96.5 

88.6 178 95.5 

80.9 167 , 91.3 

94.5 195 94.0 

84.3 178 87.8 

87.0 173 83.1 

90.0 167 81.1 

83.1 157 78.1 

1U.6 195 74.8 

98.8 171 68.5 

87.2 162 69.6 

80.8 155 62.7 

73.6 144 65.0 
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CHAPTER 4 

DyMAMOligrRY 

In order to put the analysis of the netal cutting operation on a qvtalitative 

basis, certain obserrations nust be aade before, during and after a cut. The 

number of observations that can be aade during the cutting process is rather 

limited, one of the more important measurements of this type being the deter¬ 

mination of cutting force components. In this chapter tool force measuring 

apparatus will be considered. Design criteria will be discussed first, followed 

by a review of several types of force measuring equipinent. Finally, a variety of 

dynamometers will be described that have been useful to the authors. Although 

each dynamometer nust be specially designed to meet specific requirements, the 

examples presented should serve to Illustrate the more general considerations. 

Dynamometer Requirements 

Two requirements that are always in opposition in dynamometer design are 

sensitivity and rigidity« The sensitivity of a good research dynamometer should 

be such that determinations are accurate to within That is, if a dynamometer 

is designed for a mean force of 100 povtnds, one pound increments should be 

easily readable. 

Some deformation is associated with the operation of every dynamometer. 

However, a dynamcHseter should be rigid enough so that the cutting operation is 

not influenced by the accompanying deflections. Frequently, the dominating stiff¬ 

ness criterion is the natural freouency of the dynamometer. All machine tools 

operate with some vibrations, and in certain cutting operations these vibrations 

may have large amplitudes, (l.e. milling, grinding, shaping), in order that the 

recorded force (or the actual cut) not be influenced by any vibrating motion of 

the dynamometer, it's natural fraquoiey must be large (at 4 times as large) 



eanpar«d to tbo froquooQjr of the oxoltiBg vibration. For purposea of analjalSf 

any dynanoneter can be reduced to a aase 0i4>ported by a spring. The natural 

frequency («^) of such a systm Is equal to 

2 
where K is the spring constant In Ib/ln., and m is the mass in Ib(see) 

in 
In terms of the supported weight of the dynamometer (V^ 

* = 1 \/ 38b K ^ cps (2) 

If for example, a grinding machine is being run at M s 3600 RPM, macdilne 

vibrations are apt to be present with an exciting frequency of 

w = N =60 cps (3) 
* 60 

In this case, the natural frequency of the dynasKaneter (w^) should be at least 

240 cps. 

In general, a dynamometer must measure at least two force components in order 

to determine a two dimensional resultant cutting force. In a three dimensional 

cutting operation three force components are necessary, while in drilling or 

tapping, only a torque and a thrust are required, it is usually most convenient 

to measure force relative to a set of rectangular coordinates (x,y,s) and it 

is advisable that there be no cross sensitivity between these components. That 

is, an applied force in the x direction should give no reading in the y or z 

directions. If mutual Interference of the force measuring elements exists, 

determination of the force components requires the solution of simultaneous 

equations. This prevents the Immediate interpretation of the data. When 

certain of the electric transducers are suitably located and connected, unwanted 

strain components can often be cancelled electrically. How this may be done will 

be subsequently illustrated. 

It is convenient to use a system having a linear calibration. In such a 

case, the force is determined with the precision with which a strain increment 



oac b9 meaaured relatlv« to an arbitrary datum, if the system is not linear, 

it is then necessary that the sero load point be accurately known as well as 

the strain increment. This introduces an additional quantity that must be 

carefully measured. 

A dynamometer should be stable with respect to time, temperature, and humidity. 

Once a calibration is made, it should only have to be checked occasionally. Many 

existing dynamometers use devices for the separation of force components which 

involve friction, (l.e.) rollers, balls, and sliding surfaces.) As friction 

conditions are usually variable due to dirt, temperature, etc., such instruments 

are of limited usefulness. 

Force readings can be obtained from recording or indicating type dynamometers. 

Although recording dynamometers cost more than the direct reading type, the 

added convenience and other obvious advantages of a recording system usually 

offest the added expense. 

There are many other special dynamometer requirements that must be frequently 

met, such as size, ruggedness, and adaptability to several jobs. Such special 

requirements assume different degrees of importance in different particular 

applications, but we need not discuss then further here. 

Force' Measurement - In general, unless some sort of feed-back mechanism is used, 

a force measurement actually involves the measurement of a deflection with a 

suitable calibration between the force and the deflection it produces. In most 

dynamometers the force is applied to some sort of spring and the deflection thus 

produced is measured. Since dynamometers must be stiff, only deflection measurlr^; 

devices that are capable of measuring small deflections (10~^ to lO"^ inch) are 

of interest here. Some of the devices that have been used to measure such small 

deflections in dynamMieters will now be briefly described. 

The dial indicator is capable of reading deflections to about 10*^ inch 



when funetlonlng properly. Howrrer, dial indicetora are anbjeet to etiekiag 

and are not to be relied upon for abeolutelj atatle readlnca. k lever ayaten 

la frequently need In oonjunetion with a dial indicator aa ahown in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1 Tvo eonponent tool dynanometer 
which utilizes dial indicators. The 
vertical caaq>onent of force acts through 
the lever system shown attached to the 
work holder. The horizontal force ia 
obtained by measuring the derxectlon 
of the overarm of the machine to \diich 
the tool is attached. 

Hydraulic pressure cells have also been used in conjunction with pressure 

gages to measure or record the force on a tool. The manner in which this may 

be done is illustrated diagranatlcally in Fig. 2. When this method is used, 

the force nay be read at a distance from the pressure cell. 

Pneumatic devices such as the Solex micrometer in which the change in back 

pressure that occurs when a flat surface is brought into closer contact with a 

sharp edged orifice are sometimes used to measure deflections in tool dynamometers 

(Fig. 3). Such systems are simple and reliable if carefully supplied with clean, 

constant pressure air. There is, however, a limited region over which they are 

linear and dynamometers of this type tend to be bulky. 

DIAPHRAGM 

A ^ETtool 
PRESSURE 
GAGE OR 

■Uil rwORK ^ 

■I 
Fig. 2 Basic principle of 
Hydraulic dynamometer 
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tool 

MANOMETER |l 

IFICE 

SPRING 

WORK 
n VQZZZZa PRESSURE 

ORIFICE 

Fig. 3 Basic principle of pneumatic Fig. 4 Principle of optical 
type dynamometer. lever shovm diagraraatically, 

1 

Optical devices of several types have also been employed. Interferometric 

methods can be used to give very precise measurements using the wavelength of 

light as a yardstick. However, this principle is not easily adapted to the 

measurement of the c^namlc deflections obtaining in metal cutting. Very small 

angular deflections can be readily measured by reflecting a beam of light from 

the moving surface. In Fig. 4, a narrow beam of light travels from A to B 

where it is reflected and hence travels to screen C, When the surface B rotates 

through an angle OC , the spot of light moves through a distance ^ on the 

screen. If OC is small, then 

cf (4) 

This device acts as an optical lever, and may be used to measure angular 

displacements if is large. However, even though such a device is simple in 

principle it can be applied to a metal cutting dynaiaometer only with considerable 

difficulty. 

Pieioa)eetrie crystals have been used as force measiuring units in metal 

cutting dynamometers. However, since piezoelectric crystals produce an electric 

charge rather than a current the associated measuring equipment can become 

quite unwieldy and leakage effects can be troublesome. The electric transducers 
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describwi in the foUoning section provide more convenient electrical uni'ts 

for use in dynamometer construction. 

Electric transducers - Electric displacement measuring devices (or transducers) 

that are commercially available Include: 

a) The electronic transducer tube 
b) The differential transfomer 
c) The magnetic strain gage 
d) The unbonded wiro resistance strain gage 
e) The bonded wire resistance strain gage 

Fig. 5 Schematic diagram of elec- Fig. 6 Schematic diagram of 
tronic transducer tube. differential transformer. 

An electronic transducer tube is shown schematically In Fig. 5. It is 

essentially a very small (1/4"X1^2") triode vacuum tube with a movable plate, 

the tube characteristics being changed as the plate moves. The pin at A can be 

rotated approximately + l/2 degree about the diaphragm and the minimum motion 

of the end of the pin that can be accurately measured is of the order of one 

millionth of an inch (lyMin.) The electrical system associated with this tube 

is relatively simple and there are no serious frequency limitations. A 

dynamometer employing this device will be described later. 

The differential transformer (Fig. 6) consists essentially of three trans¬ 

former coils on a common axis with a common movable core. AC current is supplied 
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to th« center primrjr coil ehich induces an EMF in the two secondary coils. 

The outputs of the two secondary coils are wired to oppose each other so that 

when the core is in the center, there is zero net output. l»hen the core is 

displaced, an output is obtained which is proportional to tne displacenent, with 

a phase depending upon the direction of motion. The electrical system associated 

with this instrument is rather complex because of the necessary high amplification 

and phase sensitivity. However, AC carrier wave type strain gage amplifiers 

and recorders are commercially available and are quite satisfactory, giving a 

sensitivity of about l/AC in. 

The magnetic type strain gage shown InFig. 7 allows point A to move with 

respect to B thus changing the inductance of coil B. If initially the balancing 

unit C is adjuBtsd to give zero current at G, any motion of A will cause a 

current flow through Q. This flow can be measured directly, or the balancing unit 

(at C) can be adjusted to give zero flow at G. The sensitivity of such a 

gage is about 10..,«< in., but this lack of sensitivity is somewhat offset by 

the simplicity of the associated electrical system. Since the input can safely 

be made quite high, the output cen be measured directly without amplification. 

type strain gage. section a-a 

Fig. 8 Schematic diagram of 
unbonded vdLre resistance strain gage. 

The fact that the electrical resistance of a wire is changed when it la 



stretched has led to the development of extreneljr useful wire resistance strain 

gages. These are of two types. In the unbonded type of gage (Fig. 8)y a 

movable plate P is bung frost two spring memebers. Four colls R2, R3, and 

preloaded in tension, are supported by snail pins projecting from base B 

and plate P. When the plate is moved relative to the base, two of the coils will 

undergo an increase in tension (and hence an increase in resistance) while the 

other two colls undergo a decrease In tension ( and hence a decrease in resistance). 

The maximum deflection of an unbonded gage la usually limited by stops to 

about O.CX)15 in. Whan this type of gage is connected in the form of a Wheatstone 

bridge (to be presently described), it can measure deflections of the order of 

in. One of the chief advantages of a unit of this type over that to be 

presently describctd is that it can be detached from the part under test and used 

over again. 

Bonded Strain Gages - Two types of bonded wire resistance strain gages are 

comrierclally available as shown schematically in Fig. 9. ^n each case the 

necessary length of gage wire (l.e. that to produce the desired resistance) which 

is usually about 120 ohms) is present in the form of a flat coll which is 

cemented (bonded) between two thin Insulating sheets of paper or plastic. 

Such a gage cannot be used directly to measure deflection, but must be first 

cemented to the member to be strained. A strain gage is applied to a structure 

by first cleaning the surface thoroughly and then cementing the gage in place. 

Either Duco or Bakelite cement is used corresponding to tne type of cement that 

was used In the manufacture of the gage. After cementing, the unit is allowed 

to dry thoroughly and tt>en coated with wax to provide some mechanical protection 

and aloO to prevent atmospheric moisture from causing difficulty. When the 

resistance between the metal part under test and tne gage itself is tested. 

it should be at least 50 megohms If the gage has been properly applied. The 
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SwedlBh type of bonded strain gage (Fig. 9b> uses a transparent backing which 

makes it possible to be sure that all bubbles have been eliminated during the 

cementing operation. Because the area of the very thin (approximately 0.001" 

in diameter) wires used in bonded gages is large compared to their volume, the 

cement can easily transmit the force necessary to deform the wire. Strain gages 

of this type are usually somewhat smaller than a common postage stamp. 

WIRES Fig. 9 Bonded type 

III 

.PLASTIC 

FINE WIRE 

•THICK WIRE 

II lead W b. Swedish type 

U Wtl 

wire resistance strain gages. 

Since several of the dynamometers to be described in detail later employ 

bonded wire gages, it would appear justified to discuss their use rather fully. 

The manufacturer of a strain gage supplies two important pieces of Information 

with eveJry gage} the resistance (R) and the gage factor (F). The gage factor 

is a measure of the sensitivity of the gage as defined below 

F A 
A 

= 4£ (5) 

where £* is the nozmal strain The gage factor (F) varies from about 1.7$ 

_7 
to for most gages. Bonded gages can measxire strains as low as 10 in. 

in 
however, commercial strain gage amplifiers limit the practical range to about 

10~^ . Due to fatigue, the maxJnwm strain idiicb can be undergone for a large 

nti^ber of cycles is of the order of 2000in/in. Thus, the practical rai^e 
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of op«r«iion is about 2000 to*i. 

Ths Wheststops Brldgs - Proa equation (5) it is evident that in order to 

■eaeure strains of the order of 1 >d^in/ln it is necessary to aeasure chaises 

6f resistance of the same order of naghitude. The change in resistance of a 

bonded wire strain gage is usually less than 0.5$* Measurements of this order of 

magnitude may be made by means of the Wheatstone bridge shown in Fig. 10. Mo 

current will flow through the galvanometer (G) if the four resistances satisfy 

the equation 

i = !|2_ (6) 
\ R3 

In order to demonstrate how a Wheatstone bridge operates, a voltage scale has 

been drawn at points C and D of Fig. 10. Assume that is a bonded gage and 

that initially equation (6) is satisfied. If is now stretched so that its 

resistance increases by one unit ii-jSkR), the voltage at point D will be Increased 

from zero to plus one unit of voltage (+AV)t and there wilx be a voltage 

clifference of one unit between C and D which will give rise to a current through 

G. If R^ is also a bonded gage, and at the same time that changes by + AR, 

Rj changes by - A R» the voltage at C will move to -t- 2 AV. Also, if at the 
4 

same time changes by - AR, and R^ changes by * AR, then, the voltege of 

point C will move to - 2 AV, and the voltage difference between C and D will 

now be 4 A V. It la then apparent that although a single gage can be used, the 

sensitivity can be Increased fourfold if 2 gages are used in tension while two 

others are used in compression. 

It should be noted that the 4 active arm bridge is fully compensating 

for any change in resistance due to temperature providing all gagas experience 

the same temperature change. This is important, since a single gage is frequently 

so sensitive to temperature changes as to make it useless for strain measurements 
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in a r^ion of steep teaperaturs gradients. The output voltage (e> froB a 

strain gage bridge is given hj the following expression 

• = • (r) (V) (C) (7) 
4 

where a is the number of active arms in the bridge (from 1 to 4) 

F is the gage factor of the gages 

V is the Input voltage to the bridge 

£ is the longitudinal strain on the gagas (neglecting transverse 

effects which are very small) 

This eq\uitlon is based on the assiimption that the instrument used to measure 

e has a high impedance and hence does not draw an appreciable current from 

the bridge. If Uiis is not so, the output (e> will no longer be a linear function 

of the strain £ . It is again evident from Equation (7) that when maximum 

sensitivity (e/£) is required, (the usual case with metal cutting dynamometers) 

it is desirable to make all four arms of the bridge active. It is further 

advantageous to use gages having a high gage factor. 

The impressed bridge voltage V is another quantity which may be varied to 

alter the sensitivty of a strain gage bridge circuit. With some commercial 

instnuaents this voltage is fixed at from 3 to 6 volts for reasons of stability. 

However, hl^^er voltages may often be used, especially with the larger gages 

whose greater area allows better beat dissipation, in this respect aluminum 

makes a better material to which to cement gages than steal because of its higher 

rate of heat conductivity. The use of two strain gages in each arm of the 

bridge in place of one enables the Impressed voltage to be doubled without over¬ 

heating the gages. The maximum safe voltage in each case is determined by thm 

desired stability. Too high a voltage will cause aero drift. When a very stable 

sero setting la required over a long time, the voltage must be reduced. The 

following expression may be used as a rough guide in determining the — 



pexvlasible lainreased voltage par gage when the gage la eamanted to ateal* 

V * 2 (WR)^^ (8) 

anare W is the lloiting wattage which a gage nay diasipate aa heat^ an awaraga 

value being on the order of 0.075 watts 

R ia the resistance of a single gage, ohms. 

Aa previously mentioned the strain ^ should be kept below 2000.rdC in./in. to 

insure an adequate fatigue life for the strain gages making up the bridge. 

The unbalance of a Wheatstone bridge can be determined by several methods. 

A variable resistance can be used in parallel with one am of the bridge and adjusted 

to give sero current at G, thus providing a null instrument. This is the usual 

potentiometer set-up. Again a null instrument can be provided by use of a calibrated 

"bucking" voltage applied across CD to give zero current flow through G. On 

the other hand, the voltage across CD can be measured directly. 

The following analysis, however, shows that if the bridge circuit is used 

in an unbalanced condition a mlcroammeter without amplification cannot give the 

sensitivity that is directly available from a good potentiometer. 

if all four bridge arms consist of Identical strain gages, then for small 

changes in resistance alR,, the galvanometer current may be shown to equal 
4 y 

T R ( r + I^) 
(9) 

where AR is the change of resistance in each gage 

E is the emf of the battery (Fig. 10) 

R is the resistance of one gage 

R. is the galvanometer resistance. 
0 

From equation (5) 

T =ilLl 
^g R + R„ 

(10) 

Now, the maximum expected galvanometer current may be determined from equation 
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(10) by substituting the following representstivo values* 

And hence, 

F = 2 

6 
max = 0.0015" 

E = 6 volts 

R = 120 ohms 

R„ = 100 ohms 
g 

(2) (.0015) (6) = 82 ^ amps 
120 + 100 

Actually, a complete strain gage bridge with four active arms may be used 

in conjunction with a mlcroammeter to measure the galvanometer current that 

arises from bridge unbalance. It should be noted, however, that when the unit 

is used in this way rather than as a null instrument, the load range of the 

device is greatly decreased. The smallest strain that can be conveniently 

measured in this manner is about lOO^tfin per in whereas a strain of about 

1 Xi in^ln may be measured when the unit is used as a null instrument. 

The input voltage across AB of Fig. 10 can be either AC or DC. Electrically, 

the D.C. input Imposes no frequency limitations, whereas the AC input must be 

at a much higher frequency than any force variation to be measured. Practically 

A.C. amplification is simple while D.C. amplification is more difficult. Also, 

any nulling devise, be it human or electrical, is relatively slow. Therefore 

the best commercially available machines use D.C. input for the slow null 

Instmimcnts, and a non nulling system employing a high frequency carrier input 

whenever high frequency forces must be measured.. Instrumentation is discussed 

in further detail at the end of this chapter. 

Design Considerations - In order to use any of the foregoing deflection measuring 

devices for force measurement, it is necessary to construct a dynamometer which 

0 
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will dwflwet thw proper WBOont undwr load; and than noimt the daflaetion 

natera in such a manner that they will be uaaffaotad by forces or nonents other 

than the ones which they are supposed to detect. In general, dynaaiometers can 

be divided into two types shown schematically in Fig. 11. In the first type 

(Fig. lla) the springs which support the extex^l load (p; are independent of 

the deflection meter (M); while in the second type (Fig. lib) the spring and 

the meters are Integral. Atqr of the aforoientioned deflection meters are 

suitable for use in the first way while only the bonded gages are effective in 

the second. 

in many cases the force measuring element can be attacned to either a 

stationary or moving member. Wherever possible the dynamometer should be placed 

on the stationary element inasmuch as this makes it unnecessary to use moving 

electrical contacts which may eochibit variable contact resistance. If slip 

rings have to be used it has been found advisable to employ mercury cups in 

which amalgamated copper discs rotate. The contact resistance is then 

practically aero and absolutely constant, as it must be in any successful strain 

gage circuit. 

Tne design of a dynamometer may be influenced by a variety of special 
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operattng conditions that must be met. For example» if H cutting fluid Is to 

be used, provisions must be made to keep the unit watertight. Many other special 

problems frequently arise in dynamometry that cannot be treated here. The 

dynamometers that are described in the following sections should be useful, 

however in illustrating designs that have been successful. 

Strain Gage Lathe Pynaaometer - For simplicity of analysis, it is frequently 

convenient to reduce the lathe operation to a two dimensional process, in 

this case, the resultant force will act in a known plane and only two force 

components are required. While any two force components may be measured, 

the most conveneient are the axial component and the tangential force (F^) 

(Fig. 12). 

P 

imnmm 
(a) 

Fig. 11 Schematic views showing two types of d.ynamometers. 

It is apparent that the force F„ will cause a bending moment M,. at a 
n M 

distance (r) from the cutting edge and that Fy wilJ cause a corresponding moment 

My where 

M(^ = (li) 

«V = V ^^2) 

The distribution of strain at a section through A end B, caused by bending 

moment M^, is as shown in Fig. 13. At the surface the strain is a maxlBum and 
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tqual to 

Si,j * llll (U) 

“h 

whore ^ is o tonsile strmin {♦), is s oospresBlve strain (-), E io 

loung's modulus of elasticity and is the area moment of inertia of the 

section about axis C-C. For a rectangular section such as that shown in 

Fig. 13 

Z 
H (14) 

and equation (13) becomes 

6 II 

* 6 M., 
2 

ba^E 

(15) 

(16) 

Fig. 12 Schematic view of dynamometer Fig. i3 Distribution of strain 
for measuring cutting forces in two- duo to bending moment IC = rF . 
dimensional turning operation. » H 

In order to measure the aoment two strain gages are applied to the 

top of the measuring section (Tj^ and Tj in Fig. 14a) and two gages are applied 

directly below (Cj^ and C^) thus, when is applied, two gages are put in 
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tenslon, while two others receive an equal amount of compression^ thereby 

satisfying the requirements for a complete Wheatstone bridge. (Fig, l4bj. In 

a similar manner Hy is measured by the four gages T^, C^, C^i which are 

connected as shown in Fig. 14c. It will be recalled that one of the important 

dejign criteria was that there be no cross sensitivity. When a moment M„ is 
n 

applied, gages and C, will be subtected to tension while T, and C, are 

subjected to compression (Fig. 14a). However, if the gages are symmetrically 

placed with respect to the axis of the section, the strains Will be of equal 

magnitude, and there will be no net output from the Wheatstone bridge (see Fig. i4c). 

Fig. 14 Strain gage locations and connections. 

a. Gage locations b. Gage circuit for c. Gage circuit for 
measuring Fj^. measuring Fy 

The foregoing discussion indicates how lathe forces can be measured, and 

we will now consider practical design employing such principles. Since it is 

inconvenient to place the gages directly on the tool, a tool-holder with a 

built-in mefasuring section is employed. A dynamometer of this type is shown 

in Fig. 1$. It is important that the cutting edge be kept on the axis of the 



nMsawiring Mction at a kaoan dlatanoe from tha gacaa. Wh«i tbe particular unit 

is counaotad to comercial atrain recording equiinKiit, a force of 3# givaa 

a 1 nm. pan deflection, and thia raprasent adequate sanaitivity for tuxtilng 

studies. The stiffness of the unit shown is actually greater than the eustonary 

tool holder for the S/8 inch square tool bit that is used. 

ransducer tube lathe ■eter- in the foregoing discussion we have seen that 

it is only necessary to SMtasure and separate woswnts about orthogonal axes that 

lie in a single plane in the case of a two disienaional lathe dynanaaeter. One 

nay of doing this has already been presented. Tbe deriee shown in Ftg. 16 

will also 'neasure the noments associated with forces ana without inter¬ 

ference. The block of atetal has a hold of diaswter d at A that is connected to 

the free surface at B and C by a long slot so that stress may be transmitted 

only across section AO. Force F^ gives rise to a banding mommnt = rT^ at 

the mlnifflun section that will cause point B and C to approach each other. However, 

the Histanee BC will be unchanged by force F^ due to the very large difference 

in the section moduli at section AO about horizontal and vertical axes. By use 

of the second slot and hold shown dotted, distance EF nay be used to neadure 

force Fy and this distance will be uninfluenced by force F^. By placing a 

sensitive transducer across BC and another across EF, we have a convenient two 

component dynamometer. The previously described electronic transducer tube 

offers a suitable means for measuring changes in BC and EF. A lathe dynamometer 

based upon the foregoing principles is shown in Fig. 17. 

The choice of the slot and hole sixes in the design of the foregoing 

dynamometer is not readily obtained from elementary elasticity theory, but an 

analysis of the slotted m«Bber may be made by a combination of dimensional 

analysis, simple logic, and the results of a few easily performed experiments. 
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_uU 

a. Measuring isar into >ihich tool is clamped. 

b. Assembled unit. 

Fig. 15 Photographs of strain 

gage lathe dyhaigometer. 

From a dimensional analysis for the angular deflection 

and C of Fig, 16 we obtain 

<K between points B 

(17) 

where is the bending moment at the mlnloum section AD. In all elasticity 

problems of this type experience teaches that OC varies directly with H 

and Inversely with b. ilence, from equation (15) 

-tf-j a 

■V 
OC 

(W 
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Fig. i6 Dlagramatic sketch of 
transiucer tube laths dynamometer. 

Pig. 17 Photograph of transducer 
tube lathe dynamometer. 

In order to determine the function it is necessary to perform several 

experiments on bars with various d^a ratios. The results of such a series of 

tests is shown plotted in Pig. 18. The fact that all points lie on a smooth 

curve is dhnsistent with a correct dimensional analysis. The experimental 

curve can be well approximated by the following exponential function; 

By use of this et^uation, the slotted member may be designed to give the proper 

stiffness for the force range expected and the type of transducer available. 

The above example illustrates how dimensional reasoning may sometixaes be com> 

bined with other known facts to yield a solution to a problem that is otherwise 

not readily tractable. 

Strain Rings - In the foregoing lathe dynamometers, the force must always be 

applied at the same point since these instruments are essentially moment 

measuring devices. For many proposes, it is necessary to measure the force 

applied to the work piece as this force moves with the progress of a cut. in 
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order to aeaaure such on arbitrarily placed three diaenaional force or torque, 

the atrain ring has proven to be a useful device. We will first consider the 

characteristics of several strain rings and than their application to dynamometry. 

Fig. 18 Nondlmen- 
sional plot for 
elastic bending 
characteristics of 
slotted member of 
Fig. 16 

Strain rings (Fig. 19a) provide a high ratio of sensitivity to stiffness 

at the same time having adequate stability against buckling. A ring is easily 

produced and simple to mount. The fact that tne inside is always in an opposite 

state of strain from the outside allows four active arms to be effectively used 

in a bridge circuit as already described. The symmetry of a ring provides 

parallel .paths for heat flow and hence it is to be expected that equivalent 

points on opposite sides of a ring will be at the same temperature. This enables 

drift due to temperature gradient in the vicinity of the dynemometHr to be 

eliminated by connecting the gages to form a complete bridge circuit. Aluminum 

is a good material from which rings may be made since it will not corrode as 

extensively as steel, is light in weight, easily machined and has excellent 

heat conductivity. A thin metal ring of radius r, thickness t, end axial width b 

is shown in Fig. 19a, The ring fixed at the bottom while a radial force F 
T 

and a tangential force F, are applied at the top. The point of load application 

is maintained horizontal by a suitable moment H. When only is applied. 
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th« ring will defon ss In Fig. 19b. Thin ring nlMtle theoiy shorn the stonin 

at the inside and outside surfaoes of the ring at points A to be 

« + 1.09 Fj.r (20) 

Kbt* 

while the strain at a point B (39.6* fron the ▼ertleal axis) is aero. When 

only is applied (Fig. 19c) the strain at A is aero while the strain at B is 

€b ~ V (21) 

Ebt^ 

By placing strain gages at the inside and outside surfaoes of a ring at points A 

and B (Fig. 19)t it is possible to separate and measure the F. and F. components 
* V 

of force. Only force component will cause a change in resistance in the gages 

at A with no (dtange in resistance (or strain) at B. Thus, if the inside and 

outside gages at A are mounted in the opposite arms of a Wheatstone bridge circuit 

we have a sensitive means for detecting changes in P^. In a similar way the 

gages at B are only sensitive to changes in As long as the strains at A 

and B are within the elastic limit of the ring material, it is evident from 

equations (20) and (21) that the strains will vary linearly with the force, 

and hence the strain ring satisfies the desired requirement of linearity. 

The values of stiffness of a thin circular ring in the radial and tangential 

directions are as followst 

K - (22) 
1.8 3 r 

K. = aif- («) 

While equations (20) and (21) hold quite well even for fairly thick rings, the 

stiffnes values given in equations (22) and V23) are usually found to be much 

less reliable. ' This is due to the difficulty of preventing rolling at the 

points of attachowit, which changes the wid conditions from those assumed. Rings 
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are usually mounted by bolts extending through holes in the top and bottom 

surfaces. 

Fig. 19 Circular strain ring showing the type of deformation produced b) by 
a radial load, F and c) by a tangential load, F.. 

I* w 

End conditions can be readily maintained by making the outside surface of 

the ring octagonal instead of circular CFlg. 20j. This provides points of stress 

coneentretion at positions on the horizontal axis and at 45" to the vertical 

axis. If gages are placed at these points of stress concentration, and the 

minimum value of t is used in aquations (20) and 121), good results are obtained, 

even thoiigh the inclined g&ges are at points 45" frcmt the vertical instead 

of the 39.6® called for by the circular ring theory. The octagonal rings are 

considerably stiffer than circular ones of the same minimum section, the stiff¬ 

nesses being found to be about 2-1/2 times those predicted by equations (22; 

and (23; when t is taken to be the minimum thickness. 

Proper strain gage positions are shown in Fig. 20a, while the manner of 

connecting the gages to independently measure P and F. is shown in Figs. (20b 

and c.). The resistances A and B in Fig. (20b) might be a pair of fixed 

resistanceB, or if two or more rings are used simultaneously, they would be active 
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•train gagaa at tba borisontal Motion of another ring on the odnpreasi're and 

tensile sides respeetlveljr. In the latter case the sun of the vertical loads 

on the two rings would be recorded. Sisdlar remarks night be nade for resistanees 

D and E of Fig. 20c. In order that there be no cross sensitivity it is 

iaportant that gages T2 and be nounted exactly syaaetrieally with respect 

to the ring axes. 

If both sides of equation (20) are divided by force we obtain 

1.09 r 

E bt^ 

(24) 

If now this equation and equation (22) are nultipllad together we have an 

expression for the strain per unit deflection 

^ = is22 A («) 

nhere A _ is the deflection in a radial direction due to load F_. t^either the 
^ T T 

ring width (b) nor modulus of elasticity (E) are of importance with regard to 

the strain per unit deflection. It is evident that we should like to 

be as large as possible in the interest of maximum sensitivity and rigidity. This 

calls for r being as small as possible and as large as possible. Usually, 

however, r can be reduced only so far due to the difficulty of accurately 

mounting gages in a small ring. Thus, for a ring of given size (r), we should 

like t to be as large as it can be consistent with the desired sensitivity. 

Therefore, it is clear that the total load should be divided between the smallest 

number of rings possible. This suggests the half octagonal ring shown in 

Fig. 21. Here strain gage T2 must be mounted on the lower half of the ring 

instead of on the upper half of the ring as in Fig. 20a. 
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f////////77/ Fig. 20 The octagonal strain ring. 

a. Gage positions b. Bridge connections c. Bridge connections 
for measuring F^. for measuring F.. 

Surface grinding dynamometer - Fig. 22 shows the manner in which the foregoing 

principles have been applied to produce a dynamometer for use in measuring the 

radial and tangential forces between a grinding wheel and workpiece in the 

surface grinding operation. Here, (Fig. 22a; we have in effect two octagonal 

half rings wAiich are machined from a single piece of aluminum to provide a 

sensitive element of low mass and high natural frequency. Pour strain gages 

are mounted on each half ring and connected to form two complete IfVheatstone 

bridge circuits; one for measuring the vertical component of force and one 

for measuring the horizontal. By using two gages from each ring in each of the 

bridge circuits, the instrument becomes independent of the point of application 

of the load between the rings. 

Fig. 21 The octagonal half ring. 
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<m. 

v*-ij.^^*^ ®«nsitlve element before assembly In case shovdjig two octagonal 
naif rings machined from one piece of alumlnwn. 

b. Complete unit with protective case and specimen mounting vise. 

Fig. 22 Surface grinding dynamometer. 

Fig. 22b shows the completed unit housed in a protective ease. The specimen 

in this ease is mounted in the small vise at the top of the instrument. This 

dynamometer is used in conjunction with a strain recorder and is capable of 

measuring forces to 0.02 lb in the vertical direction and 0.01 lb in the 

horizontal direction. The natural frequency of the unit is 400 cps in the 

vertical direction. 

Three dimensional dynamometer - In contrast to the small, sensitive dynamometer 

just described, the unit shown in Fig. 23 being used to measure milling forces 

is large and rugged. This instrument has a sensitivity of five pounds but can 

measure forces up to 5000 pounds. Four octagonal rings are used in this device 

arranged as shown in the plan view of Fig. 24. Here the axes of rings 1 and 3 

are parallel to the y axis while rings 2 and 4 have their axes parallel to the 

X asis. 
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Fig. 23 Photograph of three-dljnen- 
slonal dynamometer. 

Fig. 24 Plan view of three- 
dimensional dynamometer showing 
orientation of octagonal rings. 

IThen an arbitrarily placed vertical load is applied it is carried 

by all four rings* and hence the t»vo vertical measuring gages (T^ and in 

Fig. 20) of each ring are wired into one eight gage bridge circuit in such a 

way that all deflections add. A force in the x direction (F^) is measured by 

the gages in the Inclined positions. (T^ and in Fig. 20) connected in a four 

gage bridge such that their deflections add. A force in the x direction 

produces*no bending in rings 2 and 4 since their axes are in the direction of 

the force. The gages on rings 2 and 4 are used to measure forces in the y 

direction just as those on rings 1 and 3 are used for forces in the x direction. 

Reversing Uie positions in the foregoing bridge circuit of the inclined 

gages on ring 1 while those on ring 3 are kept the same* enables a torque to 

be measured about the s axis. Thus* the device shown in Fig. 23 cannot only 

measure force eomponenets in three orthagonal directions without interference* 

it can also be made to meaawe torques by merely throwing a selector switch. 



SgmMOMivri of thlo typo may bo uood to otudy milling, planing, abapiiig, 

broaching, drilling and tapping oporatlona. 

In doolgnlng a throo dlmonalonal dyoanomotor «o bavo nood for tho stiff- 

noss of a ring In tho aalal dlroetlon. From thin ring thoory «o can obtain an 

expression for the stiffness In tho axial direetion K^, Just as «o did pre¬ 

viously for the radial and tangential directions (eq. 22 and 23>. However, due 

to the uncertain!ty of the end conditions this equation does not hold too well. 

The following sml-eaplrleal expression for has been found to give a better 

estlnate than that derived fron thin ring theory. 

It need hardly be mentioned that even the most efficiently designed dynamometer 

will be of little value if the measuring instrument usea with it is not accurate 

or sensitive enough, or does not have a frequency response that is sufficiently 

high to follow significant fluctuations of force. Several instruments are 

available for use with strain gage bridge circuits. The one item edl of these 

instruments have in cemunon is an amplifier vdiich is a necessity' since strain gage 

output voltages are so minute. In other respects the several instruments differ 

widely. 

A most important distinction may be made between those instruments which 

yield a permanent record and those which are merely indicators. Aside from the 

inconvenience associated with reading two or moxe indicators simultaneously 

there is the more important matter of recording an average or characteristic value 

of a fluctuating force. It is possible for different operators to record widely 

differing "average" values for a fluctuating characteristic vdien an Indicator is 

used. However, when the force curve is continuously recorded, it is then a 

matter of correctly interpreting the recorded data. 
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Another important decidion which must be made concerns the choice between 

an AC and DC bridge circuit. The AC circuit has the advantage of eliminating 

the possibility of thermo-electric effects in the circuit wiring and generally 

offers a greater range of stable amplication than the DC circuit. On the other 

hand the DC circuit requires no shielding and offers no problem from 60 cycle 

pick-up. In either case the instrument may be of either the deflection type or 

the null-balance potentlometric type that requires manual or automatic balancing. 

A useful instrument for recording low DC voltages is the Photo-electric 

potentiometer recorder. This device operates essentially as an ordinary 

potentiometer except that the galvanometer is "read" by two phototubes and instead 

of the back voltage having to be adjusted manually, it is automatically con¬ 

trolled by an electronic circuit. The result is a high gain without the usual 

troubles associated with DC amplifiers. With four active strain gages, this 

instrinnent is capable of measuring strains as small as 0.1 >c<.ln./ln. Despite 

this sensitivity, it can withstand considerable overloads without damage, an 

important consideration. 

If a permanent record is not required, then any DC voltmeter can be used 

provided it is sensitive enough and has a high input impedance. A sensitive DC 

vacuum tube milllvoltmeter has proved quite useful. If speed is not essential 

any of the better thermocouple potentiometers can be used, especially the self- 

balancing types. These instruments are distinguished by their high sensitivity^ 

(up to .003 mv. par div.) combined with a large scale^ (up to 30"! However, the 

speed of response of these devices is limited (about 2 secs, for full scale for the 

beet). The aforementioned photoelectric potentiometer recorder can follow 

amall varlationa up to about 4 cycles/sec. (1/2 sec. full scale), but like all 

automatic feedback potentiometers it becomes either unstable or sluggish as 
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the 'bridge resistance increases. Vacuun tube voltmeters do not Siiffer ffon 

this restriction. 

Probably the most familiar of the AC strain gage bridge instruments is the 

Portable strain Indicator, which is a manually balanced, null-type instrument. 

Ordinarily it has provisions for only tv/o active arms, but can easily be modified 

to take four. The latest Model has built in provision for fotir active arms. 

The fact that the Strain Indicator involves both manual balancing and reading 

make it rather slov to use, which is awkward under fluctuating conditions. 

Other units are basically similar to the Strain Indicator, differing 

chiefly in accuracy, sensitivity and method of indication. They contain a stable 

bridge power supply of 3 to 6 volts at lOUU to 10,00U cycles/sec. which feeds the 

bridge. Means are provided to balance tne bridge resistlvely and also capacltively. 

The bridge output is amplflied with an AC amplifier wnich feeds into a phase 

sensitive demodulator. The phase sensitivity is required to distinguish between 

plus and minus signals. The direct voltage from the demodulator is furtner 

amplified with a direct coupled amplifier which in turn drives an indicating or 

recording device. For visual indication any 10 to 13 volt DC voltmeter can be 

used. For recording purposes several instiniments are available. Galvanometers 

titat use sensitised paper can be used for frequencies up to 3000 cycles^sec., 

but in such cases the record is invisible until developea. Magnetic pen-motors 

can be used for frequencies up to 120 cycles/sec. and have tne great advantage 

of providing a direct record. Instruments are available in wnich a heated stylus 

Is used In place of a pen wnich has tne advantage of freeaom from clogging. For 

many cutting dynamometer applications, a frequency response of 3 oycles/sec is 

quite adequate, so that some of the comparatively slow response recorders are also 

satisfactory. 
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chapter 5 

Physical Properties of Ugtals 

In chapter 2 it was mentioned that the deformation of metals could be 

approached from either an atomic point of view or one that treats the material 

as a continuum. The latter procedure will be developed here. Since all eng¬ 

ineering materials are pol/crystalline, and the size of most specimens is large 

compared with the dimensions of individual grains (O.OGL to .010 inch diameter), 

we may consider such materials to be homogeneous and isotropic in the annealed 

or unstraln hardened state. The general problem is to develop means for re¬ 

lating the strain that obtains at a point to the resulting stress. The approach 

to this problem that has been most successful in engineering work involves the 

performance of certain relatively easily performed materials tests and the sub¬ 

sequent application of the resulting stress-strain characteristics to the pro¬ 

blem at hand. 

Fig. 1 Tensile specimen. 

^^lni>ering Jensile Test - The tensile test is one of the most widely used 

materials tests designed to yield information regarding the elastic and plastic 
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eharaoterlstlCB of a metal. A cylindrical apeelnen (Fig. 1) is pulled In 

tension and the elongation of the specimen measured as the load Increases. In 

the tensile test, the engineering stress ( CT^) Is the axial load on the 

specimen (P) divided by the initial cross sectional area (A^) 

The engineering strain ((^) is the change in length (^1 ) of a representative 

portion of the specimen divided by the original length (1^) 

Fig. 2 Representative engineering stress-strain curves. 

The nature of the curves that are obtained when engineerii% stress is plotted 

against engineering strain for several representative materials is shown in 

Fig. 2. There are several characteristics of Interest associated with such 

curves. 

1. The linear region (OA) where Hooke«s Law holds 

«r =s E ( 
^ o ^ o (3) 
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In this equation the proportionality constant (E) is knoim as 

Young*6 Bodulus of elasticity and has the value 30 x 10^ psi for 

steel. 

2. The point at which the curve censes to be linear is the proportional 

limit (A). Annealed materials frequently have no distinct pro¬ 

portional limit (see Fig. 2b). 

3. The yield point (B) is the point at which there is an increase in 

strain with little or no increase in stress. An abrupt decrease in 

stress is frequently found in mild steel giving rise to upper (B) and 

lower (B^) yield points. A flat portion of the curve is also fre¬ 

quently observed at the yield point such as the dotted portion of 

Fig. 2a. Annealed soft materials do not exhibit a definite yield 

point (Fig. 2b}. 

4. The ultimate stress (C) is the point of maximum engineering stress. 

5. The fracture stress (D) is the stress at which the specimen breaks in two. 

Materials may be classified as ductile or brittle on the basis of their stress- 

strain characteristics. A ductile material is one which undergoes plastic de¬ 

formation before fracture, while a perfectly brittle material is one which 

remains elastic to the point of fracture. Glass, minerals, and hard steels 

(Fig. 2c) are essentially brittle. 

When a soft metal such as annealed copper is plastically deformed it under¬ 

goes certain structural changes collectively referred to as strain hardening. 

Whereas annealed copper has no definite yield point (Fig. 2b), the stress-strain 

curve for cold worked copper will approach that of Fig. 2a. However, the value 

of Young's Modulus of elasticity (E) is uneffected by cold work. The directional 

aspect of strain hardening is demonstrated by the obsei*vation that strain 

hardening that results from plastic deformation in tension is partially removed 

by a corresponding plastic deformation In compression. A similar result is 
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found In ioralon> nharo It la obaarvod that tba hardanlng that roaulta froa a 

twlat in ona dlraotion ia largaiy ranorad ahan tna apaciaan la talatad an 

aqulvalant amount in tha oppoaita diraction. This diractional aensltivit/ of 

«atrain hardaning is coBoonly rafarrad to as tha Bauschingar affact* A furthar 

eonsaquanca of tha directional nature of strain hardening is the development 

of a texture in a cold worked specimen. Cold worked materials are no longer 

isotropic. For exai^pla, the tensile stress-strain curve for a cold rolled 

Btaterial will be different when the specimen is oriented parallel to or across 

the direction of rolling or drawing. 

Fig. 3 Torsion curve. 

Torsion - Another important materials test is that in which a bar is twisted in 

torsion^ the resulting shear stress and shear strain being plotted as in Fig. 3* 

A linear region is again observed for which Hooke's law may be written: 

Tsoy (4) 

where tha proportionality constant (C) 

value 11.5 X 10^ psi for steel. 

a. Simple shear in torsicx) test. 

is called the shear awdulus and has the 

t 

I 
b. Pure shear in two-dimensional tensile 

test. 
Fig, 4 Comparison of defonnation in torsion and tensile tests. 
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Flg. 5 Body subjected to plane stress. 

There is a fundamental difference between the plastic deformations that 

occur in tensile and torsion tests. Fig. 4 shows the manner in which circles 

and sq\iares scribed on torsion and tensile specimens before straining transform 

upon deformation. For torsion the direction of maxioum elongation is initially 

along OA, but shifts with strain to the direction OB for the strain shown. This 

change in the direction of maximiun elongation is referred to as rotation. In 

the case of a tensile test (Fig. 4b) the direction of maximum elongation remains 

fixed and hence there is no rotation. The type of shear shown in Pig. 4a that 

involves rotation is called simple shear, while that which occtirs without rotation, 

as in the two dimensional tensile test, is colled pure shear. Rotation is 

important in the consideration of large plastic deformations due to the fact 

that the Intensity of strain hardening will vary whMt the direction of max¬ 

imum elongation varies relative to the direction of maximum prior elongation. 

Thus, the nte of change of strain hardening with strain should be expected to 
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bt •oMMhat gpmUT la a taaall* Wat than ia a tortloa taat parforaad oa tha 

WM aatarial* 

ll^ohr Diaaraaa - la avaa tlia al^plast atraaa aaaljais it ia iaportaat to ba abla 

to axpraaa tJM atraaa ia oat diraetloa ia taraa of that ia aaothar diraotloa. 

Conaider a bodjr that ia adbjaetad to atraaa ia ona of the three 

eoordiaate diraetioaa) auoh aa that ahown la Fig. 5* On ^e particle at point 0 

all of the nomal and ahaar ooaponenta of atraaa are ahown. If thla particle 

ia oonaidered aa a free body in equlllbriua (aee iaaert - Fig. 5) it ia ewident 

froa the prineiplaa of atatiea that 

There are thua only three quantltlea that need be apeeifled to ooapletely deacribe 

the atreaa on ewery face of the aquare ahown in fig. (T^f andT. 

face. 

Fig. 7 Mohr diagram for stress. 
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Iwtt l«t ua eonsidar the atraM eiaaponaata and oa a faea that 

la inellnad at an angle to thegfaeo (Fig* 6). Analjrtioal ralatioiudd.pa for 

'T and najr be found kgr applxtnf tha aquationa of atatloa to tha croas 

hatehad fraa bodF ahoan in Fig. 6* It waa pointed out l|r 0* Mohr that if Uie 

ealuaa of Xc obtained from the analjrtioal ralationahipa for aiqr value 

of •< vara plotted on or > 't' ooordinataaf all pointa would lie on a oircle» 

and thia eirela haa eona to be known aa Mohr* a Straaa Cirela. If va arhitrariljr 

aaauaa a abaar atraaa aetiag in a eloekwiae direction to be plua» then the 

atreaaea on faeaa a and b of fig. 6 would be located at pointa a and b in Fig. 7. 

According to Mohr theae two pointa ahould lie on tha aana eirela. A double angle 

relationship holds between angles Baasurad cm tha Mohr diagran and those measured 

on tha particle under stress. For example, the angle between faces a and b in 

Fig. 6 is 90« while the corresponding angle between Unas OA and OB in Fig. 7 

is 180^. The stresses and would be found bgr locating point C in 

Fig. 7 such that angle a0e is 2o< . Sisdlarljr the stresses on a face normal to e, 

would be given ty the coordinates of point d in Fig. 7. The atreaaea on the 

planes of sero shear atraaa are called the principal stresses (0^ and in 

Fig. 7) and one of these represents the maximum normal stress (0£) tdiile the 

other .corraspondB to the ainimua normal stress (^)< 

The above line of reasoning when applied to a three dimensional stress field 

leads to three Mohr's circles as shovm in fig. 8, where 0^ is the third 
f 

principal atreas. 
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Fig. 8 Mohr stress diagram for Fig. 9 Mohr strain diagram for 
three-dimensional stress field. small strains. 

The normal and shear strains associated with one face In a stressed body 

may be expressed In terms of the strain components on another face by purely 

geometrical reasoning. When the strains are small, angles associated with the 

strains will be small and it is peimlsslble to replace angles ly their tangents 

or sines. When such approximations are made it is found that strain relation¬ 

ships can also be represented in terms of a circular diagram as in Fig. 9, Here, 

^1* ^2 ****^ ^3 principal strains, l.o. the normal strains associated 

with the surfaces of aero shear strain. is the maximum elongation and 

the minlnum elongation. It should be noted that stress and strain correspond 

in figs. 8 and 9 with the exception that is used for the ordinate in Fig. 9. 

The double angle featwe between directions in the Mohr diagram and on the material 

particle holds for strains Just as for stresses. IRiile the stress diagram of 

Fig. 8 will hold for strains of all magnitudes, since it is based only on the 

principles of statics, the strain diagram of Fig. 9 should only be used for 
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small strains due to the aforementioned approximations that were made in its 

derivation* 

Fig. iU Mohr str'jss and 5 

diagrams fo7’ tensile test. 

Fig. 11 Mohr stress and strain 
diagrams for torsion test. 

Mohr diagrams for tenolie and torsion specimens are shown in Figs* 10 and 

11 to illustrate the application of the foregoing principles. In the tensile 

test the maximun shear stress is seen to be equal to one half the maximum 

normal stress and to act on a plane that Is 45^* from the direction of pull. 

In torsion, the maxirnum shear stress is equal to the maximum normal stress. 

Poisson* s Ratio- Two important material constants £ and G have already been 

considered in connection with equations (3) and (4). A third important material 

constant is a quantity which expresses the amount a material contracts in a 

lateral direction as a result of a longitudinal strain in a given direction. 

It win contract har an amount ^2^ ^ direction normal to the direct strain. 

such that 

(5) 
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»b«r« tb* proportloaalitgr eoMtuit/4tis kaomi m Hatii 

t a. Unstrained b. Strained 

• x2 Rela'tivd positions of ions in strained and I 

unstrained two-dimensional close packed array. w 

Ke nay obtain an estimate of the value of Poisson's Ratio for elastic strains 

by considering a close packed two dimensional array of ions such as that for the 

face centered cubic lattice ax*t*angeBent of aluminum shown in Fig. 12. The 

Ions are shown in an unstrained condition in Pig. 12a and in a strained con¬ 

dition In Pig. 12b. It is evident that 

- BD = b 
BD a 

and = AC - 
AC 

iiW a-N/sa^ - 2ab - b^ 

fT’ a 

(6) 

(7) 

Prom equation (6)s £.■.. 
and hence 

(8) 

(9) 
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Bxpanding the radical into a series «e obtains 

= 1 - l^l - 2€j^ - ... "I « + i + 2fj^ + . (10) _ _ J 3 _ 
For elastic strains (6^^ < 0.01) A is seen to be practlcaxly independent 

of strain and approximately equal to l/3. The velue of Poisson's ratio for 

elastic strains is experimentally found to be 0.33 for aluminum and 0.30 for 

steel. 

The quantities and ^ are not independent but may be shown to be 

connected in the following way: 

G = E (11) 

Hm* 1) 

If a body Is subjected to principal stresses and «r-y it is 

evident that within the elastic limit the principal strains will be 

i [.Tj - *■*5)] (12) 

i [n- 

If we consider a paralleloplped of dimensions a, b, c, the change in volume 

per unit volume will be 

dv = ab c + ac n b t be A a 
V abe 

= l£ + 4b + =^c*^b'^^a 
c b a 

From equations (12) and (13) the change in volume per unit volume is then 

— " ^1 ^ ^3 " +6^)(1 - 2x ) (14) 
^ E 

The change in volume par unit volume is obviously not zero in the elastic region 

as long as^ Is not-1/2. 
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Tleld CrltTl». Zb tb« past, naiqr bav« b««n aad* to obtain a eritarlon 

that will pradlct tha mtaat of plaatlc flow or ylaldlng in a atruetura. Tha 

laportanca of this quatHon lias in its applications to dasicn. Sinea it ia 

daairabla that aoat Bachaolcal atructuraa operate below the yield point It ia 

eonmon practice to arrive at safe design loads on tha basis of the stress coa- 

blnatlcm that will Just cause the Daterlal to yield. The probleot is to describe 

one stress configuration that will cause yieldlxig in terns of another, but to do 

this we must first determine the particular features of a stress configuration 

that are responsible for plastic flow. 

There is considerable experimental evidence in support of the observation 

that plastic flow can never be caused by a state of pure hydrostatic normal 

stress no natter bow large this stress nay becone. Thus, any flow criterion that 

is adopted should be such that, the hydrostatic component of stress (P) is not 

credited with any tendency to induce flow, where 

(15) 

The two flow criteria in widest use that satisfy the above requirement will now 

be considered. 

In discussing the problem of flow initiation Von Mises reasoned that a 

material should obey Hooke's law up to the tine flow occurs, and therefore the 

critical stress required to cause flow should be expressable ss a function of 

stress only. Strain need not be included explicitly in the critical flow 

expression due to the fixed relationship that connects stress and elastic strain. 

(Equations 3 and 4) The fact that a hydrostatic normal stress (p) is unimportant 

with regard to plastic flow was included in tne analysis by employing the stress 

deviation components ^3) <iwfihed below, in place of the principal 

stresses *2» and «r^) themselves. 

- r 

'2 " *2 -f 

'3 * *3 - » 

(It) 
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lusaueh as an inltlallj isotropic aatorial will renain isotropic up to tho tine 

plastic flow oc<w8, the function of p^^, p^ and p^ that is chosen to detemine 

the onset of flow should be symetrieal and independent of the Banner in which 

the principal stress axes are nusbered. 

Von Mises took the siaplest synMtrical function of the stress deviation 

eoaponents as his flow criterion» thust 

Pj^^ + Pj^ * constant (17) 

When this is rewritten in teras of the principal stresses by use of equations 

(16) we obtain 

i ^1 * (^2 J = constant 

For a tensile specimen at the yield point, 

equation (18)t 

= <S^,^ = e-j o , and from 

(18) 

(6-1-<-j) == -6^ 

This is sometimes referred to as the Von Mises Criterion for the onset of plastic 

flow. The stress may be considered to be a simple tensile stress that 

is equivalent to the complex stress system described by the principal stresses 

^2.* 

Equation (19) has also been obtained by Hadai by a more physical approach. 

He reasoned that flow would begin when the shear stress on a plane oriented 

such that its normal stress was equal to p reached a-particular value. This 

so-called octahedral plane is one which Bakes equal angles with the three principal 

stress coordinates, and the shear and normal stress components on such a plane 

ares 

r c, * i Y (ffi - «i)“' «») 

^■<>.1" S~1 *g-2 *^3 - r 
3 

(21) 
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lladal*8 eriterioo Is tbus 'T' » eonstaikt 

For a tsnsils spaclasn^VTsad hsxict froa aquation (22) 

(22) 

(23) (pi -^2^ + <^2 (^-^l) 

which is Idantleal with tha Von Mlses Crltarion (eq. 19)* 

Maxwell and later Hencky arrived at equation (19) fron still another point 

of view. They assuned that flow will occur when a oaterial absorbs a ccsrtein 

shear strain energy per unit voluoe. The strain energy per unit voluae associated 

with any elastic body subjected to principal stressesand^ is 

«, = r a?! -e-/ * (Si-ff/ * W3 -ff/7 
For a tensile speciaen ^ ^ - l-*'**^ (2L hence from the Maxwell-Hencky 

criterion 

(24) 

3E 

= constant (25) 

we again obtain: 

-6*2)^ + (6-2 

The Maxwell-Hencky criterion nay be derived in terms of strains rather 

than stresses^ by making use of Hooke's law. When this is done^ equation (26) 

becomes 

((1 *((2 -6)" *((3 

where £*2 and are the principal strains corresponding to a general 

stress configuration and is the principal strain in a tensile specimen 

at the critical condition for yielding. 

An approach which leads to an expression that is different from the Von 

Mises-Nadal-Mexwell-Hencky relationship given in equation (26) is the maximum 

shear criterion of Tresca (1864)> and Mohr (1900). According to this point of 

view it is reasoned that flow in a poly>crystalline material will occur when 

the greatest of the principal shear stresses reaches a certain critical value K* 
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It nay be seen from Hohrs stress diagrtun (Fig. 7)» that for plane stress, flow 

will occur according to this theory when 

S1 g K. (28) 
2 

or when ^ ~ ® 

For the general three dimensional case, the Tresca flow criterion becomes: 

[C^l ■^) ^ \(^2 * ° 
or written in terms of the stress deviation components p^, p^, p^: 

- pj)2 - [(-pj - Pj) ‘ - a"®] [ (p, - p^ ^ - a=] = o (31) 

It is thus seen that the Tresca criterion leads to a symmetrical function of 

the stress deviation components and hence satisfies ail of the arguments leading 

to Von Mises* equation (19). While equation (31) Is more complex than that 

assumed by Von Mises (eq. 17) there is no theoretical reason why it is any more 

or less correct than the Von Mises criterion. 

The results predicted by equations (19) and (30) are usually in close 

agreement, the maximum deviation being less than (i.e. the deviation for 

the tensile-simple shear comparison). Care must be exercised in applying either 

of the flow criteria, partieulcu'ly with regard to the size effect which will 

be discussed in a later chapter. When properly applied the Tresca criterion 

appears to be in at least as good agreement with experiment as the Von Mines 

Criterion. Inasmuch as metals flow by a shear mechanism, and since annealed 

polyerystalline smtals should behave in an isotropic manner, it is to be expected 

that floe should occur when a certain critical shear stress is exceeded. 
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Flg> 13 Tansllft speciaen 
with neck. 

Tinte strese-Btrain curve.- When a strain of about 0.2 in.per in. is reached, 

most steel tensile specinens develop a neck (Fig. 13) and the strain can no 

longer be considered uniformly distributed along the entire specimei^ Our 

engineering definitions of stress and strain then become misleading and it is 

advisable to redefine strain in the manner suggested by Ludwik in 1900t 

(32) 

where is now a very small gage lei^th at the center of the neck. The quantity ^ 

so defined is usually referred to as the true strain or natural strain. From 

equation (2) it is evident that equation (32) may be written 

' o 

but only up to the point where necking begins (i.e. as long as )» 

Similarly, after necking it is Inadvisable to describe the stress in the neck 

in terns of the original area (A^^ as in equation (1) but stress should be 

redefined as 

6" * p 
A 

(34) 
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«h«r« A !• th« wtnlwiM ar«a in the nnok of tho npooinen. The quantity ^ is 

referred to as the true stress. 

In all eases involving large plastic defonaations it is observed that the 

volume of the speeinen rsnains unchanged. Thus, for a tensile specinen that 

is subjected to plastic strains. 

and henee^ = £ * JL. ^2 ^q) 

up to the point of necking (or as long as 

(35) 

(36) 

This equation together 

eith equation (33) enables us to convert an engineering tensile curve into a 

true stress-strain curve up to tne point where necking begins. The relationship 

between these two ctirves is usually as shown in Fig. (14). The curve narked 

"corrected" that is shown in this figure will bo discussed later. 

While a portion of tho true stress-strain curve may be obtained from tho 

engineering stress strain curve by use of equations (33> and (36) it is customary 

to obtain the entire true curve directly. In doing this it is not convenient 

to work with lengths after necking but rather with areas or diameters. From 

equation (35) 

Thus, 

(37) 

(38) 

The true stress and true strain may be most conveniently computed from values 

of the minimum diameter at the neck, (d). 
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sil’ina between engineering and true stress-strain eunres for 

Fig. 15 Representative True Stress-Strain Curves 
For Annealed Materials (MacGregor) 

As shown in Fig. 14 the region of the true stress-strain curve from the 

ultimate (c^) to the fracture point (D^) is always very nearly a Straight line. 

The slope of this line is called the modulus of strain hardening since it shows 

the tendency of the metal to strain harden (i.e. tne rate at which the flow 
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Plg. 16 True etreee-etrein ourvee for 
SAB 1112 rbeel at different 
temperature*. , 
Strain rate - 10 •eo"' 

1*^6 17 True atreas-srain eurvea for 
SAB 1112 ateel at different 
atrain rate*.Temperature 70 P 

stress increases with increasing strain.) Representative true stress—strain 

curves for several materials are shown in Figs. 15 to 17. Ftmh data such as 

these it is evident that the modulus of strain hardening increases when there 

is an increase ins 

1. alloy ocmtent 

2. hardness due to heat treatment 

3. strain rate 

An increase in hardness due to cold work will usually produce a decrease in the 
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From equations (34) and (32) 

V f ) (40) 

but, since the Tolume remains constant 

It Is thus evident that the energy for unit volume [AA^) associated with a 

tensile test Is given by the area under the true stress strain curve. 

Fig. 18 Neck in tensile 
specimen. 

(41) 

norrection for trlaxlallty - The formation of a neck in a tensile specimen 

causes the stress across the minimum section to become nonuniform. The reason 

for this becomes evident when we consider two fibers (A and B) in a tensile 

specimen as shown in Pig. (18). In the uniform region of the specimen the fiber 

stress is directed in a purely axial direction, where as there will be a 

considerable radied component of stress as the neck is approached. If the fibers 

are not to separate, a radial component of stress is required between points A 

and B in the neck, which will increase in magnitude as the center of toe 

specimen is approached. By symmetry, a circumferential stress, just equal to 
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the radial component, will also be present. Bridgman haa further analyzed the 

the complex state of stress in the neck of a tensile specimen and concludes 

that an axial component of stress is also associated with the geometry at 

the neck, this axial component also being equal to the radial component at 

any point. This means that the state of stress in the neck of a tensile specimen 

may be considered to consist of a uniform uniaxial stress, plus a hydrostatic 

component which varies from zero at the free surface to a maximum at the axis 

of the specimen as shown in Fig. 19. The uniform unaxial stressis the 

component of Interest with regard to flow, since, as already noted, a hydro¬ 

static stress has no effect upon the flow process. The stress will be 

referred to as the corrected tensile stress. 

In his analysis of the state of stress in a tensile neck Bridgman found 

the axial stress (6”^^) at any radial distance r from the specimen center line 

to be 

where a is the section radius at the neck and R is the profile radius at 

the neck (see Fig. 13). Thus, the maximum tensile stress occurs at the center 
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Stress in the neck of a tensile speeinen 
Fig. 20 Variation of Bi^dgman 
correction factor with a/R ratio. 

Fig. 22 Bridgman's empirical 
curve for correction factor vs. 
true strain. 

Pig. 21 Method of measuring neck 
profile radius. 
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Tb« Most adrlMble Mthod of obtaining f curve Is to measure the 

neck dlaaeter (2a) and neck radius (R) for each load during a tensile test. A 

oonvenient wqr of determining R is by use of a tapered cone that rescunbles a 

Jeseler*8 ring gage as shown in Fig. 21. By sighting along the cone a match 

aaji be established between the known curvature of the gage and the neck profile. 

Bridgman has found an approximate empirical correlation between the correction 

factor and the true strain (Fig. 22/ which holds fairly well for steels but 

poorly for certain noni'errous alloys such as copper, applying Bridgman's 

empirical correction factor to the true stress strain curve of Fig. (14) we 

obtain the corrected curve shown. It is evident that the correction is negligible 

below the ultimate stress which occurs at a strain of about 0.2, but becomes 

more and more important as the strain increases. The corrected curve shown in 

Fig. (14) is the important one with regard to the plastic flow process, since 

it represents the hydrostatic-free stress that corresponds to each value of true 

strain. 

The correctness of the Bridgman correction factor nay be demonstrated by 

comparing the corrected curve for a standard tensile specimen with the corrected 

curve from a specimen into which a neck is machined before the start of the 

test. ' The two corrected curves should be identical, and this is seen to be 

the ease in Pig. (23)• 
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Fig. 23 True stress strain 
curves for SAE 4140 steel. 
Test 1 Is for standard speel- 
nen while test 2 Is for a 
specimen having a neck 
machined Into it from the 
sUrt, with a/R = 0.36 

Rules For Lsrge Plastic Flow - In addition to the e<iuations of statics and the 

specific boundary conditions peculiar to the problem of interest, there are 

several empirical rules to be satisfied that have become well established for 

metals subjected to large plastic strains. Some of these have already been 

mentioned. 

1, Constancy of volume: To a very good approximation the volume of a 

specimen may be considered constant for large plastic strains. If we consider 

a parallelopiped of initial dimensions a^, b^, c^, we have by constancy of 

volume} 

a b c = abc (45) 

” (t“) W ft) °‘ 
Upon taking the natural logarithm of both sides of this equation: 

^ (i + foe) = o (47) 
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This is a convenient means of expressing the constancy of volume In plasticity 

problems. 

Poisson*s ratio; In a tensile test it Is evident from symmetry and the 

definition of Poisson's ratio H) tliat: 

lO
 II

 

II 

(49) 

From equation (48) it follows that 

= ° (50) 

and hence = 1/2. (51) 

If this discussion is generalized it can be shown that in all types of plastic 

flow, the value of Poisson's ratio is etjual to 1/2, This result is also seen 

to be a direct consequence of the constancy of volume for large plastic strains. 

3. In a plastic body, the increase in plastic strain in a given direction 

is Instantaneously proportional to the increase of the stress deviation com¬ 

ponent in that direction. Thus, 

d^^ — c^dp^ 

(52) (1) 

where c^^, Cg^ and c^ are instantaneous proportionality factors, each being a 

function of the corresponding strain, and in general not equal. 

With the aid of equations ^15) and (16) these equations may be rewritten 

in terms of the total stresses as follows: 

d£^=|Cjj^ 

(53) (2) 
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Tbasa •quations arc aa«a to be elBllar to tboae for the elastic region (equations 

12), and the quantltiea 2 e., 2 e. and 2 o. are obviouely equivalent to 1 
11^3-* E 

and correspond to the reciprocal elopes of the stress-strain curve at the 

strains and respeetiveljr. Hence, equations (53^ nay be mrittenx 

Ve have already made use of the observation that hydrostatic pressure has 

negligible effect upon the onset of plastic flow in our discussion of yield 

criteria. 

4* Hydrostatic pi-essuret The effect of hydrostatic pressure upon the 

post-yield shape of the stress-strain curve Is also negligible to a good 

approxiaation. Bridgnan has perfomed tensile tests in which the specimen was 

subjected to hydrostatic pressures of varying anounts and his results for 

pearlltie SAE 1045 steel are representative. Here it was found that a pressure 

of 100,000 psi had less than 2% influence up to the ultimate stress - 0.2) 

and less than 5% influence up to the breaking point. In each ease the flow stress 

was raised as a result of hydrostatic compression, and the effect varied 

approximately linearly with the pressure. Thus, the maximum effect of hydro¬ 

static pressure wovild be about 2.5% for large strains when the pressure is 

50,000 psi. (Vhen Brineli hardness values were determined for specimens under 

hydrostatic pressure it was similarly found that the hardness varied linearly 

with pressure, the effect amounting to an increase of about in hardness for 

a pressure of 100,000 psi. This result is seen to be in general agreement with 

the pressurized tensile tests, labile the effect of hydrostatic pressure on 
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tlw step* of tiM strooo-otroili eorro is will tho influonco on froetur» otresa 

la aicniflcont, firaeture being poatponed by bydrostatic prassure. Bridiraen refers to 

inereaaed atrangth with pressure as the pressure coefficient of ductility. 

The influence of hydrostatic pressure on flow and fracture of netals is shown 

exaggerated in Fig. 24f and the relatimiship between fracture stress and 

hydrostatic pressure (P) is roughly linear: 

where^^^ is the fracture stress under atnospheric conditions and k is a 

eonatant. 

<0 
U> 
Ul 
oc 
v> 

STRAIN 

Fig. 24 Influence of hydrostatic 
pressure on stress-strain curve 
and breaking stress. 

Flow Criteria. - The problen of correlating the plastic flow ciurva for one strain 

configuration with that for another is a more complex problem than that of 

correlating the onset of plastic flow. The fact that strain hardening is 

directional and hence causes a metal to became anisotropic after flow begins 

is a cause for some difficulty, inasmuch as different amounts of rotation are 

involved in various operations. A process that occurs without rotation should 

be expected to produce more rapid strain hardening than one which involves 

rotation. This is one of the reasons why a tensile curve sometimes exhibits 

a greater modulus of strain hardening than equivalent torsional data. The 

fact that the aequentlal order of sueeesalve plastic deformations is is^rtant 

with regard to the end result is a well known consequence of the anisotropy of 
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plAstle tlow»f and Is the basis for bhe obsarratlon that tba snot shapa of a 

strain hardanlng curva Is Influenead by tha plastic strain history of the 

apacinen* 

Inasouch as a hydrostatic coaponent of stress has a negligible influence 

on the shape of tne entire flow ciirve, it seems reasonable to adopt a function 

of the stress deviation components for our flow criterion just as was done 

in the ease of yield criteria. 

As a first approach at correlating plastic flow curves we might therefore ' 

apply the octahedral or maximum shear conditions. F/hen this is done we usually 

find the maximum shear theory to give results superior to those for octahedral 

shear stress. Some results for solid and hollow tensile specimens due to 

Bridgman are shown in Fig. 25 to illustrate this point. Here it is evident that 

tne maximum shear theory gives the best correlation as measured by the close¬ 

ness of tha two curves. 

Fig. 25 Comparison oi' tensile data for solid and thin walled tuouiar specimens 
on the basis of a) octahedral shear stress and strain and b) maximum shear 
stress and strain (after Bridgman). 
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In applylxig the maximia shear theory In the foregoing exanple, Mohr's strain 

circle was used, even though this was derived for small strains and hence should 

not be employed for strains in the plastic region, a general treatment of finite 

strain theory is geometrically complex and beyond the scope of this work. 

However, one result will bo given here which will be of value later in conrelating 

simple shear snd tensile test data. If is the principal true strain in a 

tensile test, the equivalent simple shear stress (Jf), is given by 

IT* sinh ( 1^) (56) 

The best means available for correlating simple tensile and shear data 

appears to be by the maximum shear theory, using equation ^56) and Mohr's stress 

circle. As an example we night consider a comparison of tensile and torsion 

data. In Fig. 26a the results of a corrected true stress-strain tensile test 

are given for an annealed 0.505 inch diameter specimen of SAE 1018 steel, while 

in Fig. 26b the circles give the results of a torsion test on a 3/4 inch diameter 

by 12 inch long specimen of the same material. The triangular points in Fig. 26b 

were obtained by use of equation (56) and the relationship*7^= from 
2 

maxiBUffl shear theory. The points marked by the triangles and circles are seen 

to be in .excellent agreoaent. 

Fracture - Structures tliat are built from brittle materials are usually 

designed on the basis of the maximum normal stress Experimentally this 

is found to be a good design criterion for objects that fail without any prior 

plastic flow. It will be shown in the following discussion that the maximum 

stress criterion is also consistent with the theory of brittle fracture. 

Tne mierocracks considered in chapter 2 in connection with the formation 

of dislocations play an important role in brittle fracture. T^hen a plate 

containing a small circular hole is pulled In tension as shown in Pig. 27, 

the stress will be a maximum at the edge of the hole A and will vary with the 
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<«) 

f-lg. 26 Ccparlson of Wnsllo and torsion tost dots for snnaslsd SAI 1018 stool 

a. Corrected true stress-strain curve. 

b. Torsion data (circles) and tensile data converted to shear coordinates by 
use of maximum shear and finite strain theory (triangles). 

Fig. 27 Stress concentration pro¬ 
duced by a circular hole. 
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dlstanea froa tta« canter of the hole (r) as foUoass 

(57) 

The oiaxlauB stress concentration at point A is founi to be 3 by substituting 

r = s into equation (57). In 1913* Inglis performed a similar elastic analysis 

for the stress concentration at the tip of an elliptical hole (A in Fig. 28) 

and found that 

(58) 

where a and b are the s«ni aajor and minor axes of the elliptical hole. For 

a long narrow elliptical opening such as the cracks we might expect to find in 

materials we nay write equation (58) 

J-U-U 

TTJTT 
Fig. 28 Elliptical crack. 

Fig. 29 Region near tip of 
elliptical crack. 

In 1921 Griffith suggested that for a material to fracture spontaneously 

it is necessary that the elastic strain energy released at the tip of a crack 

as It grows be sufficiMkt to supply the surface energy associated with the 

BOW surface generated. In Fig. 29, the strain energy stored in the shaded 

woluBO which will be released when the crack nms from A to B, must be sufficiwit 
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to supply th« surface energy for the new area generated. Thus, 

(Aa2^) s 2AaT (60) 

where is the stress at the tip of the crack (eq. 59) 

E is Youngs Bodulus of elasticity 

^a is the area of surface AB 

^ is the radius of curvature of the crack tip 

T is the surface energy, in-lb/sq.in. 

The two on the right side of equation (60) cones frtnn the fact that two surfaces 

each of area /ka are generated as the crack grows from A to B. The radius of 

curvature at the tip of an ellipse is to a good approxination 

= b (b) (61) 

From equations (59) to (6l) we obtain; 

6^ - W' 
(62) 

This is Griffith’s Criterion for spontaneous crack growth in a brittle material. 

In equation (62) ^ corresponds to the maximum normal stress, and it is 

now clear why is found to be such a good criterion for brittle fracture. 

The quantities E and T in equation (62) are independent of plastic deformation 

and strain hardening. The length of the greatest elliptical crack (la) that 

happens to be perpendicular to the maximum normal stress direction f^) is 

seen to play an important role in determining whether a material can fail 

spontaneously. If the stress ^can become sufficiently high to generate 

dlnlocatlons at A, at the temperature pertaining, before equation (62) is 

satisfied, then the material will deform plastically rather than fail in a 

brittle manner. The crack will grow relatively alowly as dislocations are formed 

at a rate dependent on the strain rate, until length (2a) is sufficiently large 
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and^has also increased sufficient!/ (due to strain hardening) to enable 

equation (62) to be satisfied. The crack will thon spread spontaneously as 

though the material were brittle. There are thus two types of crack.formation, 

the rapid spontaneous crack that forms in a perfectly brittle materiel and the 

relatively slow growing crack that accompanies plastic deformation and the 

formation of dislocations. 

As shown in chapter 2, the shear stress required for failure is epproxinately 

G .where G is the shear modxilus, and according to the maximunishear theory the 

27r A 
corresponding normal stress would When this is substituted for ” 

“ TT 
ia equation (59) we obtain: 

= 2ir ag (63) 
G 

Substituting this into equation (61) and using equation (62) to eliminate C , 

we obtain: 

= ^ = 2Tr^ ET (64) 

• g'^ 

or from equation (11) 

(1 T (65) 
E 

Now, we shoiild expect the radius of curvature at the tip of a crack capable 

of growing to be the smallest possible, which is the Interatomic distance. For 

glass the values of T, and £ are 0.0031 in.lb/sq.in., 0.25 and 9 x 10^ psi 

respectively, and the corresponding value of from equation (65) is 0.0425y<^ in. 

For steel, the values of T^y*( and E are 0.006 in.lb/sq.in., 0.30, and 

30 X 10^ psi, and the corresponding value of J® is 0.0277yti. in. These are seen 

to be of the order of interatomic spacing from the discussion in chapter 2, 

(0.011.^ inch for iron) and it is therefore to be expected that the radii of 

curvature of cracks capable of growing are of orders of magnitude of interatomic 

distances. 

The foregoing picture of brittle fracture makes it clear why some materials 

are more brittle at low temperatures and at high strain rates. A decrease in 
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Ib Uaparstor* ud an iaerMM ia atraia rata aaa aboaa (in Cliaptar 2) to 

ineraasa tba strass raquirad to canarata diaLoeations. 

It is also obfiorrad that larga spaeiaans are aora inelinad to bahava brittljr 

than saall spaeiaans. This is aaplainad by statistical tfaaory. If 

is tha rupture strass of a spseiaan aitbout aqy cracks, €r^ tha eorraspoodinc 

stress when one or nore cracks of a given slsa are present, and n is tha nuabar 

of such cracks par unit voluae, than tha probability of finding a spaeiaen of 

Toluaa V that is crack free Is The statistically expected rupture stress 

for any specinen is than 

6- = ♦ a; ("a - 

Froa this expression it is evident that the average strength of a specimen will 

increase as its size (and hence its volume) is decreased. Another way of 

looking at this size effect in brittle fracture is tltat the probability of finding 

a large crack in a saall specimen not only decreases with decreased specimen 

size, but we eventually reach a specimen size wnere it is physically impossible 

to have a crack above a given size. 

Fig. 30 Fracture stresses for 
glass fibers of different size 
(after Griffith). 

5000 

SPECIMEN DIAMETER . Min. 
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In Pig. 30 brittle fracture data for glass fibers of different dlasMter 

are shown* and a very pronounced size effect is apparent. We nay estisiate the 

crack length (2a) responsible for the spontaneous crack growth in the ease 

of specimen A* by use of equation (62): 

2a = ^ = (9 X 10^) C.0Q3l) = 16^ in. 

(42 300) ^ 

The corresponding crack length for specimen B is simllarily found to bo 0.12>i{ in. 

These dimensions are seen to be small compared with corresponding specimen 

diameters* and the significance of their magnitudes will be considered in a later 

chapter. 

The values shown in Fig. 30 were for fibers allowed to stand in air for 

a short time after being drawn. Higher values of strength were obtained for 

freshly drawn fibers* in fact* Griffith observed tensile rupture stresses as 

high as 900*000 psi in some ease. From the discussion in Chapter 2 we should 

expect the maximum attainable shear stress to be G/2rT and by the maximum 

shear theory this corresponds to G/jr in tension. Since the v«due of G for 

, 6 
glass is 3.6 X 10 psi the maxlaum attainable tensile stress should be about 

1*140*000 psi* and it is apparent that Griffith approached this value closely 

in this bending tests on freshly drawn fine fibers. The reason for the decrease 

in.strength upon standing in air is not fully known* but is believed to be due 

to localized chemical attack of material adsorbed on the surface of the fibers 

from the air. This localized attack is thought to cause stress oonoentrationa 

on the surface which act in the manner of the cracks of our previous discussion. 

It has been found that if drawn fibers are allowed to cool in a dry inert 

a'biiosphere and are thmt coated with a plastic before being exposed to moist air 

they retain the high strength exhibited immediately following drawing. This 

procedure is used commercially to provide high strength glass filaments for 
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produclng glass cloth and for similar purposss. 

As alrsady msntloasd, hydrostatic prsssurs hu am important influonoe upon 

ths fracturs strength of all materials. This is particularly true of brittle 

materials9 and some materials that are ordinarily considered brittle may be 

made to flow in a ductile manner before fracture, if tested under high hydro¬ 

static pressure. Thus, Bridgman has obtained significant plastic flow for such 

materials as cast Iron, sodium chloride (rock salt), cemented carbides and even 

sapphire when these nateriale were tested vuider a hydrostatic pressure of about 

400,000 psl. In the case of sapphire, plastic flow could be obtained only when 

the specimen was free of flaws. From this we should expect it to become 

increasingly difficult to produce plastic flow in a brittle eubstance as the 

else of the specimen is increased. This le clearly seen to be the case when 

hardness data are examined. It is possible to press a diamond Indmtor into 

the surface of a sapphire specimen and produce a good impression by plastic flow, 

provided the size of the Impression is kept very small. While the peak pressure 

that is reached locally under the indentor is about the sane the probability of 

encountering a flaw in the region of plastic flow is less for the small 

impression. 

The maximum normal atreas is also a useful fracture criterion in the case 

of materials that flow plastically before ri4>ture. However, in such Instances, 

the distribution of stress which results from the plastic flow must be 

considered. Thus, in the case of a ductile tensile specimen, the important 

stress with regard to fracture is that on the axle (equation 43) for it has 

been shown by means of X-Ray photographs that the crack which grov/s before 

fracture originates near the center of a tensile specimen, in such a specimen 

the crack grows relatively slowly in a direction normal to the principal stress 

as plastic deformation occurs. When the,area is sufficiently reduced due to 
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crack growth, coaplwte rupture normally occura by one layer sliding over another 

in the direction of maxi^m shear stress. This mechanism gives rise to the 

cup-cone type of fracture that is observed for ductile metal tensile specimens. 

The flat portion of the fracture surface results from the grov/th of the central 

crack, idille the sloping sides result when the final shear failure occurs. 

a. Photograph 
b. Section view 

Fig. 31 Photograph of fracture surface of hot rolled SAE 1045 steel tensile 
specimen pulled at very low strain rate. 

In Fi|[. 31 c photograph of a tensile fracture surface is shown. The 

material in this case was hot rolled SAE 1045 steel, a material idilch is known 

to be notch sensitive (i.e. to fall by brittle fracture at room temperature if 

a notch is present in the sxirface). This material shoiild also fail by brittle 

fracture in a tensile test due to the internal notch (crack) that forms during 

necking, provided the temperature does not rise. The test was therefore carried 

out at an extr«&ely slow rate of strain. The ultimate load was 20,000 pounds, 

the breaking load 18,000 pounds, and the fracture surface had the appearance 

of Pig. 31. Three types of failure are apparent here. The dark critical region 

(A) corresponds to the area of slow ductile crack growth. The shiny annular 
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ragion (B) oorraaponds to tha region of brittle spontnnaoua eraefc groatlir while 

the thin region (C) indioatee sheer failure of the usual eu|>-eoiie variety at 

the very edge of the speeiaen. 

Cutting Data - He have shown in this chapter how tensile or coapression test 

data nay be used in conjunction with Tresca's naxiaua shear theory to obtain 

a plot of flow stress in shear against shear strain* When the conversion 

fron normal to tangential stress-strain coordinates is properly nadSf tensile 

or compression data will give very nearly the same curve as that obtained in 

torsion» provided a phase transformation does not occur during deformatiw 

(as with some stainless steels^. Therefore, we should expect that when the 

shear stress and shear strain for cutting tests are plotted on shear coordinates, 

the points should lie upon the flow curve obtained from a tensile, compression 

or torsion test. According to omt experience with other materials tests, the 

normal stress on the shear plane in cutting should have a negligible influence 

upon the shape of the stress strain curve* The normal stress on the shear 

plane does, however, play an important role in determialng whether the required 

strain can be accommodated without rupture, and thus whether a continuous or 

discontinuous chip is obtained. 

^ig< 32 Comparison of stress-strain curve from tensile test 
and cutting data. 
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The cutting data of L^ipsley and hie associates, which were previously 

considered in chapter 3» are shown plotted in Fig. 32 together with the flow 

curves derived fron a tehsile test. In obtaining the flow curve the tensile 

data were first corrected for triaxiality by use of Fig. 22 and then plotted 

on shear coordinates using the Tresca oaxinum shear criterion and finite strain 

theory. While the cutting points do generally parallel the flow curve derived 

from the tensile test, they are seen to lie a considerable distance above the 

curve and appreciable scatter is apparent. The scatter is not, however, a 

random one, for a correlation can be seen to exist between the distance from 

the curve and the depth of cut. Those points corresponding to a small depth 

of cut are farthest from the curve while those for the heavier cuts are located 

nearer the curve. There thus appears to be a size effect that is operative 

here that was not included in our previous discussions of plastic flow. The 

depth of cut is equivalent to the diameter of a tensile specimen, and it is 

evident that the cutting tests correspond to tensile tests on specimens that 

are small compared with those of the standard 0.505 inch diameter. 

Fig. 33a Corrected true stress- 
strain curve for SAE 1112 steel. 

Fig. 33b Tensile curve plotted 
on shear coordinates using maxi¬ 
mum shear theory and curve (1) 

Infinitesimal strain theory; 
curves (2), finite strain theory. 
Data points and curve (3) are 
cutting data for 0.003 inch 
depth of cut and variable rake 
angle, using carbontetrachloride 
as cutting fluid. 



An additional eoaftarison of cutting data with tanalle data ia glvan in 

Fig. 33* Horcy tiia depth of cut was nalntalnad constant at 0.003 inch and 

the cutting points are seen to closely parallel the flow curve derived from the 

tensile curve using finite strain theory but not the curve using infiniteslaal 

strain theory. 

The origin of the size effect that is so important in metal cutting will 

be considered In a later chapter. The size effect Is somewhat less significant 

in conventional materials tests on ductile metals and is usually Ignored, 

iiowever, studies of this effect in metal cutting provide us with a method of 

analysis that enables the effect of specimen size to be included in the inter¬ 

pretation of ordinary materials tests. When this is done some of the difficulties 

that have been encountered in the application of materials test data are 

resolved. Discussion of all of these matters are deferred to a later chapter. 

Hardness - Hardness is a quantity that has been defined ond measured in many 

ways in engineering work. Some of the criteria that have been used include: 

scratch resistance, resistance to penetration, raachlnabillty, resistance to 

wear or abrasion, and the dynamic indentation resistance of a surface as 

measured by the energy absorbed upon impact. 

One of the oldest scales of hardness, and one that is still In use by 

Geologists is that due to F. Mohs, (1B22) in which the scratch resistance of a 

material is compared with the scratch resistances of a standard series of ten 

minerals. Each of these minerals Is assigned a number from one to ten. A 

Mohs hardness of one corresponds to a very soft material while ten refers to the 

most scratch resistant of all known materials — the diamond. Mohs' scale of 

hardness is given in Table 1. 
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Table 1 Mohs* Scale of Hardness 

Mineral Mohs Hardness fiunber Working Scale 

Talc 1 Very easily scratched by fingernail 
greasy feeling 

G/psuB 2 Easily scratched by fingernail 

Calcite 3 Scratched by copper coin 

Fluorite 4 Easily scratched by knife 

Apatite ^ Scratched with difficulty by knife 

Orthoclase 6 Easily cut by file 

Quarts 7 iiardly cut by file—^will scratch glass 

Topaz 8 scratch glass 

Coi*uaduB 9 I) • 

Diamond 10 e « 

In applying the Mohs scale practically^ the standard minerals are not employed» 

but the simple tests given in Table 1 under the heading Working Scale are 

used Insteada» The Mohs hardness of engineering metals falls within the narrow 

range from 4 to 7. 

As can be seen Mohs method of describing hardness is little more than 

qualitative. While attempts have been made to put the scratch technique on a 

firmer quantitative basis by measuring tne widtn of a scratch made with a 

diamond under standard conditions (C Blerbaum, 19<0), such tests are difficult 

to carry out with the necessary precision. The indentation method is by far 

the most practical and useful method of measuring hardness. 

In indentation hairiness measurements two important methods are in use. 

In the flrsti a hard object is forced into the specimen under a known load and 

the diameter of the impression is observed, in the second method the depth 

of penetration is obseirved. We will now consider the Srinell test which employs 
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the first procedure. 

Brlncll Hardnees > In the Brinell test (J. A. BrlnelX, 1900) a sphere of diaueeter 

D (nna) is pressed Into a plane surface under a load P (Kg) and the diasmter 

of the lapression in the plane of the surface, d (mm) is observed after the ball 

is withdrawn. The Brinell Hardness Number is defined as the load divided by 

the curved area of contact: 

or. 

* 

P__ 

P 

(67) 

(68) 

Poor readings result when the depth of impression is either too small (metal 

under ball not ccnnpletely work hardened) or too large (difficulty of ascertaining 

d precisely). Practical values of D/d are from 1.5 to 3.5. This puts a 

restriction on the load to be used for any given ball diameter D. British 
a 

Standards Association has found that D/d will fall within the desired range of 

2 
1.5 to 3.5 if the value of P/D is suitably choosau for the material under 

• 2 
test. Specifically they recommend the following (P/D*) values^ 30 Kg^mm for 

2 2 
steels, 10 Kg/mm for brasses and bronzes, and j. Kg/mra for lead and other soft 

metals. 

It is customary to use a 3000 Kg load on a 10 mm. ball in determining the 

Brinell hardness of most steels. The load should be retained on the ball for 

from 30 to 60 seconds, and the distance from the impression to the nearest free 

surface should be not lass than 15 tines the depth of the impression. The 

surface finish is unimportant provided the peak to valley distance of the rough¬ 

ness Is small compared with the depth of the Impression. When the load is 
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released there will be some elastic recovery. This, however, is largely restricted 

to the depth of the impression and has a negligible influence upon the diameter 

of the impression in the pleuie of the surface (d). Care must be exercised in 

estimating the effective diameter d, for materials that are highly work hardered 

will frequently "pile up" (Fig. 34a), while those that are annealed may "fall in" 

(Fig. 34b). It is Important thst the deformation of the indentor be small compared 

with that of the specimen, and for tnis reason the indentor should be at least 

2.5 times as hard as the teat piece. A hard steel ball may be used in measure¬ 

ments up to 400 Brinell, but a tungsten carbide or diamond indentor should be 

used for specimens of higher hardness. 

Meyer Hardness - The only physical significance that can be attached to Brinell 

hardness is that it approximates the mean pressure between the bail and its 

socket. Actually this mean pressure is given exactly by the load divided by 

the projected area. and F. Meyer (1908) defined what has since become known 

as the Meyer hardness (H^) in this way; 

h = (69) 
TTd^ 

From equation (68) it is evident that 

Fig. 34 Appearance of Brinell indentations that have a) "piled-up" and 
b) "fallen-in". An impression of type a) Is frequently obtained for highly 
worked metals, while type b) Is characteristic of axmealed metals that strain 
harden. 



MEAN-^ ^ f 
PRESSURE A 

Fig. 35 Spherical indentor shown 
subjecting a surface to an elastic 
deformation of magnitude d. 
Initial plastic flow will occur at 
point A when the shear stress at 
this point equals the critical value 
to initiate plastic flow. 

\ PLASTIC J \ REGION y 

Fig. 36 Fully developed plastic 
region. 

When load is first applied the indentation is elastic« and analysis shows 

that the mean pressure (H^) is proportional to^, or from aquation (69} 

P = A d^ (71) 

where A is the constant of proportinality. Under such conditions the maximum 

shear stress is found to occur a distance 0.25 below the surface (Fig. 35) 

and to have a value equal to 0.5 (actually 0.47 H_). Thus, point A in Fig. 35 

will be the first to yield as the loud is iftcreased and flow will occur, according 

to the Tresca criterion, when 

^ 0.5 H. = (72) 

or when H, = o:^ (73) 

where 0^ is the true yield stress in a tensile test. As load is further 
0 

increased the plasrhlc region will spread from point A and envelope a sizeable 

area under the ball (Fig. 36). After the plastic zone was fully developed. 
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Ueyer experimentBlly found the load to be related to the indentation diameter (dj 

as followsi 

P = Ad“ (74; 

This is knov#n as Meyer*s 4aw, and is found to hold for ail metals• The exponent n 

is known as the Meyer Hardness Exponent and is one method of expressing the 

tendency for e metal to strain harden. When load P is plotted against indentation 

diameter Id) on log-log coordinates, a straight line is obtained, the slope of 

which is equal to n. (see Fig. 37). 

16 f j rTni^^r" 
OlAMlTtH or iUAAlSSON d.mm 

Fig. 37 Meyer hardness analysis 
for several metals. 

Y 
Fig 38 Stress-strain curve 

for an Ideal Plastic 

A material that does not strain harden at all is called an ideal plastic 

and will have a true stress-strain curve as shown in Fig. 38. For such a material 

the Meyer hardness should be Independent of the depth of impression and thus 

from equation (74), the Meyer exponent for an ideal plastic should be two. For 

materials tliat strain harden, is found to increase with d which makes the 

resulting exponent of d in equation (74/ greater than two. Ihe values of the 
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Mc/sr wponent (n) for Boot •oglnoering Betels lie between 2.0 end 2.5* tbe 

lerfer velueB eorrespoading to those nateriels showing the greatest tendencjr 

to strain harden (l.e. annealed materials). 

llaterials that are highly strain hardened before testing behave as Ideal 

plasties and the value of the Meyer exponent will be close to two. For such 

Baterials the Bean pressure or Meyer hardness corresponding to the fully 

plastic condition is found to be very nearly equal to » where Is the 

yield stress In tension. The entire Meyer hardness load curve for a highly 

preworked metal Is as shown In Fig. (39a). In the elastic region the curve is 

seen to be a cubic (eq. 70) while in the fully plastic region the curve becomes flat 

(l.e. beyond point A), The corresponding load—diameter plot Is shown Ih Fig. (6b) 

using log-log coordinates. The Initial slope of the curve Is seen to be 3 in 

accordance with equation (70), while the slope beyond point A is 2, since the 

metal here considered behaves as an ideal plastic. Point A in Fig. 39 marks the 

load necessary for fully developed plastic flow. «ieyer's law holds only for loads 

beyond A and the Meyer exponent has meanir^ only for loads above that to give 

fully plastic flow. Fully plastic flow is obtained for most steels for loads 

above 1000 Kg when a 10 mm ball is used. The load necessary to obtain fully plastic 

flow varies as the square of the ball diameter b. Thus, if fully plastic flow 

is obtained with a 10 mm ball at a 1000 Kg load, the corresponding load for a 

3 mo ball would be 230 Kg. 
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Fig. 39 Experimenta] Meyer hardness - 
load plot (a) and load-lndentation- 
dlameter plot (b) for a highly work 
hardened specimen of mild steel. The 
material is not fully plastic until 
a load of about 750 kg on the 10 ram 
ball is reached, and beyond this 
point the Meyer hardness is essen¬ 
tially constant at 3tfy. The 

characteristic Meyer exponent of 2 
is not obtained until the fully 
plastic condition is obtained (i.e. 
beyond point A), (after Tabor) 

If the depth of impression is above a certain alnimura value, the surface 

effects sometlmeb referred to as "size effects" will be negligible and the 

oaterlal may be considered homogeneous. *i<nder such conditions we should expect 

the same states of stress and strain for geometrically similar indentations, (i.e. 

when d/D is the same) made with bells of different diameters. Thus, we should 

expect H and strain ^ to be functions of d/D, thus* 

^2 I 
When is actually plotted against (d/D) a smooth curve resiats that resembles 

an ordinary stress strain curve.* in fact, the (^_WI d) curve can be made to 
D 

correspond quite closely to the corresponding ) curve quantatively as 

(75) 

(76) 

WIM 



well as qualitatiweljr bgr use of the following abrltrarjr factors t 

^ * B (77) 

^ * C d/D (78) 

where B and C are constants, approxinateiy equal to 3 and 0.2i^ospeetlvely. 

In 1931 Nadai showed enperleally tjaat the true stress-strain curve for an 

annealed or partially worked aetal In tension or coapresslbn could be approxl- 

aately expressed as follows' 

C' =OCe“ (79) 

where OC and ■ are constants. For a partially cold worked speciaen of 

2 
alualmiB the quantities OC and a were found to be 12 Kg/aa and 0.28 respectively. 

Ccaibining equations (78J, and (79), we have^ 

For a constant value of D this is seen to cotrespond to equation (74), where 

A = TT OC = a constant (82) 

4 B W 

n = 2 a (83) 

For the partially cold worked aluainua speciaen previously aentioned we then 

have for a 10 am balit 

A = 21 ^12j - 3.82 

n = 2 + .28 = 2.28 

or from equation (74) 

P = 3.82 d^*^® 

Froa the foregoing analysis it is evident ttiat Ueyer*s law (eq. 74> for a 
a 

spherical indentor is aerely another way of expressing the stress-strain 

characteristics of a aetal. By use of equations (82/ and V83/ an ordinary 
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Btresfr-strain tensile curve say be transforned into the corresponding expression 

0t Meyer's law. 

We have already seen that the Meyer hardness, when plastic flow is fully 

developed, is about three times the yield stress in tension (for example, see 

Fig. 39} • Thus, in this ease the ultimate stress 1st 

CT = 1 Kg/mm^ = 475 psi (84) 
u 2 m 

2 
where H is the Meyer hardness number in Kg/mm . Hardness readings may thus be 

used to estimate the ultimate tensile stress for highly woiked metals. 

Conical and Pyramidal Indentions - when a conical or pyramidal indentor is used, 

fully developed plastic flow occurs at practically all loads, due to the very 

small radius of curvature at the point of the indentor. For all but the lightest 

loads the hardness is independent of the load, and hence no information regarding 

the strain harderJ.ng tendency of the metal being examined is offered by such 

tests. Thus, w^ile conical or pyramidal indentors are more easily employed that 

a ball due to the lack of a critical load to produce fully developed plastic flow, 

such Indentors do not provide as much information regarding the properties of 

the metal. 

A conical indentor having a 90" included angle was first used in 1908 by 

Ludwik, who defined the hardness as the load divided by the conical surface area. 

While pyramidal indentors are more widely used today than the conical indentors, 

Ludwlk's definition of hardness has been retained. In The Vicker's hardness test, 

a diamond pyramid with opposite faces making an angle of 136" is forced into the 

surface under a given load (P) in Kg. The Vickers hardness is 

= P , Kg/mm^ (85) 
Pyramid area 

This Bay also be expressed in terms of the projected area as followst 

H = 0.9272 _ , Kg/mm^ 
* projected area 

(86) 
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and hanca tba ratio of to tbe aoan aurfaea proaaura ia 0.9272. 

Tha load uaad la uaualljr froa 1 to 120 Kg, appliad for 10 Baeoiida» and tha 

diag<»ial8 in tha aurfaea that ara euatoaarily aaaaurad in thla taat ara ganarally 

laas than a aiUlaatar (.04 in.) in langth. Tha Viekara hardnaaa nay ba ax- 

praasad aa followa in tarns of tha diagonal langth (d)t 

H = 1.8544 £_ , Kg/aii2 (87) 
Jt 

Fig. 40 Knoop Hardness Indentor 

The Knoop hardness test uses the elongated dlanond indentor shown in 

Fig. 40. The included angles of adjacent edges are 172® 30' and 130® respectively, 

which results in an impression of the proportions vsee Fig. (40). 

d; b: = 1; 4.29: 30.53. 

The Knoop diamond penetrates about ,half as far as the Vickers for the same 

applied load and hence is frequently used for superficial hardness studies using 

light loads. The Knoop indentor is also better suited for determining the 

hardness of brittle materials. The Knoop hardness number (H^^) is 

_ (88) 
projected area 

where the projected area in the plane of the surface is determined by measuring 

the length of the long diagonal a ). The loads usually used range from 0.1 

to 4 hg. and Jl usually less than l/lO milliiqeter (.004 in.; but may be as 
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Flg. 41 CcHiverslon curves for several hardness scales. 
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Mall as 5 nlerons (800^ la.) In nicro hardnnaa tests on Mtallographie 

constituents. 

In the Hoclcwell hardness test, an indentor is forced into the surface with 

a fixed load and the depth of penetration is noted. Froa this iapression depth 

the Rockwell hardness number may be computed. For example in the Rockwell "C* 

scale of hardness the indentor is a 1?0* conical diamond and the applied load is 

1^ Kg (actually a 10 Kg preload is also used, but its effect is not noted). 

The depth gage is built right into the hardness tester and the hardness is read 

directly from a special dial indicator. Other indentors and loads are used for 

harder and softer materials .than those for which the C scale is intended. For 

example, a l/l6 inch diameter ball is used in the "B" scale, which exmploys a 

major load of 100 Kg. The useful region of the Rockwell C scale of hardness extends 

from =20 to 70, the former corresponding to a soft steel and the latter 

corresponding to a very hard steel specimen. 

The curves of Fig. 41 enable relative magnitudes of hardness, expressed in 

the several systems considered here, to be compared, tirinell hardness has been 

used as the standard of comparison, and whenever we have occasion to refer to 

hardness In subsequent chapters, the Brinell scale will be adopted. The Knoop 

hardness is seen to be very nearly equivalent to Brinell hardness over the entire 

range, while the other hardness scales are significantly nonlinear relative to 

the Brinell scale. The Mohs scale of hardness is seen to be very nonlinear, 

particularly at the upper end of the scale. The equivalent Brinell hardness 

values for Mohs hardness values of 8, 9, and 10 are as follows: 1150, 1900, 

and 7000. From this it is evident that the range from 9 to 10 on the Mohs 

scale covers more than three times the range of hardness corresponding to the 

range from 1 to 9. 



Th« friction between the chip and the face of a cutting tool and the 

lubrication of this interface is of considerable iiqiortanoe in metal cutting. 

In this chapter we will consider the fundamentals of friction and surface 

chenlstmy, and in the following ^lapter these principles will be applied to 

explain the performance of metal cutting fluids. 

There are four general tgrpes of sliding contact Vflg. 1). 

1. file lubrication - this is the ideal type of lubrication in which 
there is no metal-to-metal contact. The load is supported bf a 
pressurized oil film. Viscosity is the physical property of the eystem 
of major interest, and the principles of fluid mechanics enable the 
load capacity and friction characteristics of surfaces that are so 
lubricated to be computed. Kell designed Journal and slide bearings 
axe of this type. 

2. boundary lubrication - here the film is not complete and the surfaces 
cone together close enou^ so that the resulting frictional resistance 
is not entirely due to viscous drag. The surface finish and the 
physical and (diemleal properties of the surfaces and lubricant are of 
major interest. Effective boundary lubricants are usually additives 
consisting of long chain polar molecules that are physically absorbed on 
the hi^ points of mating surfaces and tend to prevent metal to metal 
contact (see Fig. lb). 

3* Bactrewe boundary lubricants - this is the type of lubrication that 
- obtains under the most severe sliding conditions (highly loaded bearing 

surfaces operating at relatively low speed). The additive in this case 
reacts chemically with one of the bearing metals to form a low shear 
strength solid layer that prevents metal to metal contact, welding and 
metal transfer (wear). The SKtlid films that are formed are usually 
inorganic, have a high melting point and hence are suitable for use 
at elevated temperatures without melting. Hypoid gear lubricants 
and heavy duty type cutting fluids are examples of extreme boundary 
lubricants. 

4* Clean metal surfaces > this represents the extreme in adverse conditions 
of sliding contact. Hardness, shear strength and surface finish are 
the main characteristics of Interest in this type of 4etlon. 
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1*- 

Fig. 1 Four types of sliding contact 

In natal cutting, conditions are such that the first two types of lubrication 

can not exist at the point of a tool. The motion and geonetry at the chip-tool 

interface are such that if there were ai^ hydrodynaaic effect it would generate 

a negatire pressure. Furthermore, the nornal stress between the chip and the 

tool is too high for a physically adsorbed film to be effective. Therefore, the 

latter two types of sliding contact are of primary interest in cutting. *0x0 

sliding of clean metals is significant Inasmuch as there is always some metal to 

metal contact even with the best cutting fluids. We will first consider the 

physical characteristics of clean metal surfaces and then discuss the 

characteristics of boundary lubricants. 

Real Area of Contact 

All finished surfaces are found to have irregularities that are very large 

in con^arison with atmoie dimensims (l.e. large compared with 10 inch). 

As a consequence of these micro irregularities, the real area of contact 

A^ is much less than the apparent area of contact (A). For exanplc, if two 

carefully ground hLoeks, each of one inch square, cross sectional area, are placed 

in contact and loaded with 10 pounds, the real area of contact will be lees thm 
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10^ squar* Inches, shlle of course the si^srent ares (A) is aetuaily one 

square inch. When such surfaoes first make contact A^ is sero. As load is 

applied the relatively fhw bi^ paints that make contact are plastically deformed 

and A^ increases. Thus, the real area of contact will be independent of the 

apparent area of contact or the surface finish but will be determined solely tgr 

the applied load and the flow stress or hardness of the protuberances. The 

area A^ developed aust be Just sufficient to equal the applied load N divided 

ty the hardness H of the aetal asperities, or 

B » A^ H (1) 

Surface Temperatures 

When two surfaces having a real area of contact move relatively in a 

tangential direction, work is done In overcoming the frictional resistance. 

Practically all of this work is converted iimncdlatcly into thermal energy which 

causes an Increase in the temperature at the points of contact. Such friction 

Induced temperatures at metallic interfaces are usually very bl|^ and fleeting. 

The mean temperature of the surface falls to a small fraction of the dynamic value 

as soon as motion ceases. This is due to the superficial nature of the interface 

temperature and the hi^ conductivity of metals. The high Interface temperatures 

betweeq sliding surfaces can be measured ty a thermoelectric technique that will 

be considered in detail in Chapter 12. The interface temperature of sliding 

surfaces depends upon several variables including ths unit load between the 

surfaces, the coefficient of friction, the thermal properties of the metals in 

contact and the sliding velocity. It is not uncommon for surface temperatures to 

actually reach the melting point of the lower melting member of the sliding pair. 

Pur./ri&UflB 

Let us next consider the souzve of the frictional reelstanee that obtains 
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wh*n on« Mtcl aeroM anothar. aaontona (1699) ausfaatad that frletional 

rasiatanea aaa dua to tha intarloeking of aurfaea billa »ad vallaya. Hovavar^ 

this intarlocking affact ia found to ba raaponaibla for but a minor portion of 

tha frictional raaiatanca of alidlng natal surfaeaa of nozaal aurfaea roughnaas. 

Of tha aavaral o^ar naehaniama that hava baan iiropoBady that dua to Holm in 

Swadan and Bowdan and hia co^workara in England appaara to ba moat faaaibla. 

Thaaa workara hava proposad that tha major aourea of friction ia dua to tha 

formation of many amall loeallzad walda at tha pointa of contact of aliding 

aurfacaa. Bowdan and Tabor hava pointad out that part of tha frictional raaiatanca 

may alao ba due to tha plowing of aurfaea aaparitiea of a harder member through 

those of a aoftar aurfaea. Thita, tha frictional raaiatanca F may ba aapraasad aa 

followat 

F = (Ta^ + P) (2) 

where 'T' ia the ahear atraaa required to r\4>tura a weld, and P la the plowing 

component of tha friction force. If aquation (2) ia divided by equation (1) an 

expraaalott for tha coefficient of friction raaulta 

^ = X + £ (3) 

The firat term of aquation (3) la a ratio of the aurface shear atraaa to 

hardnaaa and will usually constitute the major cMiponent ofyti . The second tarn 

rapreaants the plowing part of tha coefficient of friction and will only ba 

appracia'ola when a soft surface slides againat a hard rough surface. Tha hard 

aaparitiea will than cut groovaa in the soft metal and under such conditions the 

friction will usually ba high. Whan two hard surfaeaa or two aurfacaa of similar 

hardness operate against each other, tha plowing term will ba negligible. 
T 

It la evident fi^m aquation (3) that in order that the major component ^ 

of/({be email, it is necessary that'Tat the Interface be amall and H large. 
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No« thif is apt • nstursl ooaMastioB for purs Mtals* Ihoas ■stsrlsls Uuit bov* 

low shsar sirsngth (*r) bsvs low hsrdnoos (H) sod rloo worsa. Kamvmr, tho 

doolrod eomUiistloB of proportios can bs aehlavod by uao of a lajrarod stroeture 

eonsisting of a thin daposit of a soft aatal on a hard substrata. Tha surfaee 

layar will than hare tha low shaar strangth of tha soft layar but will ba baekad 

up by tha hard basa matal and hanee hava an affaetira hardnass assantlally aqual 

to that of tha substrata. This is tha thaory on which our aost sueeassful 

baaring alloys is basad. Babbitt, coppar-laad, and silvar-laad-indium baarings 

all consist of a thin soft layar on a hardar backing natal - a conbination that 

glvas low starting friction and small transfer (wear). The low friction that ia 

to bs had with such a layered structure is illustrated ky the data of Table 1. 

Table 1. Aeduetion in friction to be achisTed ky thin layer of low shear 

strength on hard sukwtrate. 

Sliding Coefficient of friction 

Steal on lead (in bulk) 1.00 

Steel on copper (in bulk) 0.90 

Steel on copper having thin lead layer 0.18 

Bowden has classified netal-to-netal contact into four categories as followst 

1. If Junctions which form are weaker than the parent metal, than a snail 
amount of transfer will resiilt and the coefficient of friction (X) 
will be low. This is the case in the aforementioned layered bearing 
metals. 

2. If tkie Junctions are stronger than the bulk metal of one of tho sliding 
pair then shear will occur within the weaker metal and a larger amount 
of weaker metal will transfer to the stronger*metal. The coefficient 
of friction (^) will be high. (Example: lead on steel). 

3. If the Junctions are stronger than both metals then a small amount of 
transfer will occur from each member, but mostly from the weaker of 
the pair. The coefficient of function will be relatively high. 
(Example: copper on steel). 
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4« When slailar metals slide on each other, a large amount of transfer will 
occur to each, since metals strain harden due to plastic deformation of 
asperities and hence the surfaces will not come apart where they went 
together. Transfer and friction will be partieularly large with soft 
similar metals. 

Rules of Dry Friction 

There are several empirical rules of drv friction that have been proposed 

for ordinary metal surfaces operating in air. 

1. The coefficient of friction is independent of the area of contact and 
of the applied load (Amontons, 1699}• 

2. Except at very low speeds (c 1 fpm) and very high speeds (> 2000 fps) 
the coefficient of friction is independent of the sliding velocity 
(Coulomb, 1785). 

3. The coefficient of friction is essentially independent of the temperature 
of the sliding surfaces. 

4. The static coefficient of friction is greater than the dynamic coefficient. 

5. The coefficient of friction is essentially independent of surface 
finish (except when a rou^ hard metal slides on a softer metal). 

As previously mentioned the ratio of the real area of contact to the apparent 

area of contact (^^A) is usually very small for sliding contacts operating under 

ordinary loads. For such oases the coefficient of friction is independent of the 

applied load or apparent area (A) as indicated in rule 1 above. The slip that 

occurs on a shear plane in a solid metal may be considered as a special friction 

process. In this case the coefficient of friction would be , irtiere r is the 

shear flow stress sndG^is the normal stress on the shear plane. Here, the 

ratio Ar/A is unity, and since it was shown in chapter 5 that flow stress is 

sssentially independsnt of normal stress on Uie shear plane it follows that the 

coefficient of friction becomes inversely proportional to the load when is 

unity. As the normal load between two surfaces is Increased the ratio Aj^A should 

increase, and approach unity for vezy high values of unit load. We should therefore 

expect the slopte of the tangential force—normal force curve to vary with normal 
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loftd (X) M slMwn In Xlg. 2. Thua* «« should sxpset ths oosffioisat of friction 

to doerosac profrassiTcljr fron the constant valua that obtains at lo« nonua 

loads» to tho condition'Where the coefficient of friction varies inverseljr with 

load at Tcxj hi|^ values of load. 

Fig. 2 Variation of tangential force with normal force as the normal load 

is increased on a slider. 

It is found experimentally that the coefficient of friction of a steel 

slider on steel is independent of nomal load over a wide range of normal loads. 

On the other hand, the coefficient of friction of an indius slider on steel 

varies significantly with load. In the fomer ease there is much less change in 

than in the latter, for the sane change in normal load, and hence it is 

evident why steel on steel usually obeys Aaonton's rule (role 1} while Indium 

on steel does not. 

under ordinary sliding conditions the coefficient of friction of steel on 

steel is independent of speed (rule 2). This is illustrated by the unlubricated 

curve in fig. 3. However, at very high sliding speeds where high values of 

surface temperature result, XC will decrease with speed due to the decreased 

shear strength of the metal that acoosgianies increased surface temperatures. 

This statement would appear to be at variance with rule 3. However, we see from 
*f 

equation (3) that the coefficient of friction is priaarlly equal to . Miile 
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rig. 3 Friction data at high 
sliding velocities. Rotating 
disc, SAE 1020 steel, station¬ 
ary member beQl bearing ball. 
1, unlubricated} 2, SAE 10 
mineral oil or oleic acid, 
(after Johnson, Swikert and 
Bisson) 

iOOO 3000 5000 7000 

SLIDING VELOCITY (v). fpm. 
both T* and H are measttres of the flow stresa of the metal in shear T' pertains 

to the sturfaee while H Involves the metal In greater bulk. If the entire 

system is heated as in rule 3 both T and H will decrease and we should expect 

little change in the coefficient of friction. However, the temperature rise 

that results from increased sliding velocity is mainly on the surface and a 

steep temperature gradient will exist from the siirface inward. Hence, the 

superficial quantity T is apt to be affected more than the bulk quantity H and 

the coefficient of friction thus decreased. Hhlle sliding velocity ustially has 

little effect on the coefficient of friction of steel members until quite high 

values are reached (about 2000 fpm), a speed effect may be evident at much 

lower speeds for very heavily loaded surfaces or for materials having lower 

reorystalllsatlon tempezetures (see chapter 9). 

In the presence of an oil, the coefficient of friction will generally 

decrease with speed at all speeds. This is illustrated ty curve (2) in Fig. 3. 

The coefficient of friction frequently depends on temperature in the presence of 

effective lubricants. 

Some experimental friction results obtained ty Barwell and Milne, at low 

sliding speeds (.02 fpm) in the presence of mineral oil, are given in fig. 4 and 
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1. Tbat the frletioa of like eetela ie hi|^ vAtea the Betalf are eoft, hut 
low when the eetaXa are hard* 

2. That Burfaoe roui^meae is far more laportant when a soft netal slides 
on a hard netal than when two netals of equal hardness slide together. 

While ^e first olwex^ation is explained hsr Bowden's fourth classification of 

netallic Junctions the second is dvie to the plowing component of friction. 

Fie. 4. . Coefficient of Friction 
Between Metals With Mineral Oil As 
Lubricant. Sliding Speed .02 fpm 
(After Barweil and Milne) 

1. Babbitt on Babbitt 
2. Steel on Steel 
3. Smooth Tungsten Carbide oh Smooth 

Tungsten Carbide 

4. Rough Tungsten Carbide on 
Tungsten Carbide 

5. Babbitt sliding on smooth Tungsten 
Carbide 

6. Steel sliding on smooth Tut^steri 
Carbide 

7. Babbitt sliding on rough Tungsten 
Carbide 

8. Babbitt sliding on rough Tungsten 
Carbide. 

From the foregoing discussion it is evident that the rules of dr/ friction 

are onl/ approximate and should be expected to hold only in the normal range of 

operation of sliding metallic contacts. 

Adhesion 

When two metal surfaces are forced together the high points that make 

contact will weld by establishing metallic bonds, provided the surfaces are 

clean. The surfaces need not be heated, for a pressure weld may be established 

at room temperature if sufficient pressure is applied. However, when such a 
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w«ld Is produosd bstwssn tiatsrlaXs of high stiffasss (l.s. aMtsrlAls of Isrj^ 

foung's Modulus, E) ths Junctions at ths tops of ths asperities frequently 

rupture when the load is released. Elastio reoorery in such oases causes 

the junctions to rupture one iQr one as the load is renoved. The larger the 

Ar/A ratio and the snaller the stiffness of the iwtals united, the saaller will 

be the tendency for a pressure weld to nipture when load is released. 

The blacksmith normally beats two pieces of steel to be united in order to 

decrease E and Increase Ar/A for the limited force that can be applied. 

Similarly, it is possible to produce a pressure weld between clean indium and 

silver surfaces at room temperature with very light pressure applied, due to the 

softness and low E of indium. However, such a weld cannot be formed between steel 

and silver due to the relatively low A^A ratio and high values of E involved. 

The importance of a large value of A^/A is further illustrated by the 

relative ease with which a fine, freshly drawn glass filament may be made to 

adhere to a similar filament, compared with larger more rigid glass rods. The 

greater conformabillty of thin specimens is also demonstrated by the relative 

ease of welding freshly cut sheets of mica of thick and thin sections. A large 

real area of contact may be obtained with little applied pressure by previously 

depositing films in the liquid state on the surfaces to be joined. Mhen the 

adhesive is transformed into a solid film by cooling, the evaporation of a 

solvent, or by polymerization or other chemical change a strong joint nay be 

obtained. 

In addition to the magnitude of the load, the cleanness of the surfaces is 

also important in pressure welding. If an oxide or other film is present it may 

be broken through only with difficulty when a purely normal load is applied 

between the surfaces. If, however, 'Uiere is some tangential motion between two 



eontaaioatad aatlng aurfacea. It Is saaisr to penetrata the film and estahlish 

a weld. A brittle oxide,or other surface film la more easil7 penetrated^ and 

the blaekamlth frequently uses a flux to react with oxide films on surfaces 

to be joined to render them more brittle and hence more easily pierced. 

INDUCTION HEATER 
O 0*0 O O 

ELECTRO 
MAGNET 

O O O O 

VACUUM 
SYSTEM 

(icy*mm Hg) 

Fig. 5 Schematic sketch of apparatus used by 
Bowden and Young to study the influence of the 
test atmosphere upon the coefficient of friction. 

Importance of Atmosphere 

IVhen metals such as iron are carefully cleaned and tested In air the 

coefficient of friction will be of the order of unity. If, however, the specimens 

are placed in an evacuated chamber and are outgassed by heating to a hi^ 

temperature before testing (Fig. 5), the coefficient of friction will usually be 

much hi^er. When a sll^t trace of oxygen is admitted, a very thin prlmazy 

film of Fe- 0,, from 10 to 100 A thick, forms almost immediately. The friction 

falls and subsequent additions of oiyg9n produce further reductions until at 

atmospheric pressure the coefficient is about unity. 

The relative hardness of the oxide formed and the parent metal Is important 

with regard to the ability of the oxide to pi^teot the surfaces and prevent 

welding. For example the oxide that is formed on copper is much more durable and 

protective than that which is formed on alimlnun. The hardness of copper, copper 

oxide, aluminum, and aluninun oxide are as follows on Mohs scale. 

Cu 0 A1 Al^O. 

9 

Cu 

3 4 3.5 
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It !• evident that the oopper and copper oxide are nich aore nearly alike in 

hardneae than the aluaihua and alunlnun oxide* When a vezy thin hard layer le 

present on a soft sabstrate It will be nore easily raptured than if the flla 

Is of nearly the same hardness as the substrate* 

Additions of hydrogen have a negligible effect upon the coefficient of 

friction. The little effect that Is observed Is due to an adsorbed film of 

molecular hydrogen* Vlhen water vapor Is admitted to the vacuum test chamber, the 

friction decreases and the effect is partially reversible, the friction Increasing 

when the water vapor Is frosen out. The Influence of hydrogen sulfide and 

chlorine vapors on iron specimens Is shown in fig* 6. Here It Is seen that the 

effect of the chlorine additions Is not reversible, the low values of friction 

persl8tlr^( when the vapor originally admitted Is frosen out* The films produced 

In this case are observed to persist even when the specimens are heated. The 

chloride film Is effective to a temperature of about 575 f while the sulfide film 

Is effective to about 1450 F. 

Fig. 6 Variation of coefficient of friction (/* ) with time and temperature in 
atmosfdiere tests on iron specimens in a vacuum chamber, (after Bowden) 
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nhan nltrogaa or oxygon war* adolttad, tha raault waa not aa great aa with 

air, tha raaaon for this being that tha water ▼af>or in the air ia more affeetiwe 

in lowering friction than any other constituent. 

Gwathmey has performed experiments on single crystals of copper in a wacuum 

apparatus similar to that of fig. 5. Ihe coefficient of friction of outgassed 

copper specimens was found to be from 10 to 20 when octahedral (ill) faces were 

in contact, Ixit from 60 to 100 when cube (100) faces were in contact. This 

illustrates the wide difference in adhesion that obtains for differently oriented 

ciystalline faces. Ilhlle the single coefficient of friction that is observed with 

polycrystalline metals represents an average over the entire surface, considerable 

variation in the strength of Individual Junctions may exist over the surface. 

Adsorption 

When a clean metal surface is brought into contact with a vapor or liquid, 

one or more layers are apt to form on the surface by a process referred to as 

adsorption. There are two general types of adsorption. In the first, which is 

known as phvaical adsorption, the bond between the layer and the metal surface is 

relatively weak, being of the so called van der Waal's type. This is the type 

of bond that holds the molecules together in organic crystals and is therefore 

sometimes’ also referred to as a molecular bond. The source of the molecular bond 

is the electrical attractive forces between the electrons of neighboring molecules 

The binding forces within a molecule are of the homopolar type described In 

chapter 2 In which electrons are shared. That the valency forces responsible 

for the homopolar bonds within a molecule are greater than the electrical forces 

that sot between molecules is evident from the spacing of the carbon atoms in a 

stearic acid ozystal (Fig. 7). Here the spacing of adjacent carbon atoms within 

the molecule Is 1.54 A at room temperature but 3.50 A between carbon atoms in 



adjacent noleaules In the etyatal. Organic aatariala are found to have 

relatlreljr low neltlng point* Inaauuoh a* they are held together ly relatlrely 

weak aoleoular bonds* 

«- 25 A =0.1x10 IN.- 

i 

Fig. 7 Aajacent stearic acid molecules in a crystal. Note that the spacing of 
adjacent carbon atoms is 1.54 X between molecules. 

When a film 1* attached to a surface \v -Uie much stronger ▼alency type 

bond that exists wl^in molecules the process of film formation is referred to 

as chemical adsorption. In this ease the molecular film reacts chemically with 

the metal surface. Considerable heat is evolved when a film is deposited on a 

surface by either physical or chemical adsorption. 

The major differences between the physical and chemical adsorption processes 

arc as followst 

1. In chemical adsorption there Is an energy of activation that must be 
supplied before the reaction will go and frequently high temperatures are 
required before sufficient energy is available. There is no activation 
energy in the case of physical adsorption. 

2. Chemical adsorption is specific with regard to the metal In the surface, 
but in physical adsorption all solid surfaces behave In about the same 
way. This Is due to the fact that the surface tensions of all solids 
are of the sane order of magnitude, and that the foirces responsible for 
surface tension are related to those responsible for physical adsorption. 



3« Plyslcal adsorption is spontaneous (requires a tine of the order of 
10~° see) and generally far more rapid than chemical adsorption, due 
to the activation energy Involved In the latter process. 

4. The net energy effect In both the chemical and physical adsorption 
processes is exothermic, the heat released in the case of chemical 
adsorption usually being at least an order of magnitude greater than 
wl^ physical adsorption. 

5. Physical adsorption is encouraged ky a decrease in temperature as we 
might expect from the Principle of Le Chateller and the fact that the 
process is exothermic. This Is not the case with chemical adsorption 
due to the aforementioned activation energy. 

6. Both chemical and physical adsorption is found to Increase linearly 
with pressure at low pressures ( p << 1 atm.) but to be approximately 
independent of pressure at high pressures ( p>l atm.). 

7. Physically adsorbed films are generally multilayered but chemically 
adsorbed layers are usually monomolecular. For example water vapor is 
readily adsorbed physically on glass, the thickness of the layer depending 
on the relative humidity. Only a few layers of water vapor adsorb below 
a relative humidity of 50%, while some 200 layers of water vapor form at 
a relative humidity of 100%. 

8. While physically adsorbed films can be easily driven from a surface ky 
heating in vacuum, chemically adsorbed layers are removed only with 
difficulty. Thus, physical adsorption is a reversible process while 
chemical adsorption usually is not. 

In the foregoing discussion of atmospheres, hydrogen was adsorbed physically 

and the relatively weak physical k>ond involved was not capable of significantly 

altering t|ie friction. Oxygen may have been physically adsorbed initially but 

immediately reacted to produce the thin oxide layer that was responsible for the 

reduction in friction. Whenever two metals are slid together in air, a primary 

oxide film will be present and the friction will consequently be much lower than 

would be the case if an oxygen-free atmosphere were employed. 

The fact that the influence of water vapor could be partially removed ty 

freeaing the vapor from the system indicates that part of the affect of this 

gm^erisil was due to fhysios^ adaorption. The effect of chlorine, on the other 

hand, was not removed ty freezing this material from the system, and thus it is 



•Tidtnt that In tlULa oam a ehaaieal raaoUoft ooowrad. Iroa cldori4a «as 

foraad froa th« ohloriaa aad irtw tuUlda in tha oaaa af M28. Tha loaar 

friotloa obaaraad with tlta ohlorlda film (Flf. 6) la eonalstant with iba known 

fact that iron Florida has a lowar ahoar atraacth than iron aulfide. Tha 

obaarvation that tha aulfida film rataina ita affaetitranaaa to a auah highar 

taaparatura than tha ehlorida film nay ba axplainad Igr tha fact -Uiat iron 

aolfida (Fa S HP * 2200 f) aalta at a nueh highar tMparaUira than doaa Iron 

ehlorida (Fa Cl,, HP » 12S0 F). 

Liquida aa wall aa gaaaa aay ba adaorbad on natal.corfaeaa. Pura 

hjrdrooarbona najr ba phFaieall/ adaorbad tgr van dar Waal*a forcaa^ but tha 

raaulting bonda ara waak. For thia raaaon pura nlnaral oil ia not vary off active 

aa a boundazy lubricant. Certain long chain aajrnnatrieal nolaeulea aueh aa tha 

aleahola, which hava an OH group on one end axid a aathfl group on the other 

(Fig. 8) are more atrongly adaorbad and are fair boundary lubricants. The 

greater adaorption tendency of an aaynnatrieal aolecule over that of a ajmatrieal 

molecule auoh aa a piire hydrocarbon la due the developnent of dipolea in 

aaynmetrieal aasleeules. d^ile all nolaeulea are electrically neutral particles, 

the total plua charge just being equal to the total negative charge, tlie center 

of positive charge may not coincide with the center of negative charge. For 

example if two atone of a aolecule with different positive charges associated with 

with their nuclei share two electrons in astablishlng the honopolar or valence 

bond between then, the equilibrium positions of the electrons will be closer to the 

atom of lowest positive charge. This will cause one end of the pair of atons to 

be more positive than the other and the atom pair will have the characteristics of 

a pcnsanent magnet. In a aolecule consieting of neqy atoms tha resultant dipole 
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*111 b* ihm Twetor bub of tbo dipoloo oBooelatod with indlTidual atoa pair*, lb* 

■oiwiit of a aoloeulo whleh is a isoasuro of its aagaot-llk* oharaotoristies 

is oqual to the product of the total positir* eharg* and the dlstane* between the 

positive and necative eenters of ebarge* It is evident that nolecules having 

perfect spmwtzr, sadi as earbontetraehloridef carbon dloaide or straight chain 

hjrdrooarbons will have a sero dipole nanent and hence no tenden^ to behave as a 

permanent nagnet. 

H H H H 

H yf Ff 

H H 
. ."■'V 

VO 
'liip ;“OH 

Fig. 8 structure of normal primary dodacyl alcohol. 

Molecules that are asyBawtrloal and hence possess a dipole ncnent are called 

polar nolecules. The dipole strength of a molecule will depend tipon Its active 

end group (l.e. the earboxye group of the organic adds, hydrov^ group of the 

alcohols etc.) and the length of its longest straight carbon chain. Polar 

nolecules possess a number of eharacterlstlos not shared Igr non polar molecules. 

Slnoe a dipole moment la also assoelatad with metal surfaces, polar molecules 

will be attracted to a netallle surfaee. The week van der Waal's attraetive 

foreea that enable a nonpolar liquid to adsorb on a netal surface are thus 

reinforeed ly tbe nagnet-Uke reaction between the dipoles of liquid end netal 

in 1h» ease of a polar material. Ihe forces of physloal adsorption are 

signlfleantljr greater polar materials than for noiqiolar materials. 

The dipole etaaraeter of an agynnitrleal moleoule is also responsihLe for 

the tendency for such a moleoule to attract Its nelihbora. Polar materials thus 



tend to auoelatt Into open eoU like aggrofates taaoen as wdcollei* Mum polar 

Molecules la a nonpolar liquid are attracted to a natal 8urfaoa» other aoloottles 

■ore in to take their place as a result of the mutual attraotive foree between 

noleoules. In this nanner a large concentration of polar material will develop 

on a netal surface even though the concentration of the polar material in the 

nonpolar solvent la low. In general polar materials will adsorb phgrsically on 

surfaces In thicker layers than notq)olar materials. 

Ihile polar materials are generaUy far better boundary lubrieants than 

nonpolar, the beat materials for heavy duty applications are those which are 

chemically adsorbed. In the ease of stearic acid shown in Fig. 7, the carboxyl 

group is attracted to the metal surface by the relatively long range dipole forces 

and the molecule is adsorbed with the oarboaye groiq> next to the metal surface. 

When this group approaohes close enough for a valence bond to be established, a 

chemical reaction occurs resulting in the formation of a metallic soap. Materials 

that are anchored in this way prove to be very good boundary lubrloanta, the 

effeetiveneaa increasing with ths length of the hydrocarbon chain. An adsorbed 

surface film is caused to close up and the molecules are closely packed to produce 

a pile like appearance by the van der Waal's forces which act between the 

hydrocarbon chains. The longer the chain length the greater will be the foree 

tending to produce a close-knit film. If sufficient acid is available more than 

one molecular layer will be formed and an excess of material is then available 

to quickly repair the film should it beoomr damaged during sliding by a 

particularly heavily loaded surface asperity. 

awCitt WiMton 

In chapter 2 it was seen that metals ars eharactsrlzed by a bi|^ state of 

order, the ions being arranged in close packed patterns over appreciable distances. 



It VIM alto obttrrtd that a ootwork of InhoBogtiMltitSp or aleroeraekt was to 

ba axpoettd in all tpeelaens of naorosoopio site. The struoture of a liquid 

differs froa that for a solid principally in the numbKr and spacing of 

inhonogeneities or holes. The molecules or ions still vibrate about definite 

mean positions. The order found in liquids is of much shorter range than in 

solidSf and the increase in the number of voids that occurs when a material goes 

froa the solid to the liquid state is chiefly responsible for the increase in 

voltuae that accompanies melting. In the case of a gas there is no structure and 

the range over which the molecules are ordered has become sero. 

Each ion or molecule in a solid or liquid structure is attracted by all of 

its nei^bors. However, the ions or molecules in a free surface, arc subjected 

to attractive forces from one side only. This will tend to make the surface 

become oonvex in the case of a mobile liquid or will give rise to a tensile stress 

in the surface of a rigid solid. Small particles of liquid are characterized 

by their contraction to a siherioal shape to present the smallest area possible. 

Work must be done in overcoming the unbalanced attractive forces when ions or 

molecules are brought froa within a structure to the surface. This energy required 

to generate new metallic surface is called surface energy, and has already been 

considered in the cutting inroeess in chapter 3. 

The energy required to generate new surface is expressed in ergs per square 

centimeter in the metric system and inch pounds per square inch in the English 

system. Due to the fact that the unbalanced attractive forces at a su^aee are 

equivalent to a tension in the surface we frequently refer to the surface tension 

of s material. This is the tensile foree exerted across a line on the surface of 

unit length. The units of surface tension are c^nes per centimeter or pounds per 

inch. Surfsee tensions of liquids usually refer to the oondltion where the liquid 

is surrounded bf its vapor under equUibrium eonditlons. The sitrfaee tension and 
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surfao* •ncrt/ of a fivca aystm aro naaorieolljr oqval. Roprasontativo valaas of 

surface tension of several, liquids and solids are given in Talkie !• 

Tatle 1 aurfaoe Tensions of Several Materials 

Substance Temperature 
•C 

T 
dvnea/en. 

1. Water 20 73 

2. Water e 0.11( wetting agent 20 25 

3. Mineral Oil 27 33.5 

4. Mineral Oil ■*> l)i Laur/1 
sulfonic acid 

27 25.9 

5. Glycerol 20 63 

6. Lubricating oil 25 31 

7. Lubricating oil 100 25 

8. Lubricating oil 200 18 

9. Bansene 20 29 

10. Carbontetraohloride 20 27 

U. Ethanol 20 22 

12. Mercury 15 487 

13. Molybdenum 20 476 

u. Aluffllnum 750 520 

15. Silver 970 800 

16.. Copper 1100 1100 

17. Glass 20 960 

If two Immiscible liquids or a liquid and a solid are In o<mtaet, the surface 

particles arc then subjected to attractive forces from both sides but of different 

eagnitude. The surface tension that arises In this ease, due to the unbalanced 
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attractive forCes» la called Interfaelal tcMlon. 

AIR P=0 

Fig. 9 l.iquid lens. 

The existence of surface tension Bakes it necessary that a t^drostatic 

presstrre difference exist across a curved liquid fila. In Fig. 9 a lens of 

liquid is shown in the fom of a circular cylinder of unit heif^t with its axis 

normal to the paper. Consider the forces irtiieh act t^on free body ABC. For 

equilibrium the sub of the foirees in the verlcal direction must be saro and hence 

2 T sin I = p (AB) = p (2 R sin I ) (4) 

where T is the surface tension and p is the hydrostatic pressure in the liquid. 

FroB equation (4) 

, P = 5 <5) 

It is thus evident that the pressure on the etmeave side of a ^lindrieal lens 

of liquid BBSt be greater than that on the convex side ly the aaount ^ in order 

that static equilihriuB be satisfied. 

When two very sBooth surfaces, such ae gage blocks, are placed in contact 

it Bay require a force of as aneh as 50 pounds for each square inoh of apparent 

area to separate them in tension. The fact that no surface daaage is usually 

wrou^t Ib this proeess indicates that the observed adhesion is not due to the 

fomatiem of welded junctions. Since it is found that adhesion is greatly 
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r«duo«d wiMD th« Morfaeas arc carefuUy claanad vdth • Mlaant aveh aa aloohel 

bafare bains plaead in eontaet, it would appaar that tiia vaxy thin filn that ia 

noxnally preaant on gage aurfaeea is responsible for their adhesion. 

A simple oaleulation will show that surface tension forces arc sufficient 

to explain tha observed adhesion. For axaaiple let us aasune a layar of oil of 

30 dynas/ca. (.172 x 10*^ Ib/in) surface tension and $ nieroinch thickness to 

bo present between two gage blocks. The surface roughness of such blocks will 

be less than this filn thickness and they should therefore be separated by a 

oonplete filn. If the radius of curvature of tiio oil filn at the edge of the blocks 

is taken to be half the filn thieknass« then from equation (5) the pressure 

difference would be ^ neans that the pressure in the 

oil film would be 70 psi less than that of the atmosphere and hence the blocks 

would be held together in tension by a force corresponding to Uiis pressure. While 

fluids are generally not capable of withstanding tensile stresses it is possible 

to transmit large tensile stresses under special conditions such as those found 

here. Were tii.ls not so it would be inpossible for the growth producing sap to 

reach tree tops greater than about 30 feet in height. (The height of a column of 

sap corresponding to a bydostatie pressure of one atnosphere.) The fact that the 

adhesive forces between gage blocks are due to surface tension is further 

demonstrated by the observation that the adhesion is vezy much reduced when the 

blocks are totally lanersed in oil. In this case the small radius of curvature 

responsible for the low pressure in the film cannot be present. 

While a considerable normal stress must be applied to separate two smooth 

surfaces containing a thin fUa, a much smaller shearing stress will suffice. 

An adsorbed film of water vapor or other substance may be responsible for a 

significant increase in the friction force in those processes in which there is a 
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nornuLl eonpon«nt of aotion bet»*en the sorf&oes. In sueh oases a change In tb« 

relative bianidity of the air in Mhieh sliding occurs would cause a change in the 

coefficient of friction due to the influence of adsorbed filas of water vapor. 

A change in the relative huaiditj of the atmosphere might also produce a 

change in the observed friction due to another cause* This is illustrated 

by the data of Campbell and Thurber for pairs of similar materials given in 

Table 2. Here the coefficient of friction is seen to increase with increased 

humidity, particularly for glass, but not as much with oleic acid as when mineral 

oil is the lubricant. These data may be partially explained in terns of the 

tendency for water vapor to displace other physically adsorbed films. Since 

water vapor forms a stronger physical bond with a solid siirl'aee a 

hydrocarbon (or other nonpolar material), it will tend to replace hydrocarbon layers 

from the surface. This is particularly true of glass surfaces which are known to 

be very hygroscopic. Since, water is a relatively poor boundazy lubricant, and has 

a higher surface tension than other liquids, the coefficient of friction should be 

expected to increase idien other films are replaced. Oleic acid, should not be 

replaced by a water film, and this is probably responsible for the small difference 

in friction with humidity that is found with oleic acid. Until a more precise 

auialysis can be made it nay be stated that the increase in coefficient of friction 

between sliding surfaces that is frequently observed with increased humidity can 

be attributed to the comblnsd effect of surface tension forces and the tendency 

for water vapor to replace other nonpolar filmsv that nay be present. 

Table 2 Effect of Water Vanor on Coefficient of Friction 

Boundary Lubricant 
Steel 

Dzy Moist 
Brass 

Dry Moist 
Glass 

Dry Moist 

Rone .76 1.05 .66 .96 
White Rlneral Oil .35 .56 .30 .56 .27 .95 
Spindle Oil .27 .46 .27 .16 .70 
Urd Oil .11 .33 .U .16 .85 
Oleic Acid .12 .20 .15 .34 .16 .81 



Fig. 10 Region of contact between solid, liquid, and vapor. 

Unless sliding surfaces are totalljr iaaersed, it is laportant that a 

lutrieant have a tendenejr to spread over the surfaces to font a continuous fila 

rather than bead up into isolated lenses* In order that a liquid spread on a 

surface it is necessazy that the aoleculea of the liquid be attracted nore 

strongly to the stirfaee than to each other. The tendency for a liquid to wet a 

surface is characterised by its contact anvia fat (fig* 10). A contact angle of 

sero corresponds to couplets wetting while 180** would infer ssro tendency to wet. 

In Fig. 7 Tgy, Tg^ and T^^ are the Interfaclal tensions between solid and vapor, 

solid and liquid, and liquid and vapor respectively. If a line of toilt length 

at 9 (extending perpendicular to the paper) is taken as a free body, we than 

obtain the following expression when all forces acting in the horisontal direction 

are equated to sero. 

^SV = "^SL * *LV ® 
- T or coo 0 = ' 

‘LV 

Since it is necessazy that 6 be zero for spreading to occur, it follows frou 

equation (7) that when spreading occurs 

’sT - *SL 5*L* (■) 
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Mhm th« Inequality' bold* the fils will spread soroas the surfaoe wltb 

aeeeleratlon and equation (7), vdileh was derived from statlesy no iMger bolds. 

The speed of spreading increases as the amount that the quantitgr {j^SV ‘ 

incireases. 

He might consider an example to Illustrate the use of equation (8). The 

surface tension of msdlcinal mineral oil Is 31 dyama per cm at room temperature 

while that for distilled water Is 73 dynes per cm. If the Interfaclal tension 

between the oil and water la 53 djmes per cm, sboiild we expect a drop of oil 

placed on the water surface to spread? The answer may be had by application of 

equation (8) If water be Interpreted as the S phase, oil as the L phase and air 

as the V phase. Then, 

^SV-^SL =73-53 = 20 

It Is evident that the oil will not spread since Tg^ - angle of 

contact may be found from equation (7). 

cos 6 = ^ o*" 6 = 50°. 

Should the mineral oil be slightly oxidized, or a polar material added, its 

Interfaclal tension (Tg^) might be reduced sufficiently to cause it to spread on 

the water. For example If but 0.02511 of sodium oleate is added to the oil T^ 

becomes 32 Instead of 53 dynes per cm, T^^ remains unchanged, and the oil will 

spread as amy be seen by application of equation (8). Similarly, If 4^ sodiiaz 

oleate were added Tg^^ would fall to Z dynes per cm and the oil would spread even 

more rapidly. 

The amount that the ntimerator of equation (7) exceeds the denominator Is called 

the spreading nressurc (ir ). Thus, 

• *S? “ ’SL ’ \v 
(9) 
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1h« fTMiWr tlM spreading proasure the graatar vlU ba tha apaad of spraadlag. 

In tha two easas In udileh aodlun oXaato maa addad in tha foragolng exanytla tka 

eorraaponding Talnaa of apraadlag praaaura aara 14) and 40 dn*** P*** ^ 

raapaetiaaljr. In tha Initial oaaa tha apraadlng praaaiura »aa •!! d^naa par cm. 

Iquation (7) eould alao haaa baan darlvad fron WMrgjr eonaldaratlona. 

Consider point 0 In Fig. 10 to nove a distance dx to tha left as the Uqnld 

spreads. If the sgrstem Is In cquiUfagrlum tha oat anargr associated with this 

change nust be saro, or 

*aL *** * \v(‘^ ») - *** = ® 

and again cos 6 » T^y - 
(11) 

^LV 

If the Boial surface Is rou^ Instead of sBooth, tha actual length traTalad 

over the surface in trsTerslng a horlsontaX distance dx would be K dx, where K 

beooaes increasingly greater than one as the surface rouid^iesa increases. 

Equation (10) would now becone 

or 

Igj^ 1 dx dx cos 0 - Tgy K dx = 0 

cos 0 ^ K 

(12) 

(13) 

From this analysis it is evident that tho spreading tendencr will Increase with 

increased surface rou^iness. During World War II it was found that when cylinder 

barrels were given the best finish possible, lubrication of the piston rings and 

cylinders was not as efficient as ehen the same cylinders were made somevduit 

x^xjgher. Aie reason for this paradoxical result is to be found in the inproved 

tendency for the liquid to spread over the roughened surface. Certain thin porous 

oxide films are found to increase the tendency for oil to spread over a Betal 
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surfae*. In thin o«m the effect of an Inereaee In K Berc than offsets the 

decrease in (Tgy - Tg^) associated with the porous oxide layer. 

The foregoing principles of wetting and spreading nay also be used to explain 

the greater ease with which metals that hawe been abraded nay be soldered. 

Abrasion not oh}y roughens the surface but also removes aqy filn of grease or 

oxide that nay be present. Since the quantity ir in equation (9) Aould be 

large for oonplete and rapid wetting, it is inportant that the netal surface be 

free of asy film since the surface tension of a natal is normally greater than 

that for any oxide or other contaninating filn. Fluxes in the form of wild acids 
« 

and polar resins are frequently used in soldering. Their function is to renove 

oxide filns and protect the surface from contanlnation until the solder wets the 

surface. A good flux must provide a protective filn that is readily displaced 

by the molten solder as it flows across the surface. 

Adsorption and Strength 

In chapter 5 it was mentioned that the strength of brittle materials such as 

glass is sometines significantly decreased fay the action of adsorbed naterials. 

For exanple. Baker and Preston found the strength of sold glass filaaents to be 

25000 pel in vacuum but only 12,000 psi in air when water vapor was adsorbed 

on the Burfaee. Similar results have been obtained with mica and other brittle 

materials. Now, glass behaves as a brittle subetanoe and rupture is caused fay 

the spontaneous growth of a crack when the elastic strain energy in front of the 

crack is sufficient to supply the surface energy required in the growth of the 

crack. If a material is available to adsorb on the new surfaces as the crack 

forms, we msy consider the surface energy to be used in the strength calculation 

to be that of the surfaoe with the adsorbed film in place. This will always be less 

than that for the clean surface. Bence, the strength of a brittle substance may be 
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•IcnifioMitljr r«dDo«d if m mt&riMl is prsMnt st ths smrfass that adsorbs 

rapidly, iatsr vapor is psrtieolarlj afTsotivs ia lossring the strength of glass 

due to the strong affinitar that glass has for sater* In this ease both 

physical and ehsoioal adsorption are probably involved. 

It has been proposed from time to time that adsorbable subetanoes are also 

capable of altering the floe stress of ductile matenals. nhlle there is no 

good eiqperimental evidence that this is so there are too eosqpelling reasons idiy 

such a result should not he expected. As we have seen in chapter 2, plastic 

deformation zoaults from the movement of dislocations that are formed at the tips 

of iatomal eracks as they groe at a controlled rate. Since the external 

atmosphere does not have aoeess to the internal oraoka» the adsorbable material 

la not available to the newly formed internal surfaoaa. furthsmora, the surface 

energy aesoeiated with internal oraok growth represents a anall fraction of the 

energy involved in the formation of a dislocation. 

Surfaetanta 

In recant yaars long chain polar matorials have been widely miplayed to alter 

the properties of natural surfaces of solids and liquids in maxqr industrial 

prooossos. Usually these materials are used in small concentration (.001 to 1%), 

and take advantage of the dipole moment associated with the asysmetry of the 

molooule and the dlfforenos in solubility of its two ends. Due to the fact that 

highly polar materials of this sort tend to eonoentrato at surfaees for reasons 

previously given, they are frequently referred to as eurfaee active agents or 

more simply as surfactants. 

A surfactant molecule may be syabolUoally represented ty R-A or sobmnatically 

as in fig, 11, whoro R is a hydrocarbon chain and A is the active end group. The 

hydroearboo end of the molooule is water Insoluble and eater repellent and is 
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therefore r«f«rr«d to m th« hydronhobie end. Th« actlr* end of tha aoleoul* 

is water soluble and henoe le called the hardrochlllla end. Slailarljrf the upper 

and lower ends of the nolecule will be oil soluble and oil insoluble respectively 
a 

and henoe could also be identified as the oleoi^lllio and oleophoblo ends 

respectively. The solubility of the entire molecule in oil or water will depend 

HYDROPHOBIC END 

(water repellent) 

HYDROPHILLIC END 
(water attracting) 

Fig. 11 Schematic representation of a surfactant. 

upon the chain length and end group A. The longer the chain length the sore oil 

soluble and the less water soluble the molecule will become and vice versa. The 

water solubility will increase for a given chain length as the active end of the 

molecule (A) is changed from a hydroi^l group (-OH) to a carbo^l group (-COOH) 

to a suliAomie group (>50^-). 

One important class of surfactants is the wetting agents, which are used to 

decrease the contact angle at solid surfaces and hence promote the spreading of 

a liquid over a surface. As previously mentioned this nay be accMipliBhed ly 

decreasing the surface tension of the liquid (Tj^y)f the interfaoial tension 

or both (see Xquatlon 7). Most wetting agents function in both of these ways. In 

lowering the Interfaoial tension the surfactant adsorbs with the hFdrophilUo end 

attached to the solid surfaee, idille in lowering the surface tension the wetting 

agent Is adsorbed at the liquid surface with the active end Inward. The molecular 
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strueture of a tjrpleal wotting agent Is stown in fig* 12, where the l^ydrophillie 

end is indioated. A eoneentration of 0*D( or less of this aateriai will 

doeroaao the surface tension of water tram 73 dynes per on to helqp 30 dynes 

per on. The eater re«w'»iant.« have just the opposite function of the wetting 

agents. Here the ohjeot is to inoreaee the oontaot angle between liquid and 

solid. Silieone derivitives have been suoeessfull/ used for water proofing 

fabrics and nax^ other types of nanufaetured goods. 

CH, 

CH, 

CHa 

\h. 

CH, 
I 

CH, 
I 
CH=-CH 

\ 
CH, 
t 

\ 
/”* 

CHj-dH 

>H. . 
CH, 
\ 

CH — CH, 

/ I \ 
/ C = O ' 

z' I • n— r.— 
I I 

C—C—CH ' 

a ^ I I 
^ SOjNa j 

Fig. 12 Representative wetting 
agent. 

Surfactants arc also used as detergents to aid in the removal of grease 

and dirt particles from cloth and other solids. In this case the oleophlUie 

end of the molecule is adsorbed toward the grease particle. When a close knit 

film of surface active material is deposited on the particle its outer surfaoe 

is highly hydrophillio and xt will no longer adhere to the surface to be 

cleansed and may be readily carried away by the solvent. Materials that are 

many tines more efficient than the conV^entlonal soap detergents are now available 

cowmorolally* 
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In thtf preparation of aa^jr industrial products, including water base 

cutting fluidsy it is desiirable to fora a stable eaulsion of an oil in water. 

Ibis may also be done ty use of a surfactant in the form of an emulsifying agent. 

In this case the oleophiUie ends of the molecules adsorb inward on the small 

particles of oil that are formed upon agitation and completely surround the 

particles to prevent them from recombining. With many effective emulsifying 

agents agitation is not necessary, due to a strong tendency toward micelle 

formation. In such eases the size of the oil particles is controlled by the 

size of 'Uie aiicelles that naturally fora. There is usually a critical concen¬ 

tration of active material below which micelles are not produced. In order that 

an emulsion be stable it is necessary that the protective coating that forms be 

close packed. Certain substances known as condensing agents sure sometimes 

employed for this purpose. Plasticizing agents may also be added in order to 

maintain the nobility of the film over a wider temperature i^ge, and thus decrease 

the tendency for the emulsion to break at low temperatures. 

Still another imporxant application of svurfaotanis is in the field of 

mineral separation by ore floatation. In this process a foam is produced by 

blowing air through the floatation liquid, and if the desired minerals ara not 

wet by b6e liquid they may be made to ride on top of the foam and hence be scooped 

from the eurface. In this opsration tbsre are two main types of surface active 

agents! frothing agsnts and collecting agsnts. The frothing agents rsduee the 

surfaee tension of the flotation liquid to promote foam formation, while 'Uie 

collecting agents ars liquid repsUants that adsorb on ths sdneral sxirfaces to 

prsvsnt their being met. EtT carefully adjusting ths watting propsrtiss of diffsreni 

mineral surfaoss by use of activators and depressants (additivss which increase 

and decrease the effectiveness of collecting agents respectivsly), minerals of 

only slightly different density nay ba asperated. 
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Fig. 13 Structure of a polyslloxane. 

Juat as SOBS surfaetaats pronoie foaa forsatlmi others Mgr act as foam 

hrsaksra. Ths polysiloxanes (Fig. 13) are effective foam breakers when present 

In alneral oils In but a few parts per million. These naterlals are insoluble 

In the oil and act as points of stress ooncentratlMi In the surface of a babble. 

Surfactants play an Important role In the protection of netalllc surfaces 

fron corrosion. Here It Is also laportant to form a condensed film as In the 

ease of enulslficatlon. Effective surface protecting raterlals are usually 

so constituted that they provide strong secondary binding forces between adjacent 

aolecules. It Is also Inportant that an adsorbed protective layer be anchored 

to the netal surface sufficiently strong that It not be displaced ty water 

vapor. Sons protective naterlals are neant to operate In Jtinctlon with a layer 

of adneral oil ^idiloh provides culdltlonal protection against oorroslon. 

Bouxidaxy lubrication 

In boundary lubrication the function of the adsorbed film Is to decrease the 

amount of metal to metal contact and adhesion that occurs when one surface slides 

over another. Liquid bydroearbons are very Ineffective In this connection since 

they adsorb very weakly with molecular type bonds. Solid hydrocarbons are somewhat 

more effective, but only to temperatures that correspond to their melting points. 

It would appear that an effective boundaxy lubricant should be in the solid state 

In order to better resist being swept from the surface. 
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Certain of the polar materlais euoh as the fatty aoids are ohsaloally 

adsorbed, and these saterials are far more effeotlve than films that merely 

beoone physioslly attaohed. A eritloal tes^ratore is also observed to exist 

for the aoids above idU.oh their effeetivenass deereases abruptly. This 

temperature does not oorrespond to the melting point of the aoid however, but 

zother to that of the metal soap that is formed upon ohanleal adsorption. This 

provides definite proof that a ehemioal reaotion is involved with these materials, 

hhlle fatty acids are very effeotivc lubrioante for relatively mild conditions 

of sliding, they are no better than the saturated hydrocarbons vdien used on 

unreactlve surfaees suoh as platinua. 

fameshima and Miyake have inreatigated the influence of thi^e haaologoue 

serlea of organic compounda upon the kinetic friction of steel surfaees as :dim>n 

in Fig. 14. Here a 2 inch diameter disc was rubbed against a flat plata. The 

lubricant was aupplied ly the disc dipping into a beaker containing freshly 

distilled liquid. The polar alcohols and aoidc were found to give far less 

frletion than the nonpolar paraffins. Friotlon is seen to decrease significantly 

with increased chain length. When esters are teeted they give results similar 

to the hydrocarbons despite the fact that they are somewhat polar. Under more 

severe conditions however long ohaln esters iteoanpose and aot as though thqy 

were aoids. 

Sowden and Laban have studied the lubrication oharaeteristios of fatty 

aoid films of varying numbers of moleoules thiokness (fig. 15)* It was found that 

in order that good lubrioatlon be assured a relatively thlek layer was needed in 

order that suffielant material be available to make the surfaee self healing. 
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Fig. L4. Variation of coefficient 
of friction with chain length for 
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Fig. 15 Coefficient of friction 
against number of excursions of 
slider over same area. Lubricant: 
stearic acid films on stationary 
steel surface, slider unlubricated. 
Sliding speed: 1 cm/sec; load, 
5 kg. 

for more severe ooodltlons additives containing sulfur or chlorine are 

more effective, these laaterlals actually react with the metal asperities to 

fora sulfides or chlorides on the high points of the surfaces that make contact. 

The inoripmle ionic salts that are formed in this manner are firmly attached to 

the surface^ have relatively high melting points, and low shear strengths. These 

are all conditions that anist be satisfied for heavy duty boundary lubrication. 

It is also advisable that the active material be polar, for otherwise it will not 

migrate to a metallle surface and a high concentration will have to be used. 

The solid that is produced in situ should not be soluble in the solvent, and the 

reaction involved should not give rise to corrosive reaction products such as 

HOI. The additive emplcgred should be stable enough so that it will not react 

with the metal except under the extmse conditions of temperature and pressure at 

the surface asperities. 



Chlorinated polar oompounda are effeetlee under nlld eondltioas where 

sliding velocities are relatively low. These materials aot by decomposition 

reactions as followst 

R Cl. + Fe Pe Cl. + R Cl. „ (U) 
ah 2 a h-2 

As previously mentioned Clj melts at a relatively low temperature. Sulfur 

base materials react more rapidly, have higher melting points, and form thicker 

layers than chlorine base materials. Therefore, these materials are useful under 

more severe conditions. Sulfur additives act in the following ways 

® ^o ®d-l (15) 

When both sulfonated and chlorinated materials are present at the same time, 

iron chloride is formed more rapidly and in larger amount than when a chlorinated 

material is present albne. the iron sulfide that is formed appears to catalyse 

the reaction of iron with the chlorinated material somewhat as followst 

c d g <#_i 

Fe S + R^ Fe Clg + R^ C1^2 + S 

S + Fe—► Fe S 

For the most severe conditions of boundary lubrication it is advisable to 

use an oil containing polar molecules including active sulfur and active chlorine 

atoms. If the polar molecules are of relatively long chain length, the material 

will have a sufficiently large dipole moment to give the oil good wetting a»l 

spreading characteristics. 

There are many solid materials that are in use as lubricants in drawing 

compounds and other ^plications, and a number of these are listed in table 3, 

together with coefficients of friction observed Igr Burwell. While tale is one of 

the softest minerals known, its coefficient of friction is seen to be very hi|^. 



<3««ffiel«iit of Metloa for Sororol Solid ImkrleaBto Botoooii Mild Stool SnrfOeos 

Boviag 9 IMB dround fiitidi sad Sliding ot 970 fPM. 

Coeffieient of Frletlon 

Tolo .63 

Mioo (■uoeooito) .48 

Bontonlto .49 

AluBloun atoorlto .40 

Oanphor .33 

Stoarie oold .19 

Paroff In wax .13 

Copper stearate .12 

Flake gimpblte .12 

Zlno etearate .09 

Sodiun etearate .06 

Fig. 16 Structures of (a) graphite and (b) molybdmum disulfide. 
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Qraphit* is seen to rsdnee friotion to a low vmliaoi and this wtarial is 

Tsr7 iaterasting. It has a hexagonal ezystal struotore as shown in fig. I6a. 

Here it ean be seen that the structure consists of Isninse of linked hexagons 

of carbon atosis held toge^er bf strong Tslenee forces. The lasdnae are 

relatively far apart and are held together bgr weaker forces. Ihile it was origi¬ 

nally thou^t that the good lubricating properties of graphite were due to its 

layered structure» and the weak bond between layer s, recent experlnents have 

shwon it to have high friction when tested in vacuua. The low friction observed 

in air is due to adsorbed water vapor, oxygen or other gases. The plates ean 

cleave and slide over each other with a low taxigential force only when an 

adsorbable aaterial is present to decrease the surface energy. The very little 

oxygen or water vapor 'Uiat is necessary to decrease the frictions of graphite is 

Illustrated bf the curve of fig. 17 due to Bowden. The fact that the layered 

structure is of some importance in providing the low friction observed with 

graphite has been demonstrated by Campbell, who made tests on oriented graidxite 

crystals to find the friction measux^ across the plates significantly greater 

than that parallel to the plates. 

PRESSURE, mm Hg. 

Fig. 17 Coefficient of friction-pressure isotherm for graphite in atmospheres 
of o3Qrgen and water vapor. 



MolyManum dlaolfida la anethar aolld latarleaat that flvas low valaaa 

frletian. UMar eondliloaa alalTar to thoae of table 3 the ooeffleieBit of frietloo 

would be about 0.06, but mould be erau lees at hlfhar loada. The atroeture of 

MO82 la abown in fig. 16 b. where it ia alao aeon to be laadnar. However in thia 

ease eairii lamina is a aandwieb made vqp of too layera of aalfnr atoma with a 

layer of molybdenum atoaw between. In this ease the foreea holding the aulftnr 

atoms to the nolybdentim atoms are strong valcnoe foreea whereas those attraeting 

the sulfur atoms in one layer to thoae in another are relatively weak van der 

Waal's foreea. The fact that even vexy finely powdered molybdenum disulfide 

has a layer struetiire is shown in fig. 18 where an electron photomicrograph and 

its Interpretation are given for a single IIOS2 pasrtlole. 

a. Photomicrograph b. Interpretation 

Fig. 18 Electron photomicrograph of molybdenum disulfide particle. 

When molybienuB dieulfide is tested in a vaouun It is found to have the 

friction eharaeterlstles aa in air. 0blika graphite this material does not 

depend on an adsorbed film for its low frletlon oharmeteristloa. 
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Uolybdraum dlfulfld* powd«r la aoBMtlaaa not raadlljr adaorbad on a ataal 

atirfaea and aaaaral apacial aiathods hava baan uaad to apply it, ranging from 

atnply rubbing it briskly againat tiia aurfaoe to gluing it on with com ayrup 

that ia oanaalizad in place by heating to a tamperatura of 650 F. To obtain 

a good bond It ia apparently naoaaaary to oauaa a sulfur laminae to ehemioally 

adsorb on the ateal surface. Molybdenia dXatilflde has baan suecessfully applied 

to phosphatad steel surfaces and has also been incorporated In sintered metal 

and plastic compacts. Uftille both aolybdenia disulfide and graphite can be used 

affectively at high temperatures, IIOS2 begins to oxidita in air at a tamperatura 

of about 750 F to form the abrasive and hl|^ friction producing oxide, IfOO^. 

Graphite is someshat safer to use at very hi|^ twiparaturas inasmuch as its 

oxidation product is harmless CO2. Both IIOS2 and graphite are stable to sell 

over 1000 P in the absence of oxygen. 

Bowden has found the friction of diamond on steel, like graphite, to 

increase significantly in the absence of air. In air the coefficient of friction 

of diamond on steel is about 0.05, but in vacuum the value rises to 0.35* Ih 

the ease of diamond there is no noticeable surface damage even with sliding under 

hi|^ friction, due to the very small real area of contact. lounges modulus for 

diamond (I30 x 10^ psl) is so high that the asperities probably remain elastic 

in friction tes^* 





CHAPTBl 7 

Cutting Flttlda 

Ikiterlals in the form of solldSf llquida or gases are fre* 

queatly employed in cutting operations to decrease the friction 

between chip and the tool* The solids that are used are In the 

form of free machining additives to the vorkmaterlal, surface 

treatment of tool faces* loe shear strength solids formed in 

situ at the tool>ohip interface by chemical action or finely 

ground solid lubricants deposited on a tool from a liquid or 

gaseous stream. 

Liquids and gases that are used in cutting operations are 

broadly referred to as cutting fluids. The liquid cutting fluids 

are of two general types* materials having a water base and 

materials having a mineral oil base. Many additives are used in 

conjunction with each of these types of fluids to accomplish a 

variety of specific objectives. The most common gaseous cutting 

fluids are the oxygen and water vapor found in the ordinary 

atmosphere. While air is not generally considered a cutting 

fluid we shall presently see that it plays a very important role 

in certain machining operations. 

The functions of a cutting fluid may be classified as follows: 

1. To decrease adhesion between chip and tool and provide 
lower friction and wear* and a smaller built-up edge. 

2. To cool the tool and workpiece and conduct the heat 
generated in cutting away from the cutting sene. 

3. To wash the chips free from the region of cutting* 

To protect the finished surface from corrosion. 

The first two of these functions are of greatest iivortance* and 

will be diseussed in some detail in this chapter. Items 3 and It. 



ar« ot Moondaxy laportanec and av« nainlj eonoenaed with tfaa pro- 

duetion of fine surfaeoa an in the grinding operation* 

Tool Friction 

When the ooeffioient of friction in deereaaed in metal cut- 

tlng^ not only a deerease In the frletion work will result^ hut a 

decrease in the Shear work as wellt due to a resulting increase 

in the shear angle* An increase in Shear angle corresponds to 

a decrease in shear strain* as shown In Chapter 3« ^ decreased 

shear strain usually gives rise to a smaller shear stress* and 

hence the net result is a decrease of the shear energy per imit 

volume ( U« when cutting with an increased Shear angle* 

The decrease in shear work is usually greater than the decrease 

in friction work that aooompanies a decrease in the ooeffioient 

of friction* ^iMnges in ooeffioient of frioticm are thus seen to 

have a trigger aoticm on the total work dome* the net effect upon 

the total work being far greater than that directly attributable 

to friction* It is for this reason that it is so iBq;>ortant to 

reduce the friction between chip and tool in cutting operations* 

The coefficient of friction in cutting may be reduced in 

several wayst 

1* Improvement of the surface finish of the tool face* 

2* Alteration of metallograjiiic strvusture of the metal 
cutting heat treatment* or strain hardening* 

3* Change of tool material or surface of tool material* 

1|.* Increase of cutting speed (sometimes) * 

5* Use of free machining additions to steel* 

6* Use of a cutting fluid* 
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The iagppoveaent derived from iiq;>roved finleh is most pro- 

noimoed ehen nmohinisig soft metals with a hard tool* The reas<»is 

for the Improvement observed with decreased tool roughness have 

been given in Chapter 6« Items 2, 5 and 1|. will be dlsoussed in 

detail in Chapters 9 and 10* While the eoeffloient of frlotion 

will lunially decrease with speed when cutting with oemented car¬ 

bides« an increase iiySL may frequently be observed when a high 

speed tool is used* 

Free Machining Steels 

Additions of sulfur or lead are sometimes made to low carbon 

steels in order to improve their machinability* Resulfurlsed 

steel such as SAB 1112 is very widely used in automatic screw 

machines* Here the sulfur content is brought up to a maxiimim of 

about Since a steel with this much free sulfur would be 

too brittle due to the formation of weak iron sulfide» it is 

necessary to add an equivalent weight of oAnganese which has a 

stz^g affinity for sulfur* Bssentially all of the sulfur is 

then.px^sent as MnS which forms long grey stringers which are 

evident on an unetohed polished surface (Figure 1) * The manganese 

sulfide stringers tend to prevent the formation of pressure welds 

and hence built-up edge by a process of interml liabrioation* 

When heated in air IbiS will decooqpose and allow a very thin layer 

of weak iron s\ilfide to form at the weld interfaces, thus tending 

to prevent the formation of built-up edge* In unetohed Figure Is 

a very small built-up edge is evident at the tool point, and 

manganese sulfide stringers can be seen oriented in a vertical 
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dirMtioa* Figom 11) aboMi tlM mum •pteiatn «b«n ttebtd with 

Fig. i Photomicrograph of partially fomed chips 
of SAE 1112 steel, 50X 

Lead acts in a different way to prevent strong pressure welds. 

The lead additions are Insoluble and unreaetive in steel and are 

present as a dispersion of fine particles. When a lead bearing 

steel is cutf a small part of the lead is spread out over the sur¬ 

face and prevents strong pressure welds from being developed. 

Hence the function of lead in material to be machined is essen¬ 

tially the same as its function in a leaded bearing alloy. Neither 

lead nor sulfur (i.e.» MnS) have az^ important tendency to reduce 

the strezagth of low carbon steels in which they are tised. 

Cuttizzg Fluid Pezietration 

In order for a fluid to be effective in lowerizig tool friction 

it must first penetrate to the point of the tool. The nature of 

the chip-tool interface will be a's shown in Pig# 2 where the hills 
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and valleys that form a labyrinth of fine capillaries are Shown to 

a greatly increased scale* Surface tension forces la the fluid 

and the action of a pressure difference of one atmosphere due to 

the tendency to form a vacuous cavity as the tool penetrates the 

workpiece* will cause the fluid to flow between the capillaries 

and reach the tool point against the adverse motion of the chip* 

It would appear unlikely that the fluid can be In the form of a 

liquid as It penetrates the very fine labyrinth of capillaries* 

The material Is probably carried to a point close to the tool 

point In the liquid state by capillary forces and la then converted 

to a vapor upon absorption of some of the heat generated by the 

cuttlxig process* The vapor could then penetrate the capillaries* 

physically adsorbing on the freshly cut nascent metal as It goes* 

fig* 2 Exaggerated view of chip-tool interface shoeing Labyrinth 
of Capillaries Foned by minute surface irregularities. 

We might next consider Just where the fluid enters* there 

being two possibilities* one at A and the other at B In Fig* 2* 

The motion of the chip across the tool face will tend to prevent 

fluid from reaching the tool tip from A and similarly the notlMi 

of the workpiece across the clearance surface of the tool will 
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tMid to ppovent fluid frooi eutoring at B* While the relative 

velocity of the surfaces at Bit) will be greater than that at A 

(Vq) , the distance of Intimate eontaet to be traveled at B will 

tisually be much less than that at B» The net resxd.t is that there 

will usually be a greater tendency for penetraticm along the 

clearance surface than along the tool face* This has been demon¬ 

strated in low speed planing tests "by Lauterbach and Ratsel* It 

was found that when a sulfurlzed oil was carefully admitted at B 

with a dropper, the effect was more pronotmced In lowering frio- 

tion at low cuttixig speeds than when the same quantity of fluid 

was introduced at A* Fluid introduced at either A or B was 

ineffective at higher cutting speeds. 

Plgott has recently proposed the use of a high velocity stream 

of fluid directed along the clearance face of the tool. The high 

velocity stream was obtained by use of a small nozzle of from 

•012 to .01^ diameter through which fluid was forced under a 

pressure drop in excess of 300 psi. In one series of tests an 

optimum tool )ife was found with a pressure drop of 14.00 psl across 

the nozzle. The high velocity Jet is thouf^t to be useful in 

causing the liquid to more quickly reach a point close to the 

tool tip. difficulty dvie to smoking and fog can be reduced by 

playing a large flow of low velocity fluid over tne tool and 

workpiece to form a curtain. The conventional cutting fluid puoqp 

is used for this auxiliary stream of fluid. 

Gases and Vapors 

In order to enable comparative tests to be run using the 
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same fluid in the liquid and superheated vapor state, the cutting 

apparatus of Pig. 1 of Chapter k was fitted with a special cham¬ 

ber having a sliding cover and diaphragm. The chamber, with 

boiler and superheater attached is shown in Pig. 5* The purpose 

of the superheater is to enable the vapor to be heated several 

degrees above its boiling point before entering the chamber. 

Since the temperature of the chamber and Its contents may be main¬ 

tained above the boiling point of the fluid being studied, these 

few degrees of superheat merely give added assurance that no 

liquid is present in the chamber during a vapor phase test. 

Cutting forces could be measured with or without the cover since 

the sliding cover offered negligible resistance to the horizontal 

motion of the work. 

Fig. 3 Apparatus for 
vapor phase tests. 

The results of representative tests using the atmosphere 

chamber are given in table 1. Here it is evident that a vapor 

can be Just as effective as a cutting liquid. As mentioned in 

the preceeding section it is feasible that all fluids vaporize 

before penetrating to the tool point. 
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Table 1. Coaq;>arlaon oT Cutting Ferfonnanee of Fluids In 

Liquid and Vapor Phase* Work materials annealed pure aluminun* 

Tools 18-4-1; rake assgle, 15®j elearauee angle, 5®* Depth of 

out, 0.005 inch; width of out, *25 inoh; cutting speed, 5*^ 
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the absence of oxygen* the prooeas la not greatly affeoted* When 

aeyeral gaaeoua fluorocarbona* which are hydroearbona in which 

the hydrogen atoma are replaced by fluorine atoms* were Inveatl* 

gated it waa found that one particular material that proved to be 

effective over a very wide range of cutting speeds was trifluoro- 

bromomethane which has the structure 

P 
i 

P -C- Br 

P 

In order to gain some insight Into the Importance of the 

atmosphere surroxindlng the wheel and workpiece during grinding* 

forces were measured when grinding in nitrogen* A neoprene obser¬ 

vation balloon was fitted around the wheel* workpiece* and dyna¬ 

mometer and the air displaced by nitrogen* The observed effect 

of the nitrogen depended on its purity and it waa only after 

repeatedly filling and emptying the bag and grinding for several 

passes that the residual oxygen was consumed and a significant 

change in the grinding was observed* When the oxygen concentra¬ 

tion was very low* the grinding forces were unusually hl^* In 

order to be sure that the inertness of the atmosphere was respon¬ 

sible for these results and not the nitrogen itself* the tests 

were repeated using helium* The helium results were the same as 

those with nitrogen* When a trace of air was admitted* the grind¬ 

ing forces returned to atmospheric air valxies* These observations 

collectively indicate that a trace of oxygen plays a very impor¬ 

tant role in the grinding process* Were it not for the oxygen 

present in the air* the rate at which metal is removed in finish 
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grinding would liavo to be greatly diminisbed due to the danger 

of damaging the finished surface by the development of exces¬ 

sively hi^ temperatures* 

The important role which a trace of oxygen plays In grinding 

is thought to be due to the decreased tendency fen* metals to weld 

if a thin layer of oxide is present* A nascent-heated Iron sur¬ 

face will oxidize extremely rapidly in air to form a primary film 
o 

of iron oxide from 10 to 20 A thick* However, subsequent Increase 

in oxide thickness requires an Increasingly longer time* In 

atmospheric grinding such a primary oxide forms practically 

instantaneously and thus prevents the chip from rewelding to the 

workpiece. In the absence of oxygen, the chip will reweld to the 

finished surface as it curls back on the work and because of this 

the same metal may have to be sheared several times before it 

finally leaves the system as a free chip. This mechanism would 

account for the large increase in grinding energy when grinding 

in an inert atmosphere* 

The tendency for one chip to weld to the next in an inert 

atmosphere is illustrated in Figure I4.* Here a great many Indi¬ 

vidual chips are shown welded into one solid mass which is attached 

to the edge of a specimen ground in nitrogen* A comparison of 

Pigs* 5(a) and (b) provides further evidence for the rewelding 

of chips in the case of grinding in an inert atmosphere* Fig* 

5(a) shows the beginning of a cut in air while Fig* 5(^) is a 

corresponding surface ground in nitrogen and shown at lower 

magnification* 

It should be noted that while the turning operation is not 
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a. Ground In air, 500X. 

Fig. 4 VTelded chips attached to 
end of metal specimen ground in 
nitrogen, 25X. 

Fig. 5 Annealed SAE 52100 steel 
surfaces. 

b. az*ound in nitrogen, 200X. 

Influenced appreciably when oxygen Is removed from the atmosphere, 

the grinding operation la greatly affected* This explains the 

better performance In turning than in grinding that is observed 

when CO2 ie used as a coolant as described in Chapter 12* 
A 

Cutting Fluid Action 

The wide range of effectiveness of different cuttizkg fluids 

Is Illustrated by the photomicrographs of Fig* 6» Bach of the 

partially completed cuts shown was produced under Identical 
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condltionB except for the cutting fluid used. The relative 

values of chip thickness and the presence or lack of cracks 

indicate the differences in chip strain obtaining in the several 

cases. The forces given in the figure caption further indicate 

the relative performance of the several fluids. Carbontetra- 

chloride is seen to be the best material of this group while 

benzene is the poorest, being worse than no fluid at all. Now 

carbontetrachloride which is a completely nonpolar material is 

not ordinarily considered to be a good boundary lubricant, and 

we might next consider why this material is such an effective 

cutting fluid. 

a. Carbontetrachloride: r = .490; 

= 247 ib. 

D. Oleic acid: r = 0.463; 

Fjj = 289 lb. 

c. Ethyl alcohol: r = 0.367; 
Fjj = 377 lb. 

d. Dry air: r = 0.300; 

Fj^ = 422 lb. 

e. Benzene: r = 0.230; 

Fjj = 461 lb. 

Fig. 6 Photomicrographs illustrating the range of effectiveness of different 

cutting fluids. Metal SAE 1020 steel; cutting speed, 5.5 Ipm; depth of cut, 

0.005 in; rake angle, 15®. 

The fluid that finds its way between the asperities between 

chip and tool in the vicinity of the tool point is subjected to 

the following unique combination of conditions} 

1. High local temperatures approaching the melting point 
of the Chip metal on the high points of the surface 
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asperltlest 

2. High local pressures, approaching the hardness of the 
metal cut. 

5* Clean freshly produced surface* 

1|.* Highly stressed metal* 

Under these conditions the chip may be made to react with the 

fluid to form a low shear strength solid lubricant. The thin 

layer of solid thus formed prevents the formation of a weld 

between the chip and the tool and hence reduces the coefficient 

of friction between the chip and the tool. 

The action of carbon tetrachloride may be considered to 

Illustrate the principles Involved even though this material is 

of little commercial value as a cutting fluid duo to its toxicity, 

volatility and cost* When carbon tetrachloride Is used to cut 

steel a small quantity of the fluid Is drawn to the tool point 

and reacts with the chip under the extreme conditions obtaining 

locally* Iron chloride, which is an ionic crystal of low shear 

strength is formed and Is not readily displaced from the surface 

on which it Is produced* If the cutting speed Is not too great, 

sufficient Iron chloride may be formed to prevent the steel chip 

from welding to the tool face, and the cut will be produced with¬ 

out a built up edge and with a minimum of heat* The photomicro¬ 

graphs shown in Fig* 7 illustrate what may be accomplished by use 

of a cutting fluid* Both cuts were produced using the HIT 

Broaching Dynamometer under identical conditions except for the 

fluid Involved* It Is evident that the material has been leas 

drastically deformed when carbon tetrachloride was used and a 
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eoiiqparlson of tha onergy per unit volume (U) Involved In each of 

the two tests substantiates this observation* 

Fig. 7 Photomicrographs illustrating ^ 
the influence of a cutting fluid upon 
chip formation. Material, free 
machining SAE 1112 steel; cutting 

speed, 5.75 In/min; rake angle, 30°; 
depth of cut 0.010 in; width of cut, 
0.170. in. Upper; Dry tool, U = 270,000 
In.lb/cu.in. Lower: Using cartxjn 
tetrachloride, 14 = 141,000 in.lb/cu.in.# 

If a series of tests is performed using carbon tetrachloride 

as the cutting fluid# each test being carried out at a different 

cutting speed it is found that the fluid becomes less effective 

at cutting speeds above about Uo feet per minute* At speeds well 

above this# the fluid is virtually without effect* This failure 

of carbon tetrachloride to be effective at all speeds may be 

explained in two ways* Sufficient fluid may not reach the tool 

point against the outward moving chip surface to be effective* 

Or# the fluid that does get to the tool point may not have suffi¬ 

cient time to react to form the friction reducing reaction 

product * 

Even carbon tetrachloride# which is among the most effective 

cutting fluids at low cutting speeds is not entirely effective 

in preventing metal transfer. This was demonstrated by cutting 

tests involving a radioactive workpiece* When the new end mill 

shown in Pig* 8 was totally immersed in carbon tetrachloride and 
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operated at a cutting speed below 1^0 fpiu^ the finished surface 

was smooth and no evidence of a built-up edge could be found in 

a photomicrograph* However, when the tool was cleaned in several 

solvents and placed on a photographic film in the dark for 1 week 

the autoradiograph shown in Pig. 8 was obtained* This shows that 

even under the most Ideal conditions there is transfer of metal 

from chip to tool* However, in this case the built-up material 

was so small in amount as to be geometrically unimportant* 

Fig. 8 End milling cutter and 
autoradiograph of cutter after 
machining radioactive SAE 4027 
steel under the surface of 
carbon tetrachloride. 

TOOL CLEARANCE 
FACE FACE 

Fig. 9 Autoradiograph showing area 
of chemical reaction during planing 
type cut made with radioactive 
amyllodlde. Magnification, 8X. 

Some cutting tests have also been performed using amyllodlde 

containing radioactive iodine, in order to determine the extent 

of the reaction zone* In these tests SAE B-1112 steel was cut 

at 2-1/8 ipm using an I8-I4.-I HSS tool with 1^^ rake angle, and 

5^ clearance angle* The depth of cut was 0*01 inch and the width 

of out 0*10 inch* After the cut was completed, the tool tip was 

cleaned thoroughly with a cotton swab moistened with methylene 
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Iodide in order to remove any loose reeetion produots* 

A thin strip of NTB nuclear film was then bent over the 

cutting edge* attached with scotch tape* and allowed to stand 

for 2 weeks. The resulting autoradiograph is shown in Fig. 9. 

Here radioactive material is evident over the entire contact 

area* extending a distance about twice the depth of cut along 

the tool face (0.024"). ^here is however* no evidence of any 

reaction having taken place on the clearance face of the tool to 

within less than .001 inch of the cutting edge. A blank run 

using non radioactive amyllodide failed to pro^oe any exposure 

of the photographic film. 

In the first of the foregoing tests* the workpiece was made 

radioactive while in the second the cutting fluid was radio¬ 

active. There is still a third possibility in which the tool 

material is made radioactive. Some tests of this nattare that 

have been made in tool wear studies are described in Chapter 11. 

Specifloity 

The fact that a cutting fluid in the vapor phase may be as 

effective as the fluid In the liquid phase supports the view 

that cutting fluid action Is chemical rather than physical in 

nature. The fact that the same cutting fluid does not give 

equally good results upon all metals makes the problem facing 

the cutting fluid manufacttirer a difficult one* for it is 

obvloTxsly desirable that a single product be useful upon a wide 

variety of materials. The data shown in Table 2 illustrates 

the variety of results that may be obtained when different 
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fluids are used upon different metals* Benzene Is seen to be 

ixnlformly poor with all metas except copper* Turpentine is 

very good with copper but poor with stainless steel* ^larayl 

sulphide and carbon tetrachloride are seen to be good In all 

oases and acetic acid Is unusually poor with aluminum* 

Table 2* Values of Cutting Force (Pjj) for Several Metal- 

Fluid Combinations at Slow Cutting Speeds* Cutting conditions: 

Depth of cut, 0.002 inch; width of cut, 0.25 inch; cutting 

speed, 5*5 inches per minute; rake angle, I5®. 

Pure Iron 
Fjjlb %axy 

Pure 
Altminum 

Pylb ?4Dry 

Copper 

Ph lb > 
Dry 

SA£ 1020 
steel 

F^lb 

18-8 stainless 
steel 
Fjjlb }a»ry 

Dry 370 100 35 100 292 100 200 100 430 100 
M Digmyl Sulphide 153 4l 12 - 34 31 11 110 55 215 50 
Carbon tetrachloride 119 32 18 51 28 10 108 54 192 45 
Uleio Acid 122 33 16 46 111 38 115 58 245 57 
M Propyl Alcohol 192 52 18 51 200 68 110 55 369 86 
Carbon Sisulphide 253 68 29 83 80 27 122 61 339 79 
Acetic Acid 160 43 32 91 130 45 108 54 377 88 
Turpentine 245 66 14 40 46 16 130 65 384 89 
Paraffin Oil 208 56 23 66 153 52 130 65 291 68 
Kerosene 340 92 31 89 139 48 165 83 384 89 
water 200 54 18 51 123 42 139 70 284 66 
Benzene 340 92 37 106 122 42 240 120 407 95 

The cutting of lead offers another example of the specifi¬ 

city of cutting fluid action. While carbon tetrachloride is a 

very effective cutting fluid on practically all metals, it gives 

higher forces than no fluid at all when cutting lead* The rea¬ 

son for this la that lead chloride actually has a higher shear 

strength than lead Itself* 

Chemical Action of Fluids 

We have already observed several Indications that cutting 
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fliiid aetioB Is ebsndeal in nature* further tTldence is 

offered in Pig* 10 in which low sjwed cutting data on alumiaani 

are presented* Here the systnuitlc variation of cutting propMP- 

ties with chain length is evident, and a significant difference 

is noted between the performance of compounds having even and 

odd nuRtbers of carbon atoms* The porformanoe of the alcohols 

improve with Increased chain length* 
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fig> 10 Cutting force when using normal aliphatic 
adcoholB as cutting fluids. Metal cut, 2S 
aluminum; cutting speed* 5*5 In/mln; reike angle* 
15®; depth of cut* 0.005 in. 

A number of organic chemicals have been tested in a pure 

state in order to further study the effect of chemical structure 

upon the coefficient of friction* These fluids were chosen to 

cover a range of chain length and to Include a variety of homo¬ 

logous series* 

In all tests the two-dimensional tool used was of iS-ii-l 

high speed steel having a rake angle of 1^^ and a clearance angle 

of 5°* The cutting edge was normal to the direction of cut* 

The work material was annealed, commercially pvire aluminum having 

a Rockwell hardness of H-50* The length of the specimen in the 

direction of cut was ^ inches and its width normal to the 
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direction of cut was 0*2^ Inch* The depth of cut was maintained 

constant at 0*00^ inch, while the cutting speed was 5*5 in* per 

minute in all cases* The ductility of the aluminum employed in 

these tests was such that all chijps were in the form of a con¬ 

tinuous ribbon and hence easily measured* 

Throughout the tests, the tool was checked frequently for 

keenness using carbon tetrachloride as the control fluid. As 

each new fluid was xased, the first two or three cuts were neg¬ 

lected, to allow conditions to come to equilibrium* In this way, 

consistent and reproducible data were obtained* In returning to 

the starting point after each cut, the tool was raised to pre¬ 

vent it from dragging over the surface and thus introducing 

extraneotis strain hardening* The data obtained are summarized 

in Table ^oh value given corresponds to an average of five 

or more individual cuts* 

The disulfides, mercaptans, and long chain length esters 

were found to be outstanding in their ability to reduce the 

coefficient of friction* The lowest coefficient of the entire 

test group, a value of 0*257# obtained with n-lauryl 

mercaptan* 

A general decrease in the coefficient of friction with 

increased chain 'length was observed for all homologous series* 

The decrease for the normal primary mercaptans is representative 

and is Shown in Fig* 11* No significant alternation in values 

with even and odd members of the series is evident here as was 

found for the normal primary monChydric alcohols of Pig* 10*- 
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The data for the disulfides are also ithawn plotted in Pig. 11* 

In this oase» there is some question as to whether methyl disul¬ 

fide should be considered as having a chain length corresponding 

to one or two carbon atoms* It is shown plotted on the basis of 

the chain length on one side of the central sulfur atoms* It is 

interesting, however, to note that, if plotted against the total nuaiber 

of carbon atoms in the molecule the curve for disulfides coincides with 

that for the mercaptans. Whether this observation Is significant or 

merely coincidental is not known. Curves for the normal alcohols and 

chlorides are also included in Fig. 11. 

. NUtmtM Of CMtCN 4TCM0 

Fig. 11 Variation of coefficient of 
friction with chain length for several 
homologous series used in cutting 
alumlman. 

Fig. 12 Variation of chip length 
ratio and shear angle with 
coefficient of friction for 
aluminum sliding on steel. 

The chip length ratio is shown plotted against the eoeffi- 

eient of frletimi in Pig* 12* All parts except those for water 

and pontaohorethane are seen to fall vary elose to a single curve* 

It appears from this that a fnnetional relationship exists between 

the chip length ratio and the coefficient of friot!on and the 

Shear angle* An auxiliary scale for shear angle has been added 

in Fig* 12, parallel to the chip length ratio axis* It is seen 



that a daeraasc in the eeeffIcient of frletien caoaes a curve*- 

ponding decrease la the shear angle* 

It is evident from the data In Table 3 for the several 

chlorinated hydrocarbons that there la no correlation between 

the chlorine content of the nolecule and the observed coefficient 

of frietloas nor is there asy Indication that a long chain length 

or highly polar molecule is essential for low frictlont since 

carbon tetrachloride gave the lowest coefficient of friction of 

all of the chlorinated hydrocarbons tested* The unsaturated 

chlorinated hydrocarbons gave particularly high values for the 

coefficient of friction* 

A series of tests was performed upcm the chlorinated hydro¬ 

carbons listed in Table 3 in order to determine the relative 

reactivities of these coovounds toward aluniiimm, at their boiling 

points under a pressure near one atmosphere* Twenty cc* of each 

fluid was refluxed in a glass apparatus with six discs of 

aluminum, measuring 0*23 inch diameter by 0,o6 inch thick, in 

contact with the boiling liquid* The condenser was attached to 

the flask with a groxmd glass Joint and moisture was kept from 

entering the top of the condenser by means of a drying tiibe* 

When -the fluid was boiling, the aluminum discs were introduced 

and the time noted* The fluid was refluxed xnxtil visible signs 

of a reaction were noted, or for 2i4. hours in -those cases where 

no reaction occxirred* The reactions were all autocatalytic 

(some -violently so) and the reaction time, therefore, could be 

easily recognised and reproduced* Since three of the compovmds 



decomposed on boiling at atmospheric pressureit was necessary 

to test these compounds at reduced pressure* The pressures tised 

in these cases are so stated beneath the corresponding times* 

The results of the reflux tests are summarized in Table I4.* 

Table 4 

COMTABISON or TKE RlUTlVE KXACTIVITUS Or Skvxbal CiooiiMAno Hydio- 
cjutaoMS TOWAXO Aluhikuh with Them Pertorimnce ai Cuttimc Floids 

PIM FtrmmU Btaimi ttbu, *C. Timt le read, 
mis. 

CmA- 
rwM «/ 
frietim 

CMP 

Cuban iMmeblorid* CCb 76.7 8.5 0.388 <0 
Chlorelonn CHCb 6t.2 135 0.312 •a 
DkhloromethsBC CHiOi 19.t 360 0.477 y-N 

PmUcUoretbuM aiC-CQtH 16t.6/lW mm. 6/125 Bw. 0.6a 
S. trtracliloretksM HCiiC-CCItH 146.VM>mm. 2/200 mm. 0.410 r\ 
0. TrictiierethaiM HiaC-CChH 113.5/700 mm. I.S/SOOrnm. 0 a7 0 
Methyl chlerefom HiC-COi 74.1 2 0.422 0 
Ethylene dichleride HiCIC-CCIHt 83.7 not is M hr. o.ai 
Ethylidene dicbloride HiC-CCltH 37 J not in M hr. 0.406 9 
Ethyl chlf^de HiC-COHi U.5 B*t in M hr. 0.511 
Telrachloroethylene ciK:-ca I10>8 not in 24 hr. 0.603 
Trichloroethylene HaC-CDt 86.7 Ml i* M hr. 0.623 
T. dichloroethylene HCIC-COH 48.4 not is 24 hr. 0.612 

^'^§. IS - llnmlitt lit Chill am/ 
Ihr Pfriiiillr Huuth .Yarfora 
Pnnlurtd Whm l.uhrltoled 
With S% n. Ilecamil In lltiwnt 

!« 7 
•H—H^ 
0$ OP at 

Trnw.Sta 
S S 4 3 

■4 ‘1 ■ I ■ 
as 04 OB 

It is evident that those fluids which did not react were 

the poorer cutting fluids and those which reacted readily are 

the better cutting fluids* It is not possible» however» to 

correlate the reaction time directly with the coefficient of 

friction* This Is not swprlsliig, inasmuch as the conditions 

of temperaturCf pressure, residual stress, and cleanness of 

surface are quite different along the tool face from those on 

the surface of the aluminum discs In the reflux experiments. 

The observation that the unsaturated chlorinated hydrocarbons 

are relatively stable toward aluminum In both the cutting and 

reflux experiments is consistent with the known reactivity of 

these compounds* In general. It Is found that a halogen atom 

attached to a carbon atom holding a double bond is very stable, 

relative to one in a saturated compound, whereas a halogen atom 
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attaciied to o earlwii «tom» am removed firmn a carbon atom 

bolding a doablo bond^ is rolatlToly active* 

4n Intereatlng phenomenon was observed when aluminum was 

cut at 0*5 1pm mlng a 1^** rake tool aiid a mixture or n 

decanol In bensene as the fluid* The chip thickness and the 

forces were observed to vary periodically as Shown In Fig* 13* 

The finished surface was found to be alternately rough and smooth 

with a period correspondlzig to the variation in thickness of the 

chip* Prom the time scale that la shown It is evident that the 

fluctuations observed have too high a period (6 sec.) for the 

variation to be due to chatter or any other periodic variation 

of the mechanical system. 

This periodic cutting action can be explained In terms of 

the chemlco-physlcal theory of cuttlxig fluid action as follows. 

It Is reasonable to expect that a certain minimum quantity of 

reaction product of low shear strength will be required to pro¬ 

duce an appreciable reduction in the coefficient of friction 

between chip and tool and consequently a noticeable Improvement 

In finish and a decrease In cutting force. At the beginning of 

a cut the surface temperature and the force Increase gradually 

to a high value. At the critical c<nicentratlon of 3^ decanol, 

the concentration of the active ingredient is just sufficient 

at this high stxrface temperature and force to produce enough 

reaction product for effective cutting fluid action, thus de¬ 

creasing the frictional resistance and the cutting force. At 

this reduced cutting force the surface temperature and area of 
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contact are deereaaedf and thos the quantity of the ohemlcal 

product formed Is Inexxfflcient for effective cutting fluid 

action; thereforOf the force and surface temperature once more 

Increase* This cycle will be repeated periodically. 

Mechanical Activation 

The unusual conditions that are found at the point of a 

cutting tool have been used to carry out certain chemical reac¬ 

tions Involving metals that are not easily performed in other 

ways. The term mechanical activation has been adopted to describe 

this process In which a metal la cut vmder the surface of the 

liquid reactant. Under the action of the hl£^ temperature and 

pressure and due to the high reactivity of the nascent highly 

stressed surface of the metal cut* reactions may be carried out 

smoothly and continuoixsly by mechanical activation that were 

previously only possible In dangerous batch-type processes, uslzxg 

apparatus such as that shown In Fig. ll4.. 

The production of phenyl magnesium bromide which Is a valu¬ 

able Intermediate for use In chemical synthesis will he briefly 

described to Illustrate the method. One form of appax>atus Is 

shown in Fig. 15. Here a solid rod of magnesium metal Is fed 

against a rotating fly milling cutter which produces small mag¬ 

nesium chips under the surface of a mixture of ethyl ether and 

phenyl bromide. The ether and phenyl bromide mixture are Intro¬ 

duced throu^ the pipe at A, nitrogen being Introduced throu^ 

pipe B In order to prevent the entrance of air. As soon as a 

chip Is formed It Immediately reacts with the halide to form 
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Fig. 14 Conventional glass apparatus 
for carrying out organometallic 
reactions such as the Grignai^l reaction 

Fig. 15 Mechanical activation 
apparatus. 

phenyl magnesium bromide which Is soluble In ether and Is 

extracted from pipe C at the bottom of the apparatus to be later 

reacted with a second compoiind to form the desired product. 

Reactions of this type when carried out in the usual apparatus 

(Pig. 15) have an appreciable induction period and are so danger¬ 

ous that this synthesis was previously limited to laboratory use. 

In the mechanical activation process, cutting fluid action is 

employed for an entirely different purpose than in the usual 

metal cutting operation - the production of organo-metalllc com¬ 

pounds rather than finished machined surfaces. 

Surface Finish 

In general the surface finish of a machined surface is 

in^roved when the coefficient of friction is decreased. This 

is due t«p the decreased tendency to form a built-up edge as the 
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cutting forces and strain In the chip are decreased* both of 

which result when the coefficient of friction Is decreased* In 

Pig* surface roughness data are shown plotted against chip 

length ratio for cutting conditions similar to those of Pig. 12. 

A general trend Is seen to exist* the surface finish improving 

as the chip length ratio Increases* Thus, those fluids that 

react chemically to produce a loir shear strength solid lubricant 

will usually provide a good swface finish* 

Fig. 16 Variation of surface finish 
»d.th chip length ratio when cutting 
aluminum at low speed using a variety of 
cutting fluids, (after Merchant) 

grinding Fl\xlds 

In grinding* as In any other cutting process* fluids are 

used in order to reduce friction between the tool and chip and 

In order to lower cutting temperattires* The nature of the grind¬ 

ing oj>e3»tion* however* makes the aoconq;>ll8h»ent of these objec¬ 

tives difficult* The speed of the operation and the small slse 

of the cutting seme reduces the effect of fluids by providing an 

extremely short time for the fluid to penetrate to the cutting 

point and aeeoB^lish their Intended purpose* For these reasons 

fluid which are effective because of chemical action* such as 
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carbon tetrachloride are of little use In grinding* 

Teats haTe Ghcnrn that most soluble oils are not only Inef' 

feo.tlve In reducing the forces In grinding» but actually causes 

the forces to Increase* Grinding fluids generally act only to 

keep the temperature of the bulk material at a low level after 

It Is ground* The nmnner In which the presence of water In the 

grinding process increase grinding force is shown In Pig. I7* 

In tests made by first soaking a wheel In water or soluble oil. 

and then allowing It to dry while recording grinding forces, a 

gradual decrease to a constant level when the wheel became dry 

was observed* (Pig. 18) 

Fig. 17 Variation of the tangential 
H and radial V grinding forces with 
wheel depth of cut using different 
fluids in a surface grinding 
operation. 1 = IC# soluble kerosene 
in water, Z - lS> commercial soluble 
oil, 3 = atmospheric air. 

Fig. 18 Variation of tangential H 
and radial V forces with time after 
starting to grind with a wheel 
saturated with water. Wheel depth 
of cut, 0.0005 in. 

The hi^er forces Involved in grinding when using soluble 

oils or water can be attributed to the effect of increased frie*> 

tlon* The increase in friction is probably due to the adhesion 

that results from the normal separation of chip-tool interface 
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surfaces under the action of the surfaiee tension of the liquid 

film present. The Importance of surface tension has been 

described in Chapter 6 and can be appreciated from a sinqple 

experiment with a ball and ring. If a ball is made so that it 

will Just pass throu^ a ring when it is dry, it is found that 

it will not pass through the ring when wet becavuee of surface 

tension forces. Duo to the Increase In grinding forces due to 

surface texision and the fact that water weakens the glass bond 

posts in a vitrified wheel as mentioned in Chapter 6, manufac¬ 

turers recommend harder wheels for wet grinding than for dry 

grinding operations. 

If it were possible to bring a fluid into the cutting area 

and to utilize the heat of vaporization of the water to relieve 

the high temperatures present along the shear zone, the danger 

of burning and damaging the work material dxiring a grind could 

be reduced. To do this, in a representative svirfaoe grinding 

operation requires that of the order of 1 cu. in. of water per 

minute be vaporized. The application of fluids through a grinding 

wheel is one method of accomplishing this objective. Water 

flowing either through a wheel or along the sides of the wheel 

is carried to the tips of the grains which arc cutting by cen¬ 

trifugal force. Tests have shown this method of fluid applica¬ 

tion to substantially increase the severity of grind required 

to burn the work material. 

Straight cutting oils designed to act as boundary lubricants 

reduce grinding forces by lowering friction energy. In general 
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a fopd grindlnf oil can lownr foroM by 20 to 30%. Such boondazy InbrleaiitB 

attach thcmsolvos to the rubbing surfaces by adsorption. Boundary lubricants 

are generally long-chain fatty acids» or sulfur or chlorine eonqponnds. They 

attach theaksel-res to a surface so that the long hydrocarbon portions of the oil 

molecules extend outward from the surface to form low friction boundary layers. 

Hi^ Telocity application of grinding oils by means of high pressure 

apparatus has been found to reduce grinding forces sonewhat. Fig. 19 shows an 

exaggerated drawing of a grinding grain and chip with two principal areas of 

frictiont 

1. Between grain and work surface 

2. ^tween giuln and chip 

Tests performed with high velocity fluid fed in the direction of \dieel 

rotation (B in Fig. 20) showed no appreciable change of grinding forces with 

fluid velocity, but when fluid was introduced in the direction opposite wheel 

rotation (A in Fig. 20) a noticeable decioase in forces with fluid velocity 

was observed. The results of Fig. 20 indicate that the region between grain 

and chip is the one most requiring improved lubrication and that a high jet 

velocity nakes it possible to introduce fluid into this region with greater 

effectiveness. 

Cooling Action 

When it is considered that the specific heats of water, paraffin oil. 

wheel depfh of cut, d.in. 

Fig. 20 Variation of tangential H and radial V grinding forces with vdieel 
depth of cut for different lubrication conditions with grinding oil. (1) dry, 
(!) conventional flow velocity, (?) fluid supplied from direction A at 700 psl. 
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than oil base fluids when cooling is the primary requirement* 

An effectIwe wetting agent will lower the surface and Inter- 

facial tensions of the water phase sufficiently to enable the 

fluid to wet a surface and hence improwe its heat transfer char- 

aeteristios* The question of whether an oil or water base fluid 

offers the best cooling characteristics is a very popular one and 

frequently enters discussions involving cutting fluids* There 

seems to be good production cucperience in support of both points 

of view* It would appear that water base fluids can be provided 

with surfactants that have a strong enough tendency toward film 

formation to render them better coolants than oils* It would 

further appear that all water base fluids are not so endowed and 

thus in some instances may exhibit cooling characteristics in 

cutting that are actually inferior to those for oils* 

In some instances crystalline waxes that have a latent heat 

of fusion have been added to cutting fluids in order to promote 

improved cooling* The idea behind this action is that the wax 

partlolf>s will melt upon coming in contact with the hot surface* 

thus absorbing an amount of thermal energy equivalent to their 

latent heat of fusion* The latent heat that is thus absorbed 

augments the specific heat of the fluid to provide improved 

cooling characteristics* Now* it takes a significant time for 

wax to melt* and since the time available for heat transfer in 

high speed fluid flow will be slight* it would appear that suf¬ 

ficient time would not be available for the desired phase change 

to occur in the malii stream* However* there may be a small 
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portion of tho fluid that romlnd in eontoet witli tool and 

vr0r>kplecm long enough to pernit the «ax to funetien as desired* 

At tines it is host that no cutting fluid he used* For 

exaeqple when a strongij strain hardening material sueh as 

austenitic manganese steel (12-lj||g manganese) most he naehined 

it is important that the operation he performed at as high a 

temperature as possihle# for the vrork hardening tendmep of this 

material deereases signifioantlj with Inorease In temperature* 

Buoh a material Should he maohlned in a rigid set-up at a slow 

speed hut with a large depth of etit* no fluid being used to cool 

the tool* The tool must oozuiequently be made fr<»i a high speed 

steel that is hi^ in cobalt» hawing the ability to retain its 

hardness at high temperatures* 

Difficulty is sometimes experienced when water base fluids 

are used in eonjunetim with carbide tipx>ed tools* If a suffi- 

oient stx>eam of fluid is not employed the tipped tool may be 

unewenly cooled and the carbide inserts soon fail l>y a thermally 

induced fatigue* Care Should be taken that a sufficient flow 

of fluid is applied at all points of high speed oarbide cutters 

to prewent the temperature at a giwen x>oint on the cutter from 

fluotuating appreoiably* 

Zn praetiee the color of the ohip is frequently noted as a 

measure of the tenperature obtaining at the tool point* Thus a 

blue temper oolor on the surface of a chip fcxmied in dry eutting 

Is taken to mean that the tool point is hotter than when an 

unoolored silvery ohip is obtained when cutting with a fluid* 



T*bl» 5 Tamper Color Data 

Fluid ' Cutting Chip T«np«p 
sp««d oolor color^ 

_ofpm_tamp ^ 

Chip-Tool 
intarftoo 
togp p» 

Dry 332 dark straw i4.90 1250 
Dry 430 deep blue 520 12|o 
ffatar 332 unoolorod under I4.OO 1230 
Watar 436 uneolorad under iioo I230 

The data In Table 3 shows that such a conclusion Is not always 

Justified and that temper colors must be interpreted carefully. 

In Table 3 seen that several different temper colors 

can be obtained with the same chip tool interface temperature. 

(Kow this temperature Is meastired will be discussed in Chapter 

12.) Temper colors are produced by interference colors developed 

when light passes through a thin oxide layer on the surface of 

the metal, the thicker the layer the nearer the Interference 

color will be to the blue end of the spectrum. Since the oxide 

layer is produced as the result of a time, temperature, and con¬ 

centration sensitive reaction, the temper color is really a 

measure of the ten^rature at the "surface" of the chip, how 

long' the chip remains at this temperature (which is influenced 

by cutting speed), and the oxygen concentration at the surface. 

Thus, as shown by the foregoing data different teny>er coltnrs may 

be obtained at different cutting s peeds, even though the chip- 

tool interface temperature is the same. The absence of any tem¬ 

per color when a fluid is used simply means that oxygen was 

excluded fawm the chip surface by the fluid d\u*ing the time it 

was hot and not necessarily that the chip-tool interface 
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teoqperatixr* waa low. 

Additional dlflottsslon on ooolanta is to be found Sit 

Chapter 12* 

Types of Catting Fluids 

There are literally hundreds of materials that hare been 

used in cutting opezmitians ranging all the way from cow's milk 

to synthetic organic ehemleals* A great noniber of materials 

are actually available eommereially for use as cutting fluids 

and some of the more important olaases of materials includet 

1. lQ.neral oils 

2. Sulfurlzed mineral oils 

Mineral oils plus fatty additives 

k* Sulfoohlorlnated mineral oils 

Fatty oils (animal, vegetable, fish) 

6. Synthetic oils (polyethyleneglycols, etc.) 

7* Waxes (paraffinic, beeswax, chlorinated waxes) 

8. Suspensions of graphite, molybdentua disulfide and 
other solid lubricants 

9* Soluble oils 

10. Solutions of wetting agents and other surfactants 

11. Heavy emulsions (containing mineral oil, fat, 
chemically active additives, waxes, surfactants 

12. Carbon dioxide 

Several types of mineral oil are available depending upon 

the source of the crude petroleum and the refining procedure 

used In their production. Practically all of the natural 

petroleum products are poor cutting fluids due to their 
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relttiVAly groat chemloal stability and the fast that they are 

usually not Tory polar* The main constituents of refined 

petroleum oils are chemical compounds known as paraffins* 

naphthenes and aromatics (Fig* 21)• Materials for use In bearing 

lubrication should provide as small a change Id viscosity as 

possible with temperature* The highly paraffinic materials 

satisfy this requirement whereas the naphthenic oils are poorer 

In this regard, and for this reason naphthenic oils are normally 

less expensive. In cutting fluid applications, where there is 

no hydrodynamic action, variation of viscosity with temperature 

Is not Important and the cheaper naphthenic oils are generally 

used* Act\ially these oils have an advantage over the more 

exx>enslve parraflnlc oils for cutting fluid applications Inas¬ 

much as they provide a higher solubility for additives and hence 

make It easier to produce m(n>e stable conq^ounded cuttlzig oils* 

About half of the world production of petroleum oils is used In 

the compounding of metal working fluids* 

H H H H H H H 
H-C-C-C- C- C- C- C H 

HI H H H H H 
HCH 

H 

H 
n H H H 

I 11 H H H 

R 

a. Paraffin: iso-octane b. Nai^thene: cyclohexane c. Aromatic: proj^l 
benzene 

rig, 21 Kepreaentatlve constituents of petroleum. While the molecules shown 
here illustrate the three major structural types found in petrolevan products, the 
actual molecules constituting a mineral oil in the normal viscosity range of 
cutting fluids will be much larger. 
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Straight BdiMral oils mrm raralj ua«4 in auttiag apSliea- 

tiecui« tut ar* altarad 1b a variety of vaya ty additlesa af 

othar mtarlala* Mineral oil la fraqaantly aalfurisad ty 

oaualBg froai 1 to ^ of flowara of aulfur or aulfur ■onoohlorida 

to ooaiblna with the oil hy cooking* A variety vegetable and 

aniaal fata and oila are frequently added to oineral oila in 

order to provide polar oonpounda axioh aa oleio aoid for Improved 

boundary lubrioation* Materiala of thia tyx>e that have been 

uaed inoludei olive oil, rape aeed oil^ oaator oil, muatard oil, 

cotton aeed oil, linaeed oil, palm oil, lard oil, apern oil, and 

lanollne* Vegetable oila are aometimea aulphonated by reaction 

with aulfurie aeid before being added to minexeil oil* For exam¬ 

ple the aulphonation produota of oaator oil, olive oil or rape 

aeed oil are knovn aa turkey red oila* Theae water aoluble 

materiala have been uaed in eompounding aoluble oila* In more 

reoent yeara there baa been a growing tendency to add more 

definite organie ohemioal oompounda to provide a more reproduc¬ 

ible product than amy be had by uae of the natural aourcea of 

polar materiala* The uae of aynthetio orgaxd.o additivea alao 

greatly expanda the range of polar oon^ounda to include many 

materiala that are not available in natural produota* 

The viaooaitiea of moat cutting oila fall in the range 

from kex^aene to SAX 30* The leaa viaooua materials are normally 

used in the higher speed continuous machinery operations* The 

majority of cutting oila have a viscosity in the vicinity of 

SAX 10* 
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When waxes are nBed» coupling agents In the form of aloohols 

must sometiaies he tiaed to keop them in solution* Solid lubri¬ 

cants are employed in a finely divided state and are kept in 

suspension in the liquid vehicle by means of a dispersing agent* 

In the preparation of ordinary soluble oil, mineral oil particles 

are kept in sxtapenslon by means of an emulsifying agent* Sulpho- 

nates ^d sulphonated fatty oils are commonly used for this pur¬ 

pose* Ixiasmuoh as the minerals normally found dissolved in 

surface waters will decrease the effectiveness of most emulsi¬ 

fying agents, it is customary to treat very hard water (i*e* 

waters having a mineral content of from 500 to JOO parts per 

million) with a water conditioner before use in order to decrease 

the mineral content by precipitation* Heavy duty type soluble 

oils employ mineral oils that contain sulfiar, chlorine, or fatty 

type additives rather than straight mineral oil* In making up 

a soluble oil, the oil should be added to the water, for other¬ 

wise a water-ln-oil emulsion might be formed which has much less 

desirable characteristics* The degree of dilution of a soluble 

oil is varied depending on the application* For sawing and 

cutting operations moat soluble oils are used in a concentration 

of one part soluble oil to from 5 to 20 parts water* In grinding 

operations a more dilute solution is used since the principle 

objective is to keep the work cool* A concentration of from 

ltli.0 to It 80 will usually provide sufficient protection against 

the corrosive attack of water* The concentration of a soluble 

oil in water may be easily checked by adding sufficient 
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ooiu>entrat*d •ulfurle acid to break the amaUiioii* The oil |dba«e 

will thea oreaa to the surface and Its relative voluae nay be 

easily measured* 

The sulfur emspounds in use in cutting oils nay be classi¬ 

fied as follows! 

1* Hatural sulfur oompounds found in refined mineral oil 
in small oonoentratlon* 

2* Sulfurized mineral oil jnrodueed by cooking sulfur and 
oil together* As previously mentioned a sulfur oontetit 
of from 1 to 2^ oan be produced in this manner* 

3* Sulfurized fats and oils laroduoed by cooking sulfur and 
materials such as lard oil or sperm oil together* 
Sulfur contents as high as 20$S oan be produced in this 
manner* 

k.» Sulfiir in the form of definite organic oompounds such 
as sulfides, disulfides, mercaptons, etc* 

Copper all(^8 are veiry sensitive to corrosive attack by some 

sulfur compounds* Of Uie foregoing materials only those in 

group 2 and those in group 3 with culfur content above ICfjL will 

normally be corrosive and should not be rised in the presence of 

copper alloys, which includes copper containing parts of the 

machine tool, such as bronze gibs, bearing stirfaces, etc* The 

organic sulfia* compounds are usually selected to be reactive 

only under the extreme conditions found at the point of the cut¬ 

ting tool* 

Chlorine compounds are usually used only in conjunction with 

sulfur compounds while the iron chlorides that are produced when 

an organic chloride reacts at the tool usually have a lower shear 

strength than sulfur compounds, the reaction time is longer and 

the melting point is lower for the chlorine reaction product* 
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ThuSj while chlorinated materials are very effective for rela¬ 

tively mild conditions (l«e* low speed and relatively light load) 

they are not as useful as sulfur compounds under more drastic 

conditions* This would seem to Indicate that for optimum per- 

foi-mance two types of fluids should be used, a chlorinated 

material for mild conditions and a sulfur containing material 

for more severe conditions* It must be kept in mind however 

that it is important to keep the number of fluids in use in a 

given plant to a minimum* Therefore, chlorine compounds are 

usually not used alone but only in conjunction with sulfur com¬ 

pounds. The chlorine is then available to provide improved 

performance under mild conditions and the sulfur can take over 

under severe conditions* Another reason for using a chlorine- 

sulfur combination is to be found in the fact that chlorine 

becomes more effective in the presences of sulfur due to the 

catalytic action discvissed in Chapter 6* 

Practical Problems 

In carzylog oat the two major objectives of friction reduc¬ 

tion and cooling that cutting fluids are designed to accomplish, 

maziy secondaxy problems arise* Inasmuch as most cutting fluids 

are designed for use with more than one material xinder a wide 

variety of speeds, feeds, and tool geometry, two or more active 

ingredients may be required* These materials should be conq^t- 

Ible under all conditions that may be encountered. All materials 

\iaed in coirq>ounding a cutting fluid nsist be stable and suffi¬ 

ciently non volatile so that they are not readily lost to the 
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atmosphere* The tendency to form gum must he negligihle* The 

fluid should not have a tendency to foam badly* It eertaia of 

the additives have a tendency to promote foam formation a foam 

breaker such as the silicones available for this purpose (Chap¬ 

ter 6) should be used* 

Since cutting fluids usually come in contact with the 

operator, their physiological characteristics must be considered* 
* 

If bacteria have a tmdency to grow in the fluid, a bactericidal 

agent should be mnployed* A high bacteria count in a cutting 

fluid is usually evident in skin Irritation or dermatitis among 

operators, or by an offensive odor given off by the fluid when 

it has been allowed to stand for an extended period without 

agitation* The foul odor that sometimes thtis develops is due 

to the formation of mercaptans in the oil associated with the 

growth of anaerobic bacteria* While the offensive smell that 

develops on standing can be largely avoided by allowing air to 

bubble through the sump during a prolonged shutdown, this does 

not constitute a basic solution to the problem* The oil systems 

of all nachine tools should be periodically cleaned and the old 

fluid replaced by new* If care is then taken to prevent 

foreign matter from entering the fluid system, and a good germ¬ 

icide is used,this difficulty usually disappears* 

Some very good additives cannot be \ised because of alergic 

reactions that develop when an operator is in contact with them 

over an extended period* This and the problem of dermatitis 

can be largely eliminated if the oxmrators are educated to adopt 

proper preventive measures consisting of careful periodic 
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waging of exposod areaa of the skin and the use of an oleo- 

phobic ointment on exposed skin areas to prevent the fluid from 

being absorbed into the pores of the skin* It is of course 

Important that no volatile materials of a toxic nature that may 

cause physiological damage upon breathing be used in a cutting 

fluid* It la In this connection that it la now unlawful to 

%ise carbon tetrachloride as a cutting fluid or cutting fluid 

additive In a number of states* 

A satisfactory cutting fluid should not exhibit an unizsual 

tendency to smoke or to generate an aerosol or fog la normal 

use* This problem limits the use of oil base materials in 

grinding operations* Where the gain derived from the use of a 

grinding oil has been thought to be sufficient, the fog problem 

has been controlled by use of electrostatic precipitation or 

fog breakers* Some materials tend to form aerosols more readily 

than others, and this characteristic of a fluid Is also subject 

to some control by use of surfactants* 

In use of water base materials, the fact that a wide variety 

of diluting waters must be used at various points throughout the 

country has proven to be a real problem. Water conditioners have 

proven to be extremely helpful In this regard* 

Another problem associated with water base materials Is 

corrosion Inhibition* This Is usually effectively solved by use 

of surfactants which because of their polar and metallophllllo 

nature deposit a protective coating on the finished surface and 

thus prevent oxygen from reaching the surface* Other Inorganic 
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THAt•rials such as sodium nitrite act b/ preventing the oxygen 

entrained In the fl\ild from attaelcing the surface* Vhlle the 

oxygen entrained in all fluids will attack a clean metal surface 

to form a primary oxide fllmi real corrosive dantage occurs only 

irtien the oxide is porous or removed by subsequent chemical action 

In the ease of iron* the oxide reacts with any water present to 

form a nonprotactive layer of iron hydroxide* Thus, iron is 

perfectly stable corrosion wise in a dry atmosphere of air^ and 

oxygen entrained in oil is not corrosive, provided no water is 

present or can reach the surface* None of tbe additive present 

in a cutting fluid should tend to react with any metal In which 

it will come in contact under normal conditions of temperattire 

and pressure* Furthermore it is Important to ascertain that 

none of the constituents of a fluid react with metals that are 

in contact in any combination* Dissimilar metals develop a 

contact potential at their Interface, and thus many concentra¬ 

tion cells can develop between the real points of metallic 

contact* Under such conditions a fluid may be corrosive even 

though it is noncorroalve when in contact alone with each member 

of the pair* Certain additions are made to cutting fluids for 

purely psychological reasons* Distinctive industrial perfumes 

or dyes are sometimes employed to identify a product and give 

it sales appeal* Thickening agents that are thixotropic can be 

used to give' the fluid an appearance of high viscosity and "body, 

at rest, even though this viscosity disappears, and will have no 

adverse effect; as soon as the fluid is put into motion* 
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One word ot caution nlgjit be in order however In eonneotion 

with thixotropic thlckenere* The "drag out" loss on the chips 

naj become excessive when they are used* for the static material 

left on the chips will not drain off as rapidly when the visco¬ 

sity is high* The loss of fluid with chips can be decreased by 

use of surfactants to loser surface tension* and foam breakers 

to prevent loss due to bubbles attached to the chix>s* 

Cost is of course an impwtant consideration in all 

engineering problems* In the case of a cutting fluid it is not 

easy to ascertain title costwise value of one product over another* 

It should be realized that the actual cost jier pound of two 

cutting fluid concentrates say have little to do with their 

actual value* The degree of dilution* life of the fluid* loss 

duxdx^ operation* allowable increase in production* and operator 

acceptance are all factors which must be evaluated and welched 

in assaying the relative desirability of two coiqpeting products* 
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fflagipfeis gy msmmj 
It has bean demonstrated on many occasions that the life of a cutting tool 

and the finish produced are not directly related in any simple way with such 

physical properties of the work piece as hardness, yield point, or ultimate 

tensile strength. On the other hand it is found that life and finish are 

directly related to the microscopic structure of the metal as revealed by metal- 

lographic examination. Similar metallographic structures will exhibit similar 

machining characteristics regardless of their relative physical properties. It 

would, therefore, appear advisable to consider materials with regard to mach- 

Inablllty in terns of structure. This is vrhat we Intend to do here> but first, 

the manner in vdilch the more Important metallographic structures are produced 

in ferrous alloys by heat treatment and working will be reviewed. This will be 

followed by a discussion of the properties of the several tool materials in 

current use} and finally we will classify tool wear into its several types and 

study the relation of metallographic structure to tool wear and finish. 

Pure Metals 

Since the structure and characteristics of pure metals are the simplest 

and most easily understood, it seems appropriate that our discussion start with 

such materials. All commercial metals are made up of many individual crystals 

or grains, the strength and hardness of a given material depending upon its mean 

grain size (Pig. 1). Of the several ways of specifying grain size the ASTM method 

Is the most widely used for ferrous metals. This consists of assigning numbers 

from 1 to 8 to grains of decreasing size. A number 1 grain is about 0.010” in 

diameter while a number 8 grain is about 0.001” in diameter. All conmerelally 

important grain sises fall within this range. More precisely, the ASTM grain sise 

number (n) is defined 



Fig* 1 Appearance of pure iron at a magnification of 
lOOQX showing grain boundaries. The atoms in 
angr one grain are uniformly aligned whereas the 
allgnaent varies from grain to grain. The 
grain boundaries consist of atoms with alignment 
that gradually changes from that of one neighbor 
to the other. 

While the pure metals are relatively weak and soft compared with ordinary 

structural materials, their hardness and strength Increase with a decrease in 

grain size. Average values of hardness and strength for a few common pure 

metals are given in table 1. 

Table 1 HARDNESS AND STRENGTH OF SEVERAL PURE METALS 

Metal 

Lead 
Magnesium 
Aluminum 

Copper 
Iron 

Brlnell 
Hardness Mo. 

10 
20 
25 
40 
75 

Ultimate 
Tensile Strc 

5,000 
10,000 
12,500 
20,000 
37,500 

ith psi 

Two important characteristics of metals are a tendency to strain harden 
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•ad to rocrrotalXAf* WIiob aatal !• plaBtleony ilifnp^yil, will booMW harder 

aad ■troncor as it is dafonod. as alroadjr ■sntionad in obaptars 2 and 5* This 

affaot is knoaa as strata bardaniiv and is aost pronouaoad in fins gralaad aatale* 

Whoa a Mtal strain hardanSf its grains obanga in shape froa a roughljr q>herloaJL 

foiTD (Fig. 1> to Ml elongated one. Fben a strained aatal is heated, there is a 

tesiperatare at which new spherical crystals first begin to fom froa the old 

defamed ones. This temperature is known as the recrystailisation temperature) 

and for irtw it is about 1200 F. This process is called strain recrystallisation. 

and when utilised ccsawrelally is known as process anneal Ins. 

For iron there is still axKithw type of recrystailisation known as allotropjc 

recrrstallisatiwi, When iron is heated abore 1670**F., the atoms rearrange thea~ 

salwes in the solid grains fron a etmfiguration known as a body centered cubic 

arrangement to one that is referred to as face centered cubic (Fig. 2). The 

low temperature irtm is referred to as Chiron while that hawing the face centered 

cubic configuration is termed Y iron. A redistribution of grain boundaries 

occurs when iron xs cooled or heated through the 1670^F. transformation temperature. 

There are thus two ways in which new grain boundaries may be effected and hence 

the gxeln else reduced* by strain reeryatallisation (O’ by an allotropic trans- 

fenmatiaa. 

(a) Body Cantered (b) Fees Cantered 
Oftie Oi Iron Cubie }f Iren 

Fi^. 2 The two allotropic atomic arrangements of pure 
iron, (a) is the structure stable at low 
temperatures (b) is the arrangement stable above 
1670®F. 



It is eomrsnisnt to dsfioc two typos of doformstion. By e<d.d work we 

refer to any plsstle defoenetlMi that oeears at a teatporatara below that for 

stxain roerystallisatlon* wblle hot work refers to plastic deformation at a 

temperature above the reeryatalllsatloo tenverature. It Is evldeBt that a 

material will strain reerystalUse as fast as It is deformed during hot woricliigt 

and henee this proeess is an effectlTo way of refining the grain slse. Strain 

hardening Is thus a phencamnon associated with cold worklr«, but not hot working. 

It only pure metals were machined eomnerclally, it would be a relatively 

simple matter to obtain the best structure with regard to maefainabill^. This 

would merely consist of providing the optimia coeftilnatlon of grain slse as 

obtained by strain or allotroplc reerystaUlsation and strain hardening as obtained 

by cold work. However, when metals are used in the form of alloys, the situation 

baconea rapidly more complex, and several other factors enter the picture. The 

more important of theae items will be considered next. 

Steel 

Steel is basically an alloy of iron containing up to about 1»5% carbon* 

Usually there are also several impurities present in steel in aowll concentration. 

The wide range of hardness that la poasible in steels is a oonsequenee of tho 

carbon presont', the manner in which it is associated with the iron, and the 

aggregation of the resulting phases. A phase relates to any homogeneous mech- 

anioally separable constituent of an alloys and in steal there are three important 

phasest 

1. Ferrite - a solid solution of up to 0,00.5% carbon in the 0C (body 
eonterod cubic) form of iron* 

2. Cementito - an Intermotallie compound consisting of a definite 
lattice arrangement of iron and carbon atoms, the relative 
numbera of each of tho aUma presont in a given sample being 
In aocordance with the formula FOjC. 

3. dusteni^ •> a solid solution of up to 1,7% carbon in the y (face 
centarodTcubic) form of iron. 
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A phase dlAgx^ Is a chart which shows the munber and nature of phases that 

are present in a given alloy at any teaperatwe and eoaposition under eguillbrluai 

conditions. The iron->carbon diagram (Fig. 3^ is such a phase diagraa for 

steel. This chart merely tells idiich of the three steel phases (ferrite, 

CMwntlte or austenite^ are present at a given temperature and carbon con¬ 

centration when the alloy is cooled or heated slowly enough so that it reaiains 

in a state of equilibrium. A phase diagraa says nothing regarding the state of 

aggregation of the phases present. That is, in the temperatiure region in which 

both ferrite and ceaentite are present, the iron carbon diagram does not tell 

us the relative sizes or shapes of the individual particles of each of these two 

phases. This information nust be obtained by microscopic examination of a 

polished and etched surface of the metal. 

If a steel of composition 0.511 carbon is cooled slowly from a high 

temperature, the phase transformations tdilch occur may be followed on the iron 

carbon diagraa. At (^. Fig. 3 the metal is all austenite and will reamin in 

this state until temperature is reached at line A^ when ferrite will start 

to form along the grain boundaries of the austenite. The amount of ferrite will 

increase.as the temperature falls from ^ to ^ . At temperature A^ 

all of the remaining austenite will have a carbon content of 0.80$ carbon and 

will transform at constant teaq>erature into alternate plates of ferrite and 

cenentite. This plate-like or lamellar structure is known as pearlite. At all 

temperatures below the A^ line (1330 F.) we still have a mixture of ferrite axid 

pearlite. 





The ehanges ehieh oeevo* when e euteetold eteel (eteel of 0.8% eerbon) Is 

oooladsre also shown InFig. 3. Here nothing hsppras until s te^Mrsture of 

1330 F. Is resohad when all of the aetal transfoms at eonstant taaperature Into 

pearllte. hhen a steel having a carbon content of 1.2% carbon Is cooled, canentlte 

first {U'sclpitates out along the grain boundaries at point (Aen), This 

continues until t«q>erature is reached when all of the reaaining aaterial 

transforma into pearllte. There is no further change in structure below tenp* 

erature A^. 

The ability of steel to harden depends upon the difference in carbon 

solubility of austenite and ferrite and the tendency for the excess carbon to 

precipitate in the fom of cementite when austenite transforms to ferrite. If 

the steel is quickly cooled as it crosses the 1330 F. transformation line (A^), 

the particles of cementite precipitated will be very small and closely spaced 

^idiereas if the steel is slowly cooled as it crosses A^ the particles of Fe^C 

will be larger and more widely spaced. Not only does the spacing of the cementite 

particles depend upon the rate of cooling, but their shape as well. The shapes 

of individual cementite particles as revealed by nderoseople examination of polished 

and etched surfaces are of three general types: 

1. Lyellar tarne - the layered structure already described, consisting 
of alternate plates of cementite and ferrite and called pearllte. 
(Fig. 4) There is coarse snd fine peorlite depending upon the 
relative spacing of the cementite plates. 

2. Spheroidal type •> roughly spherical globules of cementite in a 
matrix of ferrite. Whdh the globules are relatively large, this 
structure is known as spheroidite. (Fig. 5) 

3. type - a crosB-hatched needle-like stonicture of ferrite 
needles in very fine pearlite. This structure is known as the 
Widmanstatten structure. (Fig. 6). 



a. 750X b. 15OOX 

Fig. 4 Pearlitic structure of SAE 864O steel. The dark plates are ceraentlte 
while the light regions are ferrite. 

Fig. 5 Spheroidite SAE 864O 
steel, 5OOX 

Fig. 6 Widmanstatten structure 
SAE 8640 steel, lOOX 
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If a 0.5^ carbon etael specimen is very slowly cooled from above the Aj 

llne^ the resulting structure will be spheroldltsy while If It Is cooled somewhat 

less slowly pearllte will be formed, coarse pearl!te being obtained at a slower 

cooling rate than fine pearllte. The Widmanstatten structure nay be obtained If 

the specimen Is cooled at a critical rate from a high tmBperat\u'e. If the specimen 

Is very rapidly cooled ^ other more complex changes occur which lead to very hard 

structures. However» udiat happens In this ^rpe of heat treatment is best explained 

In terns of what the metallurgist calls a tlne-temperature-transformatlon diagram. 

Isothermal Transformations 

If steel Is heated above the A^ line (Fig. 3)» ttie iron carbide wUl decompose, 

all of the iron will transform to the y form, and the carbon will all go into 

solution. The resulting structure Is austenite. If specimens In the austenitic 

state are rapidly quenched to a temperature below and held at this temperature 

for varying lengths of time, the time at which the resulting transformation starts 

and is completed may be determined by metallographic examination. When these 

beginning and end point times are plotted against the transformation temperature 

on semi-log paper, a diagram such as that shown in Fig. 7 is obtained. This 

method of analysis was first used by Davenport and Bain in 1930f and curves of 

this sort are referred to as S curves because of their shape^or time-temperature- 

transformatlon (3T) curves because of the method used to obtain then. When the 

fully transformed specimens are cooled to room temperature (the rate of cooling 

is Immaterial following the transformation) and examined metallographlcally, 

various structures and hardnesses are observed for the different transformation 

temperatures as noted in Fig. 7. For a traxisfomatlon temperature near A^ the 

resulting structure is coarse pearllte and the steel is relatively soft. As the 

transformation teiiq>e(rature is decreased, the pearllte becomes finer and the 

steel harder. This trend continues until temperature A^ is reached. For 
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trMwtonMtloB telov this a am atruetiir* la obtaiaad knoaai aa 

whlah eoaalata of a faathazx ocwbtnatioa of ixon aarblAo and fodnrito 

(ri<. 8). Balnlta la obtalnod at ta^araturoa froa to k^, tho natarial fomod 

at tba hlfhor taiqMratiiraa aonawbat rmmtXLag poarlito vtallo that ahleh la 

fomod at tho lowoat toaporaturoa la floor and bardor and haa a noro aeleular 

atrueturo of tho Wldnanatatton typo. 

Whoa tho tranafomatlon tonporaturo la bolow k^, atlU anothor atrueturo 

la obtalnod known aa nartonalto. Tho ordlnaiy tranaftmaatlon of Y iron to CC 

Iron iip<» cooling roqulroa a aignlfleant roadjuatnont of tho Iron atoaa (Fig. 2), 

and this takoa tlno to achiore. If tho aatorial la ooolod rory rapidly, Ita 

tonporaturo aaqr roach a vary low Valuo before It has tljee to rearrange, and 

fully traftttormed structures 

coarse 
pcarlite 

To & ^ o’ i? O’ ^ 0 

TIME .SEC I month 
00 200 300 400 900 aoo 700 

aaiNCU. HAAONCSS NUMKA Or 
FULLY TAANSFOAMCO STAUCTUAC 

Pig. 7 Tine - Tonperatnre TranaforaatlQB dlagrasi for aa outaatoid a tael 
(O.SOjC C). Baaed on data of Sareiiport and Bala* 
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Fig. 8 Representative exaaplas of balnlte In Steel, ■agnlfieatlon 2500X 

(a) Partially transformed at 925 F. 
Resolved feathery structure Is 
typical of Balnlte formed at high 
temperature, while the unresolved 
Modules are very fine pearl!te. 

(b) The same steel partially 
transformed at 450 F. in 
this case the bainite Mhich 
etches darkly has an 
acicular structure. 

(After J. R.Vilella, coiirtesy, 0. S. Steel Co.) 

super-cooled ^ Iron results. There are two important effects of this super¬ 

cooling action. 

1* To render the atoms less mobile and increase the time required 
for the normal to OC rearrangement to occur. 

2. To subject the material to veiy large internal stresses due 
to the excess carbon present. This internal stress will be 
the greater the greater the degree of super-cooling. 

Ihe net result of these two effects is to favor a transformation of iron 
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Intp a diftorUd tom of forrlto (caUod that roMlta whta 

auatoidto la dofonod hir a eoaplaz douhU aboaring motiaa aeUvatod Igr the 

intaraal atreaa. Iho raaultlng auparaataraiod aolid aoXutlon of oarhoa In bod/ 

eantarad totragonal (diatortad) forrite la vexy hard and brittle and is known 

as nartanaita (fig. 9)* 

fig. 9 Martanslta with untranafomad Fig. 10 Tamperadnartanaita SAE 8640 
atiatanita, SAE 52100 staal, steel, 500X 
500X 

Plain carbon ateel is aaldom uaed in this fom* Wian reheated and held at 

a taaperatura below ky the tetragonal ferrite will tranafora to the nore atable 

body oentared cubic arrangement as the axecas carbon preoipitatea aa FajC 

partiolaa. The internal quenching stresses eure thus largely relieved. At the 

same tine, the vary snail carbide particles will begin to Join up and grow 

together and the structure becomes softef. This reheating process is known as 

tempering and the resulting structure (body centered cubic ferrite and carbides) 

is known as tempered martenaite (fig. 10). The higher the tempering temperature 

and the longer the specimen is held at temperature the larger will be the 

carbides and the softer will be the resulting structure. The aqqpearance of 

tempersd nartensite is much darker than untengwred martensite due to the increased' 
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tl2e of the oarlaide particlos. 

Hlfti IrMtwtnl 

The Isothemal trancforaatlon «hl^ waa introdueed ty Davenport and 

as a research teohniqiae is now an iaportant Industrial nethod of heat treating 

and is usually referred to as austewoerins. However, the more common method of 

hardening is to allow the transformation to oceur at a wmrying temperature ty 

using a quenehing medium at mueh lower temperature. In this method the resulting 

structure is controlled not Iff the temperature of the bath (as V use of a moltsn 

lead bath) but tgr varying the thermal properties of the bath. The four dotted 

curves of Fig. 11 show the cooling curves that mif^t be expected for furnace 

cooling, cooling in air, and quenching into oil and water. It is evident that the 

following structures would restalt in each of the following four eases. 

Fig. U Cooling curves for several quenching media superimposed 
on Time Temperature Transformation Diagram 

1. Furnace cooled - coarse pearllte 
2. Mr cooled - fine pearllte 
3* Oil quench - mixture of fine pearllte, fine bainite 

and martensite 
4* Water quench > all martensite 

It megr be seen in fig. U that bainite eaimot be produced ly this method but is 



onlj otoUlned Igr loottenMl tnacfaiMtlon (nwtwiptriin)* 

«i«a ttseX !• hoat«d to otent 50 f. atevo 1^, held at ttiis teapentara 

until full/ traaaforaadf and then allomd to aloelj cool uithla the fttraaee, 

this process is called jyoKlUBB* ^ ^ spoclBoa is hasted to about 100 F. above 

Aj and is thsn air cooled, the resaltinc stmetore will be a finer pesrlite but 

with coarser grains| and the proeess is tamed ||(BEHUsiW« &••• too proeesses 

and isothemal transfomation are the only eqrs of forsdng poarllte* Pearlite 

cannot be obtained bp tsapering surtenslte for a long tine at high teepemtnre. 

Ihe product of such a treataent is spheroidite idiieh is aerely a special fom of 

taaperod aartensite in iddoh the carbides are unasuallj’ large. Opheroidito can 

also be obtained Ip bolding for a long tlae at a temperature Just bsloa Aj^. 

PronerUes flf_dteel structures 

We have seen that tiiere are but three phases present in any plain carbon 

steelt austenite, ferrite and oeaentite. Austenite is a relatively soft aaterial 

(Hg ^ 350} idiieh can take to 1.1% carbon into solid solution. Since it is 

found that the tendency for iron to strain harden increases with the nmber of 

foreign atoas present in the structure, for reasons given in chapter 2, austMiite 

is found to strain harden each aore than ferrite. Fortunately, austenite is 

not stable at rooa taqierature in plain carbon steels. Ferrite is a vexy soft 

..t.rl.1 (■gWBO) ..d d... «>t h»i«. « «ch « «.UidU slmd 

its carbon content is less than 0.05](. Ceaentite is a very hard and brittle 

aaterial 1000), and nothing is knosn regarding its strain hardening 

charaoteristioB. 

The physical pr^m^** plain carbon steel elll depend vpon four 

itaaai 

1. Garhon oontant 
2. Structure 
3* laqpnrities 
4. Prior austenite grain also. 
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W« will eonaidwr only thw first two at prwwwnt. At rooB twtperatura a plain 

carbon stwal (without inpuritiws) will eonaiat of a uatrix of farrita in which 

iron carblda particlaa ara diatributad. Wa hava aaan that tha farrita aatrix 

ia ralativalj waak and soft tAila tha oarbidaa ara bard and strong. It baa baan 

found axpariaantalljr that tha shape of the carbide particles is ralativalj 

unimportant, tha aaan spacing of the particles being tha item which controls ^a 

propartiaa of the atructura* Thus, it is not important with regard to hardness 

and strength idiathar the carbides ara in tha fora of spheres ^as in spharoidltai 

or plates (as in psarlita). The important consideration is what has baan called 

tha mean farrita oath, which is tha aaan spacing batwaen adjacent carinaa particles 

along a giren straight line. In fig. 12 it is seen that tha tensile stress to 

produce a giren strain (and hence tha hardness) varies linearly with the naan 

farrita path regardless of the particular shape of tha individual carbide particles. 

The mean ferrite path will depend upon tha carbon content (since tha total amount 

of cemantita depends on tha carbon content) and tha mean size of individual 

carbide partlclfs. This latter item is controlled tgr heat treatment. A minimum 

carbon content of 0.5^ is naeessazy to achieve full hardness in plain carbon 

steels,for otherwise there is not sufficient cemantita present to provide tha 

small mean ferrite path required. 
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12 Lliutar r«latlonahlp tonsil* stress and maan ferrite 
path. The mean ferrite path Is the mean of such distances 
as AB’or - the mean distance between carbide particles 
or plates along a straight line. 

Sleswnts other than earbon are frequently alloyed with iron for am or 

more of the follo»dLng reasons, and the elements used for each of these purposes 

are given in parenthesis. 

1. To delay the rate at wlii(di austenite transforms to pewlita vpon 
quenching to allow sufficient time for thick sections to be 
hardened throughout without ^e use of a quench that is so drastic 
as to induce damaging cracks in the steel. (HIn, Cr, Mo, W, Ml, 
81) 

2. 1b provide additional hard abrasive particles to improve wear 
resistance (?, Mo, Gr, W) 

3* To provide higher hardness at high temperatures (greater hot 
hardness). (Mo, Gr, V, W) 

4. To provide greater strength at elevated temperatures (Mn, 
Mi, Si, C , Cr, Mo) 

5. To inhibit grain growth in austenite during heat treatment. 
(V, 41) 

6. To provide corrosion resistance. (Gr, Ml) 
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7* To eaobiiie witb ojgrfon to provont iDloiriMlos. {BX, Al, Ti) 

8* To eoMbiiio with Milfucr vMoh othorwlM oanaottalttloBoia (Hn) 

9* To liqirovo wnhinlng praportlos* (S, P, Pb) 

IhoM alloiping elconito porfonn tbolr Inttndcd fonetioD in one or more of 

three bMie wa/at 

1* forming earbidea that are inaoluble in ferrite. (N^ 
■o, V, Cr) 

2. By going into solution in the ferrite. (Si, Ma, Ni, Co, Cr) 

3. By forming inelaaions «diioh are insoluble in ferrite. (Si, 
Al, Ti, hn, S, P, Pb) 

Aa mentioned in chapter 2, atoms behawe geometrical^ as though thcgr were 

rigid spheres, and consequentlj there is a quantity known aa the 

Tbis is the radius of the imaginary sphere associated with each atom. In 

table 2 the atomic radii for the more coamoa alloying elements are giTwn in 

nderoinohes. Here the elements with radii greater than that for iron aire on the 

left while those having radii less than that for iron arc on the right. The 

atoms that are smaller than iron go into solution in the ferrite matrix, while 

those elements which arc larger than iron form earbides. Chromium is so close 

in sise to iron that it is found in both coluana. IHUle some of the carbide 

forming elements are soluble in iron, their tendency to form carbides in the 

preaenee of carbon keeps then out of solid solution. 

Ti 0.00$8 0.0051 Si 0.0047 
w 0.0055 ■tt 0.0047 
■o 0.0054 Hi 0.0049 
f 0.0052 Co 0.0050 
Cr 0.0050 Cr 0.0050 



Of the MterlJile that fo into aolld eolutlon in the ferrite^ Mitiganeee end 

eilleon tend to Mke the matrix more brittle (deereaae the strain to rupture) 

while nickel nakea It lean brittle. All of the materiala going Into adUatlon in 

the ferrite Inoreaae the tendemy to atrain harden. Of the materiala which forn 

incXuaionat ailio(m» aluDinnn and titanium will be in the form of their oxidea 

while nanganeae, aulfur, and phoaphoroua will be in the form of Mp S or Mn P. 

Lead will be preaent aa email globulaa in elenentaxy form. 

The elements mangeneae, nickel and cobalt have a pronounced tenden^ to 

lower the A^ temperature and if preaent in sufficient quantity may make it poaalble 

to have an austenite atrueture at room temperature. Examples of alloy steels 

that can have an austenitic matrix at ro<Mi temperature are Uadfleld's steel which 

contains 12J( manganese and 18>8 stalnlesa steel which contains 18A chromium 

and 8% nickel. Other austenitic materials are the high temperature alloys (table 3) 

which are uaed in aircraft gas turbines. 

Table 3 Hiah Tamnaratura Allgya Used In Aircraft Gae Turbines 

Or Mi Mo fe Co A Cb Ti JJgg 

Timken 
Alloy 16-25-6 16 25 6 53 - - - - 
S-816 20 20 4 3 45 4 4 - 
Inoonel-X 15 70 - 11.5 - - 1 2.5 
VitalliuB 25 2 6 1 66--- 

Turbine Disc 
Turbine Buckets 
Turbine Buckets 
Nozzle Diaphragm 

The stainless steels ecntaln chromium in amounts from 11 to 27!^ to provide corros 

resistance. All stainless steals contain some oarbon, and the greater the carbon 

content the greater the amount of ehronlum required for corrosion resistance, 

inasmuch aa carbon combines with about 17 times its weight of chroniun to fora 

carbides. Chromium in the fora of carbides Is not available for corrosion 

resistance. Nickel is amother important element in stainless steels, and if 

sufficient nickel is preaent the steel is austenitic. 
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All •tainlMS atMla aigr be olMslfled Into three beale groupet 

1. Loe ehroBiuB ctelnleee eieel 

2. High ehroalue staialeee eteels 

3* airoMluii-nlckel eteinlese steels. 

A low ehroaiwi tgrpc steinless steel eontalns fron 11 to ehroaduBf less then 

2.5% nickel end less than .4$ carbon. This naterlal is nagnetic and can be 

heat treated to produce a nartensitic structure as in ordlnaxy steels to provide 

a hardness range from about 140 to 40o brinell. 

Hi^ chroniun tgrpe stainless steels contain fron 14 to 279( obroaiun and 

less than .3$$ C. Iher aure also aagnetic but cannot be heat treated. The aatrix 

is ferritic and the hardness of aaterlals in this class is usually from 140 to 

187 brinell. 

the ehraalua-niekel stainless steels contain 16 to Zi^fL chromlua, 6 to 2^ 

nickel and up to 0.251tC. They are nonsagnetic, have an austenitie structure at 

room tenperature and can only be hardened by cold work. The hardness of this 

type of stainless steel usually falls in the ran|^ from 140 to 187 Inrinell. 

Representative alloys from each of the three basic categories are as followst 

msL- Alfil No. —iL —tt- M ■ —£a 

i 410 .15 12 — — Bal 

2 430 •12 16 — — Bal 

3 347 •06 18 10 .8 Bal 

from the foregoing considerations ne see that jast as the presence of carbon 

complicated our picture of pure elsBentazy aetals^ the presence of additional 

alloying elements further cooplicates our picture of plain carbon steels in the 

foUonlng mayst 



1. AddlioMl liard oarbldM appaar aliieli bava aaan a stroofar tandanojr 
than oaaaatiia to prao^tata In Mall also and hanea tand to pro- 
Vida a aaalLar aaan farrlta path and froatar bardnasa and ataraivth. 

2. Tba bardar Inelaalons aueh aa SIO^ and vlU provlda addltloiMQ. 
bard partlelaa to raduea tba naan^farrlta^path. 

3. ElaaMBta whieh go into solution In faarlta will causa a bardaning 
of tha farrlta and an Inoraaaad tmdmcy to strain hardan. liekal 
is partieularlp pronounesd in this raspaet. 

4* Cartain slansnts such as aanganase ecd silicon tand to sake the 
ferrite aore brittle ahieh, as va will see later. Is beneficial 
in aachining, while nickel tends to sake the aatrix less* brittle. 

5> The weakening effect of inclusions, such as aanganase sulfide and 
iMd, upon the ferrite is apt to be negligible unless the quantity 
present is excessive or the inclusions are poorly distributed. 

6. The presence of aanganesa, nickel and cobalt whieh increase the 
tendency to obtain an austenitic rather than ferritic aatrix will 
tend to produce a aatarial with greater tendency to strain hardan 
as the percentage of retained austoilte is increased. 

It is thus evident that the general effect of alloying elements is to pro¬ 

duce a harder and strouger aatrix having a greater tendency to strain harden. 

The significance of this observation with regard to aachinabillty wiU be 

considered later. 

Alloy Munberina Svsteas 

The Society of Automotive Ekigineers (SAE) has devised a useful system for 

specifying steels according to a code nuaber. The first digit of the number 

gives the class of steel according to the plan of Table 4* The second digit is 

usually related to the percentage of the principal alloying element while the 

last two numbers give the approximate carbon content in hundredths of a percent. 

For example, SAE 4340 steel is a aolybdanua steel containing 0,y% aolybdMnai and 

0.40% carbon. Its full specifications would bet 

C HnPSSlHi Cr Mo 

.38-.43 .60-.80 .025 .02$ .20-.3$ 1.65-2.00 .70-.90 .20-.30 
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Tahle 4 S4E ituMberlng Systaa for Alloy Sta»la 

SAE Number Steel Tvne 

SAE 1 XXX Carbon steel 
SAE U XX Resulphurised carbon steel 
SAE 13 XX luuiganese carbon steal 11.6 
SAE 2 XXX micaei steel 
SAE 3 XXX Micksl-chromlun steel 
SAE 4 XXX Molybdenum steel 
SAE 5 XXX Chromium steel 
SAE 6 XXX Chromium - vanadium steel 
SAE 7 XXX Tungsten steal 
SAE 9 XXX Silic<»a-aanganese steel 

At the beginnliag of Morld War II certain National flnergeney steels (HE Steels) 

were introduced bjr the Office of Production Managenent in order to conserve critical 

alloying eleaents and permit a higher utilisation of scrap. In general these 

steels (eable 3) use a combination of alloying elements to do the job originally 

accomplished by a sii^le element. Some of these substitute steels have proven 

to be at least as good as the materials they replaced and hence appear to occupy 

a permanent position in the steel program. The American Iron and Steel Institute 

(AISI) has adopted a numbering system that covers not only the SAE steels, but 

also several supplementary ones, including the ME steels. For example, a 

representative HE 8620 steel would have the compositiont 

C Hn P S Si 111 Cr Mo 

.20 .73 .017 .027 .29 .56 .45 .20 

and was originally introduced for case hardening applications to be used in place 

of the SAE 31 XX, and 61 XX grades of steel. The designation of this nickel- 

chromlum-aolybdenum steel is now AlSf 8620. 
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TabU $ R«Brb»aiiUUTa Mablgna;^ StfU 

Ml 86 XX 
HE 87 XX 

ME 92 XX 

RE 94 XX 

HE 97 XX 

NE 99 XX 

Ca»t Iron 

Iron allogra which contain fron about 2 to 4)1 carbon are referred to aa 

oaat irona. Joat aa in the caae of steel there are many characteriatie structures 

that are found in cast iron. If cast iron is cooled rapidly, a product known as 

white east ir«a is obtained which consists of ceneutite particles In a natrix of 

pearlite. If the sane iron is cooled at a slow rate, a product known as gray east 

iron results, which consists prlaarily of graphite flakes in pearlite. If the 

percentage of silicon or carbon is decreased (or if carbide foraing alloys such 

as Cr, Ito or V are present to tie up earbonj a slower cooling rate is required to 

prevent the foraation of eeaentite and to produce the graphite flakes that are 

characteristic of grey iron. Nickel in aaounts up to 5% will tend to proaote the 

fozmtion of graphite while sulfur has the opposite effect. For this reason 

when a oast iron is high in sulfur, an excess of aanganese is usually added to 

tie up the sulfur in the fora of haraless MnS inclusions. 

In addition to eeaentite, pearlite, graphite, carbides of ehroalua, aoly- 

bdenuB or vanadlua, and inclusions of aanganese sulfide, other structures Mch 

as free ferrite, steadite and inclusions of sand and slag are snetiaes present 

in oast iron. Free ferrite will cause a aarked weakening of east iron if present 

Steel type 

Hiekel-ehroaiuB-aolybdenuB steel 
Siallar to RE 86 XX but with sore aolybdetaai 

Siliccn-aanganese and silieon-asngsnese- 
ohronlua steels 
Rickel-chroalum-aolybdenua steels 

Siallar to RE 94 XX but with aore nickel but 
less aanganese and ehroaluB 

Siallar to RE 94 XX but with aore nickel 
chroaiuB and molybdenum but less aanganese. 
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In n eonesntration greater than about 10% and indicates too sloe a cooling rate. 

Steadite is a hard loe neling point (180^.) temaiy enteotie of Iron, cwMntite 

and iron phosphide that forms at the grain boundaries. Its ccmcentration is 

usually kept below 10% by keeping the phosphorous content of the charge less than 

1%. 
Malleable cast iron is formed by slowly heating whits iron to 1600 P., 

holding for two or more days and slowly cooling. The cycle may take several 

days, and, therefore, this process is usually expensive. During the soaking period 

cementite is converted to graphite and austenite, and upon cooling the austenite 

transforms to cementite and ferrite, the cementite in turn decomposing to graphite 

and ferrite. The restilting structure consists of small nodtiles of graphite in a 

matrix of ferrite and the resulting product is very tough. 

Cast iron is sometimes Itmoculated in the ladle with different materials 

to provide a finer dispersion of graphite and a less critical cooling rate. 

Meehan!te is the trade name for cast iron that is innoculated with calcitim slllcide. 

Recently cast irons have been innoculated with magnesium alloys to produce a 

structure of very fine graphite nodules in a ferrite matrix. These innoculated 

irons are- generally referred to as nodular cast irons and appear to provide 

better properties than a good malleable iron at a sonewnat decreased cost. 
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CHAPTER 10 

Tool Materials 

Then? are several characteristics that a satisfactory tool oaterial must 

possess. These Include; 

1. Hot hardness - the hardness of the tool must be appreciably greater 
than that of the metal cut at the operating temperature. This item becomes 
increasingly Important as the speed of the cutting o{>eratlon is raised and 
the high temperature strength of the metal cut becomes greater. 

2. Wear resistance - the welding and strain hardening characteristics of 
the tool relative to those of the metal cut must be such that excessive wear 
does not occur in the operating range of speed. 

3. Toughness - the tool must not be made too hard to the point where it 
is highly brittle and excessively weaX in tension. This is particularly 
Important in connection with Interrupted cuts. 

4. Low friction - the coefficient of friction between the chip and the 
tool should be as low as possible in the operating range of spaed and feed. This 
consideration is Important not only from the standpoint of tool wear, but particu¬ 
larly with regard to surface finish. 

3. Favorable cost - the increased cost of a new material and its 
fabrication into an improved tool must be more than offset by the savings involved 
in increased production, decreased costs of labor and overhead, and increased 
tool life. 

Now there is no single tool material which is best with regard to all of 

these considerations. The relative importance of each it«n will shift with; 

the nature of the product machined (high or low precision and cost), the volume 

of production, the type of the machining operation (intermittent or continuous 

cut, roughing or finishing, high or low speed, etc.), the tool design details 

(cutting and clearance angles, method of holding, rigidity, etc.), the general 

condition of the machine tool, and the physical characteristics of the woiic 

material. Our purpose here is to discuss briefly the general characteristics 

of the tool materials in current use and then to proceed with the diseussim 

of tool life and surface finish from the standpoint of the metallographic 

structoi^ of the metal cut. The several tool materials in use today may be 

classified as follows; 

1. Carbon steels 
2. Medium allcSr steels 
3. High speed steels 
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4> Cast tool allcqrs 
5. Caaentod carbides 
6. Minerals 

a. Silicon carbide 
b. Aluainm oxide 
c. Diamond 

While the first three groups of materials are really steels inasaueh as their 

major constituent is iron, the latter three groups contain iron only as an 

impurity. 

Carbon Tool Steels 

Tools in use before 1900 were all of this type. Their chief characteristics 

are low hot hardness and poor hardenabillty. They are usually qumtiched into 

brine and even then only a thin layer can be fully hardened with the attendent 

risk of developing quenching cracks. The carbcvi steels are limited in use to 

tools of small section which operate at relatively low speed (and hence low 

temperature). Small tools are frequently made from carbon steels. A representa¬ 

tive plain carbon steel would have the following range of analysis: 

C, % Si, % Mn, % 
0.8 to 1.3 0.1 to 0.4 0.1 to 0.4 

The higher the carbon content, the greater will be the wear resistance of the 

tool. The manner in which the brlnell hardness of a hardened carbon steel 

tool decreased with Increased temperature is shown in Fig. 1 together with 

sifflileur curves for other tool materieds. 

Fig. 1 'Vkrlatlon of hardness with temperature for (1) n plain 
earbon steel tool. (2) an 16-4-1 high speed steel tool, 
(S) a east alloy tool, and (4) a east iron grade 
cemented tungsten earblde tool. 
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Mpdlum Alloy Steels 

These steels differ from the plain carbon steels by the presence of 

elements designed to improve hardenablllty. Small amounts of chromium and 

molybdenum are frequently used for this purpose. Representative compositions 

of some medium alloy steels are given in table 1. Up to about iS of tungsten 

is sometimes added to these steels in order to improve their wear resistance. 

The complex Iron-ttmgsten-carbide particles that thus result in the matrix are 

responsible for the observed Improvement in wear resistance. While these steels 

are widely used for drills, taps and reamers, their hot hardness is about the 

same as that of the carbon steels, and they are not satisfactory for high speed 

turning or milling. 

Table 1 Representative Medlm Alloy Tool Steels 

c S Mn Or Mo W Fe 

1.2 0.3 0.6 0.5 Hal. 
1.2 0.3 0.7 0.5 0.5 — 

1.2 0.3 0.3 0.7 0.3 1.5 
1.3 0.3 0.3 0.7 4.0 

High Speed Steels 

This is the material that was first used for turning tools by Taylor and 

White abotit the turn of the century. Its introduction made possible a signifi¬ 

cant lnoz*ease in machining speeds, which accounts for its name. However, today 

high speed steel is misnamed since it is now the general purpose material for 

use in machining operatlcxis performed at low or moderate speeds. The chief 

characteristics of these steels is superior hot hardness and wear resistance. 

The compositions of three popular high speed steels are given in table 2. 

These are representative of three general classes of materials. The first is 

the widely used 18-4-1 tool steel which is typical of the high tungsten class 

of high speed steels. The second is representative of the hlg^ molybdenum 

steels, while the third typifies the tungsten-molybdenum class of materials. 
\ 

Tungsten and molybdenum behave in the same general way, and the sso<»id and 
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third tgrpes (M-1 and M-2) wart davaloped (hiring World War I in order to ecm- 

aerve tungattn. Onlj half as ouch nolybdenun as tungsten is required on a 

wei^t basis to achieve the sasM effect since the relative amounts of each 

required to fom a carbide will be in the ratio of their atomic weights 

(i.e.,^^ ~ 2^* alloys of table 2 will contain about 0.025^ sulfur 

as an impurity and 0.25% manganese which will combine with the sulfur to form 

manganese sulfide and thus prevent ambrittleoient. In addition to the few steels 

listed in table 2, there are many others available which have slightly different 

concentrations of the basic constituents. High speed steels are also available 

with 4» 8 or 12 per cent cobedt added to any of the three types of table 2. 

For example, high speed steel T-4 is the same as T-1 except that 4% of cobalt 

is added. The function of the cobalt is to Increase the hot hardness of the 

steel even beyond that for 18-4-1. 

Table 2 Representative High Speed Tool Steels 

Designation Type W Or V Mo C Fe 

T-1 V 18 4 1 0.7 Bal. 
M-1 Mo 1.5 4 1 8.5 0.8 
M-2 W.4<o 6 4 2 5 0.8 

We have noted that the major function of tungsten, molybdenum, and cobalt 

In high speed steels Is to provide increased hot hardness. The first two of 

these elements are carbide formers while the third is one of the alloying 

elements which achieve their effect by going into solution in the ferrite 

matrix. When a hardened plain carbon steel tool having a tempered martensite 

structure is heated, the smaller particles of cementite will dissolve and a 

corresponding amount of cementite will precipitate on the larger particles as 

soon as the carbon in the vicinity of these particles has time to migrate into 

position. The net result is fewer and coarser carbide particles dispersed in 

the ferrite matirlx and h«ice a softer structure. When tungsten and molybdenum 

are present, these materials combine with iron carbide to fom complex carbides. 
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The larger of these carbides vdll also tend to grow at the expense of the smaller 

ones, but a higher temperature is required to cause the smaller carbides to 

decompose and go into solution. This appears to^be associated with the relatively 

large atcaslc radii of the tungsten and molybdenum atoms and accounts for the 

high hot hartlness of the tungsten and molybdenum high speed steels. 

Cobalt acts in a different way to^improve hot hardness. It does not form 

a complex carbide but goes into solid solution in the ferrite matrix. The 

chief function of cobalt in the matrix is to raise the recrystallization 

temperature of a materiad so that it can retain the hardness It obtains as a 

result of strain hardening to a higher temperature. Cobalt is the major con¬ 

stituent of the high temperature alloys for Just this reason. Most of the 

highly edloyed high temperature alloys gain their strength as a result of 

strain hardening rather than heat treatment; and cobalt, vdiich is the largest 

of the atoms which goes into solution in the matrix, is most effective in 

raising the temperature at which the effects of strain haixlenlng are lost (the 

recrystallization temperature). While the hardness of any freshly heat treated 

high speed steel tool is between 650 and 700 ttrlnell at room temperature, 

Herbert has shown that the Brinell hardness of a cobalt containing high speed 

steel tool may be Increased to a value of about 1000 by very gentle shot 

peenlng for an extended period. This illustrates the extensive capacity of steel 

containing cobalt to strain harden. The pronounced superiority of high speed 

steel tools containing cobalt, particularly on roughing cuts, is due to their 

tendency to strain harden at the surface when abraded or scratched. This 

hardening effect is more pronounced for heavy cuts inaanuch as the depths of 

the gouges will then be greater. 

The functions of vanadium in high speed steels are to inhibit grain growth 

at the hi^ teiq>ermtures required in heat treatment and to provide very hard 

carbide particles to Increase the wear resistance of the tool at all operating 

In table 3 ^proximate values of Brinell hardness are given for 
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a nuBbsr of tool aaterlals and stool oonstltuonts. Horo It is ovldont that 

tho conplox vanadiust-lron-oarbido is tho hardost oomstituont of high spood 

stool. It is, thoreforo, adoisablo to uso a tool with Ineroased TanadiuB 

contont when nachlnlng a matorial that is hig^ily abrasive such as a high 

carbon high chromlun die steel which contains chrosdum and vanadiua as the 

major constituents. High vanadim steels have a tendcmcy to be difficult to 

grind for the same reason they make desirable tools for machining highly 

abrasive stock. 

Table 3 Representative Brinoll Hardness Values 
for Several Materials 

Manganese sulfide 60 
Pure iron 70 
Ferrite 80 
Spheroidite 150 - 200 
Pearlite (eutectoid) 200 - 350 
Retained austenite 350 
Bainite 350 - 600 
Tempered martensite 250 - 800 
Hardened tool steel 650 - 700 
Quartz 750 
Steadlte 800 
Cement!te 1000 
Cemented carbides: 

WC + 65^ Co 1400 
WC + 1356 Co 1300 

Tungsten carbide 1500 
Chromlum-iron-carblde 1600 
Aluminum oxide 1900 
Vanadium-iron-carbide 2100 
Titanium carbide 2200 
Silicon carbide 2200 
Boron carbide 2500 
Diamond 7000 

The cobalt and molybdenum that are present in high speed steels have a 

tendency to promote decarburization. Such steels should be ground to a greater 

depth in finishing to remove the decarburized layer which will not become fully 

hardened. The steel should also be packed in carbonaceous material when being 

heat treated. An 18-4-1 tool would be annealed by heating slowly to 1650 F, 

holding at this temperature for 3 hours and then slowly (25® F/m) cooling from 

1500 through 1200® F, followed by air cooling to roan temperature. 
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Care must be exercleed in heat treating hi^ speed steels containing 

chiHanlum and cobalt so as not to obtain too nuch retained austenite in the 

finished product. Any austenite that is retained in a tool following heat 

treatment has a tendency to transform when the tool is subjected to shock or 

cold work as by grinding or in use in cutting. When austenite is so trans¬ 

formed into martensite at a low temperature, large internal stresses are set 

up vdiich frequently cause cracks to develop in the tool. This may occur 

during grinding or may cause premature breakdown of the cutting edge in use. 

High speed steel tools are nonnaxly tempered twice, and sometimes are even 

treated at very low temperatures in the interest of eliminating retained 

austenite. In a representative tireatment of this sort the tool would be pre¬ 

heated at about 1600® F and transferred to a furnace at 2350° F and allowed 

to remain until the cutting edge was at 2350° F for 1 minute. The tool would 

then be quenched into warm oil (150® F) and allowed to cool to about 200° F, 

and then placed in a cold box maintained at minus 120® F for 2 hours. Follow¬ 

ing this double quenching operation, the tool would be tampered at 1050® F 

for two hours, cooled to room temperature and then finally tempered again at 

1050° F for 2 hours. This relatively complex procedure is followed for the 

sole purpose of reducing the amount of retained austenite to about 5 per cent. 

Surface Treatment of Tools 

The surfaces of steel tools are sometimes given special treatments in an 

effort to reduce sliding friction and increase abrasion resistance by physically 

and cheeiiceQ.ly altering the surface of the tool. Treatments of this sort are 

not in wide use, but in some special cases they have provided unusual performance. 

Of the many processes that have been tried in this category, the following are 

among the best known. 

1> . a surface layer about 0.001 inch thick that is high in 
oonplex iron nitrides can be produced by treating a finished tool in a 
HaCai-KCN bath at about 1000® F for about 1/2 hour. A surface layer of up to 
1000 Brlnell hardness can be inroduoed in this way. Such layers are somewhat 
brittle, however, and are usually used only on tools which take lig^t cuts such 
as broadiing bits and taps. 
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2. Carbarlglng - a high earbon oaM of 0.04 to .05 liM^ thlehDMa oaa ha 
produead bgr haating a tool aorroundad by charcoal at 1950^ F fcxr about 30 
minutea. Vhlla a caaa of thla aort la aaxy hazil it la uaoally too brittla to 
ba of maoh uaa on cutting toola aran whan tanparad. 

3. ChraaiuM plating - a vaty hard bright ohroadua plata about 0.0001 
Inch thick can ba produead by alactrolytle dapoaltion froai a ehronde acid 
bath at high currant danalty. Tha hardnaaa of auch a layer haa baen aatlaatad 
to ba about 800 tfrlnall. 

4. Oxidation - a tool that la traatad In an aqtiaoua bath of NaOH and 
NaNOj, at 285® F for froa 5 to 10 ailnutaa will develop a layer of black Fej|04 
of aWt 0.0002 Inch thickness. While there la no change In hardness with this 
treatment, the thin oxide that Is produced Is believed to hold oil better than 
a poUshctd surface and hence tends to provide a lower coefficient of friction. 

5. Lapping find aiperfinishlng - tools that are given an unusually fine 
finish are frequently found to perform batter. Finishes of the order of 1 to 
2yif In. ras (as opposed to the usual ground finish of from 20 to 30 m In. ms) 
may ba produced by special grinding and lapping techniques. 

6. Peenlng - tools that are blasted with fine steel shot are sometimes 
found to have a surface of increased hardness and wear resistance. This Is a 
particularly useftil treatment i-lth cobalt bearing steels. 

7. Liquid honing - \Aen a hardened steel surface Is held In a very high 
speed stream of watar carrying very fine abrasive particles (1000 grit) In 
suspension, a satiny finish Is produced that Is believed to maintain a film 
of lubrtcant better. The amount of metal ramoved by this process is of the 
order of 0.0001 Inch. 
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Last Alloy Tools 

A number of nonferrous alloys high In cobalt have bean developed for use 

as cutting tools. These materials which are known as stallitas csnnot ba heat 

traatad and are used as cast from a temperature of about 2300® F. A rapresentatlva 
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range of anaJiyees for materials of this sort is as follows: 

Co, % Ur, % W, 0, 56 

,, 40 to 50 27 to 32 U to 29 2 to 4 

As shown in Fig. 1 the cast alloys are not quite as hard as the tool 

steels at rocsB temperature, but retain their hardness to higher temperatures. 

Some of the more importauit properties of a representative tool material of 

this type are given in table 4 together with comparative data for a variety 

of other tool materials. Under certain conditions the cast alloy tools give 

somewhat better tool life than the high speed steels, but they are not in wide 

use. This is undoubtedly due to their fragile nature. Like all cast materials, 

these alloys are relatively weak in tension and hence tend to shatter when sub¬ 

jected to a shock load or if not properly supported. 

Cemented Carbides 

While the very hard material tungsten carbide was first discovered by 

Moissan in 1890, satisfactory methods of fabricating this material into cutting 

tools were not devised until many years later. Early attempts to Join fine 

crystals of tungsten carbide into tool bits by sintering (prolonged heating 

of the compressed material Just below the melting point) were unsuccessful 

since the required temperature was so high that the material decomposed. 

It was Schroter's discovery in 1923 that led to the development of the first 

cemented carbide tools of the type that are now in such wide use. He found 

that tungsten carbide crystals when mixed with cobalt powder could be sintered 

at a temperature near the melting point of cobalt (2700° F) to provide a 

strong material for use in certain machining operations. This product was 

found to be very effective in machining cast inxis and certain abrasive non- 

ferrous alloys, but wear craters rapidly developed cm the face of the tool 

when cutting steel. Cemented carhide tools were, therefore, not used for 

ma^ining steel until the late nineteen-thirties whm it was found that tlw 
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troublesone cratering uae prevented if additions of tltaoltoi and tantalus 

carbides were sade to the sixtore before sintering. Today there are two 

general grades of setal cutting ceaented carbides in use: . 

1. The C grade consisting of tungsten carbide with cobalt as a binder, 
for use in laachining cast irons and nonferrous metals. 

2. The S grade consisting of tungsten, titanium, and tantalum carbides 
with a cobalt binder, for use in machining steels. 

Representative compositions of three G grade and three S grade cemented 

carbides are given in table 5 and photomicrographs of the structures of these 

materials are shown in Fig, 2. Several other compositions are commercially 

available. In the G grades the cobalt concentration is varied from about 3 

to 1636, the materials of higher cobalt content exhibiting the greatest 

resistance to shock. In the S grades the TaG will usually be between 0 

and 10%, while the concentration of TIC will be from 0 to 16%. The composition 

of a cemented carbide is not the sole item which determines its physical prop¬ 

erties, but the mean grain size is atlso important. While the only difference 

between the 44A and 883 grades is the grain size, (see Fig. 2) it is evident 

in table 5 that these two materials have different properties, the coarser 

grained material being the softer and most shock resistant. 
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Ralativs values of abrasive, impact and crater resistance are Indicated 

in table 5 together with some of the physical characteristics of the sintered 

carbides. The properties of these materials are compared with those for other 

tool materials In table 4» and it is evident that the cemented carbides are 

unusual In several respects: 

1. They have high hardness over a wide range of temperatures. (See 
Fig. 1.) 

2. They are very stiff. (To\mg*s modulus is nearly three times that for 
steel.) 

3. They exhibit no plastic flow (yield point) even to stresses as high as 
5 X 105 psi. 

4. They have low thermal expansion compared with steel. 

5. They have relatively high thermal conductivity (especially the C grade). 

6. They have a strong tendency to form pressure welds at low cutting speeds. 

These unusual properties of the cemented carbides call for special consid¬ 

eration in the design of carbide tipped tools. The very great stiffness of the 

cemented carbides requires that they be well supported on a shanK of sufficient 

thickness, for even a small amount of bending deformation in a material of this 

stiffhess may Induce very high tensile stresses. Cemented carbides are weaker 

in tension than in compression as are all brittle materials. It is important 

that a cemented carbide tool be so proportioned that tensile stresses be kept 

small. This is particularly important when the tensile stress arises from a 

dynamic or shock load as with a tool that takes an intermittent cut. The rela¬ 

tively small coefficient of expansion of the cemented carbides makes it necessary 

to use a relatively thin layer of braze metal so that the braze will not crack 

upon cooling as a rosult of the large tensile stresses which arise from 

dlfferontlal contraction of the carbide and the braze metail. In view of the 

adverse pressure welding characteristics of cemented carbide tools, they should 

be operated at speeds considerably in excess of those used with high speed 

tools. This calls for machine tools of increased power. Also, inasmuch as the 
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44 A 78 C 

Cait Iron Orade* Steel cjrade. 

Pig* 2 Cemented Carbide Structures 
Magnification 1500X; etch, 10^ potassium hydroxide and lO^S potassium 
ferricyanide in equal parts* (Courtesy, Carboloy Company) 
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tendancy to chatter generally increases with increased speed, such aiachlnes 

should llKewlse be more rigid. 

The experiments of Dawihl in Germany reveal that the function of the 

cobalt in a cemented carbide is not merely that of a binder or cement that 

holds the carbides together, but rather acts as a medium in which the carbides 

can grow together into a continuous SKeleton. Dawihl found that when well 

sintered C grade tungsten carbide was boiled in hydrochloric acid for a long 

time, practically all of the cobalt could be dissolved out. The resulting 

material revealed a considerable bending strength (64,OCX) psi as opposed to 

235,000 psi for the orlginsLl material) which shows that during sintering the 

carbide particles actually grow together into a more or less continuous 

carbide skeleton. The tungsten carbide appears to go into solution in the 

cobalt during sintering at points in the crysted. of high energy level (sharp 

points) and to deposit from the cobalt at other points of lower energy level. 

In this way the carbide particles tend to grow together and may actually join 

up if the sintering time is sufficiently long and the cobalt content is not too 

high (l.e., if less than lOJEi Co). The fact that the sintering process requires 

a time measured in hours is further direct evidence that more occurs during 

sintering than merely the melting of the cobalt phase. 

The existence of a carbide skeleton in cementea carbide as opposed to 

the isolated chronlm and vanadium complex carbides in the relatively weak 

altered ferrite matrix of high speed steel accounts for the unusual properties 

of the cemented carbides. This difference in structure explains the relatively 

large loung's modulus and the high strength and hot hardness of the cemented 

carbides. The low values of themal expansion and the absence of plastic flow 

in the cemented carbides even at high values of stress may also be attributed 

to the relatively high stiffhess of the carbide skeleton. 

As we shall see later, the relative tendency for the wozdcplece to adhere 

or weld to the tool is an important consideration with regard to tool wear. 



and Dawlhl haa aada a anabar of atatle taata to dotenlno tba rolatlvo tondonojr 

for motala to wold. Ho elaapod «Mli eaboa with l^>pod ourfaeoa In oontaot in 

a fumaeo hawing a roduoing ataK>sphero and dotomlnod tho taaporaturo at which 

the bioeka firat adhorod. This waa eallod tho adhoaion tomporaturo, and a atoMarjr 

of Dawihl'a roaulta aro given in table 6. Here it ia evident thatt 

1. The tondonojr for a oenented carbide to weld to ateel Ineroaaea with 
increased cobalt content (i.e., with decreased hardness of the cemented carbide). 

2. Tungsten or titanium carbides have much less tendency to weld to steel 
than do the products containing cobalt. 

3. The tendency to weld Increases with decreased hardness of the steel. 

4. The tendency for steel to weld to high speed steel Is greater than 
for steel to weld to a cemented carbide. 

5. There is less tendency for steel to weld to a cemented carbide when 
titanixim carbide is present. This is also true of tantalum carbide. 

Table 6 Adhesion Temperatures of Metal Blocks under a 
Cwapressive Stress of 4200 osi (after Dawlhl) 

Material Deg. F. 

Steel (firinell hardness 170) with: 

WC 1830 
WC + Co 1425 
WC + 5% Co 1155 
WC Co 1155 
WC + 15$ Tie + Co 1425 
Tic 2055 
Co 1020 
High Speed Steel 1065 

Steel (Brinell hardness 310) with: 

WC 1920 
WC t lj( Co 1470 
WC + 5Jl Co 1380 
WC + 15% TIC + 55t Co 1560 
TIC 2100 
Co 1380 

Qroy Cast Iron (Brinell hardness 200) with: 

WC -f 59C Co 1290 
WC + 15% Tic + 5% Co 1515 
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Tho reason for the higher adhesion temperatures of cemented carbide 

ecmtaining tantalum or titanium carbides has been attributed to the tendency 

for these carbides to oxidize and form a protective coating which prevents the 

cobalt binder from welding to steel so readily. In a similar way the presence 

of graphite in east iron is believed responsible for the lesser tendency for 

cast iron to weld to a cemented carbide than for steel to weld to carbide. 

While a number of carbides such as chrcmiium carbide and molyodenum 

carbide are being used for tools on an experimental basis, little information 

has yet been published concerning the properties and perfomance of these 

materials. 

Diamond Tools 

Diamond tipped tools are sometimes used for special applications such 

as the production of surfaces of high finish on soft materials that are 

noxmally difficult to machine. The general properties of diamond may be sum¬ 

marized as follows: 

1. Hardest known substance (Brinell hardness 7CXX)). 

2. Lowest thermal expansion of any pure substance iabout 1256 that for steel), 

3. -High heat conductivity (twice that for steel, 1/3 that for aluminum). 

4. Poor electrical conductor. 

5* Bums to CO2 when heated to about ISOO** F in air. 

6. Very low coefficient of friction against metals (f ^0.05 on dry steel 
in air). 

When used for a cutting tool, these properties nnist be kept in mind. Since 

very high hardness is always accompanied by brittleness, a diamond tool must be 

cautiously used to avoid rupturing the point. This usually limits the use of 

diamond tools to light continuous cuts in relatively soft metals, and low 

values of rake angle are normally used to provide a stronger cutting edge. (For 

exaa^le, in turning aluminum the following values of rake angle might be 
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•xp«ot«dt high speed tool, 40°; eeoented oarULde tool,. 15°; dieaond, 0°.} The 

▼ery low frietlon efid high heat oonductielty prorlde a low operating teaperature 

and make It possible to use high speeds ( ^ 500 sfpo) despite the fact that a 

disBond will decompose in air at temperatures above about 1500° 7, 
The relatively high cost of diamonds that are satisfactory for tools is 

partially responsible for their llxslted use. Diamonds are conmiercially 

divided into four classest carbons, ballas, boarts and ornamental stones. The 

first two of the categories comprise stones which are polycrystalline and leas 

dense and less hard than perfect diamonds. They are satisfactory for some 

industrial uses but not for cutting points. Boarts and ornamental grade 

diamonds are single crystals, the boart grade being less clear and fault free 

than the ornamental grade. Diamond cutting tools are usually made from boarts 

and are sold by the carat (1 carat = 0.2 gm = 0.00044 potmds). 

Abrasives 

One type of tool in common use, but not usually considered a tool, is the 

abrasive grain used in grinding wheels, abrasive belts, sandpapers, sand 

blasting, and other similar operations. These operations actually involve 

cutting in which the abrasive grains produce tiny chips from a work material. 

In chapter 18 the analysis and application of the grinding process is con¬ 

sidered. 

The abrasives commonly used may be either natural or manufactured. 

Natural abrasives Include: 

1. Corundum - Mohs hardness = 9; natural aluminum oxide. 

2. Emery - corundum and magnetite or hematite; used in papers and cloth. 

3. Quartz - Mohs hardness = 7; used in sandpapers, for glass grinding, 
and for sand blasting; contained in the nonaculite and sandstone used for oil 
stones and whetstones. 

4. Garnet - Mohs hardness = 7; used in papers and cloth for dressing 
leather and wood. 

5. Diamond - Mohs hardness = 10; hardest substance Jtnown; used for grinding 
carbide tools, glass, gem stones, granite, ceramics. 
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In the manufacture of grinding wheels diaiDono is the only natural abrasive 

ecnnmonly employedf and it is used only in special types of grinding because of 

its expense. Mantifactured abrasives include alumlznim oxide (Al20^)y silicon 

carbide (SIC), and boron carbide (B.C). 
4 

Manufactured aitimlnum oxide has a Mohs hardness of 9 and is produced In an 

arc-type electric furnace from calcined bauxite. Aluminum oxide is generally 

used in the grinding of carbon steels, alloy steels, high speed steels, annealed 

meLLleable iron, tough bronzes, and other materials that ar« hard, yet tough and 

strong. By rapid cooling during manufacture tough grains made up of several 

crystals can be made for use in rough, snagging type grinding. Slower 

cooled, larger crystaled aluminum oxide is found in the grains used for finish 

type grinding. The idilte, pure type of aluminum oxide is quite weak and porous 

and is used in tool grinding or in finish grinding haj*d steels. Tougher, less 

pure, brown aluminum oxide is used in most other applications. 

Silicon carbide has a Mohs hardness of 9+ and is made in an electric 

furnace from a charge composed of approximately 6056 silica and 4056 petroleum 

coke with a small amount of wood sawdust and sodium chloride. Silicon carbide 

is generally used for grinding gray iron, chilled iron, 18-8 stainless steel, 

brass,' soft bronze, copper, aluminum, rubber, marble stone, glass, hard facing 

alloys, and cemented carbides. The green, purer type of silicon carbide is 

used mostly for luiigh grinding carbide tools, while the gray to blacK, less 

pure type is used for most other applications. 

Boron carbide is harder than either aliu&ln\im oxide or silicon carbide and 

is pruduced in an electric furnace from coxe and dehydrated boric acid. Boron 

carbide is not ccomonly used in grinding wheels because it has a low attrition 

resistance, although it has a high body stirength. Its chief use is for wear 

resistant surfaces such as sand-blast nozzles. 
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AlomlnuB oxldtt and ailloon earblda are tqr fer the aoat widely need of all 

grinding abraaivea. Silicon carbide ia harder than aliaiimin oxide but ia in 

general more friable. Hardneaa ia of Importance chiefly in the grinding of 

very hard materlala. The choice between alliccxi carbide and aluainun oxide 

liea in balancing the attriticm reaistanee with the body strength \diich 

determines the ability to fracture when dulled. We may characterize the 

Important properties of attrition resistance and body strength by observing a 

eoamon piece of blackboard chalk. When we write with this chalk we observe its 

attrition; when we break it we experience its body strength. 



CHAPTER 11 

Tool Life and Waar 

Whilo noehinablllty ic among th* most widely used words by those engaged 

in metal euttingy it is not a very precisely defined concept. To most tool 

engineers nachinablllty connotes a eoBbinatlon of characteristics of a cutting 

operationy includingi the life of a tool-work piece combinationy the surface 

finish producedy the type of chip produced or the power consumed in the formation 

of chips. The ralative importance of these four items depends upon the nature 

of the operation that is being performedy the equipment that is available, and 

the use to which the finished product is to be put. In those eases where the 

major objective is to remove a large amount of stock quickly and cheaplyy tool 

life is the item that is inferred when maehlnability is mentioned. On the other 

handy in certain finishing opentions performance will be rated primarily upon 

the ability to produce a smooth surface of precise geometry. In generaly the 

power consumed in the cutting operation is of secondary importance. It is 

Invariably a cost item of minor relative concern. Power comes to mind in 

connection with maehlnability only when the rate of metal removal is limited by 

the power available in the machine at handy or as a measure of the rate at which 

energy is dissipated at the point of a cutting tool. In this lattmr connection 

the power consunqition is of interest as a measure of probable tool lifoy inaraueh 

as it is a general rule of machining that the tool which operates at the lowest 

temperature will exhibit the longest lifs. In this chapter we shall consider 

the types of tool failurey ths nature of eeery and maehlnability frem the 

standpoint of tool life. 
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Th* fftUiir* of eattSnc tools l.o. vhoo o tool ooomo to funetlon Mtlo> 
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tho tip of o tool boeooos too largo, tho tool boeomos too soft to function 

proporljr and foilueo onsuos. This typo of folluro ooeors quits ropidljr, is 

froquontly oooomponiod bf sparking, and is oosilj roeognisod. Tho oonditloaB 

loodlng to high touporaturos at the tool tip aro diseussod in dotail in ohaptor 12. 

2. Rupturo of tool point. Beeauso of tho high hardnoss roquirod, tho tip 

of a cutting tool is uoehoaiealljr woak and brittle. This is portieularlgr true 

of carbido and dianond tipped tools. Wheneror tho cutting forces exceed a 

critical value for a given tool, snail portions of the cutting edge begin to 

chip off, or the entire tip nay break away in one piece. The high forces vdiich 

produce this type of failure are net generally associated with steady state 

cutting, but rather with variations in the cutting process such as night obtain 

in a milling <qporaticni or when cutting with excessive vibration (chatter). 

For a given tool material, tbs tendsmoy toward a rupture failure can be 

diminished either tagr reducing the causal forces, redirecting then, or re. 

designing the tool to withstand thm. The forces can frequently be diminished 

by increasing the rigidity of the tool and work holders. Pig. (1) shows that 

by redesigning the tool it is strengthened while at the sane time the forces 

(R) rapture are redirected in a nanner irtiieh reduoes the tendwiey toward 

i^upture. 



Fig. 1 Sketch shovrlng how a redesign of tool from 
(a) to (b) redirects the resultant force R so that 
the tendency for rupture is removed. 

3* Gradual Wear at the Tool Point. fThen a tool has bean in use for sona 

tlae, waar may bacome arident in two regions (sea fig. 2). Usually^ \xaar will 

first appear on the clearance face of the tool in the form of a wear land 

which extends fron the cutting edge along the clearance face. Wear also nay 

be found on the cutting face of the tool. Here the zone of «ear does not 

extend to the cutting edge, but begins soae distance above it. This type of 

wear is frequently called cratering due to the cratar-like shape of the wear 

sons (fig. 2). ^ TOOL FACE 

CRATER 

WEAR LAND 

CLEARANCE FACE 

LENGTH OF 
WEAR LAND 

Fig. 2 Showing the wear land and the zone of cratering 



It is this grsdusl typ* of tool «ssr wMcb is of priswry proetiesi latsrsst that 

will bs disousssd in this etasptsr. 

Ths Inportsaos of tool fi^indlng tsebniquns eamot bs owsrsnpbssissd with 

rsfsrd to ths sbows typss of tool fmilurs. In gsasrsl, ths grinding tsohniqus 

that produoss tbs snoothsst surfsess, Arss fron flaws on boUi ths tool faes 

and ths elsaraaes faes* with ths Isast ehangs in tool aieros^etors at tbsss 

surfaess, will giro ths grsatsst tool lifs. It is sridsnt that an idsal aiero- 

structure in ths body of a tocO. will bs of little value if the cutting surfaces 

bars been aansalsd, rehardsnsd, or cracked through poor grinding techniques* 

Ths affect of Bcrere grinding without proper coolant upon the physical and 

nstallurgieal properties of a surface will bs discussed in chapter 20* It is 

sufficient to state here that high residual tensile stresses, aany variations 

of aicrostructure, and surface grinding cracks are frequently obtained in H.S.S* 

tools through poor grinding techniques. It is frequently observed that the life 

of carbide tools can be extended by the use of a dlanond lapping operation which 

inproves surface finish. The various techniques which are used to improve the 

surface characteristics of tool naterials are treated in chapter 10. 

It is important to note that in general, the failure of a tool is not a 

clear cut case of any of the above types. For exanple, either a aeall snount 

of fracture (chipping) at the tool edge, or a fairly Ikrge aaount of wear can 

lead to high rates of energy input and thus cause what would appear to be a 

tenperature failure. However, in this ease it is evident that heat per se uas 

not the prinary cause of failure. Thus it la necessary to examine a tool 

before as wall as after failure in order to determine the true cause. 

Measurement of Tool Life 

In the past, several nethods have been used to designate tool life. In 

1894 F. W. Taylor introduced a "twenty nimte tool life," which was the cutting 
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•p«ad r«qttir«d to give a tool life of twenty ninutes. Ilhlle tills Method wee 

used for a nuuber of years. It does not present a picture of how tool life warles 

with cutting speed. Subsequently, It becfuse conon practice to represent tool 

life In the fom of a eurwe In which the log of the cutting speed (sfpu) Is 

plotted against the log of the tool life aeasiured in minutes, the tool life being 

taken as the time for total destruction in the ease of a high speed steel tool 

or the tine to produce a 0.030 Inch wear land for carbides. It was found that 

accelerated tool life curres plotted In this way were linear and hence could be 

represented by the equation 

VT^ = B (1) 

where V Is the cutting speed, sfpn 

T Is the tool life, minutes 

A and B are constants. 

For a high speed steel tool cutting steel A, would be about 0.1 and B^ 150, 

while for a cemented carbide tool a'= 0.125 and B ^ 600. (See Fig. 3a} 

Fig. 3 Tool life eurvea for (1) high speed steel and 
(2) eemented carbide turning tools when smehln- 
ing SAB S140 steel at a feed rate t of 0.0128 
ipr and a depth of out of O.OSO ineh. (After 
Gilbert) 

While the tool life In minutes m^r hawe merit In ecsqputlng machining costs, 

it is not a good way of measuring life in tool wear studies. Since tool wear 

Is rdatod to the total chip area that passes across the tool faces. It la more 



adrutafttolui to iuprmmt tool Ufo la toru of tho volani of aetal riorody 

InuMch M thlo quontltar is propcxrtlonal to tho chip aroo for a girca footf rota 

aad depth of cut. Bquatioo (I) maj be reerittea la temw of a tool life L 

expressed la cubic laches of metal cut rathm* thaa time T as foUoesi 

VT* » B » V (VtbT)^ (¥tb)“^ (2) 

or 

^ * (tb)B^* » B (3) 
vr 

where t is the feed rate, ipr 

b Is the depth of out, in. 

L * VtbT, tool life in eu. la. 

B* is a constant 

The data of Fig. 3a is shown plotted in Fig. 3b in accordance with equation (3). 

This is still not the best aetbod of presenting such data, since the log-log 

coordinates tend to obscure sane of the iaportaat aspects of the tool life curve. 

It is preferable to use rectangular cooirdlnates in plotting tool life data as 

shown in Fig* 3e. Here it is evident that the tool life rises vezy rapldlj below 

a certain speed; this speed being about 100 sfpn for the high speed steel tool 

and 400 sfpm for the carbide tool. From equation (3) it would appear that the 

tool life would beecne infinite as the cutting speed approaches sere. This is 

of eourss not so and equations (1) and (3) which were obtained from accelerated 

tool life tests do not bold under the man practieal cutting conditions that would 

give a life above 10 eu. in. in Fig. 3e. 

is we see from the above, the definition of tool life is quite arbitrary. 

In tools which have any practical use, the prlaary cause of failure is wear 

(although the actual failure nay be due to high tenperatures), and the poor euttlng 

eonditioBS which obtain with a worn tool uinaally necessitate regrinding long 



b«for* failur* maaU oeeur. It is tlws vridant that tha oriUrlon of tool lifa 

ahauld ba a maaaura of a spaelflad amount of aaar ratbar than eonplata fallura. 

Iha laogth of tha waar land (Fig. 2} la a rary oonvanlant maaaura of the 

an»unt of wear. It haa baan aboan that tha lei^th of tha aaar land variea linearly 

aith tine ao that one aet of teats la auffieiant to pradiet tool Ufa for any 

arbitrary iwcimum aaar land. The maximum alloaable aeor land aill vary aith 

tha euttlng operation being larger for rough machining than for finiah machining} 

a aaar land of 0.030 inches can be used to define the mean tool life for ▼arioua 

operations. 

Fundamentals of Bear 

Wa have seen in chapter 6 that ahen one metal nurface slides over anotharp 

a friction force is observed as a result of tao distinct maehanlsmat 

1. Welding at points of contact and the stress required to rupture these 

velds. 

2. Ploaing of the high points of one material through those of a softer 

material. 

In addition to the friction that exists, tha sliding of metal surfaces is 

aecooipaated by aaar. The aaar that arises as a result of tha ploaing eoeqioneat 

of friction is actually due to a cutting action on a very small scale, and tha 

manner in ahich this type of aaar occurs is quite evident. Hoaevar, tha nature 

of tha near that arises due to the ninute aelds that are formed aban «MOth 

metal surfaces slide past cadi other is not as evident and sill non be diseussed. 

Wear of this type involves tha formation of very fine debris as material is 

plucked from the surfaces ahan the junctions are broken. Tha resulting finish 

on surfaces that aaar by such a nioro>transfar action ara usually very smooth. 

Soln has presented a sami<.quantitative picture of the ntoro^transfer type 

of vear process that is useful in explalnii^ certain obsarvad sear charactaristicc. 

Be pictures tao sating surfaeas in oontaet as shovn in Fig. 4, share tbs apacil^( 
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r% 

of tho indlvldaal otoMs alone ttea raal araa of eontaet is a. As «o havo 

la^iouslj polntad out tiia real area of eontaet A Is a sis 11 fraction of tbs 

aiqiaront aroa A. Whan the upper surface Is moved a distance d relative to the 

loeer surface^ aigr atoi on the i4>per surface at a point of contact will en¬ 

counter d/a atoms on the lower surface. The total number of eontaets for all 

atosM in the real area will be ^ / d \ or • 

If V is the volume of metal worn awax during the displacement d, then the 

number of atoms worn awa/ will be V/a^. Holm assigns the qrmbol Z to the number 

of atoms worn away per atomic encounter and from the foregoing discussion this 

is seen to be 

But, from chapter 6, 

* s AyH 

where II is the total applied load and H is the hardness of the softer metal of 

the mating pair. Brnnem, eliminating the real area of eontaet 

2» sa <5) 
«d 

Or the apparent linear wear (i.e, thickness of Inysr removed trem the apparent 
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anm u • rsult of ftoar) for a slid* of loncth d will be 

h*l (5) 
A HA a 

The quantltgr Z is noodioensional end is assiUMd to be constant for a given set 

of test conditions. Ptayaiealljr^is the number of atomic encounters per atom 

worn away. Actually Z depends iq>on the following variablest 

1. Materials in contact and the atmosphere in which the experiment is 

performed. 

2. Sliding speed and temperature. 

Representative values of Z obtained by holm using the apparatus shown in Fig. $ 

are given in Tables 1 and 2. In these tests, blocks of metal were loaded against 

a rotating disc and the rate of wear determined after the surfaces had reached 

a state of equilibrium after running>in. The following observations may be 

made from tables 1 and 2: 

5 Schematic diagram of Holm's wear apparatus* 
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1 »«!»»« »f V? 1 (rftw H«d») 

For nuk-lB mrfoMa « toots ot row toovomtiire la olr 

A. For softor ootol 

Blook Dlse Motol (flardnossy H.) 
MatTlal r^Mul ■■■i. ■ ■ . . , n ! .11— 1 1 ■otorlol 
(Bardooss 8^) 

Lead 
lb % 

_ (150) (59) 
s 

(32) 

"13“ 

(27) 

Zn 

(25) 

Stool 2.42 6.8 .8 

(620) 0.22 4 m .2 64 - 

0.033 4 
D 

m 66 184 

Olaaa 0.22 ■Si 6.8 - - - - 

(250) 0.033 mi 6.6 0.8 - 98 200 

- 18 20 12 6 - 

(90) 0.033 

B. For bardor oetal 

— 32 34 34 3.4 160 

Stool 2.42 - .06 0.6 - - - 

(620) 0.22 5 .06 0.6 0.005 - - 

0.033 3 .02 0.01 0.3 - - 

Glasa 0.22 0.2 8 - - - 

(250) 0.033 2 3 0 - 0.3 - 

SUvor 0.22 - 15 5 3.5 2 - 

(90) 0.033 - 30 5 • 0.5 0 

Tohlo 2 V0I1100 of 10^ 2 

For olallsr Mtols tfUdlag togothor (Holo) 

Rua-ln Sorfsoos 

(kmtaet 
Matarlala 

Contact 
load lb. _ 

10^ z Conditions 

Stool <• stool 183 9.7 1260 air 

Iroa « iron 150 .22 900 dry air 

Iron - iron 150 JZ2 2700 dry air. 390 F 

Iron - iron 150 .22 6 damp air 

Graphito > graphito 27 1.1 .5 X 10*^ air 
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1. ValUMi of Z for ft civ«(i pftir of MUla or* ••sonUftUy eonfttftitt with 

lOftd. 

2. Tbft vftltto of Z is uauftlly botufton liO*^ aiid IIOT^, 

3. Tbft vftlvo of Z is ftudi Iftrgor for tb* softer ftsmbsr of a dissiailftr 

pfttr. 

4* Water vapor and otbsr ebangss ia tbs waar ateospbarc aaf taava an 

appraelabla offset on Z. 

Tbs fast that Z is ossentiaily eonatant for a girm pair of nstelSy snahlss 

us to naks ths foUowing obasrvations fron aquation ($) regarding the rate of 

linoar woart 

1. The rats of wear varisa invsraoly with ths hardnsss (H) of the nstaX. 

2. The rate of wear varies with ths nsan apparent noraal strsas on ths 

Sliding surface (^). 

3. The rate of wear is constant with tine. 

When these observations are applied to a natal cutting tool» we should expect the 

aicro-transfer tjrpa of wear to depend uponi 

1. The nomal force beteeen ths sliding surfaces and the apparent area 

of contact, 

'2, Tanperatore at the tool pointy since hardness is influenced by 

tonperature, 

3* Belative hardness of the ^p and tool. 

4* The ooqpositicn and strueture of the natal cut and the cutting atnosphere 

(both of which alter Z), 

Tbs fact that Z is betwesn lO'^ and lO**^ indicates that one atcsi leaves 

4 5 
the sjrsten as a wear partlele for each 10 of 10 atonic anccunters, mis is 

due to the fact that a particle that trantfera trtm one surface to the other 

does not nseesaarily oonstitute a wear particle, 4 single particle nay transfer 
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bMk aad fartk tram am marimoa to tte otbar umgr tlof boforo it iMttoally Xoawos 

tho system. It is for this Mason that thoM Is no dlMot ooonsctlsn botwosn 

friction and wear. WUie the ftristion foroe is the sum of all of the iadivldnal 

foroes Involved la atomie tnaatar, the Sbaervsd noar is represmtsd hgr only 

a relatively few partiOles that have transferred aad have left the iqretem. 

Barwall aad Strang have node a earefol eaverinental study of wesr using 

the appsrattts shown seheoiatieally In fig. 6. They found that at low vslaos 

of sjiplicd stMSs (7 ) Z was essentially eonstant hut when the api^ed stMss 

rsaohsd ahout 1/3 of the hardness 4 » ^ Inoreased ^uite rapidly. 

WEIGHTS 

Fig. 6 Schenattc drawing of wear apparatus 

of Burwell and Strang, 
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Flg. 7 Variation of Z/H with W 
Rlderi SAE 1095, 120® cooe, 

H = 223 
Disk* StSel, Hg = 550 
Veloeltyt 7.9 in/sec 
(aftar Burwell and Strang) 

Flc. 7 Bhowa a reprasentatlTa wear curve for a relatively soft steel rider on 

a hard steel disk. Par an applied stress of less than 100,000 psi, 8/H (and 

therefore Z) Is constant, taut above 100,000 psi, Z rises to very high values. 

It can be seen that the value for 8 obtained by Hola (table 1} is two orders 

of magnitude higher than that of fig. 7. This is probably due to the fact 

that the data of fig. 7 were obtainod in an inert fluid in order to eliminate 

the effects of atmoaphare etc. Although the tests of Burwell and Strang show 

only the wear of the softer naterial, the data of table 1 indicate that the 

same effect should be expected on the wear of Uie harder natarial. Zf this is 

so, we should mtcpeet cutting tool wear to increase rapdily vdien the nomal stress 

on the tool exceeds about one third of the tools hardness. For a H.S.S. tool 

of 3 TOO, the hardness H in psi is H w x 1422 « 995,000 psi, and we would 

expeet aeeeleratil^( wear when the noraal stress reached about 330,000 psi. 

Heuever, it was shown in chapter 10 that the hardness of a 8.S.S. tool drops 

off rspidly at tei^Mratures above 800*F. At 1000*? the hsrdaess is ahout 



I|l • 590 or H ■ 780,000 p&l, oad a aonwl atroM of 260^000 pti «oiil4 bofin 

to giro aeoolcratcd wmr» Wbm oattlng Mtorlalo ttet giro lor tool lifo» 

Mon MMraol otrooMO of 100^000 to 200^000 poi arm froquoatljr obtaiood on tba tool 

faoo and tba Baxinua otroso eould oaallj bm 250,000 pal. Ttana «hon aquation (5) 

la arlttan 

-I (6) 
H 

It la aridant that tba ta^^aratura affaota aaar In too aaya} flrat It loaara 

ttala in turn alll ralaa g If tba oparation la at or bayond tba knaa of 

fig. 7. Tba Inoraaaad waar will tbon ralaa tba anargy Input axA tba oyela 

will oontlnua to failura. Thua it appaara that for a glwan tool'-work eoaibinatioot 

tool Ufa will daoraaaa alowly aa tba taq>aratura and foreaa ineraaaa until a 

particular aat of eonditiona plaea the waar oparation at tha knaa of fig. 7. 

Than tba tool Ufa will daoraaaa rapidly. 

In ganaral all tool waar my ba attrlbutad to two baale eauaaai 

1. Tha plowing or gouging action of tba oarbldaa and other bard 

eonatltuanta In tba mtrlx of tha natal cut. 

2. Waar which raaulta froa ixiatantanaoua walds that ara fomad 

whan tha finiahad aurfaoa (or chip) alidas acroaa a tool faea. 

Tba plowing action of tha bard particlaa anbaddad in tha ralatiwaly aoft 

workplace natrlx ia akin to lapping» and tha rata at which mtarial will ba 

ranorad by thia naana wiU depend upon tha aiaa bardnaaa* and nunber of bard 

particlaa par \mit araot the relative hardnaaa of the tool and work mtrieaa. 

Tha relative hardnaaa of tba two mtrieaa nay ba altered during cutting aa a 

raault of atrain hardaning. 

In order to undaratand the role that atrain hardaning playa In tool waar 
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it is nscessarx to sposk of two tgrpes of wolds which wo shall oall prossuro 

and tooperatore welda. A prossuro wold say be dofinod as one which occurs at a 

surface tonperature that is below the recrystalllsation teaperaturo of the 

softer Botal of the pair, while a tCBperaturo wold is one which occurs when the 

surface tenperature is above the recrystallisation tenpereture. Now all surfaces 

are relatively rough in terms of atonic dinensions and for either type of weld 

to occur it is necessary for the sietal at the surface to flow plastically so that 

the surfaces nay be brought close enough together for atonic bonds to be 

effected. In the ease of a pressure weld the required flow will occur in the 

cold working region and the metal at the weld interface will be stronger than 

that of the metal in bulk. Thus, whan the weld is broken, rupture will occur 

Just beyond the weld Interface in the unworked and hence weaker metal. When 

metal is cut, the chip is forced against the tool face with great pressure. If 

the cutting speed (and hence temperature) is low, pressure welds may be established 

and when broken upon subsequent sliding there will be a transfer of the weaker 

chip metal to the tool face. If this procedure is repeated many times, a layer 

of material called a built-up edge will deposit on tbe tool face. 

Thq built-up edge will grow in sise until the forces to which it is sub¬ 

ject^ break it loose. Most of the old built-up edge will become part of the 

finished surface while the remaining material will pass off with the chip. 

Since we have seen that the built-up edge is a consequence of pressure welding 

and the tendency for metal to strain harden, we should expect this material to 

be very hard. The dsfree of strain bardening in the built-up e^e and other 

parts of the chip were studied by Herbert in 1926 and results similar to those 

shown in Fig. 8 w«re obtained. It is thus evident that the pressure type of 

weld which gives rise to the built-up edge, changes tbe hardness of the work¬ 

piece matrix by strain bardening, and hence may be responsible for an increase 



in tool HOOT of the fO-owlng typo cm both tha cutting and clooranco faeoo of tb» 

tool. 

fig. 8 Roprooontativo Brinoll hardnoot value* in 
chip, built-vg> edge and finished surfoee 
when aetal having an initial Brinell 
hardness of 250 is eut. 

When teaperature welds are forned, the plastic flow that is necessary to 

bring the surfaces close enough together to establish the weld will occur 

withcmt appreciable strain hardening, hence, the surfaces will separate 

essentially in the plane at which they went together. There will be no tendency 

to fozsi a built-up edge with this type of weld. However, when the surfaces 

separate, very snail pcurtieles of the tool natrix win be plucked iron the tool 

surface. The extent of this transfer type of wear will depend upon the nean area 

that is subjected to teaperature welds and the relative strengths of the tool 

and workpiece natrlees. 

When the cutting speed is increased, the tendency to fom welds either 

the pressure or teiqwratorc type will decrease. This is because it takes tine 

for the plastic flow on an atcwic scale to occur that asast precede welding and 

at higher speeds there is leas tine available for this flow. This is also the 
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rMUKm irtqr tho stetie oo«fflol«iit of frlotloii Is groator than tha klaatic 

eosfflciflot of frlotion. Tho mnnsr la which tbs total weld area sight be 

eoqpected to decrease with cutting speed is shown In Fig. 9> together with the 

corresponding pressure and tenperature weld area omponents. At 

Pig. 9 Ihiriatlan of weld area with cutting speed. 
(1) pressure weld area 
(2) teaqfterature weld area 
(3) total weld area 

Tery low speeds the surface temperat\ire will be low and all of the weld area will 

be of the pressure type. At speed A (Fig. 9} some points begin to reach the 

recrystallisation temperature and temperature welds appear. Above speed B» 

essentially all welds are of the temperature type and the built-up edge will 

have practically disappeared. 

Let us next consider the combined wear that will result from 

1. Built-up edge debris arising from pressure welds 

2. Hard particles 

3. Transfer from temperature welds 

to a first approximation the rate of wear due to pressure and temperature 

welds will be proportional respectively to the pressure and tenperature weld 

areas. Tims, the rate of wear curves of fig. 10a (i.e., wear per unit volume 

cut vs. speed) designated @ and Q) were drawn In aoe(»<daaoe with Fig. 9 
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vltb the proportioBalitj coMtaot for canr* 9 (vULch «t shall doslgDato b) 

arbltrarllj Ufsn greatar than that for eurvs ^ (lAicb will ba rain«aa&ted 

bgr a)» The rate of wear due to the hard iiartioles maj, again as a first 

approatlnation* be eonsidered constant with speed since the nunber and sise of 

these particles for a giwen apeeimen is Independent of cutting speed. Curve 

of fig. 10a than shows the rate of wear due to hard particles that might be 

nq)ected for an arbitrarily assumed proportionality constant. The solid curve 0 

In Fig. 10a shows the resulting total rate of wear plotted against velocity. 

Tool life is inversely proportional to rate of wear and henee the tool life 

curve corresponding to of Fig. 10a will be as shown by the solid curve in 

10b. 

CUTTING I.KCO 

lo) 

w 

Fig. 10 Method of deriving tool life curves 
from wear rate curves. 

In the foregoing first approximation the change in relative hardness of 

the workpiece and tool natrices has been ignored. Actuallyy as the cuttii^ 

speed increases, the temperature of both workpiece and tool will increase. This 

increased temperature will cause a decrease in the strength of the tool matrix 
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tut the atrength of the workpiece matrix will be eaacntlally unchanged* The 

reasoa for this lies In the fact that it takes tine for an Increase in temp¬ 

erature to cause a decrease in strength. While the tool point is subjected to 

a static temperature, the tenperature of the workpiece is very quickly changed 

as it passes across the sone of cutting. Hence, at high cutting speeds, the 

chip will have cleared the tool point before sufficient time has elapsed to 

cause a softening of the workpiece matrix. The net result is a loss of hardness 

of the tool matrix relative to the workpiece matrix at high cutting speeds as 

is shown in fig. II, and hence an increase in the wear rate above that shown by 

the solid curve in Fig. 10a. The dotted curve in Fig. 10b is meant to 

Fig. 11 Representative cui^es 
of tool surface hardness vs. 
cutting speed. 

illustrate the tool life curve that might be expected when relative hardnese 

is included in the picture. The relative position of point C where the weakening 

affect of temperature on the tool beoomeB ispcrtant and the miniiMim at point B 

will depend upon the tool material, the work material and the cutting conditions. 

There is a great similarity between the curve of Pig. 10b end experisumtal 

tool life eurvee. Both a maximum at A, and a minitum at B, which has been 



pletttrMqu«lj dMerllMd aa iha "vallay of doath* aro preaant. Hooararf tool 

Ufa eurraa with auoh billa and vallaxa ara oot alwaya found* Tool Ufa eoivaa 

waj haaa a nunbar of differant abapas dapandlng upont 

1. Tba Baan apaad eorraapondinc to tba tranaltlon trm tha praaaura 

to tha taaparatura tjpa of aald (point C In Fig* 9)* 

2. Tha abapa of the total wald araa va. valoeity eunre of Fig. 9 

3* Tha ralativa Yaluaa of Uia wald araa-waar rate proportionality 

eonatanta (a and b) for praaaura and tanparatiire walda (ralatlra 

height of curraa ^ and of Fig. 10a) 

4* The aaount of bard particle wear relative to the other typea 

of wear (relative height of curve of Fig. lOa) 

5* The apaad at which topi aoftenlng aata In (point C of Fig. 10b) 

In Fig. 12 a variety of tool life-velocity curvea are ahown all of which 

were derived froa the weld area curves of Fig. 9 but using different values of 

the proportionality constants a and b and different values for speed C. A 

nunber of characteristic shapes of conuDonly observed experlaiental tool life 

curves are evident here. Curves of the type shown In the lower right hand 

comer of Fig. 12 (for which a/b = l/l6) are moat frequently observed. When the 

life curve has this general fonsy It Is evident that temperature weld wear Is 

more extensive than that due to pressure welds. While the detailed tool life- 

velocity curve for a specific problem can only be obtained experlmentally> the 

discussion that has been presented here enables the qualitative aspects of such 

cumes to be understood. 
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Pig*12 Represen'tative Isool life - velocity curves derived 
from the weld area - velocity curves shown. The 
parameter •./b is equal to the ratio of wear due to 
pressure welds per mit presstare weld area to wear 
due to temperature welds per unit temperature weld 
area. 



Un¬ 

just as ths tool life vaxlos with eattlng spaed, it will also wary with 

feed rata. At a low feed rata, the area of chip that passes across the tool 

surfaces will be relatively large for a given volume eat, and relatively snail 

for a high feed rate. From this observation we should expect the tool life to 

increase with increasing feed rate. However, as the feed rate increases, so do 

the forces on the tool, and since the area of contact on the clearance face of 

the tool will depend upon the sice of the wear land, it is evident that the 

pressure on the clearance face for any condition of wear will increase with 

Increased feed rate. This Increased pressure will In turn give rise to a greater 

wear rate and hence decreased tool life with feed rate. It is evident that these 

two opposing influences of feed rate upon tool life give rlee to an optimum rate 

of feed. The optimum feed rate is usually in the practical operating range and 

is aoat frequently fros 0.010 in/rev. to 0.020 In/rev. 

Influence of Workpiece Composition and Structure on Machinability 

In the foregoing discussion, tool wear has been classified as followst 

transfer- 

due to built-up edge resulting from pressure welds 

due to hard particles in natrix (carbides etc.) 

—--due to temperature welds 

At very low cutting speeds the wear will be due to the plowing action of the 

built-up edge debris and other hard partlclce in the natrix such as carbides, 

while at high cutting speeds, the wear will be due to transfer resulting from 

temperature eelds as well as the plowing action of hard particles. Tbe 
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t«ndmoy to fora pressure welds and hence a built-up edge will decrease not 

only with an increase of cutting speed but also with an increase in the hardness 

of the workpiece matrix. However, if this increase in hardness is achieved by 

heat treatment there will be an increase in the number of hard particles in 

the matrix (corresponding to a decrease in the mean ferrite path) and hence an 

increase in the plowing wear due to hard particles. Thus, just as we have seen 

that optima values of cutting speed and feed may exist with regard to tool life, 

an optimum netallographlc structure may also exist for given cutting conditions. 

V(e will now consider the roles that workpiece composition and structure play in 

determining tool life. 

Pure Metals t The p\ire metals are all soft and relatively weak and tool wear is 

not apt to be critical. The main problem with these materials is to reduce the 

amount of built-up edge produced in the interest of improving surface finish. 

For pure metals, this can only be accomplished raetallurglcally by increasing 

the hardness of the metal by decreasing the grain size or by strain hardening 

the metal by cold working it.before cutting. The harder the metal can be made 

by these methods the less built-up edge will be obtained. It is advisable to 

cut pure metals at very high speed with a tool of high rake angle (in order to 

decrease the normal force on the face of the tool) to further discourage the 

formation of built-up edge. 

Plain Carbon Steels; We have seen that the carbon steels consist of a ferrite 

matrix with particles of hard Iron carbide distributed throughout in geometrical 

patterns that depend upon the conditions of heat treatment. These steels may 

be divided into three classes according to carbon content. 

1. Low carbon steels - less than 0.2% carbon 
2. Medium carbon steels - from 0.2 to 0.5% carbon 
3* High carbon steels - above 0.5% 
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Tb» lev carbon atcola arc clBllar to pure iron In that no aatter what Ic 

date Mtallurglealljr, the ■aterlal has poor aachining eharacteriatiec. The 

carbon content le so enaU in these steels that its distribution is relatively 

uninportant. Strain hardening (cold rolling etc*} before nachining is helpfuly 

but in addition it is advisable to utilise the free maehinix)g elotents to be 

discussed later* A higher cutting velocity is required to obtain temperature 

welds in aaterials that are very soft such as the low carbon steels* 

In the aediun and high carbon steels the aachining characteristics are 

significantly Influenced by aetallographlc structure. From the standpoint of 

alniaizing pressxire welding and built-up edge foraationy it is advisable to 

have as hard a structure as possible* This calls for a small mean ferrite path 

and wide dispersion of carbide particles. Howevery in the interest of decreased 

hard particle wear, it is desirable that the specific area of exposed carbide 

surface (i.e.y area of carbides per unit area of surfaces) be as small as possible. 

This requires relatively fewy largey widely spaced carbides. These two 

requirements on carbide distribution are obviously in opposition and hence an 

optiauB aean ferrite path will exist. Further»>rey this optimum should be 

expected to shift in the direction of greater mean ferrite path as the carbon 

content of the steel is increased, it is foiuid empirically that a pearlltic 

structure is usually best for a aediw carbon steel whereas a spheroldized 

(larger aean ferrite path) structure is most advantageous for the higher carbon 

steels. This la merely a general observation. The optimum pearlite or mean 

spheroid size Bust be deteralned by experiment and will depend upon the particular 

machining operationy cutting conditions (speedy feed and fluid}, tool geometryy 

and the relative importance of finish and tool life. 

The dapendmce of optiaum structure upon the aachining operation aay be 

Illustrated by comparison of turning and broaching. Inasmuch as broaching is 



inherentljr a low spood oporatloa (eutting spaed usually 40 sfpa or less) compared 

with turning (cutting speed about 100 sfjHi or greater), there is a greater 

tendency to fora a built-up edge. A harder structure is therefore desirable 

in broaching than in turning to counteract this tendency. If the best structure 

for turning has a Brlnell hardness of 200, the optimum broaching structure might 

be expected to eorresp<md to a hardness of about 325. A high carbon spheroidized 

steel is usually too soft to produce a satisfactory finish by broaching. Tools 

having characteristically low cutting speeds are usually made from high speed 

steel rather than cemented carbide. The carbides have an unusually strong 

tendency to weld to steel at low cutting speeds, and it is not unusual to find a 

high speed steel tool which has a greater tool life than an equivalent carbide 

tool when operating at low speed (i.e., less than about 50 sfpa}. 

Occasionally a very soft steel will give relatively short tool life and 

its poor performance will be attributed to hard spots in the steel. These so- 

called bard spots are usually not originally present in the steel but are really 

portions of built-up edge that are hardened by cold work. In such instances, 

the cutting performance is generally improved by an increase in cutting speed, 

change of tool material or by use of an effective cutting fluid, all of which 

will tend to reduce pressure welding and the extent of the troublesome built-up 

edge. An increase in the hardness of the structure by heat treatment will also 

help, provided the improvement so derived is not more than offset by increased 

hard particle wear. If Uie hardness is increased by cold pre-work rather than 

heat treatment, this latter difficulty is avoided. 

Alifty staaiat All of the alloying elements that are found in steel are generally 

undesirable from the standpoint of tool wear. Those elements which fora 

additional very hard carbides such as vanadium, tungsten, chromium and molybdenum 

cause a significant increase in hard particle plowing wear. If the concentration 

of these elements is at all high, it is desirable to have the material in the 
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fully Bi^iaroidltsd stat«. Tboee elwents which go into solid solution will 

gsnsrally ososs sn InerMSS in hsrdnoss of the astrix. In sdditionf such 

•leaents also cause an inerMse in the tendency for the aatrix to strain harden, 

which becoaes mora pronounced as the concentration of the alloying elnsents 

IncrMses. Miekel is particularly troublesoae in this respect. The built-up 

edge that is fomed will be harder and h«iee cause greater plowing wear. The 

increased hardness of the aatrix will also cause an increase in transfer wear 

since the hardnesses of the aatrices of tool and workpiece will then be more 

nearly equal, and hence there will be a greater tendency for particles to be 

plucked froa the surface of the tool as the local welds cone apart. 

The difficulty of producing a fine finish increases with the concentration 

of alloying eleaents in solution in the aatrix, due to the tendency to fora 

larger built-up edges. While fewer pressure welds aight be expected in alloy 

steels as a result of the usually harder aatrix, the welds that are fomed will 

give rise to larger built-up appendages as a result of the increased strength of 

the aore highly strain hardened aaterlal in the built-up edge. 

The turning data shown in table 1 and Fig. 13 are representative tool life 

results for SAE 8640 which is a widely used aedium carbon alloy steel. Six 

different aetallographlc structures are included. The data of table 1 are for 

two general purpose S grade carbide tool aateriuls (KM and 7BB) and two hard 

S grade aaterials (78 and K3H). Here it is evident that considerable variaticm 

in perfomanee was found for supposedly equivalent eeaented carbide tools. At 

the low and intemedlate speeds the Widaanstatten structure gave the best tool 

life, when using the hard grade tool aaterial, while for the highest speeds a 

The following superscripts will be used throughout this chaptert 

^ Data froB U. S. Air Force XachlnablUty Report - 19$0 

^ Data froa U. S. Air Force Machinability Report - 1951 
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Table 1 Representative Carbide Tool UT* Data When Turning SAB 8640 Steel' 

Structure 
Brine 11 
Hardness 

Tool 
Desig¬ 
nation 

Tool Life 
Cu in. for 0.015"Vear Lend 

300 500 700 sfpm 

Spheroidite 160 K3H 150 185 120 
78 185 "itr 
KM 235 190 130 
78B TBF “50 “|0 

76?S Pearlite 215 XSR 60 100 

1 

100 
2sjC Ferrite 78 150 146 ! 80 

KM 80 65 w 
78B 200 106 56 

Tempered 220 X3H 140 150 90 
Martensite 78 mm - - 

KM - . • 

78B 105 80 45 

Widaanstltten 255 KSH 375* 300* 80 
78 

mrnmmmrn 

-m 70 
KM 225 TE 20 
78B 110 65 30 

TeBQ>ered SOO KSH 120 90 40 
Martensite 78 86 76 30 

KM 76 30 15 
78B 70 45 15 

Tempered 400 KSH 80 0 
Martensite 78 80 25 m 

KM 30 0 - 
78B 16 10 - 

Ibdersoored niaobers are for beet life for given tool aiaterial at 
given speed 

Clarks best perforaanoe at a gLvan speed 

Tbol BR SR SCBA FCBA SR BR Rose Rad. 
Shape 0® 6® 0® 6® 6® ^ 0.02" 



•piMroldiicd stroetur* «m l)est with w gmiwral pnrpOM 8 crwdw ewx^ldt. 

Fig* 13 Representative High Speed Steel Tool Life Data when turning 
SAE 8640 steel. Depth of cut 0.1 in; Peed, 0.01 in/rovj 
Fluid, 1:20 soluble oil in water. 

Tool BR SR SCBA BCEA SR RR HOSE RAD. 
Shape 0° 16° 0° 5° 6° 6° O.OIS” 

For structures corresponding to Brlnell hardness values shown, 
see Table 1 

In the high speed steel tests summariaed in Fig. 13# the life was taken as 

the point of cowplete breakdown. Here it is seen that the tool life increased 

as the hardness decreased. The spheroidized structure (160 BHH) gave by far the 

best performance, the tool life for this structure being approximately seven 

times that for the pearlitic structure at 160 sfpn. In all these tests better 

finish was obtained with the tempered structures than with the annealed structures. 

Figs. 14 and 15 show turning data for both high speed and carbide tools 

and a number of steels of various mierostruct\ires. The materials and microstructures 

were chosen to bo representative of a large number of commercial materials. 

Thus# a rough approximation of the tool life characteristics of steels not 

appearing in the figures can bo obtained by comparison with steels of similar 

alloy content and structure. 

From these figures it is evident that the tool life is strongly influenced 

by the structure of the metal cut and the cuttii^ speed. RhUe it is obviously 
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300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 
CUTTING SPEED, FEET PER MINUTE 

Fig. 14"* • Shows influence of microstructure on life of 

78B carbide lathe tool. 

Tool: 0, 6, 6, 6, 6, 0, .04" 

Fluid: None; Feed: 0.010 ipr; Depth: 0.100 in. 
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Fig. 15^ Shows Influence of microstructure on life of 

18-4-1 HSS lathe tool. 

Tool; 0, 15, 5, 5, 5, 0, .005" 

Fluid: 20:1 Soluble oil; Feed; .009 ipr; 

Depth; 0.062 in. 
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not possible to preclseljr describe the meehinabilit/ of a gives structure by 

a single index, the values given in table 2 are useful in roughly indicating the 

relative aachinabllity of several structures at a speed of 300 fps when using 

a 78B carbide tool. The value of 1 has been arbitrarily assigned to a teopered 

sarteositic structure of about BHM 300. The values given in table 2 are 

representative for any one class of steel. 

2 
Table 2 Relative Maehinability of Steel Structures 

Stiructure Relative Tool life Index 

lOjK pearlite 100-120 8 

25% Pearlite 120-140 6 

Spheroidlzed 160-180 5 

50% Pearlite 150-180 4 

75% Pearlite 170-190 3 

100% Pearlite 180-220 2 

Tempered 280-320 1 

Martensite 370-420 0.2 

Inclusions! Certain steels are "killed” by making additions of alumlnxim 

silicon in the ladle in order to remove free oxygen which weakens steel by 

precipitating at the grain boundaries. The products of such reactions are 

Al^O^ and Si02 which are both very haz^i and abrasive materials which will increase 

plowing wear. Silicon in amounts as low as 0.04JC will impair machinabllity 

and difficulty is frequently experienced in machining "killed* steels. Sodium 

bisulfite is sometimes added to "killed" steels in an attenqpt to make them less 

abrasive. This material will flux out the abrasive silicates and alumizzates 

and produce a cleaner, less abrasive steel. The effect upon machinabllity of 

sulfur and lead additions is discussed in chapter 7 as their action is primarily 

that of a lubricant 



A»«Wnitl« T< Allofs aueh u the stolalMS stMls and lil<h 

tanparatur* aatarSala vdiieh eontals auffielant aangaaaaa, nlokaX or edbalt to 

provlda an auatanitie ratbar than a ferritic aatrix at roon tanperatura are 

partieolarlj difficult to nachina. This is not due to anr mwsual static 

hardness of the aatrix, hut rather to its strong tandaney to strain harden. 

This results in an ususually hard and large built-up edge. It also causes an 

unuBuelly large aaount of traperature weld wear since the strain hardened aatrix 

has a hardness that approaches that of the tool aatrix itself. 

Most aanufacturers of stainless steels reeoaaend that these aaterials be 

aachlned with sharp tools, taking heavy cuts at slow speed and using a good 

cutting fluid. At very low speeds, pressure welds will be obtained and wear is 

than priaarily due to the plowing action of built-up edge debris. It Is difficult 

to obtain a good surface finish under such conditions, but a cutting fluid can be 

of considerable help and at the saae tine increase tool life by decreasing the 

pressure weld area and the amount and hardness of the built-up edge. The hard¬ 

ness of the built-up edge will be less since the strain in the chip will be 

saaller with a good fluid and hence result In less strain hardening. Carbide 

tools are a necessity in machining austenitic materials at practical speeds and 

the hardness of the tool should be as high (low cobalt content) as Is consistent 

with the degree of shock the tool is likely to experience. This is Illustrated 

by the data of table 3. Here it is evident that the harder C type carbide is 

superior to the S type. 

The tool life-cutting speed curves for the data of table 3 are all similar 

to those of Fig. 16. These are portions of curves of the type shown in the 

lower right hand corner of Fig. 12 and hence the wear in these tests was pre¬ 

dominately of the transfer type resulting from temperature welds. Increased 
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Table 3 Tool Life Data for High Temperatura Alloya' 

Structure 
..... 

Carbide Tool 
Material Type 

Tool Life 
Cu. In. for 0.016" Wear Land 

100 sfpn SO sfpn 
1 

S-816 
solution 
treated at 
2160 P. for 
2 hours 

K-6 C 
44A C 
78B S 
K-2S S 

12 23 
9 16 
8 18 
5 6 

S-816 solu¬ 
tion treated 
at 2150 F. for 
2 hours and 
aged at 1400 F. 
for 16 hours 

E-6 C 
44A C 
78B S 
K-2S S 

14 34 
12 
13 

8 33 
i 

Inconel J. 
solution 
treated 

K-6 C 
44A C 
78B S 
K-2S S 

11 50 
7 48 
7 18 
6 22 

Inconel X 
solution 
treated 
and aged 

K-6 C 
44A C 
78B S 
E-2S S 

7 16 
2 3 
2 4 
3 7 

Feed rate O.OIl in/rev*i depth of out ■ 0.062 in. 

For tool angles, see Wg. i6 

tool life at praetioal aaohlning speeds greater than $0 feet per aimite can 

onl/ be obtained bgr using a tool of greater hardness, by preventing the naterial 

In the austenitic oatrix fros strain hardening so ouch or by decreasing the 

nuvber of carbides in the eatrlx. The first two of these changes would result 

In less transfer wear while the third would decrease the hard particle plowing 

wear. Strain hardening can be alnlnised by heating the surface of the work 

■aterial to its recrystalllsation teeperature just prior to cutting this 
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0 too 200 300 

CUTTING SPECO. SFPM 

Pig* 16 Tool Life Curves for High Tomperaiture Alloys 
at feed rate of 0.011 in/rev* and depth of 
out of *062 in* with K~€ earbide cool. 

1 Solution treated and aged S-616 
2 Solution treated Inconel-X 

Tool BR SR SCSik BCBA RBLZB? HOSE BAD. 
Angles 0° 6® 0® 6® 6® O.OS" 

procedure which is known as Hot Machining is discussed in more detail in 

chapter 12. 

The fact that scHse improvament in nachJning high temperature alloys can be 

achieved by heat treatment is evident in table 3. here it can be seen that the 

tool life is best for solution treated Inconel X« but for aged 8-816. In the 

former ease the carbides are mainly in solution in the matrix while in the latter 

they have been caused to precipitate by heating at 1400 P. for about 16 hours. 

Such a precipitation process is termed aging. Ylhlla an aged structure will have 

less tendency to strain hardeny it will contain a greater mimber of carbide 

particles. Aging will thus texxi to decrease transfer wear due to temperature 

walds but will inereaee bard particle plowing wear. Mie^er an Improvement is 

effected by aging will depend upon the manner in which the carbides jnrecipltate 

and the relative iii^tortance of these two types of wear in the particular prob¬ 

lem. In the case of Inconel X the carbides precipitate throughout the grains 
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upon >glng» «httr*as with 8~816 the precipitation ie at grain boundaries. It is, 

therefore, found that aging of S-SI6 leads to improved tool life but not for 

Inconel X. 

The variation of tool life with feed rate for the aged S-6I6 alloy is shown 

In Fig. 17, and it is evident that an optlaun feed rate exists at about 0.011 

inches per revolution, which was the rate of feed for the data of Pig* 14 and 

table 3. 

Fig. 17 Vhriatibn of Tool Life with feed rate for 
Aged 8-616 steel cut at 100 sfpm under 
condttiaDS similar to those for Pig. l4. 

As is mentioned in chapter 9, stainless steels can be classified in tjiree 

groups depending upon the main alloying elementst 

1. Martoisltic • low chromium 

2. Ferritic - high chromium, low nickel 

3. Austenitic - high chromium, high nickel 

The relative tool life obtained with these three types is shown in fig. 18. 

The first two types give tool life values which are comparable to medium alloy 

steels while the austenitic stainless gives poor tool life typical of 

austenitic materials. 
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Th« euttlag and tool llfa ebaraetariatlea of titaaiua allcgra ara aiailar to 

thoaa of tha auatanitie aatarlala. This la partlallf dua to iti atroog tandanej 

to atralB bardan and to for* both tanparatura and praaanra \iialda* Alao It baa 

a particular eoBbination of tberml propertlaa which loads to atrance taiQ>m«tara 

offsets. This Is discussed chaptor 12. Tool life eurros for one high teaperature 

titanluB allof (150A) are shown in fig. 18. 

(1) 150A Titanium, 300 BHNj (2) 410 Tempered Martensite and Carbides 300 BHN; 
(3) 347 Austenite and Carbides 175 BHN; ^4) 410 Ferrite and Carbides 202 BHN; 
(5) 430 Ferrite and Carbides 181 BHN. 

(b) 

Fig. 18 Representative 
lathe tool data for 
stainless steels and 
titanium, (a) carbide 
tool; (b) HSS tool. 
Cutting conditions and 
tool geometry are the 
sane as in Fig. I4 and 
15. Note different 
wear land in (a). 
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Cftgt Iropt Machinable grades of east iron contain flakes or nodules of gn^phtte 

distributed throughout the uatarial* This graphite has an internal lubrioation 

effect similar to that of a free machining additive, and hmee tends to reduce the 

amount of built-up edge that is present* In addition, the graphite particles 

serve to make the metal relatively weak in tension by providing a multitude of 

points of high stress concentration. This low tensile strength results in a 

periodic brittle fracture, and the chips that are normally formed in machining 

cast iron are discontinuous. Cutting with a discontinuous chip is advantageous 

from the standpoint of tool life, since the mean force acting between the chip 

end the tool will be leas as a result of the greater freedom cf chip flow. 

The very hard phosphorous bearing constituent of east iron known as steadite 

is found to lead to tool life difficulties only when present in large aaoxmt 

(i.e. y 10^ steadite which corresponds to ^1^ P). Free carbides in amounts 

even as low as 5^ are highly undesirable in east iron and when present in Ijsrge 

quantity as in white iron, may make it impossible to machine expect by grinding. 

The relative tool life to be.expected from the several structures frequently 

found in oast iron may be estimated from table 4. Malleable iron and the newer 

nodular irons have relatively good machining characteristics. 

Tool Life Measurement - Tool life tests which are conducted primarily to indicate 

proper production techniques need not be very precise due to the relatively 

large normal variations which occur in practic6. However, in order to study tool 

life from a scientific point of view, tests of high precision are required. 

Precision and repeatability are difficult to obtain because most tool life tests 

are inherently long time tests requiring large amounts of tool and work materials. 

Even with extraae care, there will be some variatiasof the physical and metal¬ 

lurgical properties of two pisess of matsrial. Indeed, even in one large billet 



it Is dlfflsolt %o obtain hoaogonoous ftrnotur#*' 

One of ttie variations nost diffioult to txeXoda flron life tests if that 

due to grinding and setting the tool, ipparentljr insignifieant differenoes snob 

as a slight change in wheel dressing technique can alter the surface properties 

of the tool and hence alter tool life. 

In the past, wear land values have been measured direotlj using a Brinell 

nieroBcopel The reeultlng data have shown considerable scatter indicating a large 

aaount of uncertainty in the neasurenents. This scatter Mqr be attributed to 

two nain causesi 

1. Due to the variation of the wear land across the tool. This leads 

to difficulties in detemining the exact extent of the wear land. 

(see fig. 19). 

2. Due to a acre subtle cause that is Inherent in the wear land 

technique. When an aaount of aetal ABC is worn froa the cleannce 

face of a tool, the extent of the wear land is BC (Fig. 19). For 

a zero rake angle tool, 

BC = AB cot 0 (7) 

where 0 is the clearance angle. The aaount reaoved is 

ABC = i3C^ (8) 
2cot# 

for a given aaount of wear (i.e. ABC > const.), 

BC /vl/cotS* (9) 

and the change of BC (dBC) corresponding to a snail change in 0, (AO) is 

ABC « - i jAo (10) 
BC 2 0 

Thus for 0^5* and AO = 2* (^ 1*) BC will have a total variation of 20%, and 

it is seen that slight errors in grinding and setting will lead to large errors 

in the data 
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Tfcblg 4 Approximte Order of Inoreftilng Maohlnabi 11 ty of Oat Iron Strueturei^ 

Struotur® Relative ibol Life 

White Iron 600 0 

Fine pearlite plus 
free carbides graphite 

250 l/t 

Fine pearlite plus 
graphite 

225 1 

Coarse Pearlite plus 
graph!te 

200 2 

Ferrite plus Pearlite 
plus graphite 

160 10 

Indenter Tacfanlque: A aeana for overeoalog many of the foregoing 

difficulties is found in the uae of iapresslons nade in the clearance face of a 

tool with an oversize Knoop hardness Indentor (see chapter 5)* By Baking an 

lapreaslon on the wear land of a tool, subsequent wear can be conveniently and 

precisely deterained. Ths pyraatidal dlarond used in the following test had a 

length to depth ratio of 30.53. Thus the actual wear which is measured by 

the change in depth of the iapression, is siultiplied by 30.53 when readings are 

Bade of the change in length of the longest diagonal. The nultiplying factor thus 

obtained is Bueh greater than when directly measuring the length of the wear land, 

and is not influenced by errors in clearance angle. Also, the neasursBent 

reference points are very sharp as eoBpared to the ragged end of a wear land. 

Hence, reproducibility of tool life data should be greatly improved by use 

of the disaond Indontor Bethodi FurtherBore the aaount of Beta! that Bust be 

cut in order to obtain wear data can be reduced by taking advantage of the fact 

that tool Boar on the clearance face is linear with tine. The following proeodore 



■aJcM fall UM of tho abovo poooibilitloa for obtoiaiag proelM, roprodaelblo 

waar datas 

1. Tba fraahly oharponad taat tool la bald ia a apaeial fixtara and a 

0.01 ineb aaar land la oarafuUj grouad on thm eloaranea faea. 

2. Tba tool la plaead In tba la tba and tba Indantlng fixtura aboan 

aehaaatlcally in fig. 20 ia uaed to put an iapraaaion on tba 

waar land in tba poaitlon indieatad in fig. 21. 

3. A aaall anount ia out to condition tba waar land and cauaa it 

to waar-in. 

4. SueeaaalTa raadings of the aajor diagonal of the iapraaaion ara 

than aada with a nieroacope and the waar rata ia thus astablishad. 

In using the dianond iapraaaion aathod, it is important that tha tool not ba 

ranovad fron the aachine after the impression is made. Therefore it is con¬ 

venient to fit a microscope bracket directly to the tool holder. 

Since moat wear data are expressed in terms of a standard wear land, it is 

convenient to convert the impresalon readii^s to equivalent wear land values. 

For a clearance angle of 0 degree 

4BC = cotO AC (U) 
30.53 

where ^ BC is the increase of wear land oorrespondlng to a daoreaae of 

inpreaslon diagonal AC, 

RAGGED WEAR LAND 

Fig. 19 A typical ragged wear land 



Fig. 20 'Diagrainatie sketch of diamond indenting fixtuire. 

Fig. 21 Sketch of the location of 
the diamond impression on the 
artificial wear land. 

Raprasantative data of waar (AC) as time for 18-10 stainlaas cut with a 

HSS toolf are ahoan in fif* 22. It is ovident that the waar rata is assantlallj 

eonstant for a given spaed and the data aay be extrapolated to find the tiaa T 

required to produce a standard waar land of length BC. Thus 

(12) 



Fig. 22 Tool wear of 18-10 stainless steel as measured by decrease ^C) in 
length of diamond Impression. Tool: 18-4-1; 0, 15, 5, 5, 5, 0, .005" 
Fluid: None; Feed: .0044 ipr; Depth: .080 in. 

where ^ is the ineerse slope of the wear-time curves of fig. 22. Or, the tool 
dC 

life expressed in cubic inches of material cut to give a wear land BC is 

L - VtbT = 30.53 Vtb £C_ « (13) 
cotO dC 

The data of fig. 2? are shown plotted on both log-log, and rectangular 

coordinates in fig. 23> The data is seei> to have very little scatter and yet 
* 

was obtained with less than l/lO of the machining required to obtain conventional 

wear data. This is important not only with regard to time and material, but as 

the isachining is decreased, so is the variation due to changing structure. 

The results of a series of tests carried out in the above manner are shown 

in fig. 24* Here the tool and work materials are constant while various 

cutting fluids are used. It is interesting to note that of the two soluble oils 

tested, one gave the greatest tool life,at a high concentration, while the other 
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Fig. 23 Tool life curve calculated from data of Fig. 22. 

gave maximum life at a medium concentration. 

Radioactive Technique 

Recently, Merchant and Krabaeher have investigated the possibility of 

using radioactive tracers for the rapid measurement of tool life. In essence, 

they measured the radioactivity of the chips where a radioactive tool was 

used. It was found that well over 90% of the radioactive tool material worn 

away remained attached to the chips. It should be noted that this method 

measures veer on the catting face as well as on the clearance face. Pig. 25 

shows that wear as detemined by radioactivity is easily correlated to wear 

measured in the eonventlonal manner. This method is well suited to the rapid 

evaluation of tool wear with different fluids or work materials. Other 

applications of radioactivity to metal cutting are discussed In chapter 7. 
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Fig. 24 Summary of tool life curves for 18-10 stainless steel when cut Kith HSS 
(see Fig. 22). Feed: .0044 ipr; Depth; .09 in; Fluid; 1. Dry; 2, 3, 4. Soluble 
oil "A" diluted 10:1, 24:1, 50:1; 5, 6, 7. Soluble oil "B" diluted lOrl, 24:1, 
50:1; 8. Heavy duty cutting oil; 9. Mineral oil. 

Fig. 25 The accumulated wear activity 
vdiich measures wear on both cutting 
and clearance faces Is seen to correlate 
with the size of the wear lan4. (after 
Merchant and Krabacker) 
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CHAPTER 12 

Thanul AepaetB of Machining 

(>n« of th« first rseorded experiments on machine tools was conducted bjr the 

Benjamin Th<mison| better knoen as Count Romford. Rumford conducted a number of 

experiments in which he measured the thermal energy involved during the boring 

of brass cannon. His observation that practically all of the mechanical energy 

required to bore a cannon barrel reappeared as thermal energy was very 

important with regard to the nature of heat. At the time Count Rumford reported 

his experiments to the Royal Society (1798) most people believed tliat heat was 

a type of fluid called calorie. Rumford's experiments were done by ealorimetrlo 

methods. He Immersed the work, tool and chips in quantities of water and measured 

the temperature rise of the water. Similar techniques have been applied in more 

recent investigations. By careful calorimetric methods one is able to determine 

how much of the thermal energy ends up in the work, the tool and the chips. 

Knowing the amount of heat involved in a cutting operation is useful in determining 

the power required^but does not give such information about the maximum temp¬ 

erature reached. 

Tools that are correctly heat treated nay fail as a result of being over¬ 

heated in grinding or during use. If a tool is not ground with the proper wheel 

and fluid, the surface nay be heated to the point where a localized phase 

transformation can occur. This may result in a softening of the surface of the 

tool and frequently very small cracks will be formed as a result of the Intense 

residual stress sytem that aoccmpenies surface transformations. Tools, 

(particularly high speed steel toolsi may also be overheated in use, and it is 

this phase of the tool failure problem that will be discussed here. 

From an eeonomle standpoint, tool life is an item of major importance. 

Tool life is more dependent upon the temperatures reached at the tool-chip 



intwtue9 (the oontaet svirfac« beimra the tool faee and th« chip) tbaii ^o 

total amount of heat flowing into the tool or work. Iht portion of heat vhieb 

leaves the tool>ehip Interface and flows into the tool causes verjr high 

tempenture in the vicinit/ of the tool point. As the temperature increases, 

the hardness or resistance of the metal to shear decreases. In some extreme 

eases, the edge of the tool point actually gives way by melting. In addition 

to its importance in thermal failures, the temperature at the point of a tool 

is also important with regard to tool wear. The rate of tool wear is generally 

observed to increase with increased tool temperature. 

Tool Temperature Measurement 

While a wide variety of methods have been used to estimate the chip-tool 

Interface temperature. Including complicated radiation pyrometers, embedded 

thermocouples, temperature sensitive paints, the development of temper colors, 

and indirect calorimetric techniques, all of these methods suffer from a slow 

speed of response, adverse geometric considerations or the indirectness of the 

measurement. The most successful approach to this problem has been the tool- 

work thexnocouple, apparently first used by Shore in 1924* and since developed 

by many other investigators to study not only cutting problems but also abstract 

studies of friction phenomena. In this method the tool-work contact area serves 

as the hot Junction in a thermo-electric circuit and the emf generated is pro¬ 

portional to its temperature. 

If a suitable calibration Is available then this emf can be interpreted 

directly in terns of the temperature. On a microscopic scale the contact between 

chip and tool on the cutting face is not continuous, but consists of a series of 

peaks and valleys, actual contact occurring between the peaks. Each such contact 

constitutes a thermocouple Junction, and inasmuch as these Junctions are all in 

parallel, the observed emf represents an average value. However, this is no 



hudloap, tine* the airarag* temperature is of the greatest preetical Interest. 

The lavs of themoeleetrle clroults that are applicable here najr be 

sumarised as follows t 

The emf In a thermoelectric circuit depends only on the difference 
in temperature between the hot and cold junctions, and is independent 
of the gradients in the parts making up the system. 

2. The emf generated is Independent of the sise and resistance of the 
conductors. 

3. If the Junction of two metals is at uniform temperature, the emf 
generated is not affected if a third metal, which is at the same 
temperature, is used to make the junction between the first two. 

Just how these principles are applied in practice is Illustrated in 

Fid. (1), which shows a lathe equipped for measuring tool face temperatures. 

The chip and tool junction H constitute the hot junction, while A and B, the 

cold junctions, remain at room temperature. Should these points be heated 

Fig. 1 Sehmsatle diagram showing the manner in which tool>chlp 
interface twnperatures are measured by the thermoelectric 
technique. 

ai^eclably above room temperature during tests,special procedures are available 

to oampenskte for this. The noreury contact is used to make electrical contact 

with the rotating membn* without introducing extraneous voltages that frequently 

aeooiivatty the use of. slip rings. The wires C and D may he ordinary eoiq>er 

wires since both ends are at the same tcsqwrature and thus have no influenee 



OB tlM Mf fOBonlMd at R (rule 3)» bs Beeeured with the potentioMter ?• 

It !• ii4>ortent in ihie eoimeetioa that a potentioaetar tgrpe iaatruMmt be used, 

CallbratloB 

Tbe elaplest and possibljr the aost accurate aethod for calibrating thi||^ 

tool>^rk thenaocouple is shown in Fig» 2. The aost eonwenient fora df 

Recording 

RatentiOMtert 

rig. 2 Arrangement for Calibration of Tool>«ork theraoeouple 

w(»'kpieee is ae a long chip. The end of the tool is best ground to a 1/8* 

diaaeter^ both to insure unifora teaperature and to Halt the amount of beat 

transferred to the *eold* end of the tool. To keep the 'cold* end at rooa 

teaperature it is advisable to use a long rool, or possibly two similar tools 

claaped together; otherwise corrections any be necessary. If tbe workpiece 

does not fora a long chip it must be prepared similar to the tool. As long as 

the lead bath is at unifora teaperature its presence will have no effect on 

the eaf aeasured, according to the third law of theraoelectrieity. Its 

teaperature is aeasured with a standard chroael-aluael couple. In ease a 

large nuaber of calibrations are to be aade with various tool and work materials 

it is often more convenient to aeasure the eafs of the tool and work aaterials 
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both against alunal wlray and then take the difference between the 

two. Th*t this will yield the desired calibration is evident fro» the 3rd law 

of therBoelectrielty. Two typical calibration curves obtained In the manner 

describedf are shown in Fig. 3. are for the sane low carbon, free nachiniug 

steel (.32% Sulphur), but one Is for 18-4--1 High Speed Steel, while the other 

is for K2S cenented carbide. 

0 400 800 1200 

ISHFERATORl 

Pig. 3 Teaperature calibration curves of 
■acbining steel (.32^1 Sulphur) against ^a) 18-4-1 HSS 
and (b) K2S Cemented Carbide 

Respresentative cutting tes^ratures measured with the tools and work 

material of Fig. 3, over a range of cutting speeds and at several depths of 

out are given in Fig. 4. The cutting toiperatures are seen to be noticeably 

higher with the HSS tool, than with the carbide at the same values of speed 

ud feed. The carbide tool had a rake angle of 20*, while the HSS tool had 

a rake angle of I5®. Both tools had clearanoe angles of 5*» all outs were 

made under orthogonal conditions. 



omilo SFSID ft/«ln 

(a) 

ounzia rt/%in 

(b) 

Fig. 4 Representative temperature data for two-dimensional dry 
cutting of low carbon, free machining steel (B-1112 type). 
(a) Tool 18-4-1 HSS, 15® Rake angle, 5® clearance, (b) Tool 
K2S coaented carbide, 20® rake angle, 5® clearance angle. 
Depth of cut» (1) .0023", U) .OOU", (3) .0065", (4) .0116". 

Temperaturo-Tool Life Relations 

Relationships between tool life and cutting speeds have been measured for 

many years. This work is made difficult by the fact that separate determinations 

have to be made for each tool and work combination that is of interest. Tool 

temperature maasurament offers not only a more rational approach to tool life, 

but Mia that can save a great deal of time in rating machinability of materials 

when a oorrelation exists between tool life and temperature. Once the 

relationship between temperature and life has been found, work materials can 

be rated by running a few tenperature vs. speed and feed earves, involving a 

relatively small amount of material and a fraction of the time needed for 

long-term life tests. Schallbroeh, Schaumann, and Walliobs have made a long 

series of experiments designed to relate tool life (M) and taiperature (Oln •F) 
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and find that 

0 s C (1) 

whore C and n are eonatants for a giwen tool material* Representative values 

obtained for dry turning of structural steel were as followst 

For 18-4-1 steel with 2.55t Co» 0 l|l/ll.5 , 

For 18-4-1 steel with ICH Cot 0 a 1410 

The increased hot hardness of the high cobalt tool Material is evident by 

noting that the cutting teaperature to give one adnute tool life is 1380*F 

and MIO^F respectively. This snail difference is significant in view of the 

large value of the exponents n, which show that tool life varies with the 

11.5 and 22 power of the toaperature respectively. This shows quite clearly 

what an inportant role tenpereture plays in deternining tool life. 

Analytical Trea'Uient of Tenperatures 

In the foregoing discussion it has been shown how the nean chip-tool 

interface teaperature can be aeasured and used, and representative results 

have been presented. It is of value ^o be able to resolve the resultant tool 

teaperature into its coaponents in order to study how these coaponeents vary 

under different cutting conditions, and to see how the physical properties of 

tool ahd work Materials affect the cutting temperatures. This can be accom¬ 

plished best by using an analytical approach. A certain mlnimua amount of 

theraodynaaics is required for the understanding the analytical treatment to 

be presented later. 

Theraodynaaic Background 

The first empirical law of thermodynamics nay be written 

dQ - dW s d£ (2) 

which simply states that the net heat flowing into the matter contained within 

a specific volume of natter {d(^) minus the work done by this contained natter 
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on Its surroundings (dW) Is equal bo the change in internal energy (dE) of 

the enclosed natter. 

The enpirieal equation that gonrems the conduction of heat in solids is 

known as Fourier's equation, which can be written 

dC - k dA M (3) 
dS 

and states that the heat flow dQ in one-dinensional heat flow across an area 

§9 
dA is equal to the temperature gradient ^ in the direction of flow multiplied 

by a constant of proportionality k, , known as the coefficient of ttiemal 

conductivity. The units of k are Btu/in /Bec/(^F/in), and its value depends 

on the temperature. The change of the Internal energy of a solid body is 

conveniently expressed by its change in temperature, as followss 

dE = c do f dV (4; 

where ^ is the specific weight of the body of volume dV, and c is a proportionality 

constant known as the specific heat. The units of c are BTU/lb/®P, and for 

metals it increases with increased temperature. 

If equations (2) to (4) are applied to a specific volume of infinitesimal 

magnitude, as shown in Fig, (5), one can obtain a partial differential 

equation that describes the temperatiire and energy relations, as followss 



where q is the rate at which work or energy la added to the aystm per unit 

▼oliMw and T la tine. The quantity q may be due to abaorptlon of radiant energy^ 

radiaetlve decay* friction* plastic deformation* or other eauaea* In metal 

cutting appUcations it arises from plastic deformation and friction. The 

quantity mhleh appears frequently in thermal calculations that are not 

steady state^has been called thermal diffusiTity by Kelrin and will be represented 
2 

by the symbol K. The units of K are in /sec. 

Stationary Heat Sources 

In studying the heat flow conditions on the tool face it is useful to 

first consider the ease of a rectangular heat source of dimensions 2 ( x 2 m* 

of unifom strength q Btu/in /sec* and located upon a semi-infinite body 

which is assumed to be insulated everywhere except across the surface 

where the heat is applied. 

Fig. 6 Seal-infinite body with 
rectangular heat source 
2 I X 2 m. 

The first step in solving for the temperature within the body is to apply 

Kelvin's integration of eq. (5) for the ease of an instantaneous quantity of 

heat Q liberated instantaneously at a point (x* *y' *2*) in an infinite body. 

His result for toe teaperature at any point (Xfy«S ^ ^ ^ 
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Is 

© (x,y,®,t) • [ek(r” )V2 J (6) 

For the case of a con- wbere • [^(x«x')^+ (y-y')^ ■*• (z-®* J 

tinuoue heat source extending over a finite area* both a time and area 

Integration of 16) are required, ^f a time integration is performed first, for 

the semi-infinite body, and if we concentrate our interest on the steady state 

solution {l.e, let t ®*), then the equation for the steady state temp¬ 

erature anywhere in the semi-infinite body is given by 

(7) 
§(x,y,z) = 2Jrk 

Since our main interest lies in the temperature in the surface constituting 

the plane of the source, we can set z = 0 and integrate ^7). The result of 

this integration is 

e(x,y) j 
+ (x+l| slnh-^ IS 

Xfl 

-jy+m| 
y*» 

- (x*l| slnh'^ 

|y-in| slnh-1 ^ 

f |y.-| ^ 

- |x-lj slnh~^ 

- |y-i«| sinh-^ Sii 
I' ' y-m 

While this equation describes the aetiwl tenpereture anywhere in the surface 

of the semi-infinite body, we will later have need for the mean temperature 

over the rectangular area of the source. This mean traperature (0) is obtained 

by integrating eq. (8) over the area of the source and dividing the result by 

the area 

©(x,y)dxdy 
(9) 



This Is ohriously not s vorjr convenient equation to use* but it can be made 

easier to use br writing 

® sr * 

when S is a shape factor* which is the funstion of the aspect ratio m/Z shown 

plotted in Fig. 7. The second curve in this figure is for S , which is defined 

as follows: 

^ Sib (12) 

where 0^ is the maximum twoperature from equation (8) which occurs at point 

X • y * 0 
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Fig.7 Variation of Shape factors S and S 
with the aspect ratio (m/l ;. ” 

When m/l > 20 

The nature of the temperature distributions over the surface as well as 

below it is as shown in Fig. (8) 
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Fig. 8 Temperature distribution across and below a stationary heat 
source on a semi-infinite bo<}y. 

Mowing Heat Source 

To complete the basic heat transfer picture required for analysing the 

cutting process, it is necessary to consider also the behaviour of moving heat 

sources. With equation (6) as a starting point Jaeger has exhaustively 

analyzed this problem and the portions of his work, which are of interest 

here, are given below. 

We begin by considering the ideal ease of a slider having sero thermal 

coi^uctivity (a perfect insulator) sliding with friction along the surface of 

a s«ai-infinlte plane with velocity (in/sec). A sketch of such a slider, 

having the same dimensions as the stationary heat source jo'eviously considered, 

is shown in Fig* 9* 

rrrT7~7TT7777777T777T7TT7 

Fig. 9 Friction slider 
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WhMi m/\ > 2f th« Influonee of dlatasioD ■ is nofliglbls ov«r tbs ▼slocity 

rsags of Interost here. Tbus, tho results esn be expressed in terns of e 

single diuensimtless Telocity peraneter L defined as foUoest 

L • <13) 

Provided L >0.2, the following equations give the aeen (3) end naxisaai 

(0^) teaperatures beneath the slider, in the plane of the surface. 

9 « .754 

©B • 1.130 (15) 

where ^ is the frictional heat developed under the slider, in Btu/inV^nc., 

and is assumed uniform over the area of the slider. Should q not be uniform, 

neither of the above expressions is seriously affected as long as the total 

amount of heat input remains the same. 

The manner in which the temperature is distributed along the plane in 

the vicinity of the slider, and below the surface of the plane at the trailing 

edge of the slider is shown, in non-dimensional fora in Figs. (10) and (11) 

respectively. 

Fig. 10 Temperature distribution 
curves for a non-conducting 
friction slider of Infinite 
width sliding on a plane 
conducting surface 

Fig. 11 Temperature distribution 
perpendicular to the plane 
of sliding, at the trailing 
edge of the slider 
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It ia erident that aa the Telocity (or !• } iaoreaaea, the abape of the teBq{>- 

erattire dlatrlbution changea (Fig. 10), the point of anxisua teaperature 

BOTlng cloaer to the trailing edge of the alider. The eurvea of Fig. 11 ahoe 

how quickly the teapereture drops in going below the surface of the plane. 

A 50K drop in temperature for a diatanoe of 0.001 inch is a representatiwe value. 

The Plane Slider 

The foregoing results will now be applied to an actual plane slider to 

illustrate the manner in which they may be used. This alider differs from that 

in the moving heat source inroblems just discussed in that the slider ia no 

longer a perfect Insulator, but has finite conductivity. The analysis is 

complicated then by the fact that all the frictional heat no longer goes into 

the statl<Mmry surfs ee. The method of finding the fraction of heat R that 

goes into the plane was suggested by Blok. The mean temperature in the plane 

due to a moving heat source of strength Rq , is first calculated from equation 

(14) where qt ia the total frictional heat developed per unit area per unit 

time. A similar mean temperature may be calculated from equation (11) for the 

slider, viewed as a stationary heat source of strength (1-R)q . By equating 

these BMan temperatures we can solve for R, and and once R Is obtained the 

average temperature may be readily calculated, by use of either of the following 

expressions! 

F^om equations 14i 

' • o-’** ^ <”) 
From equation lit 

9 • (l-R)q ^Sr (10j 

where and k2 are the thermal conductivities of the stationary 

and slider respectively. Equating these expressions and solving for R 

.7f4 (Whr 
B (m/h 

plane 

gives 

(19) 
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S is thus Mcn to be a funetion of dlMnoioDloss factors deseriblng tbs 

feoMtry (■ 8)» ratio of tbarsOLl eondhietlritlss O^A^) sod the vslooity and 

diffuslvlty (L). The result obtained fron equations 17 or 18 is of course In 

tema of a nunber of degrees above ambient temperatures. 

It should be noted that in equating equations (17) and (18) we are not 

following a aatheaatioally exact procedure. Reference to Figs. (8) and (10) 

reveals that the twiperature distributions corresponding to the two solutions 

Involved are not the same. The procedure of equating average temperatures is 

an approximation of a very complicated process. ExperiSMntal results are found 

to be Bttffielently close to those calculated by the foregoing procedure to Justify 

such a simplification. 

The following numerical example Illustrates the calculations required in 

computing the tcoiperature of a stainless steel slider that moves across a 

carbon steel surface under the following conditions: 

Slider half length ( I) = .0$ in. 

Slider half width (a) - .25 in. 

Slider velocity (IT') = 20 in/sec. 

Fqrce on slider (P) - 100 lbs. 

Coefficient of Friction = .5 

Conductivity of plane (k^) = 2.7 x iO”^ DTU/ln^8ec/(®F/in) 

Conductivity of slider (kg) = 7.1 x lO”^ 

Diffusivity of plane (Kj^) = 0.02 in^/see. 

q 

J 4la 

(20) 
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where J is the Mehanieal equivalent of heat (9340 ln*lb/BTll}* <*eDee 

s 2.14 BTU/in^/sec. 

From Pig, 7* S = 0.36 

PfOB equation (13)t L = 23 

Proa equation (19)I R - .82 

Prom equation (17)t 0 - 49®P 

The percentage of the total heat going to the plane is 82%. If the room 

temperature is taken as 7$®F then the average temperature beneath the slider 

would be 124 P and the maximuB temperature 149^(froB equation (15). It is 

interesting to consider what happens if the materials are Interchanged, with a 

carbon steel slider on a stainless steel surface. The value for K to be used 

is then .007, and and are Interchanged. The q\iantity L then bsoomes 71.5, 

R - .98, and since ^ remains unchanged, temperature 0 becomes 13^> and the 

mean slider temperature is 88^F, This difference arises largely from the 

difference in thermal conductivities of the two materials. 

As the speed of sliding is increased, R approaches unity and hence 

equation (l7) becomes 

By use of equations (13) and (20> this becomesi 

(22) 

where the subscript 1 refers to the stationary plane surface as before. From 

this expression it is evident that for a high speed slider inractically all of 

the heat flows to the plane surface and the mean tesqperature aecross the slider 

will vary. 

1. directly as the friction force per unit slider width 
2. directly as the square root of the velocity 

e _ 0.754>uP- 

~ JIS) 
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3» inversely with the square root of the slider length in the 
dlreetion of aotion. 

4* inversely with the theraal quantity 9| 

Shear Plane Tesoerature 

As shoen in chapter 3 there are two important energies involved in the 

aetal cutting furocess. These are along the shear plane (li and tool face V2> 

Fig. 12 Locations of sources of thermal energy in aetal cutting 

Subscripts 1 and 2 will be used in the following discussion to designate 

phenomena occurring in these two respective area. 

It has been known since Joule performed his now famous experiments in 

1840, leading to the mechanical equivalent of heat, that practically all of 

the energy involved in a friction process is converted irreversibly into 

thermal energy. Furthermore, there is considerable evidence to show that the 

energy involved in plastic deformation goes largely into thermal energy, the 

extent to which this energy transformation is complete depending upon the strain 

energy involved in the process. When the plastic strain energy is as large 

as that involved in cutting, all but a percent or so of the strain energy appears 

as thermal energy, the small residuum appearing in the form of permanent lattice 

deformation aasociated with residual elastic stresses in the plastically 

deformed parts. Thus, in the following analysis we %ill consider all of the 

mechanical energy associated with cutting to be converted into heat, partly 
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on the shear plane (l) end pertly along the tool faee (2)* 

I9hen all the shear energy is assuaed to go into heat, the value of <1X 
2 

in Btu/in /see. for the shear plane is 

qi 
J t b QBC0 

(23) 

where b and t are the width and depth of cut respectively, and and are the 

shear velocity and shear fords respectively as defined in chapter 3. Fron 

equations (27) and (26) of chapter 3 «a have 

xi sxy * F V ^ 
B i S 8 

b t 

(24) 

and hence. 

U.V" 

jeic^ 
(25) 

Of this total energy, a certain fraction, will flow into the chip while 

the remaining fraction (1-R^) will flow into the workpiece below the shear plane. 

Consider first the portion of the total themal energy that flows into 

the chip. Assuming uniform stress across the shear plane, the teap€»rature at 
« 

all points along the shear plane will be constant, and equal to 

8 “Rill +8^ ,2^, 

“itl* 

or fron equation (25)s 

J Olfl 
-I- e. 

(27) 

where 0 is the ambient metal temperature, is the Integrated mean specific 
o A 

heat of the work material between temperatures 0^ and 0^, and f 2. 
3 

corresponding specific weight in Ib/ln . 

In order to calculate R^* «• make use of the moving heat source analysis 

applied to the idealised picture of Fig. 13. The approximation in this 

procedxire lies in the fact that the metal assumed to be present in wedge A 
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Pig* 13 Idealized picture of the shear plane novlng heat source 

really is not therSf while the aetal in wedge B is ignored. Since the heat 

flows associated with wedges A and B will tend to cancel each other, it is 

considered that the idealized picture of a slider moving along the shear plans 

represents a good approximation. Applying equ. (14) we obtain 

0^=(1-R^)q^ 0.754 t c8e0 0^ (26) 

2 l/Zj^ 

where is the conductivity of the work material at the temperature and L 

is defined as follows in accordance with equation (13) 

Li = t«c0 

4 K, 

or from equation 21 of chapter 3 

^ i IT 

(29) 

(30) 
4 K, 

Where K, is the dlffusivity of the work material at temperature 0 . 
1 ® 
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equating the two foregoing expreselonB for 0 (equations 27 and 20) ae can 
0 

solre for with the result 

Hi = 1_ (31) 

1 

It is now a siaple nattcnr to ealctilate O f using either equation ^27) or equation 
8 

(28), although the forner is the siapler. 

Friction Process at Tool Face 

From an analytical Tiewpoint the friction between chip and tool can be 

regai*ded as a heat source that is noving with respect to the chip and at the 

sane time one that is stationary with respect to the tool. This double treat¬ 

ment, as before, allows calculation of the partition of friction energy between 

chip and tool. 
2 

The total friction energy q2 in Btu/in /sec, is 

la* '’c' (32) 
TE" "jr" 

where F is the friction force along the tool the chip velocity along the 

tool face, and (a) is the length of contact between chip and tool, in the 

direction of notion. 

If R2 is taken as the fraction of ^2 chip then the average 

twiperature rise in the surface of chip due to friction, (0^) is from equ. (14) 

where k2 is the conductivity of the chip at its fixial temperature and is 

defined from equation (13) as 

1 
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vbmrv <2 i* tli» dlffttslvltgr of the ohip oi. tho final tenqporaturo. fbe moan 

teiqwnture of chip along the tool faeoy V may bo obtalnod from the 

shear and frlotlon Induced tomporaturost 

-377 (M> (35) 

1=2 

To find R2> the stationary heat source analysis is applied to the tool. 

How equation (U) must be Interpreted for a tool is shown in Fig. 14* The 

complete symmetry of this the statlcmary heat source solution, together with 

the theory of heat images allows us to cut the semiolnfinite body considered 

in the analysis in the I-Z plane, which leaTos the quarter-infinite body shown 

solid. This is seen to represent a rery good approximation for an orthogonal 

cutting tool if the rake and clearauiee angles are not large. The cutting 

face of the tool then lies in the XI plane >diile the cleauremce face is in 

the XZ plane. Thus, for a two dimensional cutting operation the aspect ratio 

m/Z is as foUowst 

= n/\ - b^/2a (36) 

Similar considerations allow the originally conaidered asmi-infinlte 

body to be cut into a one eighth-infinite body, to provide a solution for 

the ccmventional type of lathe tool which cuts at the corner of the tool. 

In this case if the width of cut is b2, the aspect ratio would be 

Al * m/Z = b^/a (conventional cut) (37) 

With the shape factor thus defined we can use equation (11) directly 

and wjrltet 

©t = (1-R2)q;^2^ S + 9^ (36) 

>diere is the thermal conductivity of the tool material at temperature 9^, 

By equating the two expressions for 9^ given in oquatiwis (35 and 38) 

it is possible to solve for R2 and obtain 
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2k ^ 

1 k 

With detarmined can easily be found from equation (35) • 

Fig. 14 Relationahlp 
between two^^Uneneional 
cutting tool and a 
semi-infJnlte body. 

Sample Calculation 

To show how all these eqtiations are used, a sample calculation will 

be carried through and the results compared with the temperature measured 

by the tool-work thermocouple method. 

Experimentally measured guantltlest 

Vork Materials SAE B-1113 steel 

Tool Materials K2S Casrbldei 20** rake angle, 5** clearance angle 

Type of cuts orthogonal 

Cutting Speeds V = 445 fpm or V =89 In/sec. 

Depth of cuts t = 0.0023 Inch 

Width of cuts b = 0.151" 

Chip contact lengths a = 0.009" 

Chip length ratios r = 0.51 
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Cutting Forcet F^ « 80 lbs. 

Tbrnst Fercai Fy » 28 lbs. 

Thuxnal properties of steels given In Figs. 15 to 17. 

Specific weights f - 0.28 Ib/ln^ 

aMntttiFff fisr\ Stm^sjLJ. 
Average Shear strains F' s 1.91 

Average Shear energjrs u. >= 153»000 In Ib/ln^ 
0 

Shear angles 0 ^ 30^ 

Chip Velocitys « 45.4 ips 
c 

Shear velooltgrs = 85 ips 

Friction forces F * 53 lb. 

Outline af Solution using eouationB of this chapter 

1. gstlmate value of 8 as 500^ 

2. Deterffline value of at 500^ from Fig. 15 ^ 0.020 in^/see. 

3. Calculate froia equation (30) = 4.88 

4. Calculate from equatioD (31)s - O.636 

5. Calculate 8^ - 9^ from equation {27), noting that the value of 

for 500® from Fig. 16 la 0.120s (8. - 9^) = 310F 
0 o 

If O^J * 75° then 9^ * 385F 

6. Repeat steps 2 to 5 if discrepancy between assumed value and calculated 

9- is greater than 50®!F. Repetition in this case leads to 9. = 385F 
0 . 0 ’ 

7. Estimate 9^ as 800®r 

e. D.tei»dn. £j «d kj .t HOO^r freo rig.. IS X7. Sj = .016 !.*/.«. 

k2 » 6.6 X 10“^ BWlnVsec(®F/ln) 

9. Calculate L2 from equation (34)s L2 6.38 

10. Calculate aspect ration = b/2a > 8.4 

11. Deterislne the shape factor from Fig. (7)s S ~ 0.255 

12. Calculate ejpiation (32)* ^2 * Btu/lR /«•«• 
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13. 

U. 
15. 

For eoDTonimoe calculate A, defined by A » bfl 
2k, 

3 . 
vhere k^ Is the oonduetlTlty of the carbide tool, taken as 7.63 x 10*^ 

Btu/sec/tn^/V/ln)! A * 4650 

For conyenlence calculate B, defined by B s Q.377 a . B ^ 3B1 

Then from equation (39t 

«2 - i - (».- »,) = -W 
1 + B 

16. Equation 03) becomest Of * ®2 ® hence, 0^ * 331®F 

17. From equation (35) ®t “ ®s \ 

18. Compare with assumed value of 800^ for 8^ and if there Is a dlscn^panc/ 

repeat steps 7 to 18. When this Is done 8^ is found to be 729 F. 

The experimentally determined value of 8^ for the foregoing eonditlons was 

found to be 735 F. This represents a far better agreement than Is significant 

in view oft etcperimental accuracy, appmclmate data on thermal properties, the 

many assumptions made in the analysis, and the question as to Just tdiat mean 

value is measured by the ahlp>toel thermoeoiqile method. In the foregoing 

exaiqile it is evidmt that the oalonlated values of both 8^ and 8^ are net 

very sensitive to the teiq>erature variation of ttie thermal properties and 

hancc this variation need not be known with great accuracy. 

Time Effects 

The equations used in the foregoing calculations were derived on the basia 

of a steady state and since we have applied than to a ncmstoady state process, 

the significance of the approximation should be considered. When a slider 

starts from rest a oertaln time imst elaqise before a steady equilibrium temp¬ 

erature distribution obtains. The steady state is approached asyn^totically 
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ri«. 15 

Tarlatlon in Dlffualvity K 
with twipwraturw, for 1 
low carbon atowl and 2 
18-^ Stainless Steel 

TEMPERATURE °P 

Fig. 16 

Variation of integrated 
mean epeclfie heat (from 
75*F) with temperature foi 
Low carbon steel and 18-8 
Stainless Steel 

Fig. 17 

Variation of thermal 
conductivity with temp¬ 
erature » for low carbon 
steel and IS'.^ Stainless 
Steel. 

TSKFERATUBE 0? 



and ihaoratiealljr tha abaoXuta ataadj atata la obtained at tina T > 00, 

However, tha tmoperature distribution la indietlngulshabla froa tha abaolute 

distribution after an elapsed time of but 

T = 6LK ^ (40) 
(V)® 

for the shear plane temperature analjrsls of the foregoing samples calculation, 

this time would be 

T = 6(48.8) (0.02) = 0.00081 sec. 

(85)^ 

Thvis, the equilibrium temperature would be reached on the shear plane after an 

ellapsed time of but 0.8 milliseconds, or after the tool had moved a distance 

of but 0.072 inch across the work. Therefore, the degree of approximation 

involved in applying steady state theory to the nonsteady state cutting problem 

should be insignificant. The foregoing conclusion has been experimentally 

verified by Opits, who found, by use of osciUcgrams of thermoelectric voltages 

generated with a milling cutter, that equilibrium temperatures are reached 

in the tool surface in about 0.1 millisecond. 

Even though tool twaperatures obtained in intermittant and continuous 

euttii^ will be the same, the affects of these temperatures upMi tool life will 

not be the same. The rest period that obtains between cuts in an intermittant 

operation such as milling is very significant^ for the temperature will drop 

very rapidly when cutting ceases, by heat flow from the surface of the tool into 

its interior. For this reason milling cutter teeth can operate at significantly 

higher peak tempwatures than can a lathe tool. This point is well illustrated 

by some themoeleotrie measurements made by Herbert as long ago as 1926. He 

found that there is no softening of the teeth of a saw when thsjr mere subjeetod 

to a temperature of 1830 F for 1/3 second during an actual sawing operatic, 
f 

whereas the teeth were ooapletely softened wbrna held in a lead pot at l650f 
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for 9 Moondo* 

Tho auHtmer la vhiofa tho shear and friation eeaqMneats as well as 

the total tool tCMpcratare varies with oattlnf spaed In a representative 

oasa is shoun In Fig. 18, for oonditlons Identioal with those of the 

s»q)le ealculatioas. The ealeulated tenqperature enrve is seen to follotf 

the measured values very closely. The corresponding variation of factors 

and R2 is shown in Fig. I9. At very low speeds the friction component 

( 9^) may becosw negative. This merely means that not only all the 

frictional energy Imt also some of the shear energy is then flowing 

into the tool. 80th the observed and calculated resultant temperatures 

(9^) are seen to vary approximately parabolically with cutting speed 

li.e. as 

Fig. 18 

ConparlsoD between computed 
and measured cutting tei^>- 
eratures from SAE B1113 steel, 

cemented carbide tool, 
20** rake angle, 0.0023” 
depth of cut 

finergr Balance 

The energies going to the chip (u^^, tool iu^/, and woxicplece (u^ per 

unit volume of metal removed are functions of and R2 and tlM specific 

energies of the cutting process ^u^ s shear energy per tmit volisne, u^ = 

frlctltm energy per unit volume^. Thus 

«c “ «1 S '‘f 

“t * U - fig) u, 
u^ « 11 - 

(42; 

iA3) 
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When the appropriate values are substituted into these equations for 'the tests 

of Figs. 18 and 19^ the distribution of energy shovn in Fig. 20 is obtained. 

Here it is seen that the percentage of the total energy going to the chip in- 

creases with Increased speed while the percentages going to the tool and work¬ 

piece decrease. At veiy high cutting speed practically all of the energy is 

carried away in the chip; a small amount going into the woikpiece and still a 

onaller amount 'to the tool. 

0 eoo 400 000 

CUTTING SPEED, FT/MIN 
Fig. 19 Variation of R, and R, 

with speed for^SAE 
B-1113 steel out with a 
K2S ceurbide tool having 
a 20^ x*ake angle. 

CUTTING SPEED, FT/MIN 

Fig. 20 Distribution of 'to'tal cutting 
energy between chip, 'tool, and 
work material for SAE B1113 
steel cut with K2S carbide 'tool 
having a 20° rake angle. 

The energy distribution, as shown in Fig. 20, can be verified experlmen'tally. 

This was done by Schmidt with a calorimeter mounted on a drill press, as shown 

in Fig. 21. Total energy was measured by noting the temperature rise in the 

water as the 3/8 inch rod of Dow metal with 0.110 in. diameter bore 'uas drilled, 

using a 7A6" diam. drill (30° helix angle, 118° point angle, 12° relief angle). 

The portion of energy going into the chips was next determined by drilling 

under identical conditions in air, above the same quantity of wa'ber in U)e 

calorimeter and letting the chips fall into the water, again noting the 

temperature rise. Finally, the same small quantity of me'tal was again cut in 

air and the drill then quickly plunged into the calorimeter in order to deter¬ 

mine the percentage of energy going to the drill. The results obtained for a 

feed rate of .0091 In/see are shown in Fig. (22). Although absolute values 

differ since different materials were used, the trend is seen to be identical 

with the calculated values of Fig. (20). 
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Tig. 21 CalorlBstrie apparatus for 
deteimlnlng anergy dis¬ 
tribution in drilling. A, 
drill; fi, distilled water; 
Cf agitator; container; 
E» 3/8 inch specimen; 
T, rubber grosnet; G* chuck. 

K)Ot 
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O 25 SO 75 OO eS ISO 175 

CUTTING SPEED, sfpm 

Fig. 22 Distribution of total 
cutting energy in drilling 
Dow metal. Feed .0091 ipr. 

Incidentally p when a dynamometer was used in conjimction with the 

calorimeterp the cheek between the total energy consumed as measured by the 

dynemometer and calorimeter was within the experimental accuracy of the 

measurements (l.e. of order of 1 to 3%). This directly verifies the previously 

made assumptions that essentially all of the work of cutting is transformed 

into thermal energy. 

It is obvious that at high cutting speeds most of the energy is carried 

off with the chlpp a circumstance without which high speed machining would be 

impossible. This recalls some striking cutting tests observed in the shops 

of the Company of Americap where aluminum bars were machined at a 

rate of 20p000 sfpm. In these tests almost all the energy left with the chips, 

and the work material and tool were not at all warn to the touchp only a few 

seconds after cutting. 

Effect of width and depth of cut 

One of the simplest checks on the geometrical aspect of the tcoaperature 

nnalysis is to compute the effects of width and depth of cut on the tool 

te^eratursp end then compare with exporimenteHy measured temperatures when 
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wldth and depth were varied. Such curves are shown in Fig. 23 and 24» in which 

the width or depth of cut» respectively, are the variables. 

Fig.23 
Cutting temperature variation 
with width of cut, for SAE B-1113 
Stgel, K2S Cemented Carbide tool, 
20 Rake angle. Depth of cuti 
.0023 in. (1) Cutting speed 226 
ft/min, and (2) 15 ft/mln. Computed 
values: solid lines . Experimental 
values: o and dotted lines. 

Fig.24 

Cutting temperature vari¬ 
ation with depth of cut, 
for B-1113 steel, K2S 
cfflnented carbide tool,20° 
rake angle. Cutting speeds: 
(1) 10 ft/rain 
(2) 60 ft/min 
(3) 450 ft/min 
Computed values: solid lines 
Experimental values: 
0 and dotted lines. 

To obtain a quantative idea of the effect that changes in thermal con¬ 

ductivity have upon tool temperatures, we can take a given test ran, suoh as 

the one considered in the sample caleulationsy and substitute the quantity xk^ 

for k^ at each point in the analysis and then plot the x^sulting temperature 



curve ae a function of the quantity x. The results of doing this for sone 

representative data are shown in Pig. 25• The effect of changes in the voluae 

9000 

S' 2000 

B 1000 

900 

200 

100 
1/4 1 4 16 1/4 1 4 16 

OOXIXJCTIYITT RATIO x VOLUME SFSCI7I0 HEAT RATIO y 

Fig. 26 Representative variation of 
Fig. 25 Representative variation of temperatures with 

tool temperature with thermal specific heat ratio 
, conductivity ratio X. 1* for U) for speed of 445 fpn, 

speed of 445 fpm. .0116 in. depth .0116" depth of cut 
of cut 2 for speed of 60 fpin, (2) for speed of 60 fpm 
0.0065 in. depth of cut. ,0065 in depth of cut 

For B1113 steel, K23 tool, 20° rake angle. for B1113 steel, K2S tool, 20° rake angle. 

specific heat ( fc) may be similarly investigated by replacing y(f, Cj)in the 

analysis for ). The results of this procedure are given in Fig. 26. 

The very large effect changes in volume heat capacity have on the tool 

temperature is of particular interest, and the practical significance of this 

will be considered later in connection with the machining of titanium. 

Thermal Properties of Materials 

Tools with high thermal conductivities will cut with lower temperatures 

than those with low conductivities. When cutting low carbon steel, which 

has relatively high conductivity, this effect is alight, especially at high 

cutting speeds. However, when machining stainless steel, which has a very low 

conductivity, the effect is more pronounced. Representative values are shown 
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0 4 B 12 16 20 

TOOL YHEBKAL COiroCTIVITT 

Fig. 27 Variation of tool temperature with thermal conductivity of tool 
material (1) SAE B-1113 steel, 445 ft/min, .0116 depth of cut; 
(2) 18-8 Stainless Steel 85 ft/min, .0065 in depth of cut; - 
(3) 62 ft''min, ,0065 in depth of out. SAE 1113 steel. 

Representative values of for different posnible tool materials ranging 

from silicon carbide to diamond are shown along the abscissa. The cast iron 

grade carbide tools are seen to have higher values of k^ t^ian tne steel grade 

carbides which in turn have higher values of k^ than high speed steel. For 

example at 100 sfpm if a high speed tool had a temperattire of 1130 F, (Fig. 27b) 

the corresponding temperature of an S grade carbide might be 1060 F while that 

for a C grade carbide might be 960 F. This together with the fact that C 

grade carbides are harder than the S grade carbides explains why it is 

preferable to use C grade carbideswhenever cratering or fracture due to shock 

is not experienced with the C grade carbide. 

Values of thermal conductivity for several different cemented carbide 

tool materials are given in table.1. Here it is evident that as the cobalt 
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eont«)t of a C grade carbide Is Increased, the themal conductivity decreases. 

Similarly the higher the titanium content In the S grade carbides, the lower 

is the value of The harder carbides ere thus seen to be those with superior 

thermal properties. 

Table 1 Thermal Conductivity of Cemented Carbides 

Type w Co Ti ll^,BTU/in^/sec/(F/in) 

C 97 3 11.6 
c 93 6 - 10.8 
c 87 13 — 8.0 
s 86 10 4 7.5 
s 84 6.5 9.5 4.5 
s 82 8 10 4.4 
s 76 8 16 3.9 

Machining Titanium 

Titaniviffi is a difficult material to machine. Tool life is very short 

and cutting speeds must be kept veiy low because otherwise tools burn up^ 

obviously failing by overheating. Measurements of the cutting temperature 

confirms this view. For comparison, Titaniiui temperature curves are shown 

plotted in Fig. 28 against speed, together with similar curves for 18-8 stain¬ 

less steel and a low carbon SAE B-1113 steel. 

Although Titanium is similar to Stainless Steel in many respects (l.e. 

similar cutting forces and coefficients of friction on the tool) it has a 

combination of properties that combine to produce higher tool temperatures. It 

machines with an unusually high shear angle (up to 45**} which causes relatively 

high chip velocities whioh in turn cause a higher proportion of the total energy 

to appear as friction enwgy.. Furthermore, this friction energy is developed 

over a smaller area, since the contact length (a) is very short, being about 1/3 

that for stainless steel. The most important difference however, lies in the 

relative values of volumetric specific heat (}c) that for Titanium being about 

1/2 that for steel due chiefly to the low specific gravity*aa previously mentioned 
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Fig. 28 Exp«rlmentally measured cutting temperatures of (l) FC X30B Titanium 
Alloy, (2) 18-8 Stainless steel and (3) SAE B-1113 Steel, as a 
function of cutting speed, using a K2S Carbide Tool in a turning 
operation. RsJce angle O*’, clearance angle 5^, depth of cut 0.0044 in. 

in connection with Fig. 26, the quantity (Jc) plays a very important role in 

determining tool temperatures of titanium. 

Anotner phenomenon observed with Titanium is that at relatively low speeds 

and tool face temperatures the chip comes off red-hot, while at much higher 

speeds and tool face temperatxires a stainless steel chip exhibits no such 

signs of high bulk temperature. This can be explained by use of equation (36) 

to calculate the energy in the chip. Dividing this energy by J f c gives the 

average temperature of the chip. As Fig. ^29^ shows, the mean chip temperature 

for stainless steel is lower than that for titanium despite the fact that the 

energy going to the chip is greater in the ease of stainless steel. The reason 

for this is to be found in the relatively low value of ^ for titanltim. 
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Fig. 29 Chip energy (1) and (2), and average chip temperature (3) and (4), for 
Titanium and Stainless Steel respectively, for a 0° Rake angle K2S 
carbine tool, at a 0.0044 in. depth of cut. 

Coolants 

One of the important fymctions of a cutting fluid is to conduct heat away 

from the tool. From the temperature distribution around the cutting edge as 

shown in Fig. 8, we may conclude that unless appreciable heat transfer occurs 

very close to the cutting edge, the cutting face will not be noticeably cooled 

even though the rest of the tool and workpiece are. 

The chip-tool thermocouple technique may also be used in conjunction with 

a cutting fluid, provided the fluid is a poor electrical conductor. Most water 

base cutting fluids provide this requirement. In one series of tests upon SAE 1015 

steel, using a simple two dimensional tool with a 15” rake angle, the following 

fluids were Investlgateds 

1. Dry tool. 

2. Cwmserclal emulslflable water-base cutting fluid in concentration of 

40 to 1. 

3. C<MBmercial soluble water-base cutting fluid in concentration of 40 to 1. 

« Water plus 0.1 per cant sodium nitrite (rust inhibitor). 4 
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5. Hat«r plus 0.1 par cant sodla nitrlta plus aatting scant. 

Tha rasults of thasa tasts ara shown In Fig. 30 

Fig. 30 Cutting spaed- temperature data for SAE 1015 steel cut with a two- 
axmenslonal tool having a rake angle of 15" and a clearance angle 
of 5® Depth of cut: (a) .0023'' (b) .0052" (c) .0104" 

Tha fluids are seen to be most effective in lowering the chip-tool inter¬ 

face temperature at the smaller depth of cut. In all eases the effectiveness 

of tha fluid in lowering the tool temperature on a percentage basis is seen to 

decrease with cutting speed. At the larger depths of cut and cutting speeds, 

the fluids are seen to become completely ineffective. The cutting speed at 

which the fluid becomes ineffective decreases as the depth of cut is increased. 

At a depth of cut of 0.0023 in. the fluid was effective at all speeds tested; 

at a depth of cut of 0.0052 in. the fluid was effective to 400 sfpm, and, at 

a depth of cut of 0.0104 in., the fluid became ineffective at 200 sfpm. 

These observations might be explained in several wayss 

1. The fluid may not reach the chip-tool interface at the higher speeds 

and depths of cut. In such a case the fluid would be carried away 

by the outward flowing chip more rapidly than it was drawn between 

the interstices between the chip and tool by capillary forces. When 

the depth of cut is increased.the force on the tool point likewise 

increases, resulting in an increase of the real area of contact along 



th« tool face and a decrease In the intersticial rolusof ^us making 

It more difficult for the fluid to find its aay to the tool point. 

2. If the fluid does reach the interface the rate of the reaction ney be 

too low to provide sufficient low shear-strength reaction product in 

the short time available at increased cutting speeds. 

3* At higher cutting speeds and depths of cut, the rate of heat generation 

is greater^ and there may not be sufficient time for this excess heat 

to flow out of the chip and the tool to be picked up by the cutting 

fluid. 

It is evident in Fig. 30b that the chip-tool interface temperature is essentially 

the same at a cutting spaed of 400 sfpm for the several fluids tested. 

It is clear from these observations that cooling efficiency would be increase^ 

if the fluid could be brought closer to the cutting edge in relatively large 

quantities. This is confirmed by experiments in which cutting fluids are Injected 

at very high velocity into the clearance wedge betweep the tool and workpiece. 

Under these conditions cutting temperatures and forces were reduced and tool life 

increased. 

Cold liacbininm 

In certain critical machining operations where it is very important to 

r«BOve heat from the tool point« such as in the machining of titanium alloyq, 

it has been found expedient to employ a stream of carbon dioxide as a cutting 

fluid. One method of procedure in this connection is to pack dry ice into a 

large pressure cylinder and seal the contents with a drying agent to remove 

water vapor. As heat is adsorbed through the walls of the pressure vessel» 

the OO2 sublimes and under the pressure developed (approximately 1000 psi), it 

eventually liquifies. The liquid CO^ i* 1«<1 fro* the bottom of the storage 

eyllodery through a quick acting valve and eventually to a nossle at the 
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mohlM, through tho noeofMi7 tubing* Tbo nossl* ia usualljr about 0*012 laeh 

dlamotor and is mmntad eloac to tba outtlng point* 

Whon the valvo la opened a miaturo of gaa and 00^ drcqplote atrlko tho 

tool and eonalderable solid CO2 doposits as tho surfaeos are cooled* This 

provides a system with unusually good opportunities for extracting heat from 

the tool due to the appreciable latent heat of solid 002* Some very unusual 

results have been obtained with such jets of carbon dioxide* 

IMblle it is evident that one of the main functions of the CO2 jet is to 

extract beat from the region of the tool point| there is a second function which 

is not universally advantageous* The jet will also provide an inert blanket 

of CO2 over the cutting tool, hhlle this has little influence in turning and 

other cutting operationSf the presence of an inert atmosphere is usually quite 

detrimental in the ease of grinding, as previously mentioned in chapter 7. 

This explains why the excellent results found for the turning and other cutting 

operations are frequently not duplicated in grinding, •^n general, there are 

two opposing effects in using a CO2 

1. To decrease the tool temperature; a beneficial effect. 

2. To provide an inert atmosphere and exclude ox^en from the cutting area; 
a detrimental effect* 

Whether the overall effect of using a CO^ stream is helpful will depend upon the 

relative magnitudes of these two opposing actions. In general a CO^ jet is 

far more successful in the slower speed, lower temperature cutting operations 

than in the high speed, high temperature grinding operations* 

Hot Machining 

Exploratory tests have recently been made in several laboratories to determine 

the practicability of artificially heating the surface of the workpiece just 

before a cut is taken* This procedure will raise the temperature of the 

workpiece closer to (or slightly above the recrystallization temperature and 
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hanea raduca tha tandaney to atraln hardan. IThlla tha method doaa not appear to 

be of ganaraX interaaty it nay prove to be of particular value in tha machining 

of high temperature alloys where strain hardening is extremely serious. The 

power of this method is strikingly illustrated when the machining character¬ 

istics of vltalllum are compared at room temperature and at 2000 F. At room 

temperature, this material is almost completely unmaehlnable while at 2000 F. 

a good continuous chip is obtained. Although less spectacular results are 

obtained when machining other high temperature alloys, the method deserves care¬ 

ful study. 

Several method of heating the workpiece have been employed includingt 

furnace, gas torch, induction coll, carbon arc. When a furnace is used, the 

part is heated throughout. This is only feasible for small parts as in the 

drilling of turbine buckets, in the other methods, one object is to supply 

enough heat to the surface to raise the temperature of a layer about equal to 

the depth of cut to the desired value. This heat must be supplied Just in 

front of the cutting tool so that there is not sufficient time for a large portion 

of it to flow into the inner regions of the bar. Sufficient experience has not 

as yet been developed to tell which of the methods of heating is best, but the 

lattek* two are most eonvenient. 

It will be recalled that the tool temperature ie the mum of the shear, 

flriotion, and ambient tesveratures. The friction tes^rature Og, is probably 

not greatly Influenced by beating the workpiece. Obviously the base tendersttnre 

0^ ie raised in hot maehliig, sinee It represents the teq>erature of the workpleoe 

before outting. Increased tool life can be expected on this basis only if the 

shear tMq>eratiire increment (0^- 0^) deermases faster with temperature than 

0^ isoreasms. Tbat ten|>erature ahoold have sueh a marked effect on shear strength 

ean be eaqpeoted in cpeeial strain hardening materials only. ^ materials that 



do fall in this eatagor]r» thesa eonsldorationa ahmild load us to oxpeet a 

workpioee tei^wraturo for whlidi tha tool lifa will ba a Baxlimui. niia was 

actually found by Krabaehar and Marehant in nllllng tasts on hot Tlafcan Alloy. 

Milling alloyntd tha tasts to ba earriad on at hlghar taapsrataras than would 

ba possible in a lathe. It is interesting that tha tmpmutuf for aaxlBua tool 

0 400 800 1200 1600 2000 
WORKPIBOE naOBRAXUBB, 9o , 

Fig. 31 Variations of tool life wl^workpieee bulk traperature when milling 
Timken Alloy at speeds of 150 fpn and 200 fpm. Tool 
eharacteristiest fly milling end mill of KM carbide^ rake angle, 
-14*; Inclination, 0*’; relief angle, Tt; comer angle, 30T; 
feed per tooth, 0.01 in.; depth of cut, 0.05 in VAfter arabacher 
and Merchant) 

The data of Fig. 31 illustrate the nature of the Improvement in tool life 

that may be achieved by hot machining. The best cutting condition appears to 

be at 1000 F. and a cutting speed of about 200 sfpm. Under these conditions 

the tool life was found to be over ten tines the corresponding value at room 

temperature. All of the tool life values in Fig. 31 are ccmsiderably lowm* than 

would be obtained under similar conditions in turning. These low values are 

probably due in part to the discontlnumis nature of the cutting opMratlon studied 

and in part to the fact that a general purpose S grade carbide was used. Better 

results could be obtained with a harder tool material such as 883 or K6 if the 

degree of shock were not too great for these materials. 
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GHAPTia 13 

Three Dljaanalwial Cutting 

Thus far we have ooaeidered mly two dimensional cutting operations 

in which the cutting edge is perpendicular to the tool velocity vector. 

Such cutting operations are sometimes referred to as orthogonal. While 

most conuaercial tools are three dimensional, there are s<»ne practical 

orthogonal oases. These include! some finishing planer cuts, surface 

broaching, the lathe cut-off operation, and some plain milling opera¬ 

tions. Representative three dimensional cutting tools are the convention¬ 

al lathe tool, the face milling cutter, the drill and the tap. The geo¬ 

metrical aspects of these more oomplex tools will now be discussed. 

Fio. 1 CoMPAatBON OP OnraoaoNAi. and OBi.iQUa Cuttinq 
Opebationb 

(B. OrtboBDiud out. 6. Obtiqu. out.) 

The simplest three-dimensional cutting tool is a straight cutting 

edge that Is inclined to the velocity vector. Fig. 1(b). Inclination 1 

is the distinguishing feature of all three-dimensional cutting operations 

and represents the point of departure from the orthogonal case. Inclina¬ 

tion significantly alters chip flow and hence the performance of a tool. 
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Urn shall first dlraot oar attonti<xi to tho oblique euttlac tool tilth ino 

ollnation. 

In the orthogtmal case* the various foreeSf veloeitieSf and angJjes of 

interest are coplanar tdiereas in the three dinensional ease this is no 

longer true. Therefore it becoaes necessary to introduoe additional nMon- 

clature to describe the system. 

Two distinct rake angles are frequmtly employed in discussing a 

tool and these may be defined as followst 

1. ’Qie "normal* rake angle (sometimes called the oblique rake 

angle) is the angle measured from a normal to the finished surface In a 

plane perpendicular to the cutting edge (plane OA in Fig. 2). This is 

the angle most frequently specified and most easily measured, but it is 

not the rake angle of greatest significance. With the clearance 

angle, ot^ detemlnerthe amount of material available at the tool 

point to support the load and absorb the heat generated during 

cutting. A greater Included angle at the tool point (amallerst^) 

is generally required for cutting edges subjected to shock 

(i.e., milling or other interrupted cuts). 

2. The Telocity rake angle (unfortunately sometimes referred 

to as the true rake angle) is the angle measured from a normal to the fin¬ 

ished surface Jn a plane containing the cuttlng-veloeltgr vector (plane OB 

In Fig. 2). 

Fio. 3 Flaw V«w or CovaiKo Toot Wtw iMOMNAmoN 
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This partloalar rake angle la inaignlfloant and la aentloned 

hara only bacnuaa it haa racalaad ao nuoh attantion fro* pravioua Inveati- 

gatora. 

Wa aaj raadily axpraaa In taraa of OCy aa folXoaat 

tan^^ 

~ cos i 

While the nontal and velooity raka angles are easily aeasured, they 

are not of fvndaaantal aignlfloanee in the cutting process. 

Fio. 3 Anoue Thuodob Which Mbtal U Daruumo in Ohtmcki- 
ONAL Cumwo 

In Fig. 3 the comilaBent to the raka angle in orthogonal cutting (90- eC ) 

is seen to ■aasura the angle throu^ which the Mtal is deflected by the tool, 

la gmarala the greater this angle (90- OC )> the greater will be the cutting 

work required. It is truly unfortunate that the ieportanee of this nore natural 

angle was not originally recognised and the rake angle so defined. In con- 

paring three-dinonsional cutting data with orthogonal data, we should adopt 
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•n •ffeotlv* rak* aogl* that is o<Mi{>arabla to that uaad In tha two-diiMasional 

eaae. Thua the effective rake angle for the oblique tool in Fig. 4 ehould be 

related to the cutting-velocity vector DO and the chip-flow direction OC, 

and therefore ahould be neaaured In the plane of DO and OC. The effective 

rake angle la labeled oCjt^^d It is evident In Fig. 4 that the metal la de¬ 

flected through an angle (90-OC^) aa It paasaa aeroaa the oblique tool face. 

Hence ahould play the aame role in oblique cutting as OC doea In or¬ 

thogonal cutting. 

Chip-Flow Dlrectlmi. In order to determine the effective rake angle OCj^ for 

any tool with Inelihatlony It la neceaaary to know the direction the chip 

takea aa It crosaea the tool face. Thla la moat effectively apeclfled by the 

angle 7^^ between the chip-flow direction and the normal to the cutting 

edge, aa neaaured In the plane of the tool face. Fig. 5. Stabler haa ahown 

that whan angle 9^^ la known, the effective rake angle may be determined 

readily aa followat 

sin^g = ^ ^ 

Fia. S Vnw or Tool Nobmal to Tool Fags, Sbowiho Mamhsii 

or SpEcinriHO Cair Flow Dirbction OC 
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Mow 7^^ ^ dlrwctly Mwaaurwd in a nunber of ways* including 

1. Diraotly with a protractor aa tha chip flowa aoroaa tha tool faoa* 

2. Froa chip-width aaaauraaanta. 

Tha aaoond aethod haa baan found tha aoat praeiaa* particularly at 

tha highar cutting apaada and hanoa will ba daacribad in datail. In Fig.6 

it la evidant that for any arbitrary chip-flow direction 

where b^ ia the width of tha chip (FC In Fig. 6)} b la tha width of 

tha work (OG in Fig. 6). Thua chip flow direction Bay ba dater- 

wlned aiaply froa aaaauraaanta of chip and work width. In making the chip- 

width neaauranant , it ia preferable to uae a aaaauring mlcroaeope to 

measure distance OF on the face of tha chlpf Fig. rather than a micro- 

matar» which will aaaaura horisontal distance OK. 

Stabler haa reported that experimentally the angle '*^8 equal 

to the inclination i for all condltiona ha invaatlgatad including tool 

and work material8» raka anglaa and speeds. In tha following dlscuaaion we 

will refer to this obsarwation as Stabler'a rule of chip flow. Although 

Stabler'a rule is valid to a first iq>proxlauitlon» it has bean found thatt 

1. 7^0 daeraasas aa raka angle is increased. 

2. incraasaa whan a more efficient cutting fluid la used. 

3. Tfc incraasaa aa tha friction oharaetaristics of tha natal 

out Inprova (cold-drawn steal as opposed to soft alunlnum idiioh 

usually exhibits inferior friction eharaoteirlatios to tiioaa of 

harder steel). 

The physical aignifieance of Stabler'a rule nay ba racognlaad by 
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r*f*r«ao« to Xquatiaa (3). Boro it Is svldont that irtisa is said 

to bo oqual to this is tho sssm as soaring that tho chip width is 
c 

tho Boao as tho work width b. Thus Stablor's rulo noroljr# sagrs that tho 

chip will toko a diroetion rolatiwo to tho cutting odgo ouoh that thoro 

is no ehango in width as tho aotal orosoos tho cutting odgo. While this 

is kno«Ri to bo a wery good approxiaation in orthogonal cutting» where sldo 

flow la usually nogllgible» It is soon to be but a first approxiaation for 

a tool hawing inclination. Howowor, wo are obliged to use Stabler* o rulo 

until a bettor aj^roxlaation to fact is foimd. 

When Equation (2) Is simpllflod by use of Stablor's rule» we obtain 

sin cK a — sin^ i + cos^ i sin ^ 

Eq. (4) is shown graphically in Fig. 8. 

Fia. 6 Plan View 'or Obliqi/b ’Cuttino Tool 

K 

y/////////A^ 
Fio. 7 Tmapesoioal Sbapb or Cnow Section or Ckip in Fio. 6 
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Fig. 8 Chart for obtaining the 
effective rake angle 
for any combination of 
Inclination (1) and normal 
irake angles. 
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V^looltar tolfttliw. Obcm tkw chip-flow dirootlon is ••tahliahwd^ the 

▼clocitjf wiui strain rslatlons for ohliqtw cutting follow diroetlj from 

gcoMtry. nhila wost of the equations of this section have been stated 

correotlj bgr Merohsnt > they will be concisely reviewed here as a natter 

of oonvaaienoe. As in orthogonal cutting,there is a shear plane udim cut¬ 

ting with an oblique tool. This shear plane will contain the cutting edge 

and will rise froa the finished surface as we proceed into the workpiece 

in front of the cutting edge. The direction of the shear plane is nost 

conveniently defined in terns of a nomal shear angle neasured in a 

plane nomal to the cutting edge, i.e., in a vertical plane along OA in 

Fig. 2. In Fig. 9 a section view of a partially fomed chip is shown in 

a plane normal to the cutting edge. The angles /L , and are as shown, 

and we obtain a relatlcmship between these two angles and the chip and work¬ 

piece thicknesses Just as in orthogonal cutting (1) 

tan 

t c 

■ 1 - t c/n 

(5) 

where 'tT and are the depth of cut and chip thickness, respectively. 

If the back of the chip is very rough, it is usually more precise to use a 

chip-length ratio rather than a chip-thickness ratio. This may be done as 

a consequence of the volusM-continuity relationship of plasticity which ex¬ 

presses the fact that the volume of the metal is unchanged in any process 

involving large plastic strainsi hence 

Ibt = 1 b t 
c c c (6) 

idiere^yPand A are eoxrrespmding work and chip lengths. From Sq\iation (6) 
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Fio. 

(7) 

9 SacnoN or PAimALLr FoimaD Cair ih Pianc Fio. 10 V»w or Sbbab Planb Faom A Disection Nosual to 
Noiiwai. to CoTlTHa Eoas Sheas Pianb, Shovino Mamnbs or SpBcirviNo Hbeah Flow 

Dibeotioh OC 

The direction of shear flow Is given by a line in the shear plane 

that nakes an angle 9^^ with a line that lies in the shear plane and is 

normal to the cutting edge (see Fig. 10}*^ This shear-flow angleis 

found to be 

ton 
_ tan 1 cos ( <^ - tan ^ sin ^ n 

cos n 
(8) 

In orthogonal cutting the shear strain is 

= cot ^ + tan ( ^ - ot} (9) 

while in the ease of an oblique tool this obviously becomes 

TC got ^ ^n ~ ^n^ 

^S (10) 

In accordance with the principles of kinematicsr the three velocity vectors 

Involved in oblique cutting must form a closed veloaity triangle. These three 
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▼•looitlas slMwn ia Fig. 11 ar« 

1. f, tlM ottttlng ▼•loei^ which Is directed along 00 in Fig. 4. 

2. the chip Telooltjr which is directed along OC in Fig. 4. 

3. V^f the shear velocity which aust be directed fron 0 toward E in 

Fig. 4 in order that the three vectors fora a closed triangle. 

*'*«• 11 Veukitt Componbnte SaowK im Vlamb DOCB in Fio. 4 

Tbe relationship between these velocities nay be found readily by use 

of a three-diaenslonal aodel of the velocity triangle to give 

cos 1 sin S 
_IJ3_ 
cos yj ^ cos { 4^ (11) 

V 
s 

V cos 

cos i cos OC 

^ s cos ( 4 ^ 
a (12) 

Just as an effective rake angle was defined previously for an 

oblique cutting tool, an effective shear angle aay be defined sin- 
a 

ilarly (see Pig 11). This effective shear angle lies in the plane of 

DOGE in Fig. 4. Proa Fig.11 it is evident that 

sin ^ 
/cos s_ cos je 

~\cos 
n c cos «c n, 

n 

(13) 
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Shear and Friction JUaaUonsMp. As In orthogonal cutting the shear 

and friction processes occur simultaneously and in close proximity. In 

order that static equilibrium of forces be satisfied it is'necessary that 

R* = R (U) 

vhere is the resultant force on the shear plane and R is the resultant 

force on the tool face. In accordance with continuity, equation (8) must 

also be satisfied. In order to combine equations (8) and (14) we must 

know the relationships between force and velocity for both the shear and 

friction processes. For this we may assume either 

1. that force and velocity vectors are colinear for both the friction 

and shear cases. 

or 2. that in either or both cases the vectors are not colinear. 

If we adopt the first assumption which is intuitively appealing, and, 

at the sene time consider Stabler* s rule to hold, then equations (S) and 

(14) lead directly to the following shear angle relationship. 

= r (Ai, o<„) <w) 

where ^ some function of the friction angle (f). inclination angle (i) 

and normal rake angle (of^^). However, equation (15) is not found to be in 

agreement with experiment. This can only mean that either assumption (1) 

above and/or Stabler* s rule is Invalid. 

Since in many cases Stabler* s empirical rule is found to represent 

experimental findings to good approximation (for example see Fig. 12), 

we would be inclined to question the validity of assumption one despite 

its intuitive appeal. 

* ‘ ^6 * t 

Fig. 12. Data illustrating degree of 
approximation associated with Stabler*s 
Rule (N = 1). Material, leaded steel; 
tool, 184-1 HSS; cutting speed, ICX) fpm; 
depth of cut, 0.100 in; back raket 
-20, 0, 20, 40; side raket ..20, 0, 20, 
AO; side cutting edgs; 0 ; feed: 0.0026, 
0.0052, 0.0104 Ipr. 

j 
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roTo# (k»»id«r»tion>. In ordnr to •vnlunto a thiwa dlMMiaional eattlaf vpw- 

atian* it la aaenaaazy to datanilna throo nutually perpandionlar eoqKnaiito 

of force. Conaider ttie neasured force ccnqwneato to be ttioae along the 

X, y, and a axea of Fig. 13. Here y extanda along the aork aurface parallel 

to cutting velocitgr V} x ia alcmg the work aurface nomal to Ft idiile a ia 

In the vertical direction. In order to find the component of the reaultant 

force in the plane of the tool face, it ia convenient to change to the xSfS 

a* right-hand orthogonal aet In Fig* 13 where x* ia along the cutting ed|^, 

y* ia normal to the tool face, and a' ia nomal to the cutting edge, but 

in the plane of the tool face. If a^, and o^ are the directicoi coainea 

Fio. 13 Bkbtch or Incukbd Cdtonq Tool Sbowiho Aza, or 

RaraiiaNcB 

of the X* axia relative to the x, y, s-eo-ordinate aystem, and *^2*^2* 

02* and a^, b^, o^, the directim coainea of y' and a*, reapectively, then 

the tranaformation may be readily made aa followa 

^x' = Vx + Vy ♦ 

»■,' = »/x * Vy ♦ '/x 
(1« 

•diere 
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ss eos i 

a- = cos oL ^ sin 1 <c n 
a^ = -sin q(j^ sin i 

s -sin 1 

b_ =s COB cos i 
^ n 

b^ = -sin oC cos i 

c- - sin cL 
^ n 

c, = cos flC 3 ^n 

If is tha angle that the force In the plane of the tool face 

makes with the normal to the cutting edge in this plane, l.e., the s*-axis 

In Fig. 13 then 

F ’ 

z 

llie angle the force in the shear plane F makes with the 

ting edge in this plane may be similarly found 

(17) 

normal to the cut- 

-cos i F + sin i F _x- 
^ a cos ^ sin 1 F + cos S cos 1 F sin ^ ^ ^n X ^n y n 

(18) 

where in this case the positive s’-axis is in the direction opposite that 

used in the derivation of Equation 17* the angles and in Table 1 

are the 41fference8 between the corresponding values of and ^ . 

There are several forces of interest in an oblique cutting process. 

These Inoliide the followingt 

1. The resultant force acting on the tool face R, or on the shear 

plane B’,(R > R') 

'r2 . ^ j.^2 ^ 
(1») 

2. The component of force alwig the tool face 

F 
0 

{to) 
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3. Bm oowpwntg of foroo mtmI to tlw tool foeof p 
oa 

F s P I 
cn y 

(21) 

4. Tho ooiveiMDto of foreo in tbo tool fnoo tfamt aro parallol to tlio 

ehip flow dirootloQ (f^ ooa )> and noraal to tho chip-flow dlroetlon 

(F^aln ), roapaotlToly. 

5* The oonponant of force along tho ahaar plana« P^ 

P. - /(-C08 i F + sin i F )^ + (-cos 
SI- X y T n 

sin i F. 

-cos S cos i F -sin of T )^1 
• n y n z 

(28) 

6. Tha conponant of force nomal to tha sbaar plane» P 
an 

F = -sin d sin i F^ -sin 4 cos i F + cos ^ „ F, 
sn ^n X Tn y ~ n i 

(23) 

7. Tha oonponents of force in the shear plana that are parallel to the 

shear flow direction (F^ cos )» and normal to the shear flow direction 

(Py sin )» respectively. 

The coefficient of friction is usually defined as the tangential 

force divided by tha nomal force. We must generalise this definition here 

and refer to the tangential-force component in the direction of relative motion 

to take care of the fact that the friction force and the velocity vectors 

are not colinear) thus 

“O’ y c <2^ 
^ = 

cn 

There are two stress components associated wiUi the shear plane that 

are of interest-a shear component ^ 'and a normal ocHaponent ff" • Biese 
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My b« eoaputvd as followst 

F 
'Y = ^ sin ^ ^ COB 1 

(2J) 

,r =i:sn 
Dt 

sin S ^ cos 1 
' n 

(26) 

Finally» there are three specific energies involved in the oblique cutting 

process, ^lese are as followst 

1. The friction energy per unit volume 

Fc cos f V 
c_c _ 

bt V A 
cos f (27) 

where A is the cross-sectional area of the chip, 
c 

2. The shear energy per unit volume 

F„ cos f _ V - 

“s- %t v— 

3. The total energy per unit volus» 

_ u_ + ■Q — f s bt 

(28) 

(29) 

BXP^i|»»ntal Resjtl^. Representative cutting data for oblique cutting tools 

is shorn in table 1, and the following observations can be madet 

1. The quantity ) which is a measure of the deviation from 

Stabler'8 rule is seen to decrease with Increased coefficient of frleti<m» 

or to decrease with decreased shear strain. 

2. As would be e^qMcted from geometrical cimsideratlons, ^ increases 

wheneverincreases^ but at a lower rats. 
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IfcbXc 1 

Work material: 

SAE 1015 CRS 

Cutting fluid: 

CCl^ 

Tool materiax: 

18-4-1 HSS 

aSPRESEHTATIVa O^OTTINO DATA POR OBUQDK CVTTENO TOOU 
(D«p^ irf » 0.00S im.) 

. 
0 10 so 10- 

0 18 99 

In. 0.1> 0.22 0.84 0.S4ft 0.84 0.88 

t«. in. 1.71 2.30 3.84 I.SX 1.98 8.80 
p.. lb . —ISO —100 —«0 0 —80 —100 
p,, lb. —MO —270 —200 —800 —880 —»» 
P, , lb. SO OS 20 ‘ 130 88 M 

V*. tpm ■ ■ ft.SO II 4 13.8 0.74 ft.94 11.4 
P*. U>m. 18 0 18 1 IS.S 20 0 20 0 Ml 
<i«c. 48 0 40.0 33 3 0 81.1 40.0 

ie, <i«g. 33 3 26.6 9.9 0 10.9 88.0 
{•. dci. 16 8 14.4 23.4 0 10.8 14.4 

d«c. 11 0 0.6 8.2 0 4.T 8.0 
«f. <l«t. ft 8 12.1 8.8 0 7.1 18.1 
ft. deg. . 1 2 -3.5 -0.4 0 —2 4 -^.8 
4h, deg ... . 18.1 28.3 42 0 19.4 87.0 M.8 
*m, d«g. 26.8 84.3 44.3 19.4 88.4 84.3 
«e, dtc. . . . 32 1 25.9 ss.e 10 14.S 88.9 
r., Ib. 96.6 114 124 170 147 114 
P,». lb ... —851 —270 —17# —274 —871 -370 
Fr sin lb 2S 3 38 6 4ft.4 0 38.8 28.8 
Fe COM te. lb. . . 92 2 111 114 170 144 111 
P.. lb ... 318 236 ISl 344 819 386 
P.., lb. 186 184 ISO 313 SIS 184 

0 38 0.41 0 04 0.63 0.S3 0.41 
», pti X 10-*. . 39 8 02 7 83.6 sa.7 82 S 03.7 
r. pti X 10 . . 87.2 80.7 70.0 OS 77 80.7 

3 44 2 30 1.83 X.»8 3.38 sTao 
«/, pal X 10">- . 85.8 SO 8 82.3 48 2 67.0 80.8 
««. pti X ]0~*. 233 171 »4 196 178 171 
V, ini X 10 "• 268 222 156 242 238 322 
«//«. 0.13 0 28 0 40 0.19 0.36 0.83 

3> The inclination angle is seen to have a very significant influence 

upon the effective rake angle, particularly at high valvies of the Inoliaatira 

angle. As might be expected, the effective shear angle is seen to increase 

withOC^ . 
4. The deviation between the chip-flow vector and the resultant- 

force vector in the plane of the tool face (as measured by angle ) 

is seen to increase with both an increase in the effective rake angle OCjf^ 

and an increase in the inclination angle i. 

5, The deviation between the shear-velocity vector and the result¬ 

ant-force vector in the shear plane (as measured by angle ) is seen 

to be insignificant in all of the tests. 

6. The fact that ^ ^ is Insignificant while Is 8t*stantial 

would indicate that the shear process predominates over the friction process. 

That this is actvially so may be seen by a comparison of the two processes 

is indicated by the ratio 

7, The coefficient of friction on the tool face is se«i to decrease 

with increased inclination angle V This is particularly significant in- 
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asmeh «0 the coefficient of friction will increase with increased rake 
'S 

angle in 4WthoganaI cutting. However* as alreadgr mentioned* wh«a inclin¬ 

ation angle is increased* the effective rake angle is seen to increase. 

Thus the special geometry associated with an inclination angle has a great¬ 

er effect upon the coefficient of friction than does the effective rake 

angle. 

8. The shear stress on the shear plane is seen to Increase with 

inclination angle while the shear strain decreases. An explanation for 

this paradox will be presented later. 

The total energy per unit volume, u is seen to decrease with in¬ 

creased inclination. This decrease is due to a decrease in the shear strain 

which in turn is due to an increase in the effective rake angle with Increased 

Inclination. length. 
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Inollaatlon. Obvlouilyf th« d«er*uc in u ia not duo to m doeroooo 

In the frlotlon energy per unit rolune u^ with Inoreaaed inollnation. 

Views of representative chips obtained using the three angles of in¬ 

clination of the tests of Table 1 are shown in Fig. 1^ AH chips arc 

for a length of cut of approxliaately 4 ia« Here the change fron the flat 

spiral chip of orthogonal cutting to the helical chip that is character¬ 

istic of a tool with inclinatlim is evident. 

One of the functions of inclination is to alter the chip-flow direc¬ 

tion » and the wanner in which side flow increases with the inclination of 

the cutting edge is evident in Fig. 14. 

Vhlle there are sowe production tools that eaploy sinple Inclined 

cutting edges* such as those Just discussed* most tools in use appear 

geoaetrically more conplex. However* when eareftilly studied* these tools 

way be reduced to equivalent inclined cutting tools. Here this not so* 

it is unlikely that we should bo as interested in the inclined tool as the 

extent of the foregoing discussion would indicate. 

The various angles that are used in practice to describe a lathe 

tool, milling cutter or drill Kill now be considered and the relationships 

between these angles and 

. 1. the normal rake angle ( o(^) 
2. the inclination angle (i) 

3. the effective rake angle (O',) 

will be presented. 

SMPitng. 

Since each of the principle three dimensional cutting tools 

were evolved In different periods of our technological development by 

different groups of Individuals, the nomenclature that has come to be 

accepted la far from uniform among the different tools. The same 
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angle on cme tool Is frequently found to have an entirely different 

name (m a second type of tool. Furthermore, the quantities we have 

come to recognize in two dimensional cutting as the in^ortant variables 

are frequently obscurely given by two or more other variables that 

are more conveniently measured but are far leas significant from the 

fundamental point of view. 

The lathe tool offers a good example of what we. are talking 

about here. The nomenclature adopted by the American Standards Asso*- 

elation is defined in Fig. iSfor a representative lathe tool, and the 

standard shorthand method of specifying the several dimensions of a 

tool is Illustrated by an example. It will be noted that two quanti¬ 

ties are necessary in this case to define the Inclination of the tool 

face to the tool base, which latter plane is perpendicular to the 

cutting velocity vector. These two quantities are the side rake (o^) 

and the back rake (o^) angles. These two angles together with the 

side cutting edge angle (C ) determine the effective rake and s 
inclination angles of the lathe tool, the other angles being of 

secondary importance. 

It is of interest to note that British and German engineers 

have thought it preferable to define the position of the tool face 

relative to the tool base in terms of other pairs of quantities than 

the back and side rake angles adopted in America. The German and 

British systems together with the American system are shown for 

comparison in Fig./*. Here the plane of the paper is taken parallel 

to the tool base and the lines on the figure show the directions in 

which the various reike angles are measured. In the German system the 

back and side rake angles are measured parallel and perpendicular to 

the cutting edge respectively rathex* than along and perpendicular to 
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Fig. 16. Conqparlson of Aawrlcan, Garman 
and Brltiah Lathe Tool Bake Ant^e 
Nomeelature. 1 » Side Rake (Aaerlean) 
2 = Back Hake (American) 3 = Side Bake 
(Geznan) 4 - Bade Rake (Gexnan) 5 = 
Marlmun Rake Angle (Brltiah) 

the axis of the tool shank as in the American system. The tool face 

is located according to the British standard by specifying the max¬ 

imum rake angle and the maximum rake plan angle (see Flg.f#). All 

this goes to show how complex things can get without standardization 

and should sound a note of warning concerning the matter of defini¬ 

tions that must be added to the already ponderous difficulties of 

language and units when studying foreign literature. 

Tool Geometry - Most practical three dimensional tools are found to 

have two edges that cut simultaneously. Probably the most common 

tool of this type is the ordinary lathe tool. Here the primary cut¬ 

ting edge is the side cutting edge while the secondary edge is the 

end cutting edge. Since the depth of cut is usually much greater 

thah the feed per revolution, what happens along the secondary cutting 

edge is negligible compared with what happens along the primary cut- 
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ting edge. If the nose radius Is small oon^ai^d with the depth of 

cut we can consider the side cutting edge as a simple oblique cutting 

tool. 

In Pig.17(e) a lathe tool is shown without clearamce or end 

cutting edge angles for simplicity. In this figure plane OBDC Is 

drawn perpendicular to the velocity vector V, the curvature of tdiioh 

may be ignored if the depth of cut is small compared with the work 

diameter. Line AB is drawn parallel to V. In Pig.n(b) a plan view 

of the construction shown in Pig.na is given, and the known angles 

ftg, ^8 indicated on auxiliary diagrams as are the unknown 

quantities 1 and 

The inclination angle (l) may be found in terms of the known 

angles as follows: Since triangles ODC and BDP are similar: 
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OP, ♦ BD , OC . OC OP 
TD * BF orl -gf - gjy 

AB _ AB /OC OP 
and, tanl-gg-5§(^-gU-) 

AB 
but, gy - tan 

ro • ®®® 

AB 

(34 

(2d 

■ tan a 
8 

- Bln Cg 

Hanca, 

tan 1 ■ tan cos - tan sin (32) 

Tba velocity rake angle may be similarly found by working 

with similar triangles ODE and BDP: 

A Mm 

(9$ 
BD - BO _ OE . BO . OE —B5  - gy orl-gg ♦gy 

AB AB /BO ^ OE^ 
®v " SB " BE 'Sn ♦ 5P^ 

AB 

and tan wy 

»8 

BO 
BE " ®8 

M ®b 

ro " ®^” ®8 

(6^) 

Hencej 

tan a. tan cos + taui sin 0S) 

Pig* IS is a nomograph for graphically solving equations (32) 

and (36) for Inclination angle (i) and velocity rake angle (by). For 
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cutting tools. 



th« tool of Fig. IS. th« dotted lines in the nomograph give 

1 » 4.1* 

hy • 15.6* 

Prom equation (l) of Chapter 13» 0^ found to be 15*5*» 

and if Stabler'8 Rule is assumed to hold the dotted lines on Pig.(l3- 

8) give Og ■ 15*7*• Thus, to a first approximation the relatively 

ccmqplex tool of Fig. 15 is seen to be equivalent to a simple oblique 

tool having a 4* inclination angle and a 16* effective rake angle. 

Representative Tool Dimensions - Prom the foregoing discussion of the 

lathe tool it is evident that there are a number of geometrical 

quantities we can vary as well as several operating variables, and 

many of the more Important considerations pertaining to the choice of 

these quantities will now be considered. Due to the Interdependence 

of the many variables Influencing the performance of a lathe tool it 

is not possible to lay down any hard and fast rules pertaining to the 

choice of operating conditions but we must be content with the presen. 

tation of good average practice, and the consequence of changing each 

variable from the recommended value. An additional reason why it is 

not possible to formulate generalized expressions defining turning 

practice lies in the fact that the best choice of variables depends 

upon whether tool life or finish is of major interest. The method 

to be followed in arriving at the optimum conditions in practice is 

to use the observations presented here as a guide to tell the direc¬ 

tion and amount a given quantity should be varied to achieve the 

desired result. It is felt that the procedure is to be preferred 

over the presentation of masses of specific data that are useful only 

under the conditions under which thpy were collected. 
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Fig,19* ConqparlBon of dir«etions of resultant force for tools 
with snail and large rake angles 

force vector la directed below the direction of cut are generally to 

be avoided, particularly when the machine and tool are not of the 

highest rigidity. In the case of brass the cutting conditions are 

such that a force vector directed below the direction of cut persists 

at relatively low values of rake angle and thus the values of to 

be used for brass are unusually small. Tools that are used to cut 

aluminum and copper on the other hand which have similar hardness and 

strength to brass, do not exhibit a tendency to dig in and hence 

aluminum and copper are cut with large values of ^ • 

The relief angles given in tables Z and 3 are seen to de¬ 

crease slightly as the hardness of the metal cut increases. In cut- 

tlngi very hard materials the relief angle should be as low as possible, 

and when the feed Is also reduced relief angles as low as 3* may be 

successfully used. In cutting very soft metals or materials with low 

elastic modulae at very high rates of feed it Is sometimes necessary 

to Increase relief angles to as high as 12*. It is preferable to 

make the end and side relief angles the same in the interest of 

simplicity and to make it easier to blend the nose radius into the 

flanks of tha tool. On carbide tools a secondary relief angle of 

from 10 to 13 degrees is frequently provided starting with the steel 

section of the flank below the carbide tip. This makes It possible 
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to grind the carbide clearance faces with a diamond grinding wheel, 

without also grinding some of the steel. The grinding of steel with 

a diamond wheel is always to be avoided due to accelerated wear of 

the diamond particles under such conditions. 

The role of the side cutting edge angle (C^) in Influencing 

the inclination angle (i) and the velocity rake angle (o^) may be 

seen in the nomograph of Plg.lft. If is zero the back rake angle 

becomes the inclination angle (l.e. * l) snd the side rake angle 

equals the velocity rake angle (l.e. a- * *^lch in turn is es- 

sentially the effective rake angle (a.). As the side cutting edge 

angle (C ) is increased; a_ plays an increasing role in determining 

the value of i just as O), plays an increasing role with Og in deter* 

mining table a it is seen that plays a small part in 

influencing apj» and Cg for carbide tools in the range of 

extending from 0 to 30”. Table 2 on the other hand shows to have 

a significant Influence on these values for HSS tools over the same 

range of C^. 

Examination of the values of tables Z and 3 reveals that a 

large value of makes it possible to have a large value of while 

at the same time the corresponding value of is unusually small. 

This will enable a cut to be made at low power with a tool of large 

included angle and hence provide Improved strength. It would thus 

appear that tools should be ground with large values of side cutting 

edge angle (C ), and this would be the case were it not for the fact 
o 

that the tendency for a tool to chatter increases with C^. In order 

to avoid chatter it is customary to limit to about 15*, although s 

values as high as 43* may be used' to advantage if the system is un¬ 

usually rigid. 
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’ Unless it is necessary to turn to a radial shoulder It Is 

advisable to have a side cutting edge angle other than zero. The 

shock Is thus taken at a point away from the tool tip as the tool 

engages the work (Fig.20). When machining very rough forgings having 

a ragged surface, it is particularly important to provide a sufficient 

side cutting edge angle to protect the tool point. Carbide tools are 

very susceptible to damage under such conditions. 

Like the relief angles, the end cutting edge angle (C ) 
sJ 

should be as small as possible in the Interest of increased tool 

WORK 

Flg.20. Manner in which Initial 
contact is displaced from tool tip 
tool is provided with side cutting 
edge angle 

Strength. The normal range of values for is 5 to 15 degrees. The 

lower values can only be used with very rigid systems, since any in¬ 

crease in radial force due to there not being sufficient end clearance 

will tend to cause tool chatter. Values in the vicinity of 15 maybe 

required at high feeds, particularly when the depth of cut is increased 

while the feed is engaged. 

Surface Finish - The role that the side and end cutting edge angles 

have upon the theoretical surface finish of a machined surface is 

shown in Fig.2|. Here, the maximum amplitude of surface roughness 

(h) is seen to be a function of the feed, and the angles and as 

follows: 

Thus the theoretical surface roughness increases linearly with the 

feed and decreases with increased or decreased C^. The magnitude 



Flg.Zf* Suz^aes producad by latha 
tool without nose radius 

of the surface roughness to be expected in a representative finishing 

cut Is Illustrated by the following example: 

feed (t) - 0.005 Ipr. 

- 10- 

C - 5* 
e ^ 

From equation (jd) 

^ * 0.176^^^11.430 • ^30 mlcrolnches 

Angle C Is seen to be far more significant in influencing surface 

finish than is angle C . 

If a built up edge Is present, or if the tool chatters, the 

surface finish will be poorer than Indicated in equation Jtf. The 

observed surface roughness Is found to decrease significantly with 

increased cutting speed as less built-up edge occurs at high speeds. 
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At•speeds that are sufficiently high so that a negligible built-up 

edge Is present, measured values of roughness are obtained that are 

In good a^eement with equation (jd) if a tool such as that in Fig.Zf 

is used. In addition to speed, the tendency for built-up edge to 

form and hence for the finish to be lu^alred Is a function of the 

work and tool materials, the cutting fluid used, the smoothness of 

the tool face and all other quantities that influence the friction 

between chip and tool. 

When a large nose radius is present it will also influence 

the surface roughness (h). In flg.22 a tool is shown with such a 

large nose radius that all cutting occurs on the curved surface. 

For this case we have to a good approximation! 

h • (37) 
n 

This clearly shows that for a given feed, the surface imperfections 

decrease with Increased nose radius. If in the foregoing example, 

a tool such as that of Fig.22 having a nose radius of 1/16 Inch had 

been used, then from equation (37) 

■ 50 microinches 

This Illustrates the power of the nose radius in Inqprovlng surface 

finish. 

A nose radius is needed In all tools to strengthen the tool 

point, for when a value less than 0.005 Inch is used chipping of the 

tool point frequently occurs. It Is considered good practice to 

increase the nose radius as the depth of cut is increased, and a 

nose radius that is about 10^ of the depth of cut conforms to ac¬ 

cepted practice. If values of nose radius much in excess of this are 

used chatter nay result. When a fillet must be formed at the end of 
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a cut It is of course convenient to make the nose radius equal to the 

desirad radius of the fillet if this does not lead to chatter. 

Operating Conditions Prom the point of view of surface finish turn¬ 

ing should be accomplished at as hi^ a speed as possible. The max¬ 

imum speed that can be used will be limited by the temperature devel¬ 

oped at the tool point and hence by the life of the tool as well as 

by the Increased tendency for chatter to occur at elevated speeds. 

Good finish calls for small feed, small end cutting edge angle (C0),lBtge 

side cutting edge angle (C.) and large nose radius (r_). The finish 

produced Is Independent of the depth of cut (b). In roughing opera¬ 

tions we are not interested in finish but are rather Interested In 

removing metal as rapidly as possible with satisfactory tool life. 

The life of a tool usually decreases with cutting speed, and the 

operating speed Is usually adjusted until an acceptable tool life Is 

obtained. Tool life Is Independent of depth of cut (b), but there Is 

usually an optimum feed rate (t) for maximum life. When the feed rate 

Is very low the energy per unit volume required to remove metal be¬ 

comes excessive and causes the tool tip temperature to be overly high. 

On the other hand when the feed rate Is overly high the cutting force 

becomes excessive. In machining steel the feed rate Is usually an 

optimum from the point of view of tool life at between 0.01 and 0.02 

Ipr. It Is customary to use a depth of cut that Is about 10 times 

the feed rate If this Is convenient. 

To a first approximation the speed at which a tool may be 

operated Is a function of the Brinell hardness, the feed and the 

depth of cut. Actually, many other variables such as the side cut¬ 

ting edge angle, and the metallographlc structure used to obtained 
r 

the given hardness are also in^ortant considerations. Nevertheless, 

the following equation due to Boston Is useful as a means for 
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•stlaatlng a reasonable operating speed when carbide tools are used 

to cut steel. 

^ “ ^6.25^^?2a 3I.25 

where V is cutting speed, fpm 

b is depth of cut, inch 

t is feed rate, ipr 

B is Brlnell Hardness Number 

As an example, consider a carbide tool that is cutting steel of 250 

Brlnell Hardness at a depth of cut of 0.1 inch and a feed rate of 

0.01 ipr. The cutting speed given by equation (38)is 338 fpm, and 

this would be a good speed to try initially. If the tool life were 

then observed to be longer than was convenient it would be advisable 

to raise the speed in the Interest of increased production. 

Anything that will increase the length of the active cutting 

edge will improve tool life. An Increase of either the side cutting 

edge angle (C^) and nose radius (r^^) will cause an Improvement of 

tool life as well as in surface finish to the point where chatter 

sets in. It is unfortunate that whenever the length of the cutting 

edge is Increased the tendency for chatter to occur is also increased 

Power Required - It is frequently of value to be able to predict the 

magnitude of the power required to take a given cut or the force 

required to hold a workpiece in position when a cut is being taken. 

The most convenient way of doing this is in terms of the total 

energy per unit volume (u) that has been discussed in detail in 

chapter 3* The total energy per unit voltime might be expected to be 

a function of the following variables: 
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Naterlal Cut 
Cutting speed 
Peed 
Depth of Cut 
Clearance Angles 
Effective Rake Angle 
Friction condition on tool face (cutting fluid etc.) 
Tool sharpness. 

Table 4> Representative values of energy per unit volume (u« psl) 

required to turn metals with an effective rake angle of 15*# * teed 

of 0.01 Ipr and a depth of cut of 0.1 Inch. 

Material u. pal X 10' 

Magnesium alloys 0.04 to 0.06 
Aluminum alloys 0.05 to 0.09 
Leaded brass 0.07 to 0.12 
Unleaded brass 0.22 
Copper 0.35 
Cast iron 1 B - 125 1 0.12 

( B - 150 1 0.16 
( B - 200 1 0.32 
1 [B - 250 1 0.40 

Steels Pree machining O.lQ 
B - 150 0.26 
B - 200 0.30 
B - 250 0.34 
B - 300 0.36 
B - 350 0.40 

[B - 400J 0.50 

When a variety of metals are cut with a tool having an effec¬ 

tive rake angle of 15“ at a depth of cut 0.1 Inch and u feed of 0.01 

Ipr, values in the vicinity of those given in table 4 are obtained. 

The manner in which cutting speed and feed alter values given In 

table 4 Is shown In Pig.23. Above the speed where built-up edge Is 

negligible (A), the energy per unit volume remains constant. The 

values in table 4 are for the horizontal portion of the speed curve, 

whlxSi Is of course the practical region. The ordinates of Pig.23(b) are 

factors by which the values of table 4 may be multiplied to obtain 

values for other feed rates. The rise in cutting energy with de- 

creased feed rate Is a manifestation of the size effect In materials 

testing. 





Neither the depth of cut nor clearance angles are found to 

have any effect iq;)on u. The back and side rake angles are only 

liiq;)ortant by the amount they change the effective rake angle. The 

values of table 4 may be adjusted to other values of by noting 

that u increases by about 2^ for each degree decrease in o^. The 

values of table 4 are for average friction conditions and a sharp 

tool. If a tool is Just about to be replaced in a rough turning 

operation the energy per unit volume obtaining may be as much as lOOJt 

greater than the value of table 4. 
As an example let it be desired to find the horsepower con¬ 

sumed in making a cut under the following conditions with a sharp 

tool: 

material • steel (B ■ 250) 

cutting speed ■ 100 fpm. 

effective rake angle - 5* 

depth of cut ■ 0.20 inch 

feed rate ■ O.02 Ipr. 

The horsepower required would then be 

* 396,000 ^^9) 

. C(340,000)(1.2)(.88)3 (1.200)(.2)(.02) . ^35 

396,000 

Tool Deflection and Vibration - If chatter at the point of a cutting 

tool is to be avoided it is In^ortant that a tool bit of sufficient 

size be used and that the overhang of the tool be as small as possible. 

A good general rule to follow is to choose a tool bit size overhang 

combination, such that the deflection at the cutting point is limited 

to 0.001 inch under the cutting force imposed. 



In the foregoing exan?)le the tangential cutting force would be 

■H ubt (40) 

- C(3^0,000)(l.2)(.88)3 (.2)(.02) - 1440 lbs. 

If a square tool bit Is used that Is a inches on a side, and the 

overhang Is Z Inches, then from elementary elasticity the deflection 

at the point of application of the load Is (see Pig. 14) 

6 * 'gl (41) 

where E is Young's Modulus of elasticity (psl) 

and I Is the moment of inertia of the tool bit section about 

Thus, 

its neutral axis (in'*) - Y2 • 

£ (42) 

If the overhang is 

i - I a (4J) 

Then from equations «2) and (43) 

' P 

a ■ 13*5 (44) 

For 6 » 0.001, E « 30 X 10^ psl (steel shank) and Py - l440 lbs., 

a is found to be O.65 inch and hence a standard 5/8 Inch tool bit 

would be satisfactory for this operation. If the overhang were to be 

reduced to the point where Z • &, then a 3/16" tool would give the 
t 

same deflection at the cutting point. 

Vibration of a cutting tool may result from periodic 

fluctuations of cutting force that arise from discontinuous cutting, 

or from imperfections of gears or bearings in the machine. If 

the frequency of the exciting force corresponds closely to the 

natural frequency of the tool, a condition of chatter may develop 

that not only produces poor finish but also adversely Influences tool 

life. Such a condition is known as a forced vibration and will 
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cutUng load SECTONA-A 

Fig. ZS, Representative 
chip brewer. 

continue as long as the exciting force Is present. 

Still another type of vibration knovm as a self excited 

vibration may exist if the tangential cutting force vs cutting speed 

curve has the form of Pig. (21), which is usually the case. Arnold 

has pointed out that under such conditions a tool need only be 

disturbed from its equilibrium position once for a self sustaining 

vibration to become established. On the initial dovmward excursion 

of the tool, the tool and work will be moving In the same direction 

and hence the relative velocity between tool and work will be low. 

The corresponding force on the tool may then be at a high level as at 

point B of Fig. (23). When the tool reverses direction and moves 

\4>ward the relative veldclty will be high and the force on the tool 

should be low as at C. We thus have the situation where the force 

on the tool during Its downward motion (when it is storing elastic 

energy) is greater than during Its upward motion (when It is releas¬ 

ing the previously stored elastic energy). A net energy Is thus 

available to satisfy friction and damping requirements and the 

vibration should be self sustaining. 
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Experiments performed by Arnold Indicate that there la a 

speed below which no tool vibration occurs, and this speed Increases 

with the natural frequency of the tool. When a self excited 

vibration occurs the frequency corresponds to the natural frequency 

of the tool (ff^)« 'I'he amplitude of the vibration Is then given by the 

expression 

2 n f, (4tf) 
n 

and Is seen to Increase with an Increase of cutting speed or a de¬ 

crease of natural frequency. If a second cut Is taken on a surface 

that has previously been cut under chatter conditions, a feed back 

effect may result that can excite further tool vibration. 

It Is found experimentally that the tendency for a tool to 

chatter Increases as the ratio of the length of cutting edge to the 

undeformed chip thickness Increases. Thus, It Is evident that an 

Increase In side cutting edge angle or nose radius, both of which 

cause an Increase In the length of the cutting edge, will tend to 

promote tool chatter. 

Chip Breakers - In some cutting operations long continuous chips are 

produced that offer a disposal and storage problem, and also represent 

a hazard to the operator at high cutting speeds. Whenever long 

continuous chips become obnoxious It Is customary to use a chip 

breaker of some sort If the chips cannot be made to break by altera- 

tlcm of the rake angles. Two general types of chip breakers are 

available, one In the form of an obstruction clasqped on the face of 

the tool close to the cutting edge and the other in the form of a 
* 

groove ground In the surface of the tool face across which the. chip 

flows. 

A z^epresentatlve ground type of chip breaker is shown In 
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This groove causes the chip to take a spiral fom and the 

spiral upon hitting some part of the tool or work Is caused to break 

periodically. The depth of the groove (b) should be about 0.015 to 

0.020 Inch. If the depth is too great, too tight a chip spiral will 

be formed which will subject the cutting edge to a needlessly high 

load which may result in chipping of the cutting edge. It is 

customary to make the width of a ground chip breaker (a) from 5 to 10 

times the feed rate, the lower of these values pertaining to smaller 

depths of out. 

MILLING 

The milling process is distinguished by a tool with one or 

more teeth which rotate about a fixed axis tdiile the workpiece is 

fed into the tool. The process is further distinguished from other 

metal cutting operations by the chips which are produced. These are 

generally short, discontinuous segments. It should be emphasized 

that this type of discontinuous chip formation is a result of geometry 

alone whereas in the turning operation, discontinuous chips are usual¬ 

ly due to fracture of the chip. The undeformed chip thickness in a 

milling operation varies from one end of the chip to the other. It 

will be shown later, that depending upon the particular process, the 

maximum chip thickness may occur at either end or near the middle 

of the chip. The regular chip discontinuity associated with milling 

leads to non steady state cyclic conditions of force and temperature. 

As a tooth engages the work, it receives a strong shock followed by 

a varying force. At the same time the tool tip is relatively cool 

as it enters the work, is heated as the chip Is formed, and cools 

while awaiting the next engagment. The entering shock is detrimental 

to tool life, while the cooling period is quite beneficial. 
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The cyclic variation of force can provide the neceasary 

energy to excite a natural mode of vibration in any part of the 

machine. Such vibrations can and frequently do lead to poor surface 

finish 8uid decreased tool life. 

One of the greatest advantages of the milling operation, Is 

that small, light tools can easily be rotated at high speeds to 

produce flat or curved surfaces on workpieces of a wide variety of 

sizes and shapes. 

Fig. 26. Plain atlllng operation 

Types of Milling - There are only two general types of milling which 

are usually referred to as "plain” milling and, "end" or "face" mill¬ 

ing. .The basic plain milling cutter, which is used to produce flat 

8xirfaceS| has cutting edges on the periphery which are parallel with 

the axis of rotation. The performance of this cutter is usually 

enhanced if the teeth are arranged in helical fashion rather than 

parallel to the axis of rotation (Pig. ^4). It will be seen later 

that the use of helical teeth not caHy provides smoother cutting (in the 

same way that helical gears run smoother than spur gears) but chip 

formation is also improved. Cutters with helix angles up to 45' are 

normally called plain milling cutters, while cutters with helix angles 

over 45' are called helical mills. 

An end milling cutter (Pig. 27) has teeth on one end as well 
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as cm the periphery. In use It's axis of rotation Is perpendicular 

to the surface produced, while in plain Billing the cutter axis is 

parallel to the finished surface. The end Billing cutter Is used for 

producing flat surfaces and profiles •> frequently simultaneously. A 

face milling cutter is essentially a large diameter (>6") end milling 

cutter and Is used almost exclusively for producing flat surfaces. 

The term end milling cutter Is misleading because In normal operation 

cutting Is done on the periphery rather than by the teeth on the end 
e 

of the cutter. 

One could continue to amplify the number of types of milling 

cutters almost Indefinitely. These would Include side milling cutters, 

milling saws, angle mills, fly mills, T-slot mills, formed mills etc. 

However, all of these are adaptations of the two basic types mentioned 

above. 

Milling cutters are generally made of high speed steel or have 

carbide typed teeth. It Is common practice with large milling cutters 

to use inserted teeth which may be removed for grinding and replace* 

ment. Smaller cutters are frequently equipped with carbide tips that 

are brazed In place. Cast alloy tipped milling cutters are used 

Infrequently due to the low shock resistance of these materials. 

Nommaclature and Geometry - As In any process which has been 

employed for a great number of years, the milling nomenclature used 

In practice Is not necessarily the most logical from the analytical 

point of view. 

Pig* 28 shows the accepted nomenclature for a plain or helical 

milling cutter. The analysis of chapter 13 can be applied directly 

with the aid of table Sm 
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-Noimndatim of plain milling cutter. iBaiin©r in Which inclined 
peripheral cutting edge 
produces chip. 

Table S 

Plain Milling Cutter '^-Dimensional Tool 

Radial Rake Velocity rake, 

Helix angle Inclination angle, 1 

The normal rake angle Is readily computed from equation (l), of 

chapter 13 while the nomograph of Pig. 13-8 will give give the 

effective rake angle The helix or Inclination angle may be 

readily determined by rolling the cutter on a sheet of carbon paper 

that rests on white paper. 

Consider as an exaiq)le, a plain milling cutter with the 

following angles: 

Radial rake, a^, • 10* 

Helix angle, 1-25* 

Then from equation (l3-l) the normal rake angle (o^) is found to be 

9.1* idille the effective rake angle (a^) Is found to be l8* by use 

of Pig. (13-8). 



The Important nomenc^turo for an and or face lallling out tar 

la shown in Figs 29 and The Inclination angla (l) and affactlva 

rake angle (a^) can be found if the face milling cutter angles are 

replaced by their equivalent lathe tool angles as given in table $. 

Table 6 Equivalent lathe tool angles for face milling cutter 

Face Milling Cutter Lathe Tool 

Radial Rake, (o^) Side Rake, (o^) 

Axial Rake, (a^) Back Rake, [x^) 

Comer angle, (c) Side cutting edge angle (C^) 

With these substitutions,the previous analysis of a lathe tool enables 

the desired quantities to be found. 

As an example consider the following case: 

Axial rake angle, (o^^) - 10* • Oj^ 

Radial " ” , (Oj.) —10* - o^ 

Corner angle, (C) - 30* • C„ 

By following steps similar to those employed for a lathe tool, 

the pertinent values are found to be: 

Normal rake angle (o^) « -3*6* 

Inclination angle (l) • 13*5* 

Effective Rake angle (o^) « 0.8* 

As in any cutting tool, sufficient clearance must be 

provided to prevent the tool from rubbing on the finished surface. 

In milling, clearance angles must be held to a minimum in order that 

sufficient metal be available at the tool point to withstand the severe 

shock loadings pertaining. 
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Three geometrical quantities which are of Interest In the 

milling operation are; 

1. the maximum undeformed chip thickness (tj^^) which cor¬ 

responds to the feed rate in a turning operation. 

2. The undeformed chip length (^) which gives an Indication 

of the time length of contact per tooth. 

3. The peak to valley distance (h) of the scallops idilch 

are left on the finished surface when plain milling. 

Unlike turning where the depth of cut and feed can be directly set on 

the machine in milling, these Important quantities must be computed 



froB the operating variables; Before detefsilnlng the desired 4|uafiti- 

ties, one must specify the direction of siotion of tool and wox4qpiece. 

When these two velocities have the saow sens^ the process is called 

"climb” or "down" milling, however urtien the two velocities are in 

opposite directions, a "conventional" or "up" milling process is 

Involved* Fig. SI clearly shows the difference between these two 

types of milling. It is readily seen that with otherwise similar 

conditions, up milling gives a slightly smaller t^^, a larger /, and 

aauiller h than does down milling, because of the smaller average 

radius of curvature of the chip when down milling. 

The actual shape of an undeformed plain milling chip is rather 

cooqplex as the cutting edge traverses a trochoidal path. Equations 

for milling chip geometry that are quite exact have been developed by 

Martellottl but since these derivations are quite tedious, only the 

final results are given here 

m Vvar vD 
cos 1 Mtf) 

Tig. J3U Shoi/log th* dlff.we* b.tiMn up ud doim .UXlDg 
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je - I e - d 

“ - D ♦ Sn 
6 « 

where t 

0 - cos'*’ (1-^) > radians 

® * Rn P®** tooth), Inch/tooth 

D ■ cutter diameter. Inches 

d > depth of cut. Inches 

V - feed rate - 1pm 

V « cutter velocity - ipn 

1 • helix angle (inclination) 

n - number of teeth In cutter 

N • cutter rpm 

When two signs appears, the upper refers to up milling while the lower 

refers to down milling. 

If the cutting speed (V) is much greater than (v) (l.e. ^«<1), 

as It always Is in practice a slnqpllfled solution can be obtained 

Pig. (mt) shows the trocholdal chip shape replaced by a circular arc 

which Is permissible when V »> v. The quantities (6) and (6) are as 

defined above. From this figure It Is at once obvious that: 

(f9) 

i -1 e ^ I (S9) 

h • 7^ (Sf) 

Furthermore, the value of ^ Is very small, (l.e. when ^ ^<1) 

a good approximation Is achieved by neglecting powers of B greater than 

B* In the binomial expanslcxi for sin 0 and cos 0 . 
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Within this approximation. 

[26 3 cos 1 

• iSr iU) 
6® 

HIT (^4) 

As ah example of values obtained frixn the foregoing equations, considers 

a plain milling cut' In which: 

N > 200 rpm 

V • 12 1pm 

n » 10 teeth 

D « 4 inches 

d - 1/4 inch 

1-0* 

For these values we obtain: 

® * (260)fid)' " ^”^^tooth 

Q • cos”*’ (1- •^) 29* = 0.506 radians 

The values of t^, and h obtained from the three foregoing 

approximations are given in table (7) where it Is apparent that the 

approximate methods are good in the practical range. 

KETHOD 

Martellottl* 8 Analysis 
(Eqs. to 

Table 7 
m - Inches £1 -inches 

down 
h X 10 inches 

down down up up 

0.00290 0.00291 1.017 1.007 2.225 2.270 

If 5 <<1 (Eqs 20 to 22) 0.00291 0.00291 I.OI5 1.009 2.250 2*250 

If J «1 and 5« 1 

(Eqs. to 0.0030 0.0030 1.003 1.003 2.250 2.250 



For face or end milling the chip geometry Is easily approxi¬ 

mated. Prom Pig. 33 it ie seen that If the axis of the cutter is over 

the workpiece (l.e. < < in Pig. 8) the maximum chip thickness 

la Just equal to the feed per tooth. 

‘n - fe ■ S 

The chip length Is then approximated by 

If a comer angle (C) exists, the value of t^^^ should be modified as 

follows 

‘m ' r ° 

Forces - Because of the discontinuous nature of the milling process 

constantly varying geometry. It la necessary to re-examine the details 

of force measurement and force analysis. Let us consider for slmpllcl 

ty a plain milling operation when there Is no angle of inclination. 

The components of force which allows us to employ the relationships 

given In previous chapters are those parallel to and normal to the 

relative velocity vector. The approximation that V>>v may again be 

made Bo that the components of Interest are normal (P^^) and tangential 

(P^) to the cutter periphery. Prom Pig. 34 it Is seen that 

P^ - Pjj cos 0 - Py sin 0 f!5i) 

(6i» 
Thus a dynamoneter which measures P^^ and Py can be used to find the 

real forces of Interest. When the product Nn is high. It is often 

more convenient to measure the mean value of Pjj and Py rather than try 

to obtain the actual force traces. However, It Is also frequently of 

Interest to know how the forces vary as a tooth produces a single cut. 
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Th« following analysis makes use of the mean value theoz*em in a 

reverse manner. 

Consider the chips produced by a cutter when cutting at two 

depths of cut di and da holding all other variables constant. From 

fig. J$a it is seen that chip two is exactly the same as chip one up 

to the dotted line. We can now assume any arbitrary shape of force 

curve, P ■ f(9) such as that shown in fig. 3Sc. The force curve 2 

will be identical with 1 up to the dotted line. When a force record, 

ing system having a slow response is used, average forces and Pg 

will be recorded rather than the actual transient forces. However, the 

area under the actual curve for one tooth must equal the area under 

the mean value line for a distance corresponding to i th of a re¬ 

volution. The areas under the force curves can be conveniently 

thought of as being proportional to the energy input to the dynamo- 

meter. If the area under is subtracted from that under Pa, the 

the remainder, is proportional to the energy required to cut the 

Incremental chip which is above the dotted line in Pig. Jff’u The 

incremental area is equal to - Pi). If this area 1s divided 

by the distance Qa - the result is the mean force P required to 

produce the incremental chip 

Now if da is made to approach di,0 approaches Bx and Pa approaches 

Pi. Equation (6i) then reduces to 

(^.) via 
In using equation WZ), successive cuts are made at depths di, da, 

da - d^ until sufficient points*are available to plot a smooth 

curve of p) vs 0, over the range of desired. TSie slope of 

this curve is then obtained graphically and gives the appropriate 
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valuo of transient force F as a tooth produces a chip. In this manner 

«re may obtain plots of transient forces frcxn measurements of the mean 

cutting forces. fOiese transient forces must then be resolved into the 

desired radial and tangential components by use of equations (O) and 

(60) . 

Surface Finish - The surface which results from a milling operation 

is subject to two types of defects, waviness and roughness. Waviness, 

involves surface Imperfections of relatively long wavelength that are 

repetitive. In plain milling, the geometry of the process gives use 

to wavlness In the form of scallops. Prom equati<»i M) it is seen 

that h is less for up milling than for down milling. Spindle run out 

high and low teeth, variations In arbor deflection and variations in 

tooth spacing are some of the other conditions which are generally 

present to a greater or less r degree. It should be noted that 

although the geometrical scallops are frequently most apparent, longer 

wave length variations such as those due to runout are often more 

severe. Surface roughness, which involves random Imperfections of 

surface geometry of shorter wave length is largely caused by the 

built-up-edge that forms at the tip of the cutting tool. In up 

milling, the finished surface la produced at the beginning of the 
surface 

chip forming cycle while in down milling the flnished/ls produced at 

the end of the cycle. An Important difference between these two types 

of milling is that in up milling the tool starts cutting with a chip 

thickness that Increases from zero while in down milling the tooth 

immediately digs in and forms a thick chip. In the case of up milling 

the elastic properties of the systeip as a whole force the tool to 

rub for a short distance before it begins to cut and this leads to a 

rouglhness in up milling not observed in down milling. 
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In face milling, the surface produced Is not a result of the 

primary cutting edge alone but Is Influenced by the secondary cutting 

edge or "nose raiilus" as in lathe turning. Observed surface defects 

In this case are generally feed marks which are strongly influenced 

by the corner angle. After a face milling tooth has completed one 

chip it must pass over the finished surface before another chip Is 

started. Any mlsallgnn^nt can lead to rubbing and attendant 

roiig^mess. 

Experimental Data - Opltz and Kob have carried out an extensive 

experimental program relative to face milling cutters, and were able 

to obtain transient force and temperature data for a wide range of 

conditions. Pig. shows representltlve force and temperature traces 

for both continuous and discontinuous chip formation. For the 

continuous chip the time required to produce each chip Is 0.008 sec. 

so It Is obvious that the temperature reaches a steady state value 

In a very short time - of the order of 0.001 sec. We see that this 

Is In agreement with the theory of chapter 12. Thus in general 

transient temperature variations are of interest only when the 

duration of contact between chip and tool Is less than .001 sec., 

for any contact time greater them this, steady state conditions jnay 

be assumed. Pigs*37 through iz show the tangential cutting force, 

(P^) the energy per unit volume (u) and the cutting temperature 

as functions of cutting speed V, feed per tooth 6, and depth of cut 

d for three materials. One should note that la face milling t^e 

depth of cut d has the opposite meaning from the depth of cut In 

plain milling. Pig. 43 shows tool life expressed In inches out for 

a crater of 0.008" as a function of velocity and work material. In 

several Instances SAE 1010 Is seen to behave In a peculiar manner 

up to 600 8ft»i. This Is due to the fracture type discontinuous 



Tfemp. sec ■femp. -.012 sec -I 
i4ie*F 

a) Continuous chip V = 580 sfpn b) Discontinucais chip V = 380 sfpai 

Reprassntativa fore* and tamperatur* curvas for face milling 
= .004 In/rev. d = 0.120 in. SAE 1010 steel carbide tool. 
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Fig. Jf. Taafeatial cutting force 
•nd energy per unit volume (U) 
versus feet per tooth when 
Billing steel. Depth of cut 
0.120 inch. Cutting speed, 
740 fpm. 

FtH par TpMP (w'*lMk«) 

Fig. Catling irmperatnrm hi relnlian !• food 
per loolk. Cutting »pe^, 740 fpm; depth af enl, 
0.120 inch. 

and energy per unit volume (U) 
versus depth of cut* Cutting 
speed, 740 fps, feed per tooth, 
0.004 inch. 



chip formation that oeetirs at these low speeds. Zt should be noted 

that the effects due to changing the cutting variables In a face 

milling operation are exactly the same as those observed when 

Investigating the tuzmlng or plaining processes. 

Practical Considerations - The effect of rake angle upon tool life, 

surface finish and power consumed Is the same with a milling cutter 

as It Is with a simple two dimensional tool. However, the high 

shock loadings to which milling cutters are subjected limits the 

maximum useful rake angle. This Is particularly true with carbide 

tipped milling cutters. Negative rakes are frequently used in 

carbide cutters to provide a greater Included angle for Increased 

strength and shock resistance. However, use of negative rake angles 

Is accompanied by an Increase In the energy consumed per unit volume 

of metal cut and the temperature at the tool point. 

A combined rake emgle tooth has been demonstrated by several 

Fig. 4#. Shoving a, eontblaod rake 
angle milling tooth. 
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investigators to combine some of the better qualities of both positive 

and negative rake tools. The combined rake angle tool shown in Pig, 

44 was tested' by Armltage and Schmidt with the results shown in 

table S* 

TABLE B 

Rake Angles, degs Cutting Force^ (^H), lbs. 

+30 64 
♦15 82 
-12 , 115 
-12 primary 1 06 
+15 secondary.] f yo 
-12 primary i 
+30 secondary I ̂ 70 

1 

Table d Representative Rake Angles for Pace Milling Cutters 

Tool Materials 

H. .S.S. Cast Alloys Cemented Carbides 

Work Material ^r ar ®s °r <^8 

Steel and Cast Iron 12 12 6 6 0 0 
Steel and Cast Iron* -5 25 -5 25 -10 10 
Brass and Bronze 10 10 6 6 4 4 
Aluminxim Alloys 25 25 12 12 15 15 

^ Cutting with a 45” corner angl e, in all other cases corner angle 
-Is 0* 

Table IP Values of Angles ®n and Og for the Tools of Table $ 

Tool Materials 
Cemehted 

H.S.S • Cast Alloys Carbides 

Work Material i On oe i On Oe i On ae 
iteel and Cast Iron l2.0 ll.B ’IJ.T 6.0 6.6 ^ U 
Steel and Cast Iron* 21.4 14.0 19.4 21.4 14.0 19.4 14.1 0 3.' 
Brass and Bronze 10 9.9 11.4 6.0 6.0 6.5 4.0 4.0 4. 
Aluminum Alloys 25 22.9 29.9 12.0 11.8 13.8 15.0 14.5 17. 

Cutting With a 45’ 
0* 

comer angle, in ail other cases comer angle 



A positive value of InclXntlon angle (l) will cause the chip to be 

directed away from the workpiece while a negative value of i will 

direct the chip toward the workpiece. These data show that the ad¬ 

dition of a positive secondary rake angle reduces the cutting forces 

although they are still hlg^her than vrtien a positive rake angle is used 

alone. The greatest advantage of this type of tool occurred after a 

reasonable amount of use and tool wear. The combined rake forces were 

then lower than either the purely positive rake tool or the purely 

negative rake tool. 

Naturally, no hard and fast rules can be given for milling 

cutter rake angles, but table S gives representative values for 

several materials. When three dimensional theory is applied to table 8 

the values given in table|p are obtained. 

Clearance angles should be as small as possible consistent 

with good surface finish. Representative values are 5* when cutting 

steel and 10* vdien machining aluminum or similar high metal alloys. Fre¬ 

quently, a secondary clearance angle is provided behind the primary 

clearance angle to ensure clearance of the tooth after sharpening, 

and to reduce the necessary grinding when sharpening. 

The cutter speed in sfpm which will give reasonable tool life 

is of course a strong function of geometry, but for well designed 

cutters properly used, the maximum speed is found to depend largely 

upon the hardness of the metal cut and the tool material. Fig. 46 

gives representative cutting speeds as a function of workpiece hardness 

and material. 

Normally the feed per tooth (6) is considered an important 

quantity and is specified in milling operations. However as we 

have already seen, a more meaningful quantity, but one which must be 
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computed l8 the maximum chip thlcknese (t^^)* Representative values of 

6 are given in table If to Illustrate the order of magnitude of this 

variable in practice. 

Table It Representative Values of Peed per tooth (6) for milling 
cutters, ipr. 

Material H.S.S. Carbide and Cast Alloy 

Stainless Steel 
Steels 
Cast Iron 
Brass 
Al. and-Mg. Alloys 

005 .008 
005 - .010 .010 
010 - .015 .010 
008 - .020 .010 
02 0.02 

.015 

.020 

.020 

The power required to make a milling cut may be estimated 

from values of energy per unit volume (u) as follows for either plain 

or face milling: 

Representative values of energy per unit volume are to be found In 

table 4* The motor power must be greater than the value given by 

equation iS9) by the amount of the friction losses in the drive. A 

representative efficiency for a heavily loaded milling machine spindle 

drive is 80% although lower values of efficiency might hold when the 

machine is lightly loaded. The power supplied to the machine must be 

further Increased by about 10% if the feed power is supplied by the 

same motor that drives the spindle. 

In face milling, initial contact should not occur at the cutting 

edge of the tooth in order to avoid chipping of the edge. The angle 

of engagement defined as e in Pig. 46 is a measure of the tendency 

for a tool to enter the work in face milling in such a way that the 

cutting surface makes initial contact rather than the cutting edge. If 

the position of the cutter relative to the work is such that £< 20* 
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then Initial contact will not be at the tool point and wear will be 

uniform and life satisfactory (see Pig. In order to Insure 

that t< 20* the cutter must be larger than the work. A good working 

rule to provide a sufficiently low s is to make the cutter diameter 

at least 1 1/2 times the work width. 

In order to cause chips to flow away from the cutter body in 

face milling It Is desirable that the teeth be designed to have a 

substantial positive Inclination. A large corner angle (C) combined 

with a large positive inclination angle will usually provide long tool 

life. The large corner angle distributes the wear over a long cutting 

edge and hence a given volume of metal may be removed with a minimum 

wear per unit of edge length. 

ll*», •». Im., pm Toelh par in. Cwnlnp fd^n ■_ 

Anpla of Ingagamaiit. (Molariali S.AJL 1020, ISO Irlnalli CiMari 

Sinpla loalti, i ' rodiui,—10 dap. aalal and radial raka, 0,1S, and 

30 dap., camor anplai, Cut dkaoMiomi 0.1 SO* dapHi,O.Ot0'load 

par loalli, wldlh ad|Mlad to Mwl lanpHi of taotk podi wot3.14*1 

It Is particularly Important in milling operations that the 

work be rigidly supported and that the machine be In good mechanical 

condition. Cutters should be mounted on large arbors and the arbor 

supported close to the cutter to further ensure a rigid system. Fly¬ 

wheels should be used whenever possible and should be mounted as close 

to the cutter as is feasible a However, cutting fluids are frequently 

esqployed In milling operations. 



Vb«n milling with ctrbldw cutters^ it is b«tt to out 

steol and eaat iron dry uaing oonpraaaad air to blow the ohipa away. 

Iftider auch oonditiona the uae of a water baae cutting fluid will actu¬ 

ally give aigniflcantly leaa tool life than when cutting dry. 

Aluminum on the other hand ahould be cut with a copioua aupply of a 

water baae cutting fluid. 

ERILLINQ 

The drill la a tool dealgned to produce holes In metal parta 

quickly and easily. While very precise work can be done with a drill, 

the primary item of interest is usually long life at high penetration 

rate rather than finish or hole accuracy (size shape and straightness). 

Very frequently drilling Is preliminary operation to reaming, boring 

or grinding where final finishing and sizing takes place. In addition 

to the common two flute twist drill there are several other types In 

use Including flat drills, drills with one three or four flutes, core, 

shell, and spade drills. The discussion here will be limited to the 

two flute twist drill since this type adequately Illustrates the 

nature of the problems associated with drills and their analysis. 

Drill nomenclature - The principal drill nomenclature is given in 

Pig. 47. The more lng>ortant drill quantities from the analytical 

Fio ^>1 Drill nombmcwtcb* Fig. 4^ Method of BiaeBurlng 
. clearance angle (O) 
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point of vlow are 

1. the helix angle, 
2. the point angle, 2p 
3* the web thickness, w 
4. the clearance angle 8 
5* the drill diameter, D 

The helix angle varies with the radius (r) to any particular point on 

the cutting edge. A helix angle without specifIcaclon refers to the 

helix angle at the circumference of the drill. The pitch length of 

the helix (L) la of covirse constant for all points along the cutting 

edge, and the helix angle at any point may therefore be determined by 

use of the following equation. 

6 • tan ^ ) (6^) 

Por example, a 0.750 Inch drill having a helix angle of 32* Is found to 

have a pitch length (L) of 3*77 Inches. This pitch length may then be 

used to find the helix angle at the point on the drill where r • 0.250 

Inch. When this la done the helix angle Is found to be 22.6*. The 

helix angle may be most easily determined by rolling a drill across a 

piece of carbon paper that rests on a sheet of white paper, Just as we 

determine the helix emgle for a milling cutter. 

The point angle web thickness and diameter of a drill may be 

readily determined by direct measurement. 

The clearance angle (9) at the periphery of a drill Is most 

easily measiired by wrapping a sheet of paper around the drill and 

marking it as shown In Pig. 4S* clearance angle at the center of 

the drill will be considerably greater than this value. Depending 

uptxi the shau^ of the point that Is ground on the drill the Increase 

In clearance angle from periphery to center may be as much as 100$(. 

The matter of clearance angles for drills presents a special problem 

In that a drill Is fed downward tgxm the out surface. The feed angle 
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(e) that is g«n«rat«d by any point on th« cutting at radius r 

may be obta^d from the folloiring expreaeion in terms of the feed 

per revolution of the drill (2t) 

e « tan*^ (||p) (iS) 

The clearance angle (0) at any radius must provide this much clearance 

before there is anything left to take care of elastic recovery. 

The drill clearance that corresponds to that of a conventional tool 

is (6 -e). The quantity e is seen to increase rapidly as the point 

of the drill is approached. 

In Pig. 49, values of helix angle (S), clearance angle (8) and 

feed angle (e) are given for different points on the cutting edge of a 

representative Inch diameter drill operating under conventional 

conditions. The effective clearance (9-e) Is seen to be particularly 

ample at the center of the drill, and the feed angle (e) is seen to 

play a rather insignificant role. The feed angle becomes important 

only on larger drills and drills that are fed at abnormally high rates. 

The quantity (2t) was used for the feed rate in inches per 

revolution in the foregoing discussion, since half the feed rate of 

a two flute drill corresponds to the feed of a lathe tool. This 

en^haslzes the fact that we should use half the feed rate for a drill 

when making comparisons between turning and drilling operations. 

Drill Analysis - The analysis of a drill point is somewhat more 

involved than that for other tools Inasmuch as the quantities of 

interest vary with radial position across the cutting edge. In Fig. 

5<9 two views of a drill are shown. The view at (a) is from the 

shank looking along the drill axis toward the point (hence the drill 

is shown dotted). Plane C06FD is perpendicular to the velocity 

vector (V) at point C on the cutting edge. Point A is an adjacent 
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DRILL RADIUS, r in 

rigurc^f* V|rlatlQa of 
bollx aaglo (I), 
oleonno* anglo (S) and 
feed an0a <€) aoroaa 
the cutting edge of a 
repraacmtatlTe 9/l6 Inoh 
diametar drill. Helix 
anglef 28^; olearauoe 
angle, 8<’. Point angle, 
1180; chisel edge angle, 
1200; thiolcneas, 
0.06 inoh; feed rate, 
0.009 ipr. 

fig* 3D. inalyaia of 
drill point. 

a) View of drill along 
axis looking froa 
shank tauard point. 

b) View of drill along 
walooit^ waetor V. 
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polnt on tho cutting tdg* and tB la parallel to V. The view at (h) la 

In the dlreotlcm of the velocity vector at C* nie Inflnltealmal 

length of cutting edge AC la seen to be the counter part of AC for 

the lathe tool In Plg./0. 

In Fig. (b) It la evident that angle AGO la equal to half 

the point angle (p) idille In Pig. $0 (C) angle ACB (idiioh Ilea In the 

plane of the paper at (a)} la equal to the Inclination angle (l) and la 

given by 

1 . AOB . .ln-‘ (grTSih-p > 

Angle APB shown at (C) Is equal to the helix angle (6) and at the 

eame time corresponds to the back rake angle for a lathe tool (o^). 

Thus, CWr, 

• 6 ■ tan ^ (“TIT*) 

The angle that corresponds to the side cutting edge angle (C.) D 

for a lathe tool may be found as follows by reference to Pig. (56c). 

Hence, 

cos 

OC 
W 
OC 
57 

BC 
17 

> cos p 

■ cos Cg 

■ cos 1 

OC 
OC 
57 

cos p 
cos 1 

(6S) 

«9) 

do) 

W) 

The qucmtlty corresponding to the side rake angle (a.) of a 
8 

lathe tool may be found as follows. Prcrni the similarity of triangles 

OCD and BPD: 

but. 

OC OD OB + BD , . OB 
Bf • BB ■ —BE— ■ ^ + BB 

OC • BC cos C 

OB • BC Sin C 

BP • 

s 

s 
AB 
tan 6 

AB_ 
tan 1 
/g_ 
tan 1 

cos Cg 

Sin C, 
8 

(la) 

03) 

CH) 

05) 
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iSutsstltutlng into equation na): 

or 

^1 °s , TarTT- °s (16) "TIE " ' 
tano BD 

ro • ®s 
tan A tan 1 
tm Cg sin 07) 

By use of equations (66) (6l) Cl)) and (1*1), the inclination 

angle for the drill (l) as well as equivalent lathe tool angles 

Cg and Og may be found. Then, angles and may be found following e 
the procedure used for the lathe tool. As an example consider the 

following drill point. 

Diameter 
Helix angle 
Point angle 
Web thickness 

> 0*730 Inch ■ D 
- 32 degrees ■ 6 
m 118 degrees - 2 p 
- 0.110 inch - W 

When the foregoing equations are applied to this case the results of 

table 1% and Pig. 5l are obtained. 

Table 1&. Analysis of Representative Drill Point 

r W air, ^ Sin P 1 

■HQ ■rmi 
0.35 0.135 7.7 30.0 
0.30 9.1 26.6 
0.25 0.188 10.6 22.6 
0.20 0.235 13.6 18.5 
0.15 0.314 18.3 14.0 
0.10 0.471 28.1 9.5 
0.08 0.589 36.1 7.6 

Os •"s ®v »e 
13.2 32.0 31.8 

58.7 11.1 30.0 29.8 30.5 
58.5 6.8 25.5 25.3 2 6.0 
58.3 2.0 20.0 19.7 21.0 
57.9 -4.3 14.0 i?*! 16.2 
57.2 -13.0 5.0 4.8 10.0 
54.3 -28.2 -11.5 -10.2 5*5 
50.4 -39.9 -23.0 -19.0 8.0 

The Inclination angle (1) Is seen to Increase as the center ol 

the drill Is approached, while the normal rake angle (a^) decreases and 

even assumes large negative values. However, the effective rake angle 

(a^) does not beccmne negative as a consequence of the large Incllnatlmx 

angles near the drill point. The action of the drill near the web 

might be described as a slicing action due to the large Inclinations 



Fig. 51* Variatioii of In* 
ellnatlon angle 1, nonnal 
rake angle ( n) across 
cutting edge of representa¬ 
tive 0.750 inch drill. 
Helix angle, 32^; point 
angle, 118°; weh thickness, 
0.110 inch. 

Fig. 52. Comparison of 
the chips produced hy the 
lips of a drill point and 
the chisel edge. 



obtaining. support at the cutting edg«f iiihich Varies inversely 

with the magnitude of is seen to be greatest near the point of the 
» 

drill. This is fortunate since the action of a drill at its very 

center does not involve cutting but might better be described as 

extrusi(wi. The manner in which the metal directly under the chisel 

edge of the drill Is extruded Is shown In Fig. S2. In producing this 

specimen a pilot hole the size of the web thickness of a larger drill 

was made in a brass block and filled with lead. When the larger drill 

was suddenly stopped the situation shown In Fig. sa resulted, where 

two distinct types of chips are evident - the one produced by cutting 

and the other by extrusion. 

Prom the foregoing analysis It Is evident that the helix 

angle (6) web thickness (W) and point angle (2p) are the three quanti¬ 

ties of greatest significance In determining drill performance. The 

first of these Is controlled by the drill meuiufacturer while the lat¬ 

ter two quantities can be altered to a certain extent by the user. 

The effect upon and of a variation of each of the quantities 

6, p and W may be different at the periphery and at the point of a 

drill. Jo. Table Itthe influence of changes in 6, p and W upon the 

significant drill angles are given for positions near the point and 

also near the chisel edge. In this table a plus sign signifies an 

increase, a minus sign a decrease, while zero indicates an Insignifi¬ 

cant change in the angle in question. 

Table 13 Influence of a change of drill dimensions upon drill angles 

For points near the For points near the 
drill periphery Chisel edge 

For Increase of 1 ^s °b S °h S 1 ^s ^ °‘'8 °^n ^'e_ 
Web thickness (W) + 0 6 - 0 "O ♦ - 0 - - o'. 
Point angle (2p) 0 + 0- 00 + + 00 + + 
Helix angle (6) 
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Th« orders of sMiftnltudo of tho ohsiigot Indloated in tabXo U 

art illustratod by the nvnorloal values of Tables l4 to l4* These 

quantities were ooeiputed for the nusierical exenple involving a O.750 

inch drill given previously. From this analysis the following 

obseryations suty be swMle regarding the influence of changes of If, p 

and 6. 

1. An increase of web thickness (W) has an Insignificant in- 

flvtenoe at the periphery of the drill. The nain effect of an increase 

in web thickness is a strengthening of the cutting edge near ^e 

point (as indicated by a decrease in a^) and a smaller increase in 

effective rake angle. Larger values of web thickness would thus be 

indicated when strong siaterials must be drilled, for under such 

conditions failure at the drill point is most common. It Vould 

appear advisable to increase U for any drill that tends to fall at the center. 

2. An increase of point angle also has a much smaller ln« 

fluence at the periphery than at the center of a drill. When p is 

increased the effective rake angle is increased near the drill center 

while the normal rake angle ie increased a corresponding amount. This 

provides freer cutting at the point of the drill but less support for 

the cutting edge. The smaller change at the periphery of the drill 

leads to a slightly stronger edge but slightly higher forces. A anuU 

point angle would be indicated for the drilling of relatively weak 

metals such as aluminum alloys vhere support of the cutting edge can be 

sacrificed in the interest of decreased cutting forces 

at the periphery. 

Vhile a drill usually tends to fail at the periphery when operating 

in a soft metal, failures at the center of the drill arc most common when 

drilling hard metals and the results of Table 15 would indicate that a 

large point angle would want to be used for a strong metal. 
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3* Uhlika the two previous quantities the helix angle (fi) has 

Its greatest effect near the periphery of the drill. An Increase In 

helix angle causes a large increase In both u and a at the clrounfer- 
n • 

ence of the drill and a smaller Increase in both quantities near the 

center. Thus, Increased helix angle results In freer cutting but cor* 

respondlngly less support all across the cutting edge but particularly 
at the drill periphery. 

Table 1^ Representative changes in drill point angles due 
to changes In web thickness (W) only. Other 
conditions are the same as those for table 1ft. 

degrees 
Web thickness Radius 

W, In r. In 1 s “b Oh “e 

0.05 0.375 3.2 58.9 32.0 17.3 33.0 33.1 
0.110 0.375 7.2 58.7 32.0 13.2 31.8 32.3 
0.150 0.375 9.? 58.5 32.0 10.2 30.6 31.5 
0.050 0.100 12.4 58.1 9.5 -8.9 2.9 5.5 
0.110 0.100 1 28.1 54.3 9.5 -28.2 -10.2 5.5 
0.150 0.100 i lK).0 47.9 9.5 -44.3 -21.3 12.0 

Table l5. Representative changes In drill point angles due 
to changes In point angle (2p) only. Other 
conditions are the same as those for table IJL • 

Point angle 
degrees 

Radius 
2p . deg. r ,ln 1 % ®B °h ®e 

100 0.375 6.3 4Q.5 32.0 21.1 34.9 35.5 
118 0.375 7.2 58.7 32.0 31.8 32.3 
140 0.375 7.9 60.7 32.0 4.8 29.8 30.5 
100 0.100 24.9 44.9 9.5 -26.1 -11.5 1.0 
118 0.100 28.1 54.3 9.5 -28.2 -10.2 5.5 
140 0.100 31.1 66.5 9.5 -29.9 -4.3 12.5 

Table Ift. Representative changes In drill point angles due 
to changes In helix angle (6) only. Other con- 
ditions are the same as those for table 1ft. 

degrees. 
Helix Angle Radius -- 

o deg r. In 1 ^s <^b ^s ^ 

20 0.375 7.2 58.7 20 4.2 17.4 18.0 
0.375 7.2 58.7 32 13.2 31.8 32.3 

40 0.375 58.7 40 19.9 43.7 44.5 
20 0.100 28.1 54.3 5.6 -30.4 -13.3 2.5 

0.100 28.1 54.3 9.5 -28.2 -10.2 5.5 
40 0.100 28.1 54.3 12.7 -26.4 -5.3 9.0 



A large helix angle with ouii point angle 

and thin web would be Indicated for weak materials and the reverse 

for strong metals such as the high temperature alloys and stainless 

steels. 

Drill Dimensions • The dimensions of the standard drill point are 

as follows) 
helix angle ■ 28* to 32* 
point angle ■ 118* 
clearance angle « 6* to 12* 

The shape of the milled flutes are such that the cutting edge Is 

straight when the proper point angle Is ground on the drill. Vfhen 

very hard and strong metals are ground It is customary to use a high 

point angle (approaching 140*) and a smaller clearance angle (as low 

as 5*). In such a case it would probably be advisable to use a lower 

helix angle to obtain greater support at the cutting edge, but drills 

of other than standard helix angle are not easily obtained. For 

drilling hard alloy steels the following angles are frequently used 

helix angle ■ 28* to 32* 
point angle ■ 135* 
clearance angle ■ 6* to 9* 

For drilling very soft metals point angles as low as 100* and clear¬ 

ance angles as high as 12* are not uncommon. 

The chisel edge angle is a rough measure of the clearance 

angle of the drill. With the standard ll8* point an 8* clearance 

angle should result in a chisel edge angle of 120* while a 12* 

clearance angle corresponds to a 135* chisel edge angle. Similarly 

for the 133* point angle, the chisel edge angle would be 113* for a 

6* clearance and 125* for a 9* clearance angle. 

The web thickness of the average drill should represent a 

decreasing percentage of the drill diameter as the size of the drill 

Increases. This Is Illustrated In table 17 «diere reconmiended web 
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thicknesses are given. The web of a drill, which Is the metal thal: 

connects the flutes Is generally made to increase as the shank of the 

drill is increased in the Interest of greater rigidity. This Increase 

in web thickness may be as much as 5056 and therefore when a drill is 

sharpened a number of times it may be found to have too large a web 

Fig. » Drill with thinned web. 

thickness. Web thinning is therefore practiced as shown in Pig. 50* 

A better solution to the difficult problem of web thinning is for 

manufacturers to provide the useful portion of the drill with a 

constant web thickness. If a drill has a web that is thicker than 

necessary the thrust force will be needlessly high and if such a 

drill is used at excessive feed rates a crack may develop extending 

up the web of the drill. In such Instances a decrease in feed or 

web thickness is indicated. The clearance at the web should also be 

checked in cases where the web tends to split since insufficient 

clearance can also cause this difficulty. 

Table 17 Recommended Web Thickness 

Drill Dla., in Web Thicknessj % of Dia 

20 
lA 
1/2 14 

1 12 
>1 11 

It is customary to provide a drill with decreasing diameter 

toward, the shank (O.OOO5 to 0.001 In/in) in order to provide clearance 

of the drill body in the finished hole. When a drill is sharpened a 

number of times it must therefore be expected that the drill will 

cut undersize. The drill is normally supplied with margins for 
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purposes of guiding, ^ese margins are without olrcumferentlal clear¬ 

ance and should be as small as possible In the Interest of decreased 

frlctlcm, The margin of a one Inch drill Is normally about 0«1 Inch. 

In the Interest of good drill performance and life It Is 

extremely Important that both lips of a drill do equal work. The 

length of the two cutting edges should be checked for equality as 

well as the hel^t of the two lips. An asymmetrical drill point 

operating at normal feed rate will produce Inaccurate holes and last 

a relatively short length of time since one lip will be overloaded. 

Operating Conditions - It Is customary to ffed drills at a rate 

dependent on the size of the drill but Independent of smterlal, the 

speed of the drill being adjusted to the particular metal cut. The 

reason for this Is that the flutes of a drill can handle only a 

certain chip volume and this volume Is about proportional to the 

diameter of the drill. It Is therefore common practice to feed drills 

at a rate that Is proportional to the drill diameter In accordance 

with the relation: 

(2t). ^ (18) 

where (2t) Is thq feed rate and D Is the drill diameter. A one inch 

diameter drill would thus be fed at about 0.015 Ipr* When holes that 

are longer than 30 are drilled the feed should be reduced. 

Recommended speeds for HSS drills are given In table (18)• 

Carbon steel drills should be operated at speeds of 50^ those given 

In table 18* 

While the best combination of speed and feed may differ soae- 

what from the values recommended above due to differences In relative 

chip volume material structure, cutting fluid effectiveness depth of 

hole and condition of drill and machine, the foregoing values are of 
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use as a general guide. If the outer comer of the drill ie found 

to wear prematurely too hig^ a speed is indicated# idiile if the cut* 

ting edges are found to chip, too great a feed or too much clearance 

on the drill point may be the cause. 

Table If Reconmended Speeds for HSS Drills 
Material 

Soft Cast. Iron 
Medium Hard Cast Iron 
Mild Steel 
Alloy Steel 
Tool Steel 
Brase and Bronze 
Copper 
Aluednum and Magnesium Alloys 

f£m 

90 
60 
50 

100*300 
150 
300*400 

It is customary to drill all of the metals of table IS with a 

copious supply of an oil type or soluble cutting fluid with the ex* 

eeption of east iron and magnesium and aluminum alloys which are normal* 

ly cut in air. If deep holes are drilled it may be necessary to 

svqpply the fluid under pressures as high as several hundred psi in 

order to lubricate the cutting point and carry the chips along the 

flutes of the drill. In such applications an oil hole drill that is 

supplied with a hole extending down its center is a useful device. 

Drilling Forces * Prom the point of view of drill dynamics there are 

two important quantities * toque (M) and thrust (F^). The torque on 

a drill may be expressed in terms of the energy per unit voluone (u) 

as follows 

M - (79) 

Where St is the feed rate and all quantities are in inch*pound*second 

unite. The power required to rotate* a drill will be 

HP • • 3*96 X 10 ^ uNtD® (00) 

where N is the speed of the drill in rpm. 
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The quantity u depends up<Mi the work material« effective rake 

angle and feed rate as previously mentioned In our discussion of la%e 

tool power, and may be estimated In accordance with the principles 

previously given. 

The thrust on a drill consists of an axial component of force 

on the cutting edge and the thrust force on the web of the drill. 

This latter component of thrust will equal the product of the area of 

the chisel point and the flow stress of the metal It extrudes. While 

it Is not convenient to obtain the thrust force on a drill analytical¬ 

ly it may be estimated In the following way. Boston and Gilbert have 

experimentally found the results given In Pig. ^^•for SAE 1020 steel. 

Fig- 54* Experimental values of drill thrust and torque for drills 
of different diameter vhen drilling annealed SAE 1020 steel 
(131 Brinell) at various rates of feed. Drill material, HSS; 
helix angle, 30« drill epeed, 60 fpmj cutting fluid, 1 to 16 
soluble oil} web thickness: 18.^ of drill diameter (D) for 
drills vp to 3/8 inch, l6.25t for 1/2 inch drill, and 14St of D 
for drills over l/2 inch (After Boston and Gilbert). 



If it Is desired to find the thrust and torque when drilling another 

material these values can he obtained to a very good approximation hy 

adjusting the values froa Fig. 5*4 in proportion to the values of u 

for the new material and SAE 1020 steel. 

To illustrate this procedure we might find the thruet and 
O 

torque for a drill operating under the following conditions: 

diameter ■ 1 inch 
feed • .015 inch 
speed ■ 300 fpm 
material - aluminum 

Prom Pig. the values of m and P^^ for SAE 1020 steel are 

Pg^ - 2100 pounds 

M ■ 65 foot pounds 

Prom table ^the value of u for SAE 1020 steel (131 Brinell) is seen 

to be about 244,000 psi while the mean value for aluminum is 70,000 

psl. The thrust and torque values to be expected for aluminum are 

thus 

^a • pounds 

M . 65 • 18.7 foot pounds 

The horsepower consimed in this drilling operation would be 

■ 

^ . " 

while the power required to feed the drill would be 

The power required to feed the drill in this case is but 0.64^ of the 

power to turn the drill. In most instances the feed power is less than 

1% of the total power and may therefore be ignored. 

The efficiency of most drilling machines is about 605^ at 1/2 

load and usually much lower under smaller loads. 



BxpTlatntal rtsultt. Results obtalnsd by use of s drill dynsaosMtsr 

on s variety of drills operating under a wide range of conditions were 

in good agreement with the foregoing analytical observations. For 

example t 

1. Both torque and thrust were found to decrease with in¬ 

crease in helix angle. Ihis is in agreement with the previous obser¬ 

vation that Increases with Increase In helix angle. 

2. Thinning the point of a drill has no effect upon torque 

and causes only a small decrease In thrust. This is In agreement with 

the observation that web thinning causes Insignificant change In a ^ 

all across the drill point» the only significant effect of such thin¬ 

ning being to decrease at the point. 

3. An Increase In point angle gives a decrease In torque but 

an Increase In thrust. The decreased torque Is In agreement with the 

Increase In c near the center of the drill with Increased point 

angle. 

b. A pilot hole halves the thrust on the drill but has an 

Inslgpilfleant effect on torque. This shows the extrusion at the 

chisel edge Is responsible for about half the thrust force. 

5. The torque on a drill varies as the square of the drill 

diameter. This is In agreement with equation (79). 

6. A change In drill speed has an Insignificant Influence on 

drill torque or thrust. Less power per cubic Inch drilled Is required 

at large feeds. These observations are In agreement with our previous 

concepts of cutting energy from turning and milling studies. 

7. As a drill wears gradually, the thrust remains constant 

but the torque increases gradually. A total Increase of torque of 

may occur before sudden failure occurs . when both torque and 

thrust Increase abruptly. 
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- A diaousaion of tO(d life will indicate that the 

foUowiog Iteas of tool perfornance «<nild be highly deairable when atteaptlng 

to cut aetal at a high rate of speed. 

1. A large effective rake angle in so far as the shear process is 
concerned, but a sniiltLl actual rake angle from the standpoint of 
strength and heat flow. 

O 

2. Positive aeans for carrying the fluid to the tool point at high 
cutting speeds as in the ease of a journal bearing. 

3* The possibility of Increasing chip velocity without necessitating 
a corresponding increase in cutting speed. 

The foregoing analysis shoved that the first item could be accomplished 

by means of inclination of the tool relative to the work velocity vector. 

The second two iteas can be achieved by providing a sidewise motion of the 

tool relative to the work. Indeed, if a tool which has zero inclination is 

given a sidewise component of motion (fig> 5ia) as well as the customary 

work velocity V^, there will be a kinematically Induced inclination angle 1. 

FiaSS Rotaht Cumira Pnocsw a* Otmmmvmo Fiioii Fizmo Poimt 
IN SrAoa AND FtkOM FnuiD Poiirr on Tool 

(a. RetAiT eultiat pkwmd h «bwrvMi Iram • Sud pDiat is ipam. t, Boiid 
IlM. .iMw kia*niAUMlly aquivAlcBt autlinc proMM M •••> from » lud 

peiBt oa toal.T 

Instead of observing the operation from a fixed point in space as in 

Pig. ss (a), let us observe tlie process from a fixed point on the cutting 

tool. Such a picture may be obtained by simply translating everything in 

Fig. 55 (a) to the left with a velocity V^. This will bring the tool to 

rest, will cause the workpiece to move in an inclined direction with a 

velocity V, and will cause the chip^to appear to flow off to the left rathw 

than to the right, see Fig. 55 (b). 
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The veloeit/ of the dii{> aeross the tool f»ee will bo eoual to 

which is the woetor nn of welooltles ond V^. The solid lines in fl«. 55* ib) 

represent the cutting process that is klnMUitlcally equliralent to that In 

Fig. 55 (a). This equivalent process is seen to be^ that of cutting with a 

sinple inclined cutting tool. Thus one of the significant features of a cutting 

tool with sidewise TOtion is to provide what is equivalent to an inclined 

cutting edge, the effective inclination angle i being given by 

tan i = Vj. (81) 

Fio. S6 Rotahy Tool Shown in Uhb in a Rouiih-Tvrnihg 
OrilNATION 

The practical way of providing the sidewise notion of the tool is to use 

a contixmous cutting edge in the fora of the rotary tool shovm in Fig. 56, 
Here, a particular portion of the cuttlxig edge is in operation for a very 

brief period, which is followed by a auch longer rest period during which the 

themal energy associated with cutting has ample opportunity to be dissipated 

to the bulk of the cutter. In this respect ^e rotary tool resembles a 

aultitoothsd tool such as a milling cutter. 
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Analysis of Rotary Tool - If the dlaaeter of a rotary tool is large eostpared 

with the depth of cut» which is usually the casSf curvature of the cutting 

edge may be ignored. Therefore we may consider the linearized process in 

Fig. 55 for purposes of analysis. Here the inclination angle is given by 

equation Sl« The chip flow angle ^^ qan be shown to be 

tan^c = ^ tan i - l/i) \ ^ - ll ~ Ife) J 
1/2 (aa) 

where t and b are the chip thickness and chip width ratios. The values of 

t ^ 
^n* ^ s* 3^ ^e found from equations 5# 8» 10, and 13. 

The several velocities involved with a rotary tool are as follows. 

Fig. (55) 

1 

2 Vj., velocity of rotation. This is absolute velocity of tool 

3 V, relative velocity between work and tool 

V 

V^, absolute velocity of workpiece 

2 2 + V 
r 

1 

V , absolute velocity of chip 
c 

V^, relative velocity between chip and tool 

V = 
cr 

(83) 

t„ cos" c 

(d« 

6 V^, relative velocity between chip and workpiece. This vector lies 

in shear plane at an angle 7^^. (Equation 8) with a normal to cutting 

edge, and has a magnitude that is given by 

^ V_ V. * cos i oosOC B_n 

oos^^ eoa (0^ -V t^sin 0^ cos^^ 

(8S) 
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th« dirMtiOD eeslBM with squatlcM 14 •rmt 

‘1*0 *1*0 

*2*0 bg * eo»«^ Cg ^ 

» 0 b, » 
J B 

c* » eotOT. 
j «» 

aad the Taluee of ud are found to bet 

tan g = F X* - 

-•inOf F + ooe^ F, n / B • 

tang, s 

-aln 0 r • eoa 0 F j a 

R * R* » ♦ (Fy*)^ ♦ 

cn 

2 The component of force alon^ the tool face F. cs 

F, = (F,*^ + 

3 The coaponent of force normal to the tool face F 

F». = F • 
cn y 

4 The component of force along the shear plane F, 

r, = [v t (.1. » CO. 4 

5 The component of force normal to the shear plane F, 

F - -sin 0 f -t- cos 0 F 
sn '^n y i 

The coefficient of friction on the tool face will be 

= ^■=°* A 

'cn 

an 

(M) 

(•D 

The foreea of intereat are aa foUowat 

1 The resultant force on the tool face R or on the shear plane R* 

(St) 

(8§) 

{») 

(ii) 

(tt) 

($3) 

as in the ease of the oblique cutting tool. The shear and normal stress on 
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th* pl«*w» mm.f b« obtained aa foUowat 

V ala ^ 
bt 

bt 
aln 4 

The apeelfic anargiea are aa followst 

1 Friction energy per imlt Tolune 

btV eoa^^bt^ 

2 Shear energy per unit ▼olune 

». = >rar=o. >, 
btV 

3 Total energy per unit volune 

u*u- + u =* “•’Is 1 
* • bt bt 

(84) 

(Mr) 

(M) 

(gi) 

(88) 

The ratio of the power required to drire the tool to the total power la 

« ~ ^ = 1 (M) 
btw _ 

1 ^ 1 

e 
Experinental Results - Experimental tests have been nade on a rotary tool 

aet-up aa shown in fig. 57. RepresentatlTe rotary 'tool data are shown la 

fig. 5% where the principal cutting rarlablea are shown plotted vs the klne-> 

natloally Induced inclination angle. Sosie of the scatter In the curvea of 

fig. 5A la due to the fact that all tests were not conducted at the aane 

speed and in two of the tests a fluid was used. However« It Is evident 

that the angle of incllnaticm 1 is the predominant variable that controls 

the parformanoe of this tool. In two of the tests the tool nas stationary. 
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The following general observations nay be made regai*dlng the performance of 

the rotary tool testedt 

1. The effective rake angle Cf is seen to Increase as the angle of 

inclination Is increased by Increa^og the tool velocity V^. It is evident 

that effective rake angles of over 60 deg may be obtained with a rotary tool 

having an actual normal rake angle of but 10 deg. 

2. The effective shear angle 0 is seen to increase as the effective 

rake angle increases, from a value of about 10 deg for the stationary tool to 

a value of over 40 deg when the angle of Inclination was about 70 deg. 

3» The resultant force in the shear plane Is seen to be practically 

colinear with the shear velocity vector V for small values of inclination 



HowATSTy tiM anglA r , which measures the at^le between F and V , is seen to 

Increase rapldlj for values of 1 greater than about 30 dag. This obswvation 

is consistent with the results of the previous analysis m an oblique cutting 

toolf where it was found that ^^ was insignificant for inclination angles up 

to 30 deg. The angle (p between F. and V was observed to vary more nearly 

linearly with inclination if both in this and the previous investigation. 

4* The shear stress on the shear plane is seen to increase with i, 

while the shear strain decreases. This same paradoxical behavior was also 

observed for conventional oblique cutting tools, and deserves further investigation. 

This matter will be discussed in detail in the following section. 

5. The coefficient of friction on the tool face is seen at first to 

decrease with increased inclination and then to increase. The minimum value 

of appears to occur at a value of i of about 30 deg. This result is also 

in agreement with the friction characteristic of the previous investigation of 

a conventional oblique tool, where^tiC was observed to decrease for values of 

i up to 30 deg. 

6. The total energy per unit volume u has a minimum value at an 

inclination angle of about A5 deg. This minimum value is seen to be due to a 

tendency for the shear energy per unit volume u^ to decrease with increased i 

(due predominantly to the decrease in ^ with increasedOC^), while the friction 

energy per unit volume exhibits the opposite trend (due to the tendency 

for the coefficient of friction to increase with increased OC^). The friction 

energy begins to increase at a rapid rate with increased inclination at a 
b 

value of 1 of about 30 dag. It is at about this same value of 1 that 
e 

ceaaes to be negligible, and it is believed that this is due to the fact that 

for higher values of inclination angle the shear prooess plays a less dtsninant 

role In the cutting process and gives way to «ie friction prooess. The steep 

increase In the -curve above i 40 deg appears to be associated with the 
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eomapofodiiDg Btmvp lnorM«« In tb« a^<-ownre and the gradual daereaaa in th« 

u^-curr«. 

7. The quantity R la the ratio of the power required to drive the tool 

to the total power in the rotary-tool in'oeees. For the tool Investigated 

here ^ 10 deg) about 1/3 of the total power goes to drive the tool, 

while the renainli^ 2/3 is consuned in driving the workpiece, when the angle of 

Inclination is about 45 deg. From the aforensentloned nininum points in the 

curves of u and it would appear that the optiauB angle of inclination is 

somewhat under 45 dcq(. Therefore a rotary tool should be operated with a 

surface speed Just under that of the work speed V^, and the capacity of 

the tool-drive motor should then be about one half that of the main spindle 

motor used to drive the workpiece. 

Representative chips produced with a rotary tool are shown in Pig. 

The similarity between the helieal forms of these chips and those of Fig. 14 

Fiu. 55 Cam PnoDUCED by a R(itaiiy Tool , Rakc Anolb a. — 10 Dbo 

l.nfih of cut 12 in,, cutti&E .ptml. Vm . 44 fpm: depth of cut, U.OOM in.; euUins fluid, none. 

Inclinstton, 
(leg 

;«) 7 

43 !• 

.W 9 

08 7 
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18 «irid8iit> Th« chi|> produced with a stationary tool (i - 0) is seen to be 

▼erjr Inferior to those produced with tool rotation. The lengths of all chips 

in Fig. correspond to a 12-in-length of eut^ axid it may be observed that 

the chip length increases with inclination to a point somewhat above 45 deg. 

T»»e chip-length ratio of the longest chip is seen to approach unit. 

Temperatures - The chip-tool interface temperatures of stationary and rotating 

tools were determined by the chip-tool thermocouple technique. A recording 

self-balancing potentiometer was used to record the emf generated. The 

equilibrium temperatures were the values recorded, and in most oases quite a 

long cut had to be taken before the values became constant. 

The results of this study are given in Fig. Here it is seen ;bhat 

the temperature is a minimum at an angle of Inclination of about 40 deg. 

This value corresponds approximately to those for minimum coefficient of 

friction and specific energy, Pig. 5b. It may also be seen in Fig. 59 that 

a rotazy tool operating at optimum speed may have a temperature tliat is as 

Toot 

(W«rk maUrtel BAE lOlS itwl! teid nkMrtot, hUMpMd ataal; tool 
diftni.t«r, 2.6 in.; nk. *0(1.. n - 10 wt.) 
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much as 400* F lower than that for an equivalent stationaxy tool. This is a 

very significant decrease in tenperature. 

Shear Stress - Shear Strain Paradox - As already mentioned, it has been found 

for both the conventional oblique tool and the rotary tool that the shear stress 

on the shear plane increases with, increased inclination, while the correspondii^ 

shear strain decreases. Trom this we might infer that the material cut has 

a strange true stress-true strain curve with negative slope. This is most 

unlikely and other explanations nust be sought. 

While strain is the variable that normally has the greatest influence 

upon stress in a given test, there are numerous other items that normally 

Influence the subfracture flow stress of a piece of metal. These include 

(1) temperature; (2) rate of strain; (3) slse of specimen. It can be shown 

that in metal cutting the effect of the shear-induced temperature on the 

shear plane is largely neutralized by the very large rate of strain that 

obtains. The higher the cutting speed (and hence the higher the rate of strain) 

the greater will be the tanperature on the shear plane. The fact that these 

two variables have opposing effects upon flow stress tends to minimize the 

influence of temperature and rate of strain in metal cutting. Therefore it 

appears unlikely that either of these two variables could be responsible for 

the afore-nentloned anomaly. 

The size effect involved in variation of the depth of cut will be shown 

in chapter 19 to be of primary importance in metal cutting. In the present 

problem, however, the depth of cut is constant, and it would appear that a 

size effect is not operative. However, we may consider a new type of size effect, 

in metal cutting—a size effect associated with the thickness of the shear plane 

as opposed to the depth of cut. Motion pictures taken through the microscope 

clearly reveal that v/hen a relatively hard metal is cut with a good fluid, the 



shear plane Is sharp and at the -sane time the shear ai^le is larfe. Fig. €f 

shows a thin shear sone associated wit^ a high shear angle in 6lST aluninua. 

Conversely-f when a relatively soft metal is cut, the region of shear is irregular 

and thick and the shear angle is of course low. Fig. 62 shows the low shear 

angle and thick shear sone in relatively soft 2S aluminum. In general, it 

is observed that the zone of shear along the shear plane decreases in thickness 

whenevOT 0 Increases. It is, therefore, conceivable that the shear flow 

stress associated with a metal cut with a high shear angle will be greater 

than that cut with a low shear angle since in the first case the shear zone 

will be small whereas in the second case it is large. We might refer to this 

as a shear-volume type of size effect. 

Let us apply this idea to the stress-strain data of Fig. 5B. Fig. 63 

points from the ^and '^T-curves in Fig. 56 have been plotted for each 10 deg 

of inclination from 0 deg to 60 deg. The numbers beside each of these points 

refer to the corresponding values of 0^* It may be seen that the points 

corresponding to the largest values of 7^ were obtained at large values of 0^, 

This ie in agreement with the previously proposed shear-volume size affect. 
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Fio. 83 STRsaa-STKAiH CvmvM ron SriciMCNB or Diri'KiiBNT 

SlU, AMD KKLATIOM of ThCW CdbVBS to MBTAD-COTTINa Data 

Odtaimbd With Diffbrcnt Shbak Amoleb 

k tniaber of true Btress-straln curves have been drawn in Fig. 6$t 

corresponding to a different specinen size (or value of shear angle . The 

dotted curve Is what might be expected from a conventional true stress-straln 

apecinen of 0.505 in. dlam. 

In our previous work on size effect, the rake angle was maintained essentially 

constant, and hence there was only a small variation in 0 for the several test 

points. In this way the shear-volume type of effect was about constant, 

and the effect of depth of cut could be studied independently, '^t would now 

appear that the flow stress in metal cutting is not related to the shear strain 

on a single curve for two reasons in place of one. These are as follows & 

1 A size effect associated with depth of cut. 

2 A size effect associated with the thickness of the shear plane, which 

is largely controlled by the effective shear angle 0^. 
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CHAPTER 18 

Grinding 

Grinding is a metal cutting process which is similar in many ways to other 

commonly employed methods of metal removal such as turning, milling, or shaping. 

In grinding, metal is removed by a shearing process just as in other cutting 

operations. Indeed, a grinding vdieel may be described as a multi-toothed 

milling cutter, each tooth consisting of a small abrasive particle. 

There are, however, certain Important differences between the grinding 

process and other methods of metal removal. In most metal cutting processes a 

tool of known gecmietry and orientation is used, but in grinding the grains 

which act as tools are of varied and Indeterminate geometry. In most machining 

operations depths of cut are rarely less than 0.001 inch, but in grinding the 

cuts taken by the abrasive grains may be only a few millionths of an inch in 

depth. Also, grinding is ordinarily carried out at surface speeds of 6000 ft/min 

or higher while other metal cutting operations are accomplished at speeds of 

the order of a few hundred sfpm. Moreover, although little side flow is found 

in single point machining, there is considerable side flow in grinding because 

of the small lateral extent and varied geometry of the abrasive grains. This 

side flow is revealed by the shapes of individual scratches found on a ground 

surface. 

Of all metal cutting processes grinding is undoubtedly least understood. 

Because of the random grit geometry, the high cutting speed, and the small 

depth of cut taken in grinding, mechanisms of grinding are difficult to observe 

and evaluate. One cannot directly measure the oixilnary variables of metal 

cutting such as chip length ratio, rake angle, and depth of cut. The laws and 

eqtiations governing the grinding operation are obtainable only through the 

application of statistical' averages. The cutting action of Individual grains 

is not determined, but Instead an average la taken of all the grains involved 
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in the process. 

Types of Grtndlng OperstitMis 

Grinding is an operation used when a fine surface finish Is desired or 

^en a part is manufactured to close tolerances. Grinding Is also used to 

remove metal from castings or weldments (snagging) or for cutting metals that 

are too hard to be cut by other means. 

WORK 

a. Surface grinding 
b. External or cylindrical 

grinding ® • Interaal grinding 

t A 

WORK 

■WORK REST e. Offhand grinding 

d. Centerless grinding 
Fig. 1 Types of grinding operations. 

The types of grinding in general use are illustrated in fig. 1. The first 

four types are used primarily to obtain accurate dimensions, good surface 

finishes or both. Offhand grinding is used mainly where metal removal is of 

prime Importaince and dimensions are not crlticed. 

Grinding is generally performed as shown in Pig. 1 with the \*eel and 

work moving in opposite directions. This is sometimes referred to as up 

grinding (from the similarity with up milling). In down grinding the wheel 

and woiicpiece move in the same direction. Vfheel speeds are genex^ly in the 

range from 5»000 to 10,000 sfpm (6,000 sfpm in most cases), vdiile work speeds 

are usually less than 100 sfpsn. 

When the material t) be ground is narrower than the width of the wheel, 

grinding may be accomplished by taking a plunge cut with no lateral motion of 
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the wheel across the work. Because of its relative simplicity the pltinge type 

of cut is well suited for studies of the mechanics of grinding. While plunge 

grinding is employed in certain practical applications, particularly in form 

grinding where a contour dressed into the wheel surface is transferred to the 

workpiece surface by feeding the wheel radially inward, the majority of grinding 
o 

operations employ a cross feed. When cross feed is used the wheel or work is 

moved parallel to the ajcis of rotation of the wheel with either a continuous or 

intermittent feed. 

Grinding Wheels 

A grinding wheel is composed of a large number of small abrasive parLicles 

held together ty a bonding agent. The characteristics and performanee of 

grinding idieels depend upon a number of significant variables which can be 

altered to obtain a wide range of wheel types. The variables commonly used by 

wheel manufacturers to produce and specify products of various properties are 

briefly discussed below. The letters in parentheses are those used in marking 

grinding wheels. Abrasives have adready T?een considered with other tool 

materials in chapter 10. While the abrasives used in grinding wheel manufacture 

may be either natural or manufactured, diamond (D) is the only natural abrasive 

commonly used in grinding wheels. The majority of grinding wheels use synthetic 

forms of either aluminum oxide (A)or silicon carbide (£) for the abrasive con¬ 

stituent. The ideal abrasive for a grinding operation should possess a high 

resistance to point wear, but be friable enough to fracture when seriously dulled. 

Furthermore, after the grit can no longer present new sharp edges by rupture 

it should leave the surface entirely to expose fresh grains. A grinding wheel 

is thus designed from a different viewpoint than the ordinary cutting tool. In 

a turning tool as little wear and point breakdown as possible is desired, but 

a properly designed grinding vdieel must decompose at a rate that is sufficient 

to cofitinuously provide sharp cutting points as wear occurs. For this reason 

manufactiirers attempt to alter the relative toughness and attrition resistance 



of ftbraolToo to M«t ■poeiflc grindlnf roqnlroMnto bgr adjustlnf tho pttritjr 

oBd eiyotal of abraolTO grain*. Tho arorage abraslTO grain 1* not a 

alnglo ezystal but contain* a number of crystal*. A finer grained material 1* 

usually used in snagging than would be used in tool grinding or other fine 

grinding applications* 

The else of the grain use<l in a wheel is designated by a nisiber corres¬ 

ponding to the number of openings per linear inch in the screen used to size 

the grain. Fig. 2'is a plot showing the variation of average grain diameter 
e 

with nominal grain size. A single number, however, generally indicates only 

an average grain size since in sizing the grain a finite niimber of screens 

are used. In some applications combinations of two or more widely different 

grain sizes are combined to provide a wheel that is best suited for a variety 

of applications. The grain size designation also makes no distinction in the 

general shape of the grains. Blocky, splintery, needle like, or flat grains 

may all be included in the same grain size. However, the mean grain shape 

can be controlled to a certain extent by the choice of method used in crushing 

the abrasive material. 

The grade or hardness of a vdieel indicates the relative strength of the 

bond which holds the abrasive grains in place. For a given bond material it is 

gmerally the amount of bond used which determines the wheel grade. Increasing 

the amount of braiding materlax increases the size and number of bond post 

bolding each grain to its neiglibors and thus increases the hardness of the wheel. 

Wheel grade is indicated by letters from A to Z, A being the softest \dieel and 

Z the hardest. As will be seen later, the effective grade or hardness of a 

grinding wheel depends strongly on the speed of the vdieel end other operating 

variables, and vdiether a cutting fluid is used. 

The structure of a idieel indicates the relative spacing of the grains in 

the wheel. Structure is indicated on a wheel maxiclng with a number varying 

from 0 to 12. Low structure numbers indicate close packing of the grains. To 
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Fig. 2 Grain diameter ve. 
nominal grain size. 

produce the more open-wheel stmctuzvs organic fillers are mixed with the grain 

and bond material, then burned to a gas when the wheel is fiired. In escaping, 

the gas travels the resulting interconnected voids. Combustable materials that 

have beea used to produce openness of structure include sawdust, walnut shells, 

and organic chemicals such as paradiohlorbenzene. 

There are six general types of bonds used in grinding wheel manufacture.. 

These include: 

1. The vitreous (V) bond which consists of a glassy, brittle, high 
strength material such as pyrex glass. These bonding materials produce rigid 
wheels that can have high porosity. The bond is not attacked oy water, acid, 
or oil. Over 75^ of all grinding idieels have this type of bond. 

2. The resinoid (b) bond which consists of organic thermosetting resins. 
Wheels having this type of bond are used for high speed applications and vdiere 
rapid stock removal is im{X>rtant. Some cut-off wheels of this type are made. 

3. The rubber (R) bond. Very thin flexible wheels can be made with bonds 
of this typo. Wheels for use in cutoff, centerless grinding, form or thread 
grinding, and snagging operations are frequently of the rubber bonded type. 

4. The (s) bond. This type of idieel is sometimes used for tool 
grinding Where heat must be kept to a miniaum and the rate of idteel wear is 
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not of major concern. The silicate bond Is of interest in such applications 
Inasmuch as it enables the grain to be easily released. 

5. A shellac (E) bond is sometimes used where very high finish is desired. 
Wheels of this type have also been used for cutoff operations. 

6. The magnesite (0) bond is used to a limited extent in disc grinding. 

7. The metallic (M) bond is commonly used in diamond wheel manufacture 
where a very strong bond is necessary. Wheels of this type have good heat 
conductivity. 

In the manufacture of grinding wheels, the grit, bond, and filler are 

weighed and thoroughly mixed with a temporary bonding agent such as com syrup. 

The wheel is then pressed to shape using a die under a pressure of several tons 

per square inch. The resulting compact is then slowly heated in a kiln and 

held at a high temperature until the bond melts and is bridged across adjacent 

grains by surface tension forces to form bond posts. During this time the filler 

is burned to a gas which escapes to the atmosphere through the labyrinth of fine 

voids left behind. After slowly cooling to room temperature the wheel is fitted 

with a lead bore, dressed ail over, balanced, and tested for flaws either 

sonic means or by a spin test. 

X X 
I 

GRAIN GRAIN 
TYPE SIZE 

f f 
GRADE I 

STRUCTURE 

X X 

MANUFACTURERS 
NUMBER (OPTIONAQ 

BOND 
Fig. 3 standard method of wheel marking. TYPE 

Silicon carbide or aluminum oxide wheels are generally marked as in Fig. 3 

to condense a large amount of information concerning the wheel in a small space. 

Diamond wheels are similarly marked but with diamond concentration given in 

place of structure and the thickness of the diamond layer added at the end. 

For example, a vdieel marked as follows would have aluminum oxide grains of 

46 grain size, would have an H hardness and number 8 structure, and a vitreous 

bond; A46 - H8 - V. 
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Grain Depth of Cut 

The nominal or wheel depth oi cut in a grinding operation as sot by the 

down feed on a grinding' machine is not in itself the import^uit variable in 

determining grinding characteristics. Instead it is the average depth of cut 

taken each individual abrasive grain that is of prime importance. To help 

determine this grain deuth of cut in grinding and to aid in establishing the 

existence and magnitude of a "size effect" ^to be discussed later) a process 

known as mlcromililng has been used. In micromilling a fly cutter is revolved 

at speeds comparable to those used in grinding, and jight cuts are taken similar 

to those taken in grinding. 

P'ig. 4 shows a milling cutter setup for operation so that the workpiece 

is fed directly into the cutter. Here the depth of cut talen by each tooth 

is seen to be 

where L = rate of infeed (in/min) 

N = angular speed of wheel (rpm) 

K = number of teeth on wheel 

We may now consider a grinding wheel as a milling cutter and apply this 

equation. However, in order to use equation ^l) we must first determine K, the 

number of "teeth" along a peripheral line on the face of the grinding wheel. 

If there are C grains cutting per square inch of the surface of the wheel, and 

if the average width of each cut is b', then the number of grains lined up one 

behind the other around the circumference of the wheel is 

K = IT Db'C (2) 
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Tho ratio or the width of each cut, 

r = b'/t 

We may now rewri"^ equation (1) 

[TTDNCrJ 

b', to the depth of cut, t, is defined as* 

(3) 

for a plunge typo grinding cut as follows* 

(4) 

In equation (4) all variables are easily measured except for C, the number 

of cutting points per square inch of wheel surface, and r, the width to depth 

ratio of an average cut. The quantity C is conveniently determined hy raeUting 

a wheel track on a glass plate covered with a uniform layer of carbon block 

about 0.0001 inch thick. The soot covered plate may be used as a photographic 

negative to make enlarged prints of the wheel tracK from which the value C can 

be determined by counting the number of marks per square inch. Fig. 5 is a 

wheel track of a 46 grain size v/heei of structure number d. The number of con¬ 

tact points per square inch in this case is 1930. The size of the track left 

on the plate is not indicative of the area of contact at each point, since 

additional soot is always puJled away from the glass by the grains. However, 

this method does provide a means for estimating the number of grains per square 

inch that project to within about 0.0001 inch of the outer most points, and 

hence wJiich are capable of cutting. 

The width to depth ratio (r) may be determined from a taper sootion of a 

representative ground surface. A taper section is niade by plating the ground 

surface with nickel and then polishing a flat on the composite at a grazing 

angle to the original ground surface. In this way a magnification in the 

normal direction is obtained relative to that in the transverse direction. A 

typical photomicrograph of a taper section of a ground surface is shown in 

Fig. 6. Here the magnification in the horizontal direction is 200X while that 

in the vertical direction is 10,000X. In this case r appears to be about 16. 

The width to depth ratio r is generally found to lie between 5 and 20. 

Surface Grinding 

To perform a similar analysis on a surface grinding operation we first con¬ 

sider the microrailllng geometry shown in Fig. 7a.- In this figure the metal 



The length X of the vindefomed chip is then equal to arc length BC or to a 

veiy good approximation to the chord length BC (since angle,© , will be small). 

Thus, 

\ = BC = 1/ (CF)^ + 

where d is the wheel depth of cut. 

d = I (1-cos® ) (6) 

and CF = ^ sin© (7) 

Thus, from equations (5), (6), (T), 

X (8) 

Actually the curvature of the chip wjll be negligible and the cross section 

of the undefomed chip will appear as in Fig. 7b. Thus, the chip may be con¬ 

sidered as a long thin triangle. The maximum thickness of the chip will be 

designated t «diloh may be found as follows: 

t = CE sin® = CE(^.,) 



but from equations (5) and (8)y 

CF = =\/Dd~d^" 

and thus, t * 2CEy|^^(|r 

(10) 

(11) 

o 

-yn'^- e* 
t 

bj AmoxiiiATi Sk&h or Micsmolumo Cur 

Fig. 7 Micromilling geometry 

d cl 2 
since (~) may be neglected. Also, since CE is the distance the 

table advances during the time it takes the cutter to make l/K revolutions 

(vdiere K is the number of teeth in the cutter); 

“ = iS 

vdiere N is the cutter rpm and v is the table speed in ipm. 

2vi 
t = 

NK VT 

We then obtain 

(13) 

To detemine the grain depth of cut in surface grinding we now substitute 

b' 
the value for K given in equation (2). In this case r = 1^2 assume a 

chip of constant width throughout its length and that a taper section yields 

the average depth of cut. Thus, for surface grinding. 

t = L-4V—\/tT 
TTDNCrfD 

a a 

(U) 

If on the other hand we assume the chip width to be proportional to chip 

thickner.s, then 
r 

t — VfT 
jVDNCr I D (15) 

While the former assumption appears to be in better agreement with photc»ttlcro~ 

graphs of chips, both assumptions are seen to give very similar results, the 

difference in the two magnitudes being only 20%. 



To Illustrate the raagnltude of the 

grinding operatloh where 

N = 3,000 rpn 

D = 8 Inches 

d = 0^0005 inch 

grain de^th of cut opnsider a eurfaoe 

V = 10 ft/min 

r = 16 

C = 1930 (l.e., 46 grit, 8 structure 
wheel) 

Then, from equation (14) 

t -IkjlOlUi)_ 
llT (8)(3000)(1930)(16) 40><( in. 

Thus, the mean grain depth of cut is found to be but 40XCin. when the wheel 

depth of cut is 500X4 in. In general the grain depth of cut is an order of 

magnitude less than the wheel depth of cut in surface grinding. 

External and Internal Grinding 

The expressions for the grain depth of out for external and internal 

grinding operations may be similarly calculated. Fig. 8 is for external up 

grinding. The amount the work is fed against the wheel per revolution of the 

workpiece is the wheel depth of out, d. If we assume that the velocities of 

the wheel, V, and the work, v, are such that a point on the work moves from 

2 to 1 in the same time it takes the wheel to travel from 0 to 1, then the 

undeformed chip length, is distance 02; and since angle 012 is nearly 180°, 

1 is equal to 21 plus 01 vdiich gives 

1 =(^ + 1) (distance 01) (16) 

To find distance 01 we use the ejqiresslons for wheel and work peripheries 

given in Fig. 8. The origin of coordinates is taken at the center of the wheel 

O', and the wheel diameter is D idille the work diameter is Then, to a vexy 

good approximation: 

distance 

and combining equations (16) and (17) 

(17) 

(18) 
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Similurly for Intomal up grinding 

\ (19) 

Both equations (18) and (19) reduce to equation (8) for surface grinding, as 

they should, vhen 1 and is infinite. 

By following a series of steps slailar to those used to derive equation (14) 

In. the case of down grinding the quantity (V + v) in equations (18) to 

(21) should be replaced by (V - v), but in eases where v^, there will be 

little difference. 

Equations (16) and (17) are plotted nondiaenslonally in Fig. 9 while 

equations (20) and (21) are similarly plotted in Fig. 10, Fron these figures 

it may be seen that internal grinding differs from external or surface 
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Fig. 9 Nondimenslonal plot for obtaining undefomed chip length (1). 

-I 
< 

Fig. iO. Moidlmensional plot for obtaining grain depth of cut (t). 
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grinding In tvo Important raapacts. 

1. The undeforaed chip length Is eonslderably greater In internal 
grinding for the sane ^dleel diameter (u), work dieneter (Dv)> and wheel depth 
of cut (d). The comparison of values for 'Uie undeforaed chip length (1) 1& 
a quantitative neans for expressing the well known relatively greater degree 
of contact between wheel and woik that exists In Internal grinding. 

2. The grain depth of out (t) is less in internal than external grinding, 
for a given Mheel construction, wheel and work diameters, ^eel depth of out, 
and v/V ratio. 

Effective Wheel Hardness 

In 1914 G. I. Alden asserted the importance of grain deptli of cut (t) 

with regard to the dynamic hardness of grinding wheels. He reasoned that a 

wheel will appear hai^ or soft depending upon the magnitude of the force 

exerted on the grains \dille cutting. Since the force on a grain will Increase 

with grain depth of cut we may estimate the effects of the variables controlling 

dynamic hardness by use of the foregoing exprassions derived for the grain 

depth of cut (t). It Is thus seen that: 

1. A grinding wheel will act in a softer manner if: 

a. the work speed (v) la Increased 
b. the wheel diameter (DJ is decreased 
c. the wheel speed (N) is decreased 
d. the vdieel depth of cut (d) is increased 
e. a more open idieel with coarser grits (C less) Is used 

2. The same wheel appears softer in external grinding than in internal 
grinding when grinding under comparable conditions I same D/d, y/V, D/D^)• 

3. The effective hardness of a given wheel may be decreased in Internal 
grinding by making D/D^ less, but in external grinding ty making D/D^ greater. 

The effective hardness of a vitreous grinding wheel is also altered when 

cutting fluids having low values of surface tension are used. As mentioned In 

chapters 5 to 6 the strength of glass and other brittle substances is signifi¬ 

cantly reduced In the presmce of an adsorbed film of low surface tension, and 

this Is probably the cause for the decrease in wheel hardness frequently 

observed with vitivously bonded wheels. The fact that grinding ^eels are 

also observed to cut fraer when a fluid is used might similarly be explained 

In terms of the decreased strength of the brittle grinding grain in the presence 

of an adsorbed film of low surface tension. Under such conditions the Improved 
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cutting action would be accompanied by an increase In the rate of vdieel breaicdown. 

Grinding Energies and the Size Effect 

The energy per iinit vol\aae of metal removed or specific energy has been 

found to be of significance in analyzing the mechanics of grinding. For off¬ 

hand grinding or milling (Fig. 4} the o;nergy per unit volume is: 

« (22) 

where A is the cross sectional area of the specimen. V is the surface speed 

of the grinding wheel, and H is the tangential force between wheel and workpiece. 

Similarly, the energy per unit volume fn surface, internal or external grinding 

(23) 

where the plus sign is for up grinding and the minus sign is for down grinding. 

Since v«V we may simplify equation (23) as follows 

The forces in a grinding process can be measured quite satisfactorily 

by means of electric strain gage dynamometers similar to those described in 

chapter 4* The remaining variables in the above expressions for specific 

energy are readily detennined by simple length and time measurements. 

■ Plots of the tangential and radial forces on a grinding wheel versus 

wheel depth of out, work speed, or reciprocal wheel speed have been found to 

start out as straight lines and then become concave downwaird. A representative 

plot of the grinding forces and Fy versus wheel depth of cut for surface 

grinding plunge cuts is shown in Fig. 11. The linear regions of these curves 

may be seen to correspond to a constant specific energy bF reference to 

eqtiatlon (2^), In Fig. 12 the data of Fig. 11 are shown plotted with specific 

energy as ordinate and grain depth of cut as abscissa. Equations (14) and (24) 

Were used in obtaining this figure. It is seen that the specific energy 

remains ocmstant until the grain depUt of.out attains a value of about 30 

millionths of an inch, whereupon the specific energy drops with increasing 
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grain dapth of out. 

4.t •• 

4 ‘ 10* tn. 

Fig. 11 Forces vs. \dieel depth of 

cut in surface gzdndlng operation. 

m m m 

wg. 12 Specific energjr—graln 
depth of cut curve for jprlnding 
test. Conditions sane as Fig. 11. 

The region of constant specific energy' for grain depths of cut below about 

30 millionths of an inch appears to be significant and worthy of further investi¬ 

gation. In this connection it would seem advisable to estimate the magnitude 

of the stress required to shear the work material in these small cuts. While 

it is not possible to determine directly the yield shear stress in grinding 

owing to the fact that the geometry of the active gra ins is unknown, it is 

possible to arrive at this stress by use of mlcrorailling data. 

One can analyze the raicromilling process quite effectively since tool 

geometry is known. In micromilling, which has thus far been carried out to 

depth of cut as low as 130>e<in., the strain is observed to be essentially 

independent of depth of cut and to depend only on the rake angle of the tool. 

This is a fortunate result since it allows the values for microrallling to be 

extrapolated into the range of depths of cut for grinding. Moreover one can 

conpnite the percentage of the total energy input required for shearing the 

material in the micromilling process and extrapolate this result into the grind- 

•i 

ing region with a reasonable degree of accuracy. 

It has been shown in chapter 3 that practically all of the energy input 

to a cutting process ((c) goes either in{o straining the metal in shear ( 4C ) 
8 

or into overcoming frictional resistance between chip and tool (, If we 
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know the fraetloD of the total energy that goes into shear work the 

shear strain (y) and the total specific energy (44), we nay estimate the shear 

stress ) required for plastic flow as follows : 

r-- „„ 
Ve must next estimate the effective rake angle in grinding. In a fine 

grinding operation where the average grain depth of cut is about 30 millionths 

of an inch end the mean diameter of the grains of the wheel is on the order of 

0.01 inch, it is apparent that very little of the grain will be acting as a 

tool, and thus it is the fine cleavage structure of the grains that provides the 

cutting edges. Fig. 13 is an electron photomicrograph of an aluminum oxide 

abrasive grain of number 36 grain slae. In this figure the magnification is 

36,000X so that 2SAi in. appears as a distance of about 1 inch. If the entire 

grain, of mean diameter of about 0.018 inc)^ (Fig. 2) were enlarged to the same 

scale it would be about 54 feet in diameter. 

fig. 13 p.eotron photomlcrograi^ of surface 

of #36 alumin\jm oxide grain. 

, Jiagniflcation: 7>000X. 

Since it is only the fine cleavage structure tdiich is involved in cutting 

it would seem reas^iable that there would be about as many grains with positive 

rake angles as with negative rake angles and that the average rake angle might 

ba taken to be about 0 degrees (or slli^tly negative). 
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If tlie avsragft rake angle is 0 degreea^ nleroniUing data for SAE 1112 

atael gives a shear strain ( ^ } of 3*1 and of about O.S* Thus» fron 

equatim (23) we aagr estimate the shear stress to t>e^ If, on the other hand, 

we take Uie mean rake angle to be -15 degrees, we find that 4*4 and 0.6. 

These values yield a corresponding shear stress of ^ which Is close to that 

obtained for 0 degrees rake angle. It is thus evident that the shear stress 

on the shear plane in grinding is approximately given by the equation 

T' = 0.15 (26) 

If this equation is used to compute the yield shear stress for the flat 

6 
portion of the curve in Fig. 12, one finds that T = 1.79 x 10 psi. This 

value is extremely high compared to ordinary shear stresses for large specimens 

of steel which were soon to be of the order of 50,000 psi in chapter 5* This 

is evidently an extension of the size effect that was observed in chapter 5 

when an attempt was made to correlate tensile and cutting data. 

Similar size effects have been observed in various materials tests in the 

past. As early as 1834, K. Kannarsch foxind that the breaking stress of very 

thin wires was approximately satisfied by the relation 

^ ^ d (27) 

where 

= breaking stress in tension 

A, B= constants 

d = diameter 6f ^ro 

This effect is illustrated by the^ij^i^ually high breaking stress of very fine 

piano wire, ^dilch may be of the ollbir of 350,000 psi, while the metal in larger 

sections is far less stirong (as mentioned in chapter 5). A. Griffith has also 

observed the tensile strength of glass fioers to increase with decreasing 

diameter. In addition to the tensile t.est, a size effect has been -noted frcsa 

time to time in flexure tests, fatigue testing, notch prittleness (impact) and 

other tests 
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In chaptrOr 2 tlie tlieoretical yiald sti^as for a perfectly hcxnogeneous 

ductile metal was shown to be in the neighborhood of G/2tr where G Is the shear 

modulus of the itfetal. for steel this amounts to about 1.8 x 10^ psi, which 

corresponds to the stress in the chip in fine grinding. The actual numerical 

agreement observed here is purely colnci^dental since the calculations are not 

of a sufficiently accurate nature to be relied upon to this extent, a 5016 

variation in the two values of stress would not have been surprising in view of 

the assumptions and approximations involved in the analysis. 

It would appear that when the maximum thickness of an undeformed grinding 

chip is less than about 30^in., the shear strength of the metal has theoret¬ 

ical value. The attainment of this theoretical value of strength may be 

attributed to the depth of cut being so small that the material is being sheared 

between the inhomogeneities that asmiount for the usually much lower observed 
** 

shear strength of the metal. In this connection it is of interest to compare 

the thickness of the layer below which the metal exhibits its theoretical 

strength with independent estimates of the mean spacing of the strength- 

reducing inhomogeneities. X-ray diffraction pictures and electronphotomicrographs 

have established the mean inhoraogeneity spacing at from lO”^ to 10“^ cm (40 to 

4 Min,). The value of 30mIn. observed here is seen to be well within this 

range. 

Fig.Variation of shear-energy 

with specimen sizej SAE 1112 steel. 
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It has been obseinred In fine grinding tests that forces and energies are 

Independent of the hardness of the material ground, and depend only up<m the 

type of material. This finding is confinood and explained by the else effect 
% 

since for fine grinding operations the metal ulll shear at its theoretical 

stress ^diloh is a function only of the shear modulus of the metal and does not 

depend upon hardness. 

As the depth of cut in the grinding operation is increased above 30X(inch 

the probability of the existence of on inhomogeneity in the shear zone increases, 

and the resistance of the material to shear decreases. One then finds lower 

values of shear energy required in coarse grinding than in fine grinding, still 

lower values in micromilling, and even lower values in turning. 

The shear-energy vaxues for several processes are shown in a single plot 

in Fig. 14. In this plot the energy for the tensile test was ootained from the 

area iinder the stress-strain curve to the point of rupture, and the diameter of 

the specimen was taken as the characteristic dimension t. 

After an initial region of constant shear energy there appears to be a 

definite monatonic decrease in the shear energy with increased depth of cut. 

It is rather surprising that such an orderly size effect is observed, despite 

the fact that the rate of strain was very much different in the several ojjerations 

studied. However, in chapter 2 the effect of an increase in temperature has been 

shown to have the opposite effect from strain rate upon the yield stress of a 

metal, and hence it may oe that in all the processes considered the rate of 

strain effect is neutralized by the accompanying increased temperature. 

A different picture of the size effect is given in Fig. 15 which shows 

values of true tensile stress versus true tensile strain for a conventional 

tensile test, turning, micromilling, ana grinding. In this figure the cutting 

data have oeen converted to normal stress-strain coordinates, following the 

method ol‘ chapter 5, so that they could be put on the same plot as the true 

stress-strain curve. Here the size effect that was evident in Fig.Slof 



chapter 5 is much more pronounced. 
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Grinding Temperatures 

Fig. 15 Comparison of true stress- 
strain tensile data with cutting 
data. 

When cutting temperatures were considered in chapter 12, equations were 

derived for the temperature at the tool-chip interface. This temperature is 

caused ty energy consumed in shear along the shear plane and by energy con¬ 

sumed in friction between the chip and the tool. In grinding, we are not 

primarily interested in the temperature of the grains that are acting as tools, 

but are rather interested in the temperature of the surface of the work 

material generated during the grinding operation. We then have need here for 

only the first part of the temperature analysis which determines the temperature 

along the shear plane and hence the temperature of the ground surface. 

In chapter 12 the average temperature rise along the shear plana during 

a cut was found to be 

“ 12 JC . 
(28) 

whera aT- mean surface temperature rise (®F) 
shear energy per unit volume (in.lb./cu.in.) 

FLs: fraction of heat generated on the shear plane that flows into the chip 
j = mechanical equivalent of heat (in.lb./BTD) 
C = specific heat of material ground (BTU/lb. ®F) 

= specific wel^t of material groxaid (Ib./in^) 
- shear angle (deg.) 
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The quantity was found to be 

^ 1 + 
(29) 

2 
vdieiTs K = thersial diffuelvity (in /sec) 

Y * shear strain 
V'= wheel speed ^in/sec) 
t = grain depth of cut (In) 

The quantity will Increase with an Incraase In grain depth of cut t, 

but at a slower rate than the specific shear energy CC ^ deeraases with t 

beyond the region of theoretical shear stress. Thus, if t Is such that we 

are In the region of constant energy per unit volume (t < 30Xln), as Is the 

case for very fine grinding, then the suzrTace temperature will increase with 

increasing grain depth of cut. However, in coarser grinding, when t is outside 

the range of constant specific energy, the surface temperature will decirease 

with Increasini^ grain depth of cut. 

This phenomenon has been offered as a possible explanation for unwEuited 

roughnesses in some fine surface grinding operations usually attributed to 

mechanical vibrations. A very fine grind on a relatively thin workpiece can 

generate enough heat to cause the work surface immediately ahead of the wheel 

to expand. This expcuision Increases the grain depth of cut to a value outside 

the constant specific energy region, and the heating of the work surface is 

diminished. The grain depth of cut is then reduced once more, and the cycle is 

repeated. The result is a wavy surface left on the work because of the periodic 

Increase and decrease of the depth of cut taken. This phenomenon might be 

refeirred to as a self-excited thermal vibration because of its similarity with 

self-excited mechanical vibrations. 

Equations (28) and (29) may be used to estimate the mean temperature rise 

on the shear plane under the representative surface grinding conditions of 

table 1. 



Table 1 Repreaentatlve Grinding Data 

Wheel designation 
Wheel slze^ 
Wheel speedy V 
Table speed, v 
Work width, b 
Number of cutting grits per sq in., C 
Wheel depth of cut, d 
Mean tangential force, H 
Mean ratio of width to depth of groove, r 
Undeformed chip length, 1 
Maximum chip thickness, t 
Total specific energy, u 
Shear energy, per unit volume, u^ 
Mean chip-length ratio, r^^ 
Mean shear angle, ^ 

32AH-48-V8E 
8 X 3/4 X 1 1/4 in bore 
6000 f jan 
4 fpm 
0.5 in 
1930 
0.001 in 
3.35 lb 
50/3 
0.09 in 
30,<Cin , 

10.5 X 10? In-lb/cu in 
5.25 X 10° in-lb/cu in 
0.362 
19.9° 

These values were obtained by using a dynamometer and from other measurements 

described in chapter 3 and in the present chapter. The mean and maximum shear 

plane temperatux^ values, when a grinding chip of 30/SCin. maixlmum thickness is 

1056, 5036, and 90^ completely formed are as given in table 2, which were computed 

with the aid of equations (28) and (29). 

Table 2 Computed Temperature Values for Grinding Conditions 
of Table 1 

% completion T H 9 
of cut Xf( in. •f • F 

10 3 .25 1750 2250 
50 15 .65 2125 3200 
90 27 .75 2225 3350 

Very high surface tmperatures are thus Seen to be involved in fine surface 

grinding. 

Grinding temperatures can be measured experimentally with some difficulty. 

Inasmuch as the temperature decreases extremely rapidly from the surface down¬ 

ward Into the metal, it Is obviously hopeless to bury thermocouples below the 

surface at known distances and attempt to extrapolate the measured tmiperatures 

up to the surface of the metal. The extreme rate at which heat leaves the 

surface also rules out the use of a sensitive boloseter to measure the radia¬ 

tion from Vtk« surface after the wheel has passed. However, a grinding temperature 
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ean b« aeaBared bgr use of the tooluozic themoeouple technlciue preriotisljr 

mentioned in chapter 12, in which the wheaL-work interface constitutes the hot 

Junction of a tbemoelectric circuit. The temperature thus measured will not 

correspond to that on the finished surface, however. About }^f of the total 

energy Involved in grinding is dlsslpatedi on the shear plane and as we have 

already seen, a variable portion of this energy passes Into the workpiece In 

the form of heat. The remaining 50 per cent of the specific energy is dissi¬ 

pated along the face of the grit as a result of friction. This energy will 

flow partly into the chip and partly into the wheel. Now, the chip-grit 

thermocouple technique will measure the mecun temperature for all points of 

contact between the metal and the idieel. Since this contact area will be 

predominantly between the face of the grit and the face of the chip, the 

temperatfUre measured will be essentially the mean value along the face of a 

grit rather than the desired temperature of the finished surface. In addition 

to this difficulty, the measured temperatuiTe will be the time mean value for 

a number of simultaneous cuts that are in varying stages of completion. Despite 

this difficulty of interpreting the restilts, it would seen worth noting the 

order of magnitude of the mean chip-grit interface temperature. 

To do this one must use a vdieel with a relatively low contact resistance. 

While the thermal electric power of a silicon carbide or aluminum oxide-steel 

combination is very much higher than that for ordinary metal combinations, the 

high impedance of the grinding \dieel compared with that of ordinary metals 

makes It very difficult to measure the thermoelectric emf. The advantage 

which exists in the high thermoelectric power is more than offset by the 

difficulty introduced hy the hi^ Impedance. By use of a vacuian-tube volt¬ 

meter, however, it is possible to obtain some approximate data which agree to 

some extent with theoretical calculations. 

While the maximum temperatures calculated and measured In grinding 

operations sometimes lie above the melting point-of the work fm-terial, this 
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do9B not aoem that the aaterlal melts, since melting is a tlme-t«iiperature 

reaction and the time at hi^ temperatures is only a few hundredths of a 

microsecond, for the grinding conditions of table 1 the time required for a 

complete cut is found to be 

m s i\. — = 7^ Y aae 
^ 12 (V) 6000 ®®®‘ 

60 

Grinding Sparks 

Little can be Inferred with regard to the surface temperatures involved 

in grinding ty observing either the sparks or the chips after they have 

cooled. The chips leaving the workpiece do not glow immediately despite the 

fact that the major portion of the grinding aiergy leaves with the chips in 

the form of thermal energy. Glowing chips or sparks are first observed a 

short distance beyond the wheel-work interface. This indicates that the 

sparks are due to an exothermic reaction with the oxygen in the air. To show 

this, a large observation baloon can be placed around the wheel and workpiece 

to provide an Impervious envelope. When the air is displaced from the bag with 

nitrogen and steel is grotund in the inert atmosphere, no sparks are observed. 

This demonstrates the importance of oxygen in the formation of sparks. 

' hot all metals will produce sparks even in air. To show this a number 

of pure metals were ground in air using the silicon-carbide wheel of the 

foregoing section and the approximate mean temperature at the chip-wheel 

Interface was measured and the presence of sparks noted in offhand grinding. 

These results are presented in table 3* Here it is evident that of the nlnetema 

pure metals tested, only seven produced sparks. When these tests were repeated 

in a nitrogen atmosphere, no sparks were visible with any of the metals. 

From ^ese data alone it seams apparent that the formation of sparks is 

a chemical rather than a thermal phenomenon. If the kinetics of the oxidaticm 

reaction are satisfactory, the chip leaving the shael will oxidize at an 

increasing rate as its temperature increases as a result of the energy released 



Table 3 

Experimental 
Grlt-ohlp 

Metal 
Melting point, 

deg F 
ten^rature, 

deg F Spar 

Aluminum 1215 no 
Antimony 1167 no 
Blmuth 519 no 
Cadmium 604 no 
Calcium 1567 — yes 
Cobalt 2715 2300 yes 
Copper 1981 1150 no 
Chromium 2822 2900 yes 
Gold 1945 no 
Iron 2950 2300 yes 
Lead 621 no 
Magnesium 1204 —— no 
Molybdenum 4748 3460 yes 
Nickel 2646 2600 no 
Silver 1761 1150 no 
Tin 449 250 no 
Titanium 3272 ~ yes 
Tungsten 6098 6500 yes 
Zinc 787 750 no 

during the reaction. The temperature of the chip will reach a very high value 

and it vd.ll radiate energy in the visible range, the color of the emitted 

radiation depending on the constituents of the chip. The time at high temperatiire 

of sene of the chip. The time at high temperature of some of the chips vdll 

be svifficlent to cause melting and the formation of spheroidal particles due 

to surface tension. This aocotxnts for the large nwnber of spheroidal particles 

that are observed among the chips that are formed in finish-grinding operations 

vfhere the chip depth of cut is small. As the t«nperature rises, ^e carbon in 

steel will oxidise to a gas v/hich vdll tend to explode the softened metal, 

thereby forming the secondary branched sparks that are characteristic of high- 

carbon steels and so useful to the metallurgist in the spark analysis of steels. 

From these considerations it is evident that the occurrence and appearance 

of spaxics in grinding are largely independent of the temperatures involved in 

the actual grinding process. The fact that the chips undergo extensive changes 

after they leave the grinding vdveel precludes the possibility of inferring much 

concerning the grinding process from the appearance of the restdting chips. 
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Abraslvc Beltg 

In recent years the use of abrasive belts has become widespread in certain 

types of grinding. Belts have been used for grinding wood, leather, plastics, 

and other nonnetals because they resist loading (the filling up of the clearance 

voids) better than most wheels. Belts are now being used to grind metals, 

scsaetimes in accurate fine grinding, but more oftoi in applications where a 

high rate of stock removal is important. It may be shown with the aid of a 

hackstand belt grinder that 8 1/2 Inches of a 1/2 inch diameter forged steel 

rod may be ground away in 1 minute using a 36 grit belt operating at 10,OCX) sfpm. 

The rate of metal removal in this offhand grinding operation is 1.67 cu. In/min 

which is extremely high when compared, for example, to a typical surface 

grinding operation where the metal removal rate is at most only a few tenths 

of a cu in/mln. 

To analyze the factors which determine the operating characteristics of 

belts and to compare belt grinding with conventlcmal grinding we shall employ 

the grinding concepts of this chapter. As we have already seen this grain 

depth of cut and the energy required to remove a unit volume of material in 

the cutting operation are the most significant variables in any grinding 

operation. 

In the eqriatlon for grain depth of cut C, the number of grains cutting 

per squaire inch of wheel or belt surface, is an important factor. Comparative 

values of C for typlc£d. abrasive belts and surface grinding wheels having a 

ff*8 spacing are given in table 4. 

Table 4 Values of Grit Spacing C for Wheels and Belts 
2 

Ncmlnal grain size C, cutting points/in 
Wheel Belt 

24 — 88 
36 1150 120 
46 1930 — 

50 — 225 
60 3100 — 

It is seen that the belts have mooh lower values of C than the wheels. 
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Due to this greater grain apaeing, the grain depths of cut for a given rate 

of netal remoral will be larger with a belt than with a wheel under t^e sasie 

operating conditicuis. Thus, a belt can cut more efficiently than a surface 

grinding wheel since the wt^ material appears to have a lower yield shear 

stress d\ie to the size effect. 

While opening the structure of a wheel will cause it to cut more 

efficiently, the maxiinum grain spacing is limited by bond strortgth. A wheel 

with too open a structure will be too soft and wear rapidly making it uneconomi¬ 

cal to use. In the case qf belts, however, the openness of structure is not 

limited by bond strength considerations since the grains are simply held with 

glue or resin to a cloth or paper backing. Belts are thus capable of operating 

with a more open stzucture than wheels. 

The open structure of belts also allows ample room for chip clearance. 

Chips are then less likely to be dragged along the work and consume energy in 

friction. Also the openness of belt structures coupled with the greater length 

of most belts (up to 14 or more feet) allows the belt to free itself of chips 

easily and thus reduces the tendency to load. 

Grains tor use in the production of belts are usually needle 11me as 

opposed to the blocky grains used for grinding wheels. Wherever possible the 

grains of an abrasive belt are mounted by an electrostatic method which tends 

to orient them with their long dimension perpendicular to the belt surface. 

Electrostatic grain deposition tends to keep the flat, dull sides of a grain 

from coming into cutting position and thus reduces the number of surface grains 

which do not cut but simply rub on the work surface and consume frictional 

enerpy. Moreover, the electrostatic mounting of the grains tends to reduce the 

r ratio (ratio of width to depth of grinding scratch). The average r ratio 

for surface grinding wheels is about 15 while that for belts is about 7. 

Reducing this r ratio is seen to increase the grain depth of cut if other 
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eondlticms remain constant. This tends to bring aoout a more efficient 

shearing process as a result of the size effect. 

An extr^nely important variable present in belt grinding but not in wheel 

grinding is the cwitact wheel over vhieh the belt is run and against which the 

work materlcQ. is fed. By using contact wheels of different hardness, utilizing 

different slotting arrangements, and by varying the belt tension various modes 

and amplitudes of vibration can be Induced in the belt. These vibrations give 

the belt what is referred to as an "aggressive action." In terms of* the 

grinding pictui*e presented here, the aggressive action appears to reduce the 

effective value of C by causing the belt to J\unp in and out of contact with 

the work. The same effect is obtained by a grinder operator who deliberately 

forces his spindle out of line (as with a blow from a hammer) in order to 

increase the rate of metal removal. 

It has been shown earlier that the heat generated and temperature pro¬ 

duced in grinding is mainly proportional to the energy per unit volvime that is 

consumed in shear work. Since belts are capable of cutting with larger grain 

depths of cut than wheels, the yield shear stress of the work material and hence 

and shear energy per unit volume will normally be lower in belt grinding than 

in conventional wheel grinding. Since in belt grinding there tends to be less 

heat generated in the shear zone, we may expect belts to be less apt to burn 

the work than grinding wheels at a given rate of metal removal. 

While an increased grain depth of cut will enable a oelt to cut with a 

lower t«Bpex*atur8 rise them a wheal, for a given rate of metal removal, the 

siurfaoe finish produced will be poorer with tfie belt. This is due to the fact 

that surface finish is roughly proportional to the grain depth of cut. Thus 

grinding wheels will Inherently give better finish than belts. It is therefore 

not surprising to find that \dieois excel where the best finishes are required, 

while belts often excel in snagging operations. It should be stated, however, 

that belts are capable of producing far better finishes than they are normally 

given credit for. 
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In choosing between a wheel and a belt for aiqr glYen operation the above 

facts should be c<Misldered together with others ^loh may be equally or more 

Important. Eccmorales must be weighed. Belts are cheaper to purchase than 

vdieels, they do not have to be dressed and balanced, and they will bend around 

contoured backings to finish curved surfaces. Uheels, althoufh Initially more 

expensive, will last liniger than belts If properly selected and used. * Wheels 

require dressing and truing at intervals which depend iqxin the suitability of 

the wheel for the job and the capabilities of the operator of the grinder. 

Belts may be run at surface speeds of over 10,000 sfpm while ordinary vitrified 

vrtieels are limited to 6,000 to 8,000 sfpm. However, vitrified wheels are rigid 

and may in general be expected to produce better finishes and work to closer 

tolerances than belts. 

Let us now analyze the performance of the belt previously mentioned euad 

compare the results with corresponding values for a typical surface grinding 

operation on the same steel. Table 5 lists the characteristics of the belt 

and vdieel grinding operations considered. 

Table 5 Comparative Data for a Snagging Belt Grinding Operation and 
a Surface Grinding Operation. 

Belt Wheel 

Belt speed (V) 10,000 sfpm 

Grit size, 36 
Feed rate (L) 8.5 ipr 
Specimen diameter, 1/2 in _ 
Hate of metal removal, 1.67 in'^/^n 
C (from belt track) 120 grits/in^ 
r (from taper section) 7 

Wheel speed, 7,000 sfpm 
Wheel diameter (b) 8” 
Grit size, 60 
Wheel depth of cut (d) 0.0005" 
Table velocity (v) 10 fpm 
Work width, 1/2" 
Rate of metal removal, 0.03 inVmin 
C (from wheel track) 3100 grits/ln^ 
r (from taper section) 15 

be 

Equation (4) shows the grain depth of out in the belt grinding operation to 

t = U—I'* f—^ iDNCr J = (10,000 000) (12)(120)(7) r- 290^ in. 

From Fig. (14) the shear energy per unjt volume may be estimated in this case 

to be 500,000 psi. Since the shear energy is about 5056 of the total waergy 
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r«<iuired W9 oan talc* the total Miergy to be about 10^ pel. Using equation (22) 

we find the tangeritial or cutting force to be 

H- « 13.9 lb. 

This is the force resisted by the hands of the grinding operator In this offhand 

grinding operation and appears to be a reasonable value for a man to support. 
o 

From this value of H the cutting force acting on each grain may be obtained 

as follows: 

F 
H 

-ii 
AC jr (120) 

16 

0.59 lb. 

Turning now to the surface grinding operation we find* fran equation (13) 

that ^ 

I/w »rT*l I V / nr»nK" I 
= 31 ^in. 

3100)(15) 
y .0005' 

since this depth of cut Is just about that to give theoretlcaLl strength^AC nay 

be taken to be 12 x 10^ psi (see Fig. 14). From equation (24) 

H ^ ifrjrbd - jl^QlLl/RlUQQQ^ 
V 7000 = 4.3 lb. 

Equation (8) gives the length of the undeformed chips* or the length of the 

ai*c of contact to be 

\ = V^ = V8( .0005)' = 0.063 in. 

In this ease the cutting force per grain will be 

* fc ” (.063)(1/2)(3100) ” 

The force per grit Is thus 0.044/0.59 or I/I3 that for the belt grinding 

operation. The mean grain diameters corresponding to the nominal grain sizes 

of Fig. (2) show that the size of the 36 belt grain is nearly twice that of 

the 60 wheel grain* and hence the areas of two grains of the same shape would 

be In the ratio of four to one. However* the forces that each grain nrust 

withstand are in the ratio of 13 to one. This calls for a greater bond to 

grain area, ratio in the case of the coated abrasive. It is then evident why 

1. Elongated gtmina that are eleetrostatloally deposited on end are used 
whan possible In ^e production of coated dbsnsive products. This provides 
a greated bond-grain area for a given mlntmulB cross section than the roughly 
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Bjdisrioal abrmalTa partlelas aa«d in grinding whMla. 

2. Tba lower portlooa of the nbraalva partloloa are eonplataily aarroondod 
with bond Mterial In the eaaa of coated produeta, rather than attenpting to 
hold the gralna by bond poata aa in the caae of a ritrlfiod aurfaee grinding 
wheal. 

3. A atronger, tougher grain nunterlal auat be uaed for belta designed 
for heavy cutting. This material is usually made from a fom of grain which 
ia rapidly cooled during its manufacture to produce grita made up of a large 
number of small cryatala. 

The mean peak to valley distance that constitutes surface finish of a 

ground part should be expected to be close to the value of the grain depth 

of out, t, and hence the ratios of the flnlahes prodiiced in the two examples 

Just discussed would be 290/31 = 9.4 to 1. Inasmuch as precision girindlng 

operations must finish with low values of t in order to achieve good surface 

finish, and since the energy required per unit volume and surface temperatures 

created are large when t is small, the idea of separating roughing and finishing 

operations has i*eal appeal. By removing the bulK of the material with a wheel 

or belt in an operation designed for a large value of t, the metal could be 

removed at a rapid rate with relatively low energy requirements and little 

danger of overheating and damaging the work. A small amount of material could 

then be carefully removed in an operation wj th a low t in order to pro-iuce a 

good finish. In this latter operation the grain material should be friable 

to guard against overheating due to wheel dulling. 

Wheel Dressing 

The manner in which a wheel is dressed can have a significant effect on 

its grinding performeuice, since the value of 0 (.number of cutting points per 

square inch of wheel surface) will be affected by the method of dressing. 

Wheels are usually dressed by; 

1. Stick dressing in which a stick of SiC or diamond particles bonded 
together is moved across the wheel surface. This type of dressing is crude and 
difficult to duplicate. 

2. A star type dresser, which consists of a stack of star shaped hard 
steel plates, will tear grains from the surface of a wheel when passbd across 
its lace. A wheel dressed In this manner aquires a very open structure. 

3. In diamond point dressing a piece of diamond fragment mounted In a 
steel shaft is passed mechanically back and forth over the surface of the wheel* 
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This Is the type of dressing technique most often used. 

The type and techniqye of dianunid dressing can be vfidely varied. A flat, 

dull diamond tends to knock entli*e grains from a wheel, while a sharp diamond 

tends to fracture grains. If a wheel is "sparked out" during dressing with a 

llamond, a relatively large value of G will result and some grains nu^r be dulled. 

The downfeed and rate of orossfeed during diamond dressing also affect the wheel 

condition. A valuation of grinding forces with a wheel previously dressed with 

various rates of crossfeed is shown in Fig. 24. The more rapid the traverse, 

the lower will be the C value of the wheel. Vhen v^>b^N (where v^^ is the cross¬ 

feed velocity and b^ is the width of the diamond), a helical groove will be 

generated on the wheel faces Instead of a flat surface. 

Fig. 16 Variation of surface grindirxg forces with rate of crossfeed while 
^eel is being dressed with a diamond. Depth of cut in dressing, 0.00025 inch; 
depth of cut in grinding (d), 0.00025 inch; table speed, 17 fpm; work width, 
0.25 inch. 

In order to be able to reproduce wheel dressing for experimental work, one 

must hold the downfeed, crossfeed rate, and degree of spark out constant. It 

has also bean found convenient to use a standard Vickers pyramidal diamond held 

so that one face is tangwit to the wheel during dressing. The diamond is rotated 

90*^ between dressings so tiiat its ge(»ietry is maintained. The use of this type 

Oi dreeeing diamond gives the most reproducible ^eel condition, but not the 

wheel of ainiiKiiM cutting force or minimum openness of structure. 



Polishing differs from grinding in that grinding is * outting sotlon Hhore 

chips of material are dieared from the workpiece while polidiing is a melting 

action. In polishing the peaks on the surface of the workpiece are melted and 

flow into the Talleys on the surface. Polishing forms an amorphous or extremeiy 

finely grained layer on the polished surface because of the smearing out of the 

molten or softened peaks. In grinding the relatiTs hardness of the work 

material and the grinding agent is the Important property, while in polishing 

the relative melting points of the work material and polishing agent is most 

important. For example, camphor, which melts at 350^ Pf readily polishes 

Wood's metal although camphor is actually softer than Wood's metal. Polishing 

action is represented diagramatloally in Fig. 25* Here hot spots are shown 

developing on the upper surface at points of contact. The metal at these points 

bscones softened and is smeared out by subsequent motion. 

Fig. 17 Polishing action. 

Lapping 

Lapping is a process that is carried out with abrasive material charged 

into a cast iron or brass lap. The process is usually performed initially 

using a fluid, the last stages of the process being performed dry. In wet 

lapping the metal is actually removed by a cutting action and a cubic metal 
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surfae* that haa hem lapped will mhlblt a fiber structure with the octahedral 

planes and cube faces practically parallel to the surface. Dry lapping is 

essentially a polishing prooessf and the finished surface develops a charac¬ 

teristic amorphous layer. 

In a fine surface grinding operatim the grain size used would be about 

60 (0.01" dla.) and the depths of the scratches would be between 50 and 100>4< In. 

If such a surface is lapped with a number 220 abrasive (0.003" dla.) the graoves 

that result will become deeper. This indicates a characteristic difference 

between the lapping and grinding operatlcms. In grinding the depth of cut 

and the depth of surface scratches are a very small fraction of the grain size. 

However, in the lapping process the abrasive grains roll across the surface 

and cut to a far greater percentage of their diameter. It is, therefore, 

necessary to use extremely fine abrasive powder to obtain a surface with 

shallow grooves by lapping. In finishing operations grains as small as 0.001 

Inch are used In lapping and in the last stages of the lapping process the chips 

removed will be of the order of a niicroinch in size. 


















